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1.1 Summary

The eukaryotic genome is compartmentalized and organized within the two membranes of the nuclear envelope. Integrated at pores spanning the envelope are nuclear pore complexes, which mediate the regulated exchange of macromolecules between the nuclear compartment and the cell cytoplasm. During mitosis, the metazoan nucleus is disassembled so that the mitotic spindle can access the highly condensed chromosomes and mediate their faithful segregation. The nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complexes must therefore be rebuilt on the de-condensing chromatin at the end of every mitotic cell division.

In recent years, advances have been made towards elucidating the molecular composition and structural features of the nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complexes. Additionally, the importance and several determinants of three dimensional chromatin organisation within the boundaries of the nuclear envelope have begun to come to light. However, although many essential factors have been identified, the molecular mechanisms governing the establishment of nuclear architecture at the end of mitosis remain poorly defined. It is particularly unclear how the assembly of the nuclear envelope and pore complexes is coordinated with the changing chromatin landscape at the end of mitosis.

The work presented in this thesis aimed to identify regulatory landmarks of nuclear envelope formation. A cell-free nuclear reconstitution system based on Xenopus laevis extracts was employed to screen various chemical inhibitors for nuclear assembly defects. A group of inhibitors targeting Lysine (K) Specific Demethylase 1 (A) (LSD1/KDM1A) blocked the formation of a closed nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complex assembly in vitro. LSD1 catalyzes the demethylation of mono- and di-methylated lysines of histone H3 tails. Immunodepletion of LSD1 and rescue experiments using recombinant proteins confirmed that LSD1-dependent demethylation is specifically required for cell-free nuclear assembly. Accordingly RNAi-mediated depletion of LSD1 in human cells significantly extended the length of telophase, during which the nuclear envelope is formed, based on live cell imaging experiments and the automated tracking and annotation of chromatin features during cell division.

A modified version of the cell-free nuclear reconstitution assay that employs mitotic chromatin clusters was developed and used to specifically assay the role of
LSD1 in post-mitotic chromatin decondensation. Although the nuclear and chromatin-occupied volume was consistently smaller both in vitro and in cultured cells in the absence of LSD1 activity, LSD1 did not seem to be required for the initial steps of chromatin decondensation. Nonetheless, additional biochemical experiments indicated that LSD1 activity was essential for the recruitment of early-associating nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complex proteins to chromatin.

The data presented here demonstrate that LSD1 regulates the recruitment and assembly of a functional nuclear envelope on post-mitotic chromatin. Although non-histone protein targets cannot be excluded, the identification of the histone demethylase LSD1 as an essential regulator of nuclear assembly represents one of the first descriptions of a factor linking nuclear envelope formation with the changing chromatin landscape at the end of mitosis.
1.2 Zusammenfassung

Die zwei Membranen der Kernhülle trennen das kompakt organisierte Genom vom Rest der Zelle. Eingebettet in die Kernhülle sind Kernporenkomplexe, die den regulierten Transport von Makromolekülen zwischen Zytoplasma und Nukleoplasma vermitteln. In tierischen Zellen wird die Kernhülle während der Mitose aufgelöst, sodass der Spindelapparat Zugang zum stark kondensierten Chromatin erhält und so dessen präzise Aufteilung auf die Tochterzellen vermitteln kann. Am Ende jeder mitotischen Zellteilung müssen sich sowohl die Kernhülle als auch Kernporenkomplexe wieder an dem sich dekondensierenden Chromatin ausbilden.


Eine modifizierte Version des Zellkernrekonsitionssystems, die mitotische Chromatincluster nutzt, wurde entwickelt, um spezifisch die Funktion von LSD1 in der Chromatindekondensierung am Ende der Mitose zu untersuchen. Obwohl die Volumina von Zellkern und Chromatin sowohl in vitro als auch in Zellkulturzellen in Abwesenheit von LSD1 kleiner waren, scheint LSD1 nicht für die ersten Schritte der Chromatindekondensierung erforderlich zu sein. Dennoch zeigten weitere biochemische Experimente, dass LSD1 für die Bindung von Kernmembran- und Kernporenproteinen notwendig ist, die früh an das Chromatin rekrutiert werden.

Die hier vorgestellten Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Histondemethylase LSD1 die Anlagerung und Ausbildung einer funktionellen Kernhülle an Chromatin am Ende der Mitose reguliert. Auch wenn Nicht-Histon-Proteine als potentielle Substrate der LSD1 Aktivität nicht ausgeschlossen werden können, stellt die Identifizierung von LSD1 als notwendigen Regulator des Zellkernwiederaufbaus die erste Beschreibung eines Faktors dar, der die Ausbildung einer Kernhülle mit der sich verändernden Chromatinstruktruk am Ende der Mitose funktionell verbindet.
### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSD1/KDM1A</td>
<td>Lysine (K) specific demethylase 1(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>nuclear pore complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nup</td>
<td>nucleoporin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>phenylalanine glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>nuclear envelope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM</td>
<td>inner nuclear membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONM</td>
<td>outer nuclear membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBR</td>
<td>lamin B receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEM</td>
<td>lamina-associated polypeptide-emerin-MAN1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>endoplasmic reticulum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAi</td>
<td>RNA interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNP</td>
<td>ribonucleoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP1</td>
<td>heterochromatin protein 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAF</td>
<td>barrier to auto-integration factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>lamina-associated domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINC</td>
<td>linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>nuclear localisation signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NES</td>
<td>nuclear export signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDK1</td>
<td>cyclin-dependent kinase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP1/PP2</td>
<td>protein phosphatase 1/protein phosphatase 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAD</td>
<td>flavin adenine dinucleotide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>green fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µm</td>
<td>micrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kDa</td>
<td>kilodalton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAPI</td>
<td>4',6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DilC18</td>
<td>1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-Tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 The nucleus

The nucleus is the defining morphological and functional feature of eukaryotes. Compartmentalization of the nuclear genome affords the eukaryotic cell an unprecedented degree of regulatory complexity, which in many ways is only starting to be uncovered. Remarkably, nearly all eukaryotes share the same defined set of ultrastructural nuclear features; the nuclear genome, lamina, envelope, and pore complexes (Fig. 1). The high degree of conservation in nuclear compartmentalization strategies has been proposed to arise because nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) and nuclear envelope membranes co-evolved with both the endomembrane system and the need to segregate and re-partition the genome during mitosis (Reviewed in (Osorio and Gomes 2013, Wilson and Dawson 2011, Field et al. 2014)).

Figure 1. Schematic: The nucleus. The eukaryotic genome is organized within the two membrane bilayers of the nuclear envelope and the underlying nuclear lamina. Nuclear pore complexes span the nuclear envelope at points of fusion between the inner and outer membranes and mediate the bidirectional exchange of proteins, ribonucleic acids, and ribonucleoprotein particles between the nucleoplasm and the cytoplasm.
3.1.1 The nuclear envelope

3.1.1.1 Nuclear membranes

The nuclear envelope provides the hydrophobic barrier separating the nucleoplasm from the cytoplasm. It consists of two membrane bilayers that are juxtaposed in characteristically close proximity, separated by the perinuclear space. The inner and outer nuclear membranes are considered a compartment of the endoplasmic reticulum with which they are contiguous (reviewed in (Voeltz et al. 2002)). However, the inner nuclear membrane is additionally characterized by a distinct protein composition owing to multiple interactions with chromatin factors and proteins of the nuclear lamina (Reviewed in (Schirmer and Gerace 2005)). In vertebrates, the most prominent of these interactions include the lamin B receptor (LBR), which aptly interacts with lamin B as well as with histones and heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Reviewed in (Olins et al. 2010)), and the LEM-domain-containing proteins; lamina-associated polypeptide 2β (LAP2β), Emerin, and Man1, which also interact with lamins and with the chromatin-associated protein, barrier to autointegration factor (BAF) (Reviewed in (Brachner and Foisner 2011, Gruenbaum et al. 2005, Wagner and Krohne 2007)) (Fig. 2). Despite the large number of nuclear membrane-specific proteins identified, relatively few have been characterized in detail.

The nuclear lamina is a polymer of type V intermediate filaments that lines the inner nuclear membrane at the chromatin surface (Fig. 2). The number of lamin genes varies among metazoans and ranges from 3-5 in vertebrates, giving rise to a larger number of distinct lamin proteins (Reviewed in (Dittmer and Misteli 2011)). The vertebrate lamina is composed of cell-type specific ratios of the different lamin proteins, which are regulated during development and cell differentiation. This composition can confer different levels of mechanical support to the nucleus and contributes to chromatin organization and transcriptional regulation (Reviewed in (Butin-Israeli et al. 2012, Dittmer and Misteli 2011, Shimi et al. 2010)).

Mechanical forces from the cytoplasm are transmitted to the nucleus via linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complexes in the nuclear envelope (Reviewed in (Starr and Fridolfsson 2010)). LINC complexes consist of SUN domain-containing proteins at the inner nuclear membrane, which interact with the underlying lamina, and
KASH domain-containing proteins at the outer nuclear membrane, which interact with cytoplasmic microtubules and the actin cytoskeleton. SUN and KASH proteins form bridges across the perinuclear space where they interact (Reviewed in (Burke 2012, Sosa et al. 2012)).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. Schematic: The nuclear envelope** is a compartment of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The outer nuclear membrane (ONM) is continuous with the ER but the inner nuclear membrane (INM) possess a distinct protein composition due to interactions between inner nuclear membrane proteins, such as the lamin B receptor (LBR) and the LEM-domain-containing proteins Lap2b, emerin and Man1, with lamins, histones, or chromatin associated proteins such as heterochromatin protein-1 (HP1) and barrier to auto-integration factor (BAF). The nucleoskeleton is connected to the cytoskeleton by LINC complexes that span the nuclear envelope lumen. These complexes are composed of KASH-domain-containing proteins at the ONM, which interact with intermediate filaments and microtubules in the cytoplasm and SUN-domain containing proteins at the INM, which are anchored to the underlying nuclear lamina.

### 3.1.1.2 Vertebrate nuclear pore complexes

Integrated at points of fusion between the two bilayers of the envelope are nuclear pore complexes. With the exception of vesicle-mediated nuclear egress employed by herpes viruses (Reviewed in (Johnson and Baines 2011)) and some ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles in drosophila larvae (Speese et al. 2012), NPCs are
the exclusive gateway through the nuclear envelope for proteins, ribonucleic acids (RNAs) and ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles (Mohr et al. 2009). They are among the largest multi-protein assemblies in a eukaryotic cell. A single vertebrate NPC has an approximate mass of 120 MDa and is roughly 100 nm in diameter (Akey and Radermacher 1993, Beck et al. 2007, Fahrenkrog et al. 2000, Hinshaw and Milligan 2003, Ori et al. 2013, Reichelt et al. 1990). Each NPC is composed of multiple copies of 30 distinct nucleoporins arranged in a highly conserved eight-fold rotational symmetry in the nuclear envelope (Reviewed in (Bilikapic and Schwartz 2012, Schwartz 2013, Brohawn et al. 2009, Rout et al. 2000).

Nucleoporins are found in biochemically discrete subcomplexes that act as molecular building blocks of the NPC (Matsuoka et al. 1999, Dultz et al. 2008). The core scaffold of the NPC stabilizes the unusual topology of the highly curved pore membrane and anchors the remaining nucleoporins (Bui et al. 2013) also reviewed in (Antonin and Mattaj 2005, Schwartz 2013). It consists of three rings and two absolutely essential and highly conserved structural subcomplexes, the Nup107-160 complex (Boehmer et al. 2003, Harel et al. 2003b, Walther et al. 2003a) and the Nup93 complex (Franz et al. 2005, Grandi et al. 1997, Hawryluk-Gara et al. 2008). The outer cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic rings are each composed of 16 copies of the Y-shaped decameric Nup107-160 complex, which anchor the cytoplasmic filaments and nuclear basket, respectively (Alber et al. 2007, Bui et al. 2013, Lutzmann et al. 2002, Szymborska et al. 2013). The heteromeric Nup93 complex occupies the central ring (Alber et al. 2007, Krull et al. 2004) and is closely associated with the pore membrane, where it is anchored due to interactions of one of its constituent nucleoporins, Nup53, both directly with membranes (Marelli et al. 2001, Vollmer et al. 2012) and via the conserved transmembrane nucleoporin Ndc1 (Eisenhardt et al. 2014a, Mansfeld et al. 2006, Onischenko et al. 2009). Both the Nup93 and Nup107-160 complexes are also linked to the pore membrane by a second transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 (Mitchell et al. 2010, Rasala et al. 2008). A third transmembrane nucleoporin, GP210, has also been identified in vertebrates but its function at the NPC is not essential and it may play a tissue-specific role (Antonin et al. 2005, Cohen et al. 2003, D’Angelo et al. 2012, Eriksson et al. 2004, Gomez-Cavazos and Hetzer 2015, Olsson et al. 2004, Stavru et al. 2006). The central channel of the NPC consists of a meshwork of intrinsically disordered phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeat-containing nucleoporins (Bayliss et al. 2002, Fribourg
et al. 2001, Grant et al. 2003, Liu and Stewart 2005) that interact with the Nup93 complex (Alber et al. 2007, Grandi et al. 1997, Sachdev et al. 2012, Schlaich et al. 1997). Although the exact nature of this meshwork is not fully understood, the FG-nucleoporins collectively give rise to the diffusion barrier function of the NPC (Reviewed in (Peleg and Lim 2010)) (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Schematic: The vertebrate nuclear pore complex spans the outer and inner nuclear membranes and is composed of multiple copies of approximately 30 nucleoporins arranged in eight-fold rotational symmetry. The outer rings are primarily composed of the Nup107-160 complex, which connects to the nuclear basket and cytoplasmic filaments on either side of the nuclear envelope, and the inner ring consists of the Nup93 complex. The outer and inner rings comprise the nuclear pore complex (NPC) scaffold and are anchored in the pore membrane due to interactions with transmembrane nucleoporins. The permeability barrier and transport functions of the NPC are conferred by the FG-repeat-containing nucleoporins of the central channel.

3.1.1.3 Nucleocytoplasmic transport

The NPC enables the regulated bidirectional exchange of 40-100 KDa macromolecules, which are beyond the limit of diffusion, between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm. Nucleocytoplasmic transport of soluble proteins is facilitated by a large
family of transport receptors collectively termed karyopherins, which recognize cargoes by the presence of nuclear localization (NLS) and nuclear export (NES) signal sequences (Reviewed in (Pemberton and Paschal 2005)). Interactions between these import and export receptors and the FG-repeat nucleoporins are required for translocation through the central channel of the pore (Bayliss et al. 1999, Strasser and Hurt 2000, Strawn et al. 2004, Strawn et al. 2001, Terry et al. 2007), however the precise mechanism by which the receptor-cargo complexes move through the FG-protein rich pore is still the subject of much debate (Frey and Gorlich 2007, Lim et al. 2007, Melcak et al. 2007, Peters 2005, Ribbeck and Gorlich 2002). Nucleoporins localized at both the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic sides of the NPC also contribute to the docking and unloading of receptor cargo complexes ((Hamada et al. 2011, Ogawa et al. 2012, Roloff et al. 2013, Waldmann et al. 2012, Walther et al. 2001, Walde et al. 2012), also reviewed in (Walde and Kehlenbach 2010)). The directionality of transport is provided by the asymmetric distribution of the nucleotide-bound state of the small GTPase Ran and the distinct requirements of the import and export receptors for cargo complex formation and dissociation (Reviewed in (Fried and Kutay 2003, Mattaj and Englmeier 1998)). High levels of RanGTP are found in the nucleus due to the local concentration of its guanine exchange factor regulator of chromosome condensation 1 (RCC1) on chromatin. In the nucleus, RanGTP promotes the dissociation of importin-bound cargoes that were imported through the NPC from the cytoplasm and the formation of exportin-cargo complexes, which are then ready for export. In the cytoplasm, exportin-bound cargos are released due to the GTPase activating protein-dependent hydrolysis of RanGTP. The relatively low concentration of RanGTP in the cytoplasm supports the formation of importin-cargo complexes.

Transmembrane proteins of the inner nuclear membrane are transported into the nucleus from the endoplasmic reticulum. Integral membrane proteins harbouring negligibly small extra-lumenal domains can freely diffuse through the NPC in the plane of the membrane. In what is called the diffusion-retention model, these proteins are thought to accumulate in the nuclear membranes due their interactions with specific nuclear proteins such as those associated with chromatin or the lamina (Ohba et al. 2004, Wu et al. 2002). Transmembrane proteins with larger extra-lumenal domains can be transported by karyopherin-mediated import, however it is not clear whether they traverse the NPC through its central FG-protein meshwork or rather through peripheral
NPC channels (Reviewed by (Antonin et al. 2011)).

3.1.2 The nuclear genome

3.1.2.1 Chromatin folding

The total nuclear DNA content of a normal human diploid cell is approximately $6 \times 10^9$ base pairs and if arranged linearly would be close to 2 meters in length. In order to accommodate an average nuclear volume of 100 $\mu$m$^3$, it is predicted that DNA must be condensed by a factor of $3 \times 10^5$ (Reviewed in (Bloom and Joglekar 2010)). This condensation is accomplished by the hierarchical packaging of DNA into chromatin fibers and subsequent higher order folding. The basic repeating unit of chromatin is the eukaryotic nucleosome. Core nucleosomes are octamers of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 wrapped by 146-147 bp of DNA (Luger et al. 1997). This first level of chromatin organization gives rise to the 10 nm fiber, also known as “beads on a string” (Olins and Olins 1974, Woodcock et al. 1976a, Woodcock et al. 1976b), which is the template for active transcription.

Folding or coiling of 10 nm fibers was traditionally thought to give rise to 30 nm fibers that were then further folded into higher order chromatin assemblies (Belmont and Bruce 1994, Widom and Klug 1985, Finch and Klug 1976, Horowitz et al. 1994, Rattner and Lin 1985, Song et al. 2014, Williams and Langmore 1991, Woodcock et al. 1984, Zentgraf and Franke 1984). However, the combined use of improved sample preparation methods and new high resolution imaging techniques aimed at visualizing these fibers in situ have failed to detect 30 nm fibers during interphase or mitosis and even indicated the presence of 10 nm fibers in densely packed chromatin regions of interphase cells (Efroni et al. 2008, Eltsov et al. 2008, Fussner et al. 2012, Joti et al. 2012, Nishino et al. 2012). Although the existence of localized 30 nm fibers cannot be excluded, the higher organization of 10 nm fibers is sufficient to explain the compaction and regulation of the nuclear genome (Reviewed in (Fussner et al. 2011, Maeshima et al. 2010)). Regardless of the exact conformation, higher order chromatin folding during interphase generates less accessible and in turn transcriptionally inactive chromatin (Levy and Noll 1981, Hu et al. 2009, Muller et al. 2001). Accordingly, pluripotent cells characterized by widespread low-level transcription possess a large proportion of open
and uniformly distributed chromatin compared to more differentiated cell types with far less promiscuous transcriptional programs (Efroni et al. 2008, Ahmed et al. 2010, Fussner et al. 2010, Ricci et al. 2015). Open and closed chromatin conformations are thought to be modulated by post-translational modifications to histone tails, including phosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation, which can act directly on higher order chromatin structure or by via the recruitment of non-histone chromatin proteins (Reviewed in (Tessarz and Kouzarides 2014)).

3.1.2.2 Three-dimensional chromatin organization

During interphase, chromatin occupies at most half of the nuclear volume (Fussner et al. 2010) and is organized non-randomly in the three-dimensional space of the nucleus. It is becoming increasingly clear that this 3D organization plays an important role in gene regulation and cell phenotypes. Individual chromosomes have been found to occupy distinct nuclear territories that are maintained throughout cell division cycles (Reviewed in (Cremer and Cremer 2006, Misteli 2007). These territories are often cell type-specific and maintain a relative radial position with respect to the nuclear periphery. In most cases, gene dense chromosomes are preferentially found in the nuclear interior while gene poor chromosomes localize to more peripheral positions (Bolzer et al. 2005, Bridger et al. 2000, Cremer et al. 2003). Within chromosomes, transcriptionally active and inactive chromatin segregates into distinct domains with similar preferences for relative interior and peripheral positioning with respect to the nuclear space (Reviewed in (Bickmore and van Steensel 2013)). These regions can be further partitioned in topological domains that include long-range interactions between regulatory elements and distal promoters as well as clusters of co-regulated genes, which have been proposed to arise by the formation of large chromatin loops (Reviewed in (Dekker 2014, Hofmann and Heermann 2015)).

In recent years, numerous studies have indicated that the nuclear envelope functions not only as a structural barrier in the compartmentalization of the genome but is also an active participant in its 3D organization and in turn regulation. In most cell types, the peripheral chromatin localized adjacent to the nuclear envelope largely consists of conformationally closed, transcriptionally silent heterochromatin (Reviewed in (Akhtar and Gasser 2007, Francastel et al. 2000)). This peripheral heterochromatin
directly contacts the envelope in lamina-associated domains (LADs), an interaction that depends on lamins and transmembrane proteins of the inner nuclear membrane, including LBR (Reviewed in (Talamas and Capelson 2015, Zuleger et al. 2011)). The formation of LADs is thought to contribute to gene silencing in a cell lineage-specific manner and it has been suggested that the tissue-specific expression of lamins and nuclear envelope transmembrane proteins impacts not only the degree of peripheral heterochromatin but also the localization of specific gene loci (Reviewed in (Talamas and Capelson 2015)). Nuclear envelope and lamina proteins are required to maintain peripheral heterochromatin, however, the mechanism that targets chromatin to these domains is less clear. Several chromatin associated factors, including HP1 and BAF, as well as specific histone modifications, including methylation of Histone H3 at lysine 9, have been implicated and it is likely that more than one molecular strategy is employed (Reviewed in (Amendola and van Steensel 2014)).

Proteins of the NPC have also been found to play a role in gene expression and the spatial distribution of chromatin in the nucleus. In contrast to the nuclear lamina, NPCs are generally associated with open transcriptionally active euchromatin (Reviewed in (Capelson et al. 2010)). It has been proposed that this organisation is adopted to facilitate co-regulated transcription and mRNA export (Blobel 1985). The NPC plays an essential active role in the formation of heterochromatin exclusive zones via the nuclear basket protein Tpr (Krull et al. 2010) and possibly other nucleoporins that have been found to bind at boundary elements in drosophila (Kalverda and Fornerod 2010). Furthermore, much like the lamin associated domains, nucleoporin associated chromatin domains have also been identified and various nucleoporins have been implicated in the regulation of tissue-specific gene expression, although the interpretation of these results is often confounded by the presence of nucleoplasmic nucleoporin pools (Reviewed in (Capelson et al. 2010, Talamas and Capelson 2015)).

3.2 Nuclear dynamics during open mitosis

The enclosure of chromatin inside the nucleus necessitates the physical segregation of the duplicated genome during eukaryotic cell division. The mitotic spindle, a microtubule-based structure assembled from predominantly cytoplasmic components, facilitates chromosome segregation in all eukaryotes. However, distinct
strategies have evolved to accomplish this task (Reviewed in (De Souza and Osmani 2009, Smoyer and Jaspersen 2014)). Many eukaryotes employ closed or semi-closed mitosis, which involve the assembly of the mitotic spindle inside the nucleus with either no loss or a partial loss of nuclear envelope integrity, respectively. In contrast, metazoan cells divide by open mitosis. The spindle assembles in the cytoplasm and the nuclear envelope is disassembled to facilitate access to the mitotic chromosomes (Fig. 4). This disassembly means that the nucleus must be reconstructed each time an animal cell divides (Fig. 5).

3.2.1 Nuclear disassembly

The cyclin dependent kinase CDK1 and its activating factor cyclin B drives the eukaryotic cell cycle ((Santamaria et al. 2007), also reviewed in (Domingo-Sananes et al. 2011)). The activity of CDK1 and numerous downstream kinases (Lens et al. 2010, Malumbres 2011) gives rise to the remarkable structural changes that characterize nuclear organisation during mitosis and global phosphoproteomic studies have identified thousands of mitotic phosphorylation events (Daub et al. 2008, Olsen et al. 2010, Pagliuca et al. 2011). The recent identification of Greatwall kinase as an essential inhibitor of the protein phosphatase PP2A during mitosis (Alvarez-Fernandez et al. 2013) suggests that mitotic phosphorylation marks are not only conferred but also actively maintained in order to regulate the key events surrounding chromosome segregation during mitosis, including chromosome condensation and nuclear envelope breakdown.

3.2.1.1 Chromosome condensation

The activation CDK1 in the cytoplasm at the onset of mitosis initiates global changes to the nuclear import pathway, which ensure the rapid accumulation of CDK1/cyclin B in the nucleus (Gavet and Pines 2010). This accumulation triggers the reorganization and compaction of interphasic chromatin that gives rise to the characteristic X-shaped mitotic chromosomes. Efforts to quantify chromosome compaction have produced conflicting results and suggest that, compared to interphase chromatin, mitotic chromosome condensation in animal cells ranges from
2- to 50-fold (Reviewed in (Vagnarelli 2012, Belmont 2006)). Furthermore, mitotic chromosome structure is not random, evidenced by reproducible banding patterns for each chromosome that are transmitted through successive cell division cycles ((Terrenoire et al. 2010), also reviewed in (Craig and Bickmore 1993)). Chromatin condensation is mediated by proteins of the chromatin scaffold particularly Condensins I and II, which are phosphorylated by CDK1, as well as Topoisomerase II, and the chromokinesin KIF4A (Reviewed in (Vagnarelli 2012)). The involvement of other mitotic kinase substrates is likely, however to date they have not been identified. Several histone modifications accompany the transformation of interphasic chromatin to mitotic chromosomes. Given the capacity of phosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation of histone tails to impact nucleosome interactions and higher order chromatin packing, it seems likely that they would contribute to mitotic chromosome condensation. The most prominent cell cycle dependent modification is the phosphorylation of Histone H3 at serine 10 by Aurora B kinase ((Gurley et al. 1974), also reviewed in (Prigent and Dimitrov 2003)), however this mark does not play an active role in the establishment or maintenance of mitotic chromosome condensation in vivo (Hsu et al. 2000, MacCallum et al. 2002, Vagnarelli et al. 2006). Instead, it has been proposed that phosphorylation of Histone H3 initiates a cascade of histone modifications events, such as the de-acetylation of Histone H4, to promote chromosome condensation (Wilkins et al. 2014). Other histone modifications that have been implicated in mitotic chromosome condensation include the sequential de-acetylation and methylation of Histone H3 K9 (Park et al. 2011) and a combinatorial mark consisting of Histone H3 T3p, K4me3, and R8me2 ((Markaki et al. 2009), also reviewed in (Georgatos et al. 2009)). It remains to be seen whether histone modifications are directly involved in mitotic chromosome condensation or rather act to recruit and position relevant non-histone chromatin associated proteins.

3.2.1.2 Nuclear envelope breakdown

Following the onset chromosome condensation, nuclear envelope breakdown is initiated by the loss of NPC barrier function, the disassembly of the nuclear lamina, and in some organisms the physical rupturing of the nuclear envelope mediated by microtubules. Hyperphosphorylation of the central channel nucleoporin Nup98 by CDK1
and NIMA-related kinases disrupts its interaction with NPCs and initiates their
disassembly and the loss of the nuclear envelope permeability barrier (Laurell et al. 2011). Several other nucleoporins, including Nup107-160 and Nup53 are
phosphorylated by mitotic kinases (Favreau et al. 1996, Glavy et al. 2007, Macaulay et al. 1995, Onischenko et al. 2005) and it is likely that the phosphorylation-dependent
dissociation of nucleoporin interactions is a general mechanistic feature of NPC
disassembly during mitosis. Phosphorylated nucleoporins, many of which nonetheless
remain associated in distinct subcomplexes (Matsuoka et al. 1999), are distributed in the
cytoplasm during mitosis where they have been found to contribute to various mitotic
processes, including spindle assembly and chromosome segregation (Reviewed in
(Chatel and Fahrenkrog 2011)). The transmembrane nucleoporin GP210 is also
phosphorylated during mitosis (Favreau et al. 1996), a modification that has been found
to disrupt its interaction with the NPC (Onischenko et al. 2007). Although GP210 is not
strictly required for NPC assembly or integrity it was found to be essential for NPC
disassembly during mitosis (Audhya et al. 2007, Galy et al. 2008). The association of
inner nuclear membrane proteins with the nuclear lamina and chromatin is similarly
regulated by phosphorylation. The mitotic phosphorylation of LAP2α, LAP2β and LBR
as well as a chromatin associated interaction binding partner, BAF, promotes the
dissociation of the inner nuclear membrane proteins from the lamina and chromatin and
supports the release of the nuclear envelope (Collas et al. 1996, Foisner and Gerace
1996, Tseng and Chen 2011). In mammals, microtubules also contribute to nuclear
envelope breakdown by creating the tension that eventually ruptures the nuclear
envelope membranes (Beaudouin et al. 2002, Salina et al. 2002, Muhlhausser and
Kutay 2007) and by facilitating the transport of membrane remnants away from
chromatin (Muhlhausser and Kutay 2007). Only after nuclear envelope rupture
(Beaudouin et al. 2002, Lenart et al. 2003) does the nuclear lamina depolymerize due to
the cdk1 and PKC dependent phosphorylation of lamins (Collas 1999, Gerace and

Once it is released from chromatin and disassembled, the nuclear envelope is
absorbed by the mitotic ER. It has been proposed that the nuclear envelope
membranes maintain their identity as a sub-compartment of the ER during mitosis in
order to facilitate efficient nuclear assembly upon mitotic exit (Mattaj 2004). This
hypothesis is supported by a number of in vitro experiments that indicate distinct vesicle populations with unique biochemical compositions and different capacities to support nuclear envelope assembly can be isolated from mitotic ER preparations (Antonin et al. 2005, Buendia and Courvalin 1997, Chaudhary and Courvalin 1993, Collas et al. 1996, Ulbert et al. 2006, Vigers and Lohka 1991, Vollmar et al. 2009). The mitotic ER has been visualized as both a network of tubules (Puhka et al. 2007) or cisternal sheets (Lu et al. 2009) and it is not clear whether this difference reflects experimental procedures or the possibility that, like the interphase ER (Voeltz et al. 2002, Puhka et al. 2012), the morphology of the mitotic ER is cell type specific. Regardless of whether it is composed mainly of sheets or tubules, these observations suggest that the vesiculation of nuclear envelope membranes in mitotic ER preparations is likely an artifact of their isolation and fractionation. Nonetheless, membrane micro-domains have been found to segregate into distinct vesicles (Simons and Toomre 2000) and it is possible that the potential to isolate nuclear envelope-specific membrane vesicles reflects micro-domain formation in the intact mitotic ER.

Figure 4. Schematic: Nuclear disassembly during open mitosis. The metazoan nuclear envelope is disassembled during mitosis to facilitate the capture of highly condensed replicated chromosomes by the mitotic spindle. Disassembly is initiated by the dissociation of FG repeat-containing nucleoporins from nuclear pore complexes at the beginning of mitosis. The nuclear membranes and resident integral membrane proteins are released from chromatin and absorbed by the endoplasmic reticulum. Soluble nucleoporins, some of which remain associated in subcomplexes, as well as lamins of the disassembled lamina are dispersed in the common cytoplasm as sister chromatids are pulled apart to give rise to two new daughter cells.
3.2.2 Nuclear reassembly

Mitotic chromosomes achieve maximal compaction during anaphase (Mora-Bermudez et al. 2007, Ohsugi et al. 2008). Following segregation, chromosome decondensation and reorganization is required to give rise to a functional interphase nucleus yet there are very few details regarding the molecular mechanisms that mediate this process. The extraction of the mitotic kinase Aurora B by the AAA+-ATPase p97 (Ramadan et al. 2007) and the activity of the protein phosphatase PP1 (Landsverk et al. 2005, Lee et al. 2010) are thought to be required for post-mitotic chromatin decondensation, however the downstream molecular events that modulate the necessary changes to chromatin structure are unknown. The recent development of a Xenopus egg extract-based assay that reconstitutes mitotic chromatin decondensation in vitro has overcome some of the inherent difficulties in studying an essential mitotic process (Magalska et al. 2014). The decondensation of mitotic chromatin isolated from cultured mammalian cells was found to be an active process requiring both ATP and GTP hydrolysis. Furthermore, the helicase activity of the RuvB-like ATPases RuvBl1 and RuvBl2 was found to be essential, albeit not sufficient, for in vitro chromatin decondensation. Importantly, the activity of either RuvBl1 or RuvBl2 activity was not required for the removal of condensin I from mitotic chromosomes, suggesting that these ATPases modulate chromatin decondensation by an independent mechanism. As the maintenance of Condensin I on mitotic chromosomes depends on the sustained activity of Aurora B (Lipp et al. 2007, Nakazawa et al. 2011, Ono et al. 2004, Tada et al. 2011), the loss of kinase activity could be sufficient to explain the dissociation of condensin I from chromatin during anaphase. Post-mitotic chromosome decondensation is thus likely a multi-step process.

Although the morphological nature of the mitotic ER is still a matter of debate, it is clear that nuclear envelope formation is initiated by the recruitment and reorganization of cisternal membrane sheets on the decondensing chromatin (Anderson and Hetzer 2007, Anderson and Hetzer 2008, Lu et al. 2011) (See Fig. 2 (Schooley et al. 2012)). Several inner nuclear membrane proteins, including LBR and the LEM domain-containing proteins, and transmembrane proteins of the NPC, including NDC1 and POM121 (Ulbert et al. 2006), have the capacity to bind chromatin or DNA and their recruitment is required to rapidly establish the nuclear envelope sub-compartment at the
end of mitosis (Anderson et al. 2009, Collas et al. 1996, Newport and Dunphy 1992, Wilson and Newport 1988). The existence of nuclear envelope-specific microdomains within the mitotic ER could accelerate the segregation of the nuclear membrane compartment but the extent to which this actually occurs in vivo remains to be seen. The final enclosure of chromatin by the nuclear envelope sheets is thought to require cytoplasmic membrane fusion mediated by the ER fusion machinery (Reviewed in (Antonin et al. 2008, Chen et al. 2013) (see Fig.3 (Schooley et al. 2012)).

Figure 5. Schematic: Post-mitotic nuclear assembly. At the end of mitosis integral nuclear envelope proteins are sorted from the endoplasmic reticulum on each set of decondensing post-mitotic chromosomes. At the same time, soluble nucleoporins are recruited to chromatin to initiate the step-wise assembly of nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). As chromatin continues to decondense and reorganize, the nuclear lamina polymerizes and a closed nuclear envelope containing functional NPCs is formed.

NPCs are assembled on the chromatin concomitant with the recruitment and organisation of nuclear envelope membranes. Two modes for NPC assembly have been proposed based on detailed in vitro an in vivo experiments (Reviewed in (Schooley et al. 2012)). NPC insertion is the assembly and integration of NPCs in the two juxtaposed membrane bilayers of the nuclear envelope. Alternatively, NPC assembly can also be initiated on the chromatin and concurrently enclosed by nascent nuclear envelope sheets. Importantly, NPCs are assembled in two distinct stages of the cell cycle. During interphase, particularly in actively dividing cells (D'Angelo et al. 2006,
Maul et al. 1973), NPCs are assembled in the intact nuclear envelope. Recent studies have indicated that although the final composition of NPCs formed during interphase and at the end of mitosis is the same, interphasic NPC assembly is initiated on the membranes rather than on the chromatin and requires distinct membrane deformation activities (Doucet and Hetzer 2010, Doucet et al. 2010, Vollmer et al. 2012). Although interphasic NPC assembly must proceed entirely by insertion into the intact nuclear envelope, post-mitotic NPC assembly could occur either by insertion in partially formed sections of nuclear envelope membranes or enclosure of assembling NPCs as the nuclear membranes envelop the chromatin (Reviewed in (Schooley et al. 2012), see Fig. 4). The relatively rapid kinetics of post-mitotic NPC assembly (Dultz and Ellenberg 2010, Doucet et al. 2010) and the recent findings indicating that post-mitotic and interphasic NPC assembly have different molecular requirements (Doucet et al. 2010, Vollmer et al. 2012, Vollmer et al. in press) imply the use of a distinct assembly modes and suggest that NPC assembly by the enclosure model is employed at the end of mitosis.

Unlike interphasic NPC assembly, which begins at the nuclear envelope membranes, post-mitotic NPC assembly is initiated on the chromatin by the recruitment of MEL28/ELYS, a DNA and chromatin binding protein that is sometimes considered a tenth member of the Nup107-160 complex. A number of immunofluorescence and live cell imaging experiments performed in mammalian cell culture systems as well as detailed biochemical studies based on Xenopus egg extract nuclear reconstitution have elucidated the sequence and interdependence of the key molecular steps in NPC assembly. Binding of MEL28/ELYS to chromatin seeds NPC assembly by recruiting the Nup107-160 complex (Franz et al. 2007, Gillespie et al. 2007, Harel et al. 2003b, Rasala et al. 2008, Rotem et al. 2009, Walther et al. 2003a). These first NPC assembly steps on chromatin can be reconstituted in vitro in the absence of membranes. Seeding of the Nup107-160 complex provides the first link to the pore membrane by interacting with POM121 (Antonin et al. 2005, Mitchell et al. 2010, Yavuz et al. 2010). NDC1 is also recruited to the NPC at that time (Dultz et al. 2008) but its early interaction partner has not been identified. The next steps of NPC assembly proceed from inner ring at the pore membrane building laterally towards the centre of the pore. The Nup93 complex is not recruited as a pre-assembled complex but is rather built at the NPC from individual components and smaller subcomplexes (Sachdev et al. 2012, Vollmer et al. 2012, Theerthagiri et al. 2010). Nup53 is the first Nup93 complex member recruited to the
nascent pore where it interacts with the membrane (Vollmer et al. 2012). Nup53 and another Nup93 complex member Nup155 interact with NDC1 and POM121 at the pore membrane (Mansfeld et al. 2006, Mitchell et al. 2010, Yavuz et al. 2010). Via its interaction with Nup53, Nup93 is recruited to the assembling NPC in complex with two independent binding partners Nup188 and Nup205, completing the assembly of the structural scaffold of the NPC. Nup93 recruits the FG repeat-containing nucleoporins of the Nup62 complex to the central channel, which in turn gives rise to the hydrophobic meshwork that confers the functional properties of the NPC (Ribbeck and Gorlich 2001). The formation of the cytoplasmic filaments and nuclear basket at the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic faces, respectively, are the final steps of NPC assembly (Dultz et al. 2008) (see Fig. 5 (Schooley et al. 2012)).

3.3 Regulation of post-mitotic nuclear assembly

3.3.1 Chromatin decondensation

The regulation of chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope assembly at the end of mitosis relies on both the inactivation of mitotic kinases and the active removal of phosphorylation marks by protein phosphatases (Reviewed in (Wurzenberger and Gerlich 2011)). The Aurora B kinase is a member of the chromosome passenger complex and has been implicated in chromosome condensation at various stages of the cell cycle (Reviewed in (Carmena et al. 2012)). It has been found to maintain the phosphorylation of Condensins I and II and the chromatin bound localization of Condensin I until telophase (Lipp et al. 2007, Nakazawa et al. 2011, Ono et al. 2004, Tada et al. 2011, Takemoto et al. 2007). However, conflicting studies have reported that Aurora B is dispensable for normal Condensin loading during mitosis (Losada et al. 2002, MacCallum et al. 2002) and it is possible that other Aurora B substrates contribute to chromosome condensation. Upon mitotic exit, the extraction of polyubiquitinated Aurora B from chromatin by the AAA+-ATPase Cdc28/p97 and its adaptor Ufd-Np14 is required for chromatin decondensation (Ramadan et al. 2007, Dobrynin et al. 2011, Meyer et al. 2010). Two protein phosphatases, PP1 and PP2A are essential for mitotic exit (Reviewed in (De Wulf et al. 2009)) and PP1 and its nuclear targeting unit PNUTS have been implicated in chromatin
decondensation (Landsverk et al. 2005, Lee et al. 2010, Wu et al. 2009). Because condensins are phosphorylated during mitosis (Lipp et al. 2007, Nakazawa et al. 2011, Ono et al. 2004, Tada et al. 2011), it has been proposed that the relevant PP1 substrate is condensin I and/or II. However, other substrates of PP1 and possibly PP2A are also likely to be important given that post-mitotic chromosome decondensation involves multiple pathways, including a currently unidentified GTP-dependent step (Magalska et al. 2014).

3.3.2 Nuclear envelope assembly

The association of nuclear membranes with chromatin in vitro is regulated by the counteracting activities of cdk1-cyclin B (Newport and Dunphy 1992, Pfaller et al. 1991, Vigers and Lohka 1992), which blocks membrane binding, and protein phosphatases, such as PP1 (Ito et al. 2007, Pfaller et al. 1991), which promote membrane recruitment. The phosphorylation of multiple integral nuclear envelope proteins, including LBR, Lap2, emerin, MAN1, NDC1, POM121, and GP210, during mitosis prevents their association with chromatin and contributes to the disassembly of the nuclear envelope. At the end of mitosis, inner nuclear membrane proteins recruitment is therefore likely to depend on the reversal of these mitotic phosphorylation events. The best-characterized example of this regulatory mechanism is the recruitment of the lamin B receptor to post-mitotic chromatin. Phosphorylation of a specific serine residue prevents LBR binding to chromatin in vitro (Ito et al. 2007, Nikolakaki et al. 1997, Takano et al. 2004) and its de-phosphorylation controls the timing of ER membrane recruitment to anaphase chromosomes in human cells (Tseng and Chen 2011). In addition to de-phosphorylation in its arginine-serine repeat domain, phosphorylation of LBR by the serine/arginine-rich protein-specific kinase 1 (Nikolakaki et al. 1997, Takano et al. 2004, Dreger et al. 1999) is also required for its association with chromatin in vitro. Taken together with the observed redundancy of nuclear membrane protein recruitment (Anderson et al. 2009), these findings suggest that the precise timing of nuclear envelope recruitment to post-mitotic chromatin is, at least in part, mediated by a combination of site-specific post-translational modifications to multiple integral nuclear envelope proteins. Many soluble nucleoporins are also phosphorylated during mitosis and it is likely that NPC assembly is similarly regulated by de-phosphorylation upon mitotic exit, however direct evidence for
such a regulatory mechanism is currently lacking.

Cell cycle dependent waves of phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation can account for the temporal co-regulation of mitotic chromosome decondensation, NPC assembly and nuclear envelope formation. However, nuclear envelope assembly must also be directed spatially to the post-mitotic chromatin. This level of regulation is provided by the small GTPase Ran, which ensures the directionality of nuclear transport in the interphase cell. Chromatin is demarcated throughout the cell cycle by a high localized concentration of the GTP-bound form of Ran due to the presence of its exchange factor RCC1 (Kalab et al. 2002). In vitro, Ran is essential to ensure that nuclear envelope assembly occurs on the chromatin substrate (Hetzer et al. 2000, Zhang and Clarke 2000) and artificially disturbing the RanGTP gradient results in the aberrant formation of NPCs in ER membrane stacks away from the nuclear envelope (Walther et al. 2003b). A large number of soluble nucleoporins are bound by transport receptors of the importin family during mitosis and it has been proposed that this binding blocks interactions between NPC components (Harel et al. 2003a, Walther et al. 2003b). The inhibition of NPC assembly is reversed in the vicinity of chromatin due to the RanGTP-dependent dissociation of importin-nucleoporin complexes. As integral membrane proteins are targeted to the nuclear envelope during interphase by importins (Doucet et al. 2010, Turgay et al. 2010), the Ran-importin system might similarly regulate their recruitment to post-mitotic chromatin (Reviewed in (Antonin et al. 2011)). In fact, LBR was found to interact with importin β during mitosis (Ma et al. 2007, Lu et al. 2010) and this inhibitory complex could be dissociated in the presence of ranGTP (Ma et al. 2007). The overlap of the importin β and chromatin binding sites on LBR suggests that transport receptor binding could also function to prevent unwanted interactions with mitotic chromosomes during mitosis. It is possible that a similar mechanism is employed by MEL28/ELYS in order to ensure that NPC assembly is not prematurely seeded on mitotic chromatin. Because RanGTP is associated with chromatin throughout mitosis, an additional level of regulation, such as mitotic phosphorylation, is nonetheless required to specify that nuclear assembly only occur on chromatin at the end of mitosis.
3.3.3 Coordination of nuclear envelope assembly and chromatin reorganization

Chromatin organisation is crucial for both chromosome segregation and for the function of the interphase nucleus. As the transitions between these chromatin states are not well defined it is difficult to predict whether the three dimensional organisation of the interphase nucleus depends on the precise conformation or unfolding of the mitotic chromosomes. Given the importance of the nuclear envelope in modulating interphasic chromatin architecture, it is tempting to speculate that the coordination of chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope assembly at the end of mitosis plays an active role in establishing functional interphase chromatin organisation. However, large scale chromatin mapping techniques, such as chromosome conformation capture and DamID, indicate that higher order chromatin folding is highly stochastic and newly established each time the cell divides and is thus not specified by the mitotic chromosomes (Reviewed in (Dekker 2014, Kind and van Steensel 2014)). Nonetheless, epigenetic bookmarking is likely to occur at the level of DNA methylation, histone modifications, and chromatin associated factors, which are transmitted through successive cell cycles in order to maintain cell type-specific transcriptional programs (Reviewed in (Dekker 2014, Zaidi et al. 2010, Wang and Higgins 2013)) and it remains possible that these types of modifications could serve as landmarks to coordinate chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope assembly.

Two chromatin-associated proteins, HP1 and BAF, link decondensing chromosomes and nuclear envelope formation. The recruitment of HP1 to post-mitotic chromatin requires the dephosphorylation of Histone H3 at S10 and is promoted by H3K9 methylation, a hallmark of heterochromatin (Fischle et al. 2005, Bannister et al. 2001, Hirota et al. 2005, Lachner et al. 2001). Although LBR can interact directly with histones and other chromatin-associated proteins, the cell cycle-dependent localization of HP1 could regulate its association with post-mitotic chromatin. During anaphase HP1 also interacts with Proline Rich 14, which tethers peripheral heterochromatin to the assembling nuclear lamina via lamins A/C (Poleshko et al. 2013) The recruitment of BAF to post-mitotic chromatin during early anaphase is essential for post-mitotic nuclear envelope assembly (Gorjanacz et al. 2007, Margalit et al. 2005, Segura-Totten et al. 2002, Furukawa et al. 2003). BAF recruits LEM domain-containing proteins to post-
mitotic chromatin, and the LEM proteins reciprocally modulate the distribution of BAF during interphase (Haraguchi et al. 2008, Margalit et al. 2007, Ulbert et al. 2006). The inner nuclear membrane protein LEM4 was found to regulate BAF recruitment to chromatin by promoting vrk1 dependent phosphorylation and PP2A-mediated dephosphorylation at the different cell cycle stages (Asencio et al. 2012).

The presence of Aurora B on mitotic chromosomes is inversely correlated with the recruitment of nuclear membranes (Ramadan et al. 2007) and ensures that nuclear envelope assembly does not proceed before chromosome segregation has occurred (Reviewed in (Carmena et al. 2012)). Indeed, a recent study found that the sustained presence of Aurora B on chromatin in response to lagging chromosomes delayed localized nuclear envelope formation (Karg et al. 2015). In addition to HP1 recruitment, the reversal of Aurora B-dependent phosphorylation is also coordinated with nuclear envelope formation by the PP1 targeting subunit Repo-Man. Targeting of Repo-Man/PP1 to anaphase chromosomes via the C-terminus of Repo-Man mediates Histone H3 dephosphorylation at T3, S10, and S28 while the N-terminus mediates the localization of Repo-Man to peripheral chromatin, where it overlaps with a newly identified interaction partner importin β (Vagnarelli et al. 2011). Loss of Repo-Man/PP1 impaired the reversal of H3 mitotic phosphorylation upon mitotic exit and caused major nuclear envelope defects.

The recruitment of soluble and membrane proteins to the post-mitotic chromatin mass is specifically non-homogeneous and spatially organized with respect to the mitotic spindle. The central or core region at surfaces both proximal and distal to the spindle is enriched in A-type lamins, as well as LAP2β and emerin due to the local accumulation of BAF (Dabauvalle et al. 1999, Haraguchi et al. 2008). Conversely, lamin B, LBR, and nucleoporins preferentially accumulate at peripheral noncore chromatin (Chaudhary and Courvalin 1993, Haraguchi et al. 2008, Haraguchi et al. 2000). The establishment of these subdomains is controlled by the DNA-binding nucleoporin MEL28/ELYS and recruitment of the Nup107-160 complex (Clever et al. 2012), suggesting that the initial stages of NPC formation on chromatin are linked to the establishment of distinct chromatin regions. It is currently unclear whether specific features of post-mitotic chromatin render it competent for MEL28-ELYS binding and subsequent NPC assembly. The dependence of MEL28/ELYS recruitment to chromatin on replication licensing (Gillespie et al. 2007) provides an interesting link between the
functional establishment of post-mitotic chromatin and nuclear envelope assembly. First, because the replication licensing factors are excluded from the interphase nucleus, this regulation of MEL28/ELYS seeding ensures that licensing occurs before the formation of a closed nuclear envelope. A second more speculative link stems from the fact that mitotic chromosomes are organized in linear bands of early and late-replicating chromosome segments that are characterized by differences in gene density, histone modifications, and transcriptional activity during interphase (Reviewed in (Bickmore and van Steensel 2013, Craig and Bickmore 1993)). These domains could modulate the post-mitotic recruitment of MEL28/ELYS, which would in turn coordinate the chromatin state with nuclear envelope assembly.

3.4 Lysine (K) specific demethylase 1(A)

It was the discovery of Lysine (K) specific demethylase 1(A) (LSD1/KDM1A) that first put to rest the debate about the reversible nature of histone methylation (Shi et al. 2004). LSD1 is a nuclear amine oxidase consisting of an N-terminal SWIRM domain, a common structural feature of chromatin binding factors, a central protruding tower domain, which mediates provides a platform for interacting proteins, and a C-terminal amine oxidase domain that mediates its enzymatic activity (Baron and Vellore 2012, Shi et al. 2004, Stavropoulos et al. 2006, Tochio et al. 2006). It is conserved from yeast to humans but in contrast to S. pombe, S. cerevisiae lack an LSD1 homolog (Shi et al. 2004). LSD1 catalyzes the FAD-dependent demethylation of mono- and di-methylated Histone H3 at lysines 4 and 9 (Shi et al. 2004, Shi et al. 2005, Stavropoulos et al. 2006). Based on structural information and in vitro binding assays, the specificity towards mono- and di-methylated lysines is not steric but rather chemical in nature (Forneris et al. 2005, Stavropoulos et al. 2006). LSD1 co-purifies with several corepressor complexes, including CoREST (You et al. 2001, Lee et al. 2005, Shi et al. 2005), CtBP (Shi et al. 2003), NuRD (Wang et al. 2009b), RCOR (Yang et al. 2011) and HDAC1/2 complexes (Humphrey et al. 2001) and demethylation of nucleosomes by LSD1 requires at least one of these cofactors (Shi et al. 2005). Unsurprisingly given the list of interaction partners, LSD1 acts mainly as a transcriptional repressor (Shi et al. 2004, Shi et al. 2005, Lee et al. 2005) by demethylating H3K4me2, a mark of active transcription (Reviewed in (Black et al. 2012)). However, it has also been found to demethylate
repressive H3K9me2 marks and activate the ligand dependent transcription of androgen receptor-responsive genes (Metzger et al. 2005). Importantly, demethylation of histone H3 by LSD1 is locus specific, although the mechanistic details governing this level of specificity are currently unknown.

Since its discovery, LSD1 has been called a gatekeeper of pluripotency and its aberrant activity has been implicated in a plethora of cancers (Reviewed in (Amente et al. 2013)). LSD1 plays a dual role in pluripotent cells, maintaining both the undifferentiated state and the proliferative capacity (Adamo et al. 2011, Nair et al. 2012, Sun et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2009b, Whyte et al. 2012, Yin et al. 2014, Zhu et al. 2014). Pluripotency is associated with particularly high levels of LSD1 expression. LSD1 is also overexpressed in a number of cancer cell lines and high levels of LSD1 expression have been linked to poor prognosis in patients (Reviewed in (Amente et al. 2013)). These observations combined with importance of the cancer stem cell population during disease progression have made LSD1 an attractive target for the design of novel therapeutics in recent years. However, the function of LSD1 during mitotic progression is far from understood.
4. Thesis objectives

The interphase nucleus consists of a highly organized genome, an intact nuclear envelope barrier and nuclear pore complexes that are competent for the regulated exchange of macromolecules between the nuclear compartment and the cytoplasm. Nuclear architecture undergoes dramatic morphological rearrangements during mitosis. In animal cells the nuclear envelope is disassembled in order to facilitate the capture of highly condensed mitotic chromosomes by the spindle apparatus. Exit from mitosis and the reestablishment of a functional interphase nucleus thus requires the coordinated reassembly of the nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complexes on the de-condensing chromatin. Although many of the essential molecular building blocks have been identified, the regulatory mechanisms coordinating nuclear envelope assembly and the establishment of interphase chromatin architecture are essentially unknown.

The work presented in this thesis aimed to identify novel regulatory landmarks of nuclear envelope formation. A cell-free nuclear reconstitution system based on Xenopus laevis extracts was employed to screen various chemical inhibitors for nuclear assembly defects. A group of inhibitors targeting the Histone H3 demethylase Lysine Specific Demethylase-1 (LSD1/KDM1A) blocked the formation of a closed nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complex assembly in vitro. This observation is the first report of a histone demethylase regulating post-mitotic nuclear formation and one of only a few studies implicating a chromatin remodeling event as a determinant of nuclear envelope assembly.

The specific role of LSD1 in nuclear assembly was investigated in cell-free nuclear reconstitution assays by immunodepletion and re-addition of recombinant proteins. In order to test the physiological relevance of the in vitro findings, LSD1 was depleted by RNAi in HeLa cells and mitotic events were tracked using time lapse fluorescence microscopy. The development of a modified cell-free assay that specifically recapitulates chromatin decondensation in the absence of nuclear envelope assembly made it possible to further dissect the role of LSD1 in post-mitotic nuclear formation. Finally, the recruitment of nuclear envelope and pore complex proteins to chromatin was assayed biochemically using immobilized DNA beads in an effort to gain mechanistic insight regarding the role of LSD1 in linking nuclear envelope assembly to the chromatin state at the end of mitosis.
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I. Dimerization and direct membrane interaction of Nup53 contribute to nuclear pore complex assembly

The EMBO Journal (2012) 31, 4072-4084

As second author of this publication, I quantified nuclear pore complexes for nuclei assembled in vitro in mock or Nup53-depleted extracts and supplemented with recombinant Nup53 protein fragments. To this end, nuclei were fixed and NPCs were immuno-labelled with mAB414. Confocal z-stacks were acquired and NPCs were counted using Imaris Bitplane software (Figure 5B). I also prepared the floated membranes and contributed Xenopus laevis egg cytosolic extracts used in in vitro nuclear assemblies and participated in editing the manuscript. BV and WA designed the experiments and prepared the manuscript. BV optimized and performed Nup53 protein purification and liposome flotation and tubulation experiments. BV and WA performed nuclear assembly experiments. RS performed GST-pulldown experiments for Nup93 and Nup205 (Fig. S1A) and verified the phosphorylation of Nup53 during mitosis (Fig. S3A). NE contributed to the development of liposome preparation techniques and performed GST-pulldown experiments to analyse the interaction between Nup53, Ndc1, and Nup155 (Fig. S1B). AMS performed the analytical size exclusion chromatography for the Nup53-RRM domain and mutant (Fig. 2A). CS cloned all protein expression constructs and helped to prepare Xenopus egg extracts. JM and BM performed mass spectra analyses for mitotic Nup53 phosphorylation (Fig. S3B) and UG performed light scattering measurements of liposome radii (Fig. S4). WA supervised this study.
II. Building a nuclear envelope at the end of mitosis: Coordinating membrane reorganization, nuclear pore complex assembly, and chromatin de-condensation
Schooley A, Vollmer B, Antonin W
Chromosoma (2012) 121, 539-554 (Review)

I wrote this review article collaboratively with WA. Together we developed the scope and co-wrote the manuscript. I contributed to the design of the figures with WA and BV. All figures were prepared by BV. The preparation of the manuscript was supervised by WA.

III. RuvB-like ATPases function in chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis
Developmental Cell (2014) 31, 1-14

As a co-author of this publication I contributed to the development of the cell-free chromatin decondensation and mitotic chromatin cluster isolation protocols. I also prepared Xenopus laevis egg extracts and mitotic clusters employed in the decondensation reactions and edited the manuscript. AM and WA designed experiments and prepared the manuscript. AM, AKS, and WA performed chromatin decondensation experiments. AM and DM-A performed live-cell imaging experiments. FZ designed and wrote the image analysis software for the quantification of chromatin decondensation. RS purified recombinant RuvBL1/2 complexes, HS performed electron microscopy, and JM performed mass spectrometry. The study was supervised by WA.

IV. Xenopus in vitro assays to analyze the function of transmembrane nucleoporins and targeting of inner nuclear membrane proteins
Eisenhardt N, Schooley A, Antonin W
Methods in Cell Biology (2014) 122, 193-218 (Methods review)

As a co-author of this methods paper I contributed to the description of methods related to the preparation of Xenopus laevis egg extract cytosol and floated membranes as well as the protocol for the analysis of reconstituted nuclei by immunofluorescence.
WA described methods for the preparation of egg extract and membranes as well as protocols for the immuno-depletion of transmembrane nucleoporins and the assay to measure the transport of integral membrane proteins to the INM. NE described the in vitro assays she developed to analyse the role of recombinant integral membrane proteins in NPC assembly or transport to the INM and assembled and edited the manuscript. The preparation of the manuscript was supervised by WA.

V. Nup153 recruits the Nup107-160 complex to the inner nuclear membrane for interphasic nuclear pore complex assembly
Developmental Cell (2015) 33, 717-728

As a co-author of this study I contributed to the design of the NPC quantification strategy employed for in vitro assembled nuclei (Fig. 3B, 4C), which was performed by ML. I also prepared the floated membranes and contributed Xenopus laevis egg cytosolic extracts used in in vitro nuclear assemblies and helped edit the manuscript. BV and WA designed the experiments and prepared the manuscript. BV performed liposome flotation experiments and BV and MB purified recombinant proteins. Live-cell imaging and WGA-based NPC labelling experiments were performed by ML and DM-A. PDM prepared Xenopus egg extracts and SAA contributed to nuclear assembly experiments, which were performed by WA. MF performed electron microscopy and SL measured the light scattering of liposomes. WA supervised the study and wrote the manuscript.

VI. A cell free assay to study chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis
Schellhaus AK, Magalska A, Schooley A, Antonin W
JoVe (2015) in press (Methods review)

As a co-author of this methods paper I contributed to the development of the protocol used for the preparation of mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells. I also helped refine our understanding of the chromatin decondensation assay. For example, the independence of chromatin decondensation from membranes and nuclear envelope
assembly. AM developed the protocol for the preparation of mitotic clusters and the chromatin decondensation assay under the supervision of WA. AKS and WA wrote the manuscript.

VII. The lysine demethylase LSD1 is required for nuclear envelope formation at the end of mitosis
Schooley A, Moreno-Andrés D, De Magistris P, Vollmer B, Antonin W
Journal of Cell Science (2015), July 29 (Epub ahead of print)

As first author of this study I designed all experiments under the supervision of WA. I performed the cell free nuclear assembly and chromatin decondensation experiments as well as the RNAi experiments in HeLa cells. The live-cell imaging experiments were designed in collaboration with DM-A, who also established the imaging and CellCognition analysis pipeline in the lab. I optimized the protocol for the preparation and use of chromatinized DNA beads to assay protein recruitment. WA performed nuclear assembly and DNA bead binding experiments. BV purified the recombinant LSD1-wt and LSD-K643A proteins used to generate antibodies and employed in nuclear assembly rescue experiments. PDM contributed to the preparation of Xenopus laevis egg extracts. I prepared and wrote the manuscript with WA, who also supervised the study.
7.1 Deregulation of mitotic kinases or chromatin modifying enzymes inhibits cell-free nuclear assembly

The numerous remodeling events that characterize mitotic cell division occur almost simultaneously and rely on the fine-tuned activity of a plethora of essential molecular factors, many of which contribute to more than one crucial process. For these reasons, cell-free assay systems in which individual mitotic processes can be faithfully reconstituted and biochemically manipulated have proven instrumental in delineating the relevant molecular pathways. In the 1980s, extracts derived from the cytoplasm of frog eggs were found to induce nuclear envelope formation on sperm chromatin, giving rise to functional nuclei with the capacity for DNA replication and nuclear import (Lohka and Masui 1983, Newmeyer et al. 1986). Since then, *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts have been widely employed to study a variety of mitotic and nuclear processes *in vitro* including chromatin condensation (de la Barre et al. 1999), spindle assembly (Maresca and Heald 2006), nuclear envelope breakdown (Galy et al. 2008), nuclear envelope assembly (Lohka 1998), chromatin decondensation (Magalska et al. 2014), nucleo-cytoplasmic transport (Chan and Forbes 2006), and DNA replication (Gillespie et al. 2012).

The cytoplasm of a frog egg contains all the components necessary for the formation of an embryonic nucleus (Forbes et al. 1983) and represents a particularly rich source of these materials due to the need for rapid cell division during early development. Frog eggs are arrested in Meiosis II and are activated to proceed through the cell cycle upon fertilization. This progression can be induced artificially by various means, including the addition of a calcium ionophore (Steinhardt et al. 1974). The resulting cytoplasmic extracts are competent for the *in vitro* reconstitution of post-mitotic processes such as chromatin decondensation and nuclear assembly although protein turnover and transcription do not occur (Laskey et al. 1978). For simplicity, these extracts will be referred to as interphasic throughout this thesis. The preparation of cytoplasmic extracts from activated *Xenopus laevis* eggs is described in detail in ((Eisenhardt et al. 2014b), (Appendix)) and summarized in Figure 6. Briefly, eggs are crushed and fractionated in a sucrose-containing buffer by several high-speed centrifugation steps. The resulting cytosolic and crude membrane fractions (Fig. 6A) are each essential for *in vitro* nuclear assembly on sperm chromatin (Sheehan et al. 1988, Vigers and Lohka 1991, Wilson and Newport 1988). For the *in vitro* decondensation of mitotic chromatin, discussed in
section 7.4, high-speed interphasic egg cytosol is obtained using a modified centrifugation procedure (Fig. 6B). Crude membranes can be further purified to minimize cytosolic contamination by floatation to through a 6-step sucrose gradient and isolation of the top three phases (Fig. 6C). The use of purified membranes and membrane-free cytosol facilitates the biochemical dissection of the \textit{in vitro} nuclear envelope assembly assay. This advantage is particularly evident in immunodepletion experiments where a protein of interest is generally only removed from either the egg cytosol or membranes.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Schematic: Preparation of post-mitotic \textit{Xenopus Laevis} egg cytosol and membranes. Meiosis II-arrested \textit{Xenopus Laevis} eggs are collected and artificially activated with a calcium ionophore. Eggs are crushed and fractionated in a sucrose-containing buffer by several centrifugation steps to obtain high-speed cytosolic extracts. The high speed extracts used in nuclear envelope assembly assays on sperm chromatin (A) and mitotic chromatin clusters isolated from HeLa cells (B) are prepared using slightly different centrifugation protocols as indicated. Membranes are further purified by floatation through a sucrose step gradient and a final pelleting step in sucrose buffer (C). For a detailed protocol see (Eisenhardt et al. 2014).}
\end{figure}
Cell-free nuclear envelope formation recapitulates the stepwise recruitment and assembly of soluble and membrane factors on chromatin at the end of mitosis. However, compared to post-mitotic nuclear reassembly in intact cells, the cell-free assay bears two important distinctions (Fig. 7). First, in vitro nuclear assembly employs *Xenopus laevis* sperm chromatin as a template. Sperm DNA is wrapped by a unique nucleosome variant consisting of histone H3, histone H4, and two sperm-specific basic proteins. Upon incubation in activated egg cytosol, these sperm protamines are rapidly exchanged for maternal H2A and H2B in a process that relies on a single additional protein expressed in the oocyte, nucleoplasmin (Philpott and Leno 1992, Philpott et al. 1991). This histone exchange results in the first stage of sperm chromatin decondensation (Fig. 7A). The subsequent addition of membranes and an energy regenerating system gives rise to nuclear envelope formation. In vivo, nuclear envelope membranes are sorted from the mitotic ER on post-mitotic chromatin. Conversely, the membranes employed in vitro are vesiculated during purification (Wilson and Newport 1988), marking a second major divergence from nuclear assembly in the cellular context. In the cell-free assay membrane vesicles, labeled with the fluorescent lipophilic membrane dye DiIC18 (1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-Tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate), are rapidly recruited to the partially decondensed sperm chromatin upon addition (Fig. 7B), where they fuse to form a closed nuclear envelope (Fig. 7C). The concomitant assembly of NPCs, visualized by immuno-labelling with an antibody (mAB414) that recognizes a subset of FG-containing nucleoporins (Davis and Blobel 1986), results in a nucleus with the capacity for nuclear import, facilitating secondary chromatin decondensation and nuclear swelling with prolonged incubation (Fig. 7D).
Figure 7. Schematic: Cell free nuclear assembly in Xenopus Laevis egg extracts. (A) Sperm chromatin isolated from Xenopus Laevis testis is incubated in egg cytosol in the absence of exogenous energy or membranes to enable the exchange of sperm specific protamines for maternal histones, resulting in a first stage of chromatin decondensation. (B) The addition of membranes and an energy regenerating system initiates nuclear membrane and nuclear pore complex (NPC) protein recruitment to the decondensing chromatin. In the cell-free assay membranes are not sorted from the ER but are rather recruited as distinct populations of membrane vesicles, which are generated during purification. (C) NPC assembly and membrane fusion results in the formation of a closed nuclear envelope that is competent for nuclear import and enables nuclear swelling and secondary chromatin decondensation (D). Confocal images of nuclei assembled using DiIC18-labelled membranes (red) are shown in the upper panel. NPCs were labeled with WGA-488 (green) for 15 minutes prior to fixation and chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue) after fixation. Scale bar: 5µm.

Much of what is known regarding the early events of post-mitotic nuclear reassembly, including the recruitment of soluble and membrane components to chromatin and the sequential assembly of NPCs, was characterized using cell-free nuclear reconstitution (reviewed in (Schooley et al. 2012)). Cell-free assays were also instrumental in elucidating the role of the small GTPase ran as a spatial regulator of nuclear envelope assembly directing the release of NPC proteins on chromatin (Hetzer et al. 2000, Zhang and Clarke 2000). Temporally, post-mitotic nuclear formation is thought to be regulated by a widespread inhibition and reversal of mitotic phosphorylation (reviewed in (Schooley et al. 2012, Wurzenberger and Gerlich 2011)). However, the precise regulatory mechanisms that coordinate nuclear envelope and NPC assembly on decondensing chromatin remain largely unknown. In an effort to identify
novel regulatory landmarks of post-mitotic nuclear formation, a variety of chemical inhibitors were screened for their ability to block nuclear assembly in vitro.

Nuclei were assembled for two hours in high speed interphasic extract containing DilC18-labeled membranes. After fixation they were reisolated on coverslips through a sucrose cushion by centrifugation, stained with DAPI, and visualized using fluorescence microscopy. Although the extracts employed were activated and thus in an interphasic state, the addition of Okadaic acid (O.A.), a phosphatase inhibitor targeting PP1 and PP2, blocked cell-free nuclear envelope assembly (Fig. 8A). This observation suggests that active dephosphorylation supports nuclear envelope assembly after mitotic exit. Addition of the broad specificity cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors, 6-Dimethylaminopurine (6-DMAP) or Roscovitine, to the egg extract also blocked the formation of a closed nuclear envelope (Fig. 8A). Membranes were recruited and could be found in flattened patches on the chromatin, which overlapped with WGA-labelled NPCs (Fig 8B and C). Chromatin was partially decondensed but possessed a distinctive kidney bean-like appearance that did not resemble any of the intermediate steps of in vitro nuclear assembly.

Given that mitotic exit is characterized by the loss of largely Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation, the finding that some cyclin-dependent kinase activity is required for nuclear assembly was surprising. Indeed, cyclohexamide is added to the interphasic egg cytosol specifically to inhibit cyclin B synthesis and in turn Cdk1 activity. High levels of Cdk1 activity initiate and maintain the disassembled state of the nuclear envelope during mitosis (reviewed in (Guttinger et al. 2009)) and the reversal of mitotic phosphorylation by protein phosphatases is required for chromatin decondensation (Landsverk et al. 2005, Vagnarelli et al. 2006), membrane recruitment (Ito et al. 2007, Pfaller et al. 1991), and NPC assembly (Onischenko et al. 2005). However, tight spatiotemporal control of these events is important for proper post-mitotic nuclear assembly. The premature inhibition of CDK1 in early metaphase cells, for example, was found to drive mitotic progression but resulted in significant chromosomal bridges, a defect attributed to the ectopic recruitment of LBR (Tseng and Chen 2011). The tight temporal control of dephosphorylation events at mitotic exit might be particularly relevant to coordinating chromatin organisation and nuclear assembly. RepoMan-targeted PP1gamma was recently found to link these processes by regulating the dephosphorylation histones and the recruitment of importin β and Nup153, thereby
promoting NPC assembly on chromatin (Vagnarelli et al. 2011). As NPC assembly occurs relatively late in anaphase, the importance of PP1 in this process could at least partially explain the inhibitory effect of Okadaic acid on in vitro nuclear assembly.

Inhibition of a second mitotic kinase, Aurora B, using the competitive inhibitor ZM447439 also blocked nuclear envelope formation in vitro (Fig. 8A). Part of the chromosomal passenger complex, Aurora B regulates various mitotic events including spindle attachment to kinetochores, chromosome segregation and cytokinesis (Reviewed in (Carmena et al. 2012)). Upon mitotic exit, the ubiquitination and extraction of Aurora B from chromatin is required for chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope formation (Ramadan et al. 2007) and localised delays in nuclear envelope assembly have been found to be regulated by Aurora B in response to lagging chromosomes in drosophila cells (Karg et al. 2015). Decreased, albeit detectable, levels of Aurora B in this cellular context resulted in a lost checkpoint and expedient nuclear envelope assembly. However it is possible that, as for CDK1, strict temporal control of Aurora B activity is required for faithful nuclear formation at the end of mitosis.

Post-translational histone modifications comprise a powerful and complex epigenetic code that controls localized chromatin structure and gene expression as well as 3-dimensional chromatin organization in the nucleus. The specific distribution of histone acetylation and methylation marks on chromatin has been proposed to memorize its transcriptional state during cell division and promote the timely reactivation of transcriptional programs upon mitotic exit (reviewed in (Zaidi et al. 2010)). Changes to chromatin compaction are seemingly coordinated with nuclear envelope formation, however presently there is little mechanistic insight regarding the molecular players on chromatin that link these processes. Chemical inhibitors targeting different chromatin modifying enzymes were therefore tested for their impact on in vitro nuclear assembly.

Acetylation dynamics mediated by histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) contribute to the regulation hyperacetylated transcriptionally active euchromatin and hypoacetylated heterochromatin, respectively, in the interphase nucleus (reviewed in (Shahbazian and Grunstein 2007). Deacetylation of histone H3 is required for Aurora B recruitment to mitotic chromosomes and is thus important for progression through mitosis (Li et al. 2006). However, histone acetyltransferases and deacetylases are excluded from mitotic chromatin, which remains globally hypoacetylated until the end of mitosis (Kruhlak et al. 2001). The recruitment of the INM
proteins LBR and LAP2β via HP1 to mitotic chromatin has been linked to histone deacetylation (Kourmouli et al. 2000, Polioudaki et al. 2001). However, inhibition of HDACs using Trichostatin-A (TSA) (Yoshida et al. 1990) did not block in vitro nuclear envelope formation (Fig. 8A). Several reciprocal interactions between HDACs and proteins of the lamina and INM of interphasic nuclei have been reported (Demmerle et al. 2012, Montes de Oca et al. 2011, Somech et al. 2005) and it seems likely that histone acetylation dynamics regulate chromatin positioning relative to the nuclear periphery during interphase rather than the establishment of the nuclear envelope at the end of mitosis.

Histone methylation is determined by a large number of methyltransferases and demethylases and the impact of these marks on chromatin structure and transcription is dependent on the specific residue modified as well as the presence of other chromatin modifications in the immediate vicinity (Reviewed in (Jenuwein and Allis 2001)). Many of these methylation marks are dynamic during mitosis and numerous histone methyltransferases and demethylases have been implicated in cell cycle regulation (Reviewed in (Black et al. 2012, Di Lorenzo and Bedford 2011). Two inhibitors of protein arginine methylation; 5′-methylthioadenosine (MTA) and 2′,4′,5′,7′-Tetramethylfluorescein disodium salt (AMI-5), blocked nuclear assembly in vitro (Fig. 8A). Although it is certainly possible that histone arginine methylation is important for nuclear envelope assembly, the broad specificity of these competitive inhibitors as well as the large number of potentially methylated non-histone targets made the design of further mechanistic studies relatively complicated.

A second class of inhibitors provided a more specific target. N-Methyl-N-propargylbenzylamine (pargyline), trans-2- Phenylcyclopropylamine (2-PCPA), trans-2-(2-benzyloxy-3,5- difluorophenyl)cyclopropylamine hydrochloride (S2101), and Methyl-3-(4-(4-carbamimidoylbenzoyl)piperazine-1-carbonyl)-5-((4-carbamimidoylpiperazin-1-yl)methyl)benzoate (CBB1007) were found to block nuclear assembly in the cell free assay (Fig. 8A). Membranes were recruited to chromatin but a closed envelope containing uniformly distributed NPCs did not form and the condensed chromatin was reminiscent of the very early stages of in vitro assembly ((Schooley et al. in revision, Schooley et al. 2015), Fig.1 and Fig. 2B, 2C (Appendix)). With various levels of efficiency and specificity, these compounds all target the histone demethylase LSD1/KDM1A. LSD1 belongs to the superfamily flavin-dependent amine oxidases.
Pargyline and 2-PCPA were first identified as irreversible inhibitors of Monoamine oxidases (MAOs), enzymes that catalyse the oxidative deamination of neurotransmitters (Reviewed in (Shih et al. 1999)), by binding to the active site and covalently modifying the FAD cofactor (Binda et al. 2003). At comparatively higher concentrations, these compounds were found to inhibit the demethylase activity of LSD1 (Lee et al. 2006b, Schmidt and McCafferty 2007, Yang et al. 2007), prompting the development of more potent and specific LSD1 inhibitors including the 2-PCPA derivative S2101 (Mimasu et al. 2010) and the amidino-guanidinium compound CBB1007 (Wang et al. 2011). LSD1 mediates the demethylation of mono- and di-methylated Histone H3 lysines 4 and 9. Although it has been implicated in the demethylation of non-histone proteins, including the transcription factor p53 (Huang et al. 2007), the DNA methyltransferase Dmnt1 (Wang et al. 2009a), and the E2F transcription factor E2f1 (Kontaki and Talianidis 2010), it has only been found to demethylate proteins localized to chromatin. Thus, LSD1 represented an attractive candidate for further investigation into mechanisms regulating nuclear envelope formation on a rapidly changing chromatin landscape at the end of mitosis.
Figure 8. Chemical inhibitor screen for *in vitro* nuclear assembly defects. Nuclei assembled on sperm chromatin in *Xenopus* egg extracts for 120 min were fixed and analysed by fluorescence wide-field (A) or confocal microscopy (B). Where indicated the following inhibitors were added to assembly reactions at t=05uM Okadaic acid (O.A.), 5mM 6-DMAP, 1.5mM Roscovitine, 5uM, 1mM ZM227239, 200nM Trichostatin A (TSA), 1mM AMI-5, 1mM MTA, 5mM Pargyline, 2.5 mM 2PCPA, 250 uM S2101, CBB1007. Membranes were pre-labelled with DilC18 (red in overlay) and chromatin was stained.
with DAPI (blue in overlays). NPCs were labelled with WGA-488 (green in overlays) for 15 minutes prior to fixation. (C) Transmission electron micrographs were acquired of nuclear assemblies fixed with 2.5% gluteraldehyde/4% paraformaldehyde and stained with Uranyl Acetate. All scale bars: 5 µm

7.2 The lysine-specific demethylase LSD1 is required for cell-free nuclear assembly

In order to assess the specific requirement for LSD1 in nuclear assembly, two polyclonal antibodies against the full length *Xenopus laevis* protein were raised in rabbits. The antisera from both rabbits recognized recombinant *Xenopus* LSD1 migrating at approximately 100 KDa in immunoblots of affinity-purified protein preparations subjected to SDS-PAGE ((Schooley et al. in revision, Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2A (Appendix)). In interphasic *Xenopus* egg extracts, LSD1 could be detected as two closely migrating bands, implying that two pools with distinct post-translational modifications might be present ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2A, S1A). Importantly, LSD1 was not detected in the floated membrane fraction from *Xenopus* eggs ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 6A (Appendix)). Although the antibodies were directed against the *Xenopus* protein, they could also detect a single 100 KDa band in immunoblots of whole cell lysates from HeLa cells that was almost completely depleted upon transfection with LSD1-targeting siRNA oligonucleotides ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 3A, S1B (Appendix)).

Immuno-depletion experiments were performed using affinity-purified LSD1 antibodies (for a detailed protocol outlining the preparation of antibody beads see (Eisenhardt et al. 2014b) (Appendix)). As the antibodies from the two antisera pools were equally efficient at removing LSD1 from egg extracts (data not shown), the depletion experiments were routinely performed using a 1:1 ratio of antibodies purified from the antiserum of each rabbit. LSD1 was specifically and efficiently immunodepleted from the interphasic egg cytosol by a single round of incubation with antibody-coupled beads ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2A (Appendix)). Under these conditions, extracts incubated with an equivalent concentration of IgG-coupled beads (mock extracts) maintained a level of activity sufficient to support *in vitro* nuclear assembly ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2B, left panel (Appendix)). Depletion of LSD1 rendered extracts
incompetent for the formation of a closed nuclear envelope and the assembly of NPCs on sperm chromatin. These defects could be rescued by the addition of purified recombinant *Xenopus* LSD1-wt to roughly endogenous levels (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2 (Appendix)) validating the specificity of the depletion phenotype and confirming the requirement for LSD1 in nuclear assembly.

The catalytic activity of LSD1 has been well characterised due to the availability of structural data and the meticulous use of *in vitro* demethylase assays combined with mutational analyses. In order to assay whether LSD1-dependent demethylation is essential for nuclear assembly, a catalytically inactive mutant was designed. As LSD1 is a flavin-dependent oxidase, the most straightforward approach was to mutate a positively charged residue in the FAD-binding pocket of the active site. In the human LSD1 protein, a lysine at position 661 fulfils the function of stabilizing FAD (Fig. 9A) and its mutation to an alanine residue completely abrogates the demethylation of a dimethylated histone H3K4 peptide *in vitro* (Stavropoulos et al. 2006). Mutation of the corresponding residue in the *Xenopus* protein (Fig. 9B) resulted in increased dimethylation of histone H3K4 on chromatinized DNA beads compared to either mock treated extracts or recombinant LSD1-wt (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 6A (Appendix)) suggesting that the catalytic activity was indeed abrogated. Although LSD1-K643A was recruited chromatin, it failed to rescue *in vitro* nuclear envelope and NPC formation when added to LSD1-depleted extracts (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2B, 2C (Appendix)), indicating that it is the demethylase activity of LSD1 that accounts for its requirement in cell-free nuclear assembly.
**Figure 9. Structure of human LSD1 and design of a catalytically inactive mutant in the Xenopus protein.** The ribbon representations of the human LSD1 protein (A) and its catalytic chamber (B) are taken from (Stavropoulos et al. 2006). Based on sequence conservation and alignment, K643 of the Xenopus protein corresponds to the human K661 residue (C), which is predicted to stabilize FAD and was found to be essential for de-methylation.

LSD1 co-purifies with several co-repressor complexes, including CoREST (You et al. 2001, Lee et al. 2005, Shi et al. 2005), CtBP (Shi et al. 2003), NuRD (Wang et al. 2009b), RCOR (Yang et al. 2011) and HDAC1/2 complexes (Humphrey et al. 2001). Importantly, although recombinant LSD1 is sufficient to demethylate histone H3 peptides, demethylation of nucleosomes by LSD1 requires at least one cofactor (Shi et al. 2005). As the addition of recombinant LSD1 to depleted egg extracts was sufficient to rescue all nuclear assembly defects ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2, (Appendix)) it can be assumed that any relevant cofactors remained active in the depleted extract. One possible cofactor that was not co-depleted is CoREST ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 2A (Appendix)). A minimal system in which recombinant LSD1 and CoREST demethylate nucleosome substrates can be reconstituted *in vitro* (Shi et al. 2005). Although the
presence of CoREST significantly enhances LSD1 recruitment to chromatin, binding is not strictly required for LSD1-dependent demethylation. Instead, LSD1/CoREST form an allosteric clamp that regulates the catalytic activity of LSD1 in a substrate dependent way (Baron and Vellore 2012, Yang et al. 2006, Pilotto et al. 2015). As the crystal structure of LSD1/CoREST has been solved and a number of interaction surfaces relevant to catalytic activity have been mapped (Yang et al. 2006, Shi et al. 2005), it would be interesting to assay the importance of this complex in nuclear envelope assembly. Of course, the possibility that other cofactors similarly support LSD1-mediated demethylation in the regulation of post-mitotic nuclear assembly should not be excluded.

7.3 Loss of LSD1 in human cells extends telophase and promotes the formation of annulate lamellae

The cell cycle specific localization of LSD1 was determined by immunofluorescence in unsynchronized HeLa cells. A nuclear protein during interphase, LSD1 was excluded from mitotic chromatin starting at prometaphase. It could first be seen re-associating with the decondensing chromatin during telophase, concomitant with NPC assembly ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. S2, (Appendix)). A similar dissociation of LSD1 from mitotic chromatin has also been observed in mouse embryonic stem cells (Nair et al. 2012). LSD1 was found to be hyperphosphorylated in nocodazole-arrested HeLa cells (Lv et al. 2010) as well as being a target of the protein kinase CK2 (Costa et al. 2014) and it is possible that this phosphorylation prevents its association with chromatin during mitosis. Alternatively, mitotic phosphorylation of chromatin-associated proteins or histones might account for the cell cycle-dependent localization of LSD1. For example, phosphorylation of histone H3 at serine 10 was found to inhibit the binding of recombinant LSD1 to a synthetic H3 peptide in vitro (Forneris et al. 2005). Although it is not clear whether LSD1 recruitment precedes nuclear envelope formation upon mitotic exit, its cell cycle-dependent localization is consistent with the notion that it could play a role in envelope and NPC assembly on the chromatin.
7.3.1 LSD1 is required for timely mitotic exit

Given the requirement for LSD1 in the assembly of cell-free nuclei, a live cell imaging approach was employed to examine the role of LSD1 during mitotic exit in human cells. Time-lapse microscopy has proven invaluable in the identification cell division genes, which might otherwise be missed in endpoint-based assays due to the frequently transient nature of aberrant cell division phenotypes as well as downstream cell viability defects ((Neumann et al. 2010), www.mitocheck.org). In order to address whether LSD1 plays a role in mitotic exit, it was depleted by RNAi in HeLa cells stably expressing H2B fused to a mCherry reporter. Reduction of LSD1 protein levels was efficient from 24-72h ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 3A, S3A (Appendix)). Beginning 30h post-transfection, cells were mounted in a thermal CO2 chamber and fluorescence images were acquired every 3 minutes over a time period of approximately 20h. Chromatin features were annotated and tracked using the machine learning-based image analysis software, CellCognition (Schmitz and Gerlich 2009, Held et al. 2010). Chromatin was annotated based on morphological characteristics such as size, shape, and fluorescence intensity (Fig. 10A). For each experiment, a new classifier was trained by manually annotating at least 1000 cells in various stages of the cell cycle. The software could then track mitotic events and determine the time (number of 3 minute frames) spent in each cell cycle stage.

Based on chromatin morphology, LSD1 knockdown significantly extended telophase in HeLa cells. While control cells spent an average of 18 minutes in telophase before being considered interphasic, siRNA-mediated depletion of LSD1 using two different oligonucleotides resulted in cells maintaining telophasic chromatin for an average of 28 and 35 minutes (Fig. 10B, (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 3B, 3C, S3B (Appendix)). This extended duration of condensed telophasic chromatin following chromosome segregation can easily be visualized in individual mitotic tracks ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 3D (Appendix)). Notably, many cells did not exit telophase in the time frame of the experiment and therefore the duration of telophase reported here could be an underestimate. Indeed, visual inspection of the mitotic tracks suggests that a failure to exit telophase was more frequent in siLSD1-depleted cells (Fig. 10B), however due to the small statistical sample this tendency was not quantified.
In addition to delaying exit from telophase, one LSD1-targeting siRNA oligonucleotide significantly extended metaphase (Schooley et al. 2015, Fig. S3B (Appendix)). Early mitotic delay is a frequent characteristic of cells with impaired spindle assembly and consequently defects in chromosome segregation (Neumann et al. 2010). LSD1 has been found to localize to the mitotic spindle and has been proposed to play an essential role in chromosome segregation in dividing HeLa cells (Lv et al. 2010). However, LSD1 knockdown using the siRNA oligonucleotides and transfection protocol described in (Schooley et al. 2015) (Appendix)) did not significantly impact the proportion of defective chromosome segregation events, based on manual scoring of lagging chromosomes and chromosomal bridges in live dividing cells (Fig. 10C). As the timing of all other cell cycle stages was not affected and the telophase extension could be observed independently of extended metaphase (Fig. 10B, (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 3D (Appendix)), it is likely that the role of LSD1 during mitosis is specific to the events occurring in telophase.

The extended duration of telophase in LSD1-depleted cells that was determined by CellCognition is based on morphological features of the chromatin. The characteristic changes in chromatin compaction that occur as cells transition from telophase to interphase provide a convenient read-out in screening for possible defects in mitotic exit. However, an assay that measures a functional change during this transition would prove advantageous. To this end, mitotic exit was assayed in live cells by measuring the time from anaphase to the onset of nuclear import, an indicator of nuclear envelope formation (Schmitz et al. 2010). In order to assess the impact of LSD1 knockdown on the timing of nuclear import, HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry and a nuclear import substrate consisting of the importin β binding domain of importin α fused to eGFP (IBB-GFP) were transfected and imaged live by time-lapse microscopy as described in (Schooley et al. 2015) (Appendix)). The number of 3 minute frames starting from the last observed metaphase plate until the first frame in which IBB-GFP is visibly accumulated on the chromatin was scored manually. Surprisingly, despite the clear extension in telophasic chromat in features when LSD1 levels were reduced, IBB-GFP import was not delayed in siRNA treated cells compared to controls (Fig. 10C). The accumulation of IBB-GFP on chromatin has been found to precede the formation of a closed nuclear envelope (Lu et al. 2011). Thus the initial presence of IBB-GFP on chromatin is likely due to localised import by NPCs assembled in the partially formed
nuclear membrane sheets and not the presence of a closed nuclear envelope. Nonetheless, the timing of IBB-GFP import in LSD1-depleted cells suggests that NPC assembly proceeds somewhat normally. Furthermore, based on chromatin morphology cells deficient for LSD1 typically exited mitosis, indicating a clear divergence from the phenotype observed in the cell-free assay.
Figure 10. RNAi-mediated depletion of LSD1 in HeLa cells extends the duration of telophase but does not delay the onset of nuclear import or lead to chromosome segregation defects (Supplement to (Schooley et al. in revision) Fig 3). (A) An example illustrating the classification of chromatin morphology by CellCognition is shown (taken from (Held et al. 2010)). HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mcherry and transfected with 20 nM siRNA as indicated were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h after transfection. Mitotic events were analysed using the machine-learning based program CellCognition. (B) Representative colour-coded plots indicating the length of each cell cycle stage for complete mitotic tracks (upper panel) or tracks aligned based on the last metaphase frame (lower panel) were generated. (C) Mitotic tracks were manually scored for the presence of lagging chromosomes and chromosome bridges, collectively referred to as “chromosome segregation defects”. The mean percentage of segregation defects is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in each of three independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d. (D) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mcherry and IBB-GFP were transfected with 20 nM siRNA and subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h after transfection. Starting from the last observed metaphase frame, cells were scored manually for the presence of IBB-GFP on the chromatin. The percentage of IBB-GFP positive cells over time is plotted for two independent experiments. Bars represent the range.
7.3.2 RNAi-mediated reduction of LSD1 promotes the formation of annulate lamellae but does not impair nuclear envelope and pore complex formation

In agreement with the extension of telophasic chromatin features, the average nuclear volume in unsynchronized HeLa cell populations was significantly reduced when LSD1 was depleted by RNAi (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 4A (Appendix). Knockdown of LSD1 also narrowed the distribution of nuclear volumes, which were highly variable in untreated HeLa cell populations (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. S3C (Appendix). Taken together with the live cell imaging data, these observations suggest that the events delaying mitotic exit in LSD1-depleted cells result in lasting changes to nuclear architecture and chromatin compaction beyond telophase.

Immunofluorescent labelling of NPCs using mAB414 indicated the presence of significant cytoplasmic aggregates the LSD1-depleted cells (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 4B (Appendix)). This cytoplasmic staining is a signature of annulate lamellae (AL), arrays of NPCs that form ectopically in endoplasmic reticulum-derived membrane stacks (Kessel 1992). Annulate lamellae formation has been linked to impaired post-mitotic NPC assembly (Franz et al. 2007, Walther et al. 2003a), and suggests that LSD1 could be important for the assembly NPCs on chromatin at the end of mitosis. Despite AL formation, NPCs were distributed throughout the nuclear rim in LSD1-depleted cells. Based on mAB414 staining, LSD1 knockdown significantly reduced the average number of NPCs per nucleus compared to control cells (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 4C (Appendix)). However, NPC density was not affected by the decreased levels of LSD1 and thus the difference in NPC number can be accounted for by the decrease in nuclear size (Schooley et al. 2015), Fig S4D (Appendix)). Nuclear growth requires both membrane sheet expansion (Anderson and Hetzer 2007, Anderson and Hetzer 2008, Kiseleva et al. 2007) and NPC assembly (D'Angelo et al. 2006, Newport et al. 1990) but their interdependence is not understood and it has been suggested that they are regulated autonomously (Maeshima et al. 2011). Because NPC density was not impacted by LSD1 knockdown, it is not clear whether it is NPC assembly or rather nuclear envelope expansion that is specifically impaired in the smaller LSD1-depleted nuclei. Furthermore, while post-mitotic NPC and nuclear envelope formation is initiated on chromatin, NPC assembly in the intact nuclear envelope during interphase has different molecular requirements and was recently reported to be initiated at the nuclear.
membranes (Vollmer et al. in press). As LSD1 resides on chromatin, it seems unlikely that it would regulate interphasic NPC assembly. Instead, the block in nuclear growth in LSD1 knockdown cells might rather reflect an incompetence that is established during post-mitotic nuclear assembly.

In an effort to dissect potential nuclear assembly defects in greater detail, immunofluorescent labelling of various nuclear envelope and pore complex proteins was performed in fixed HeLa cells. Despite defects in nuclear expansion and NPC assembly, LSD1 knockdown did not impede the assembly of A and B-type lamins into an apparently continuous nuclear lamina ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 4E (Appendix)). The lamin B receptor and Emerin, transmembrane proteins of the inner nuclear membrane, and the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121, were also detected at the nuclear envelope in LSD1-depleted cells. LBR associates with early post-mitotic chromatin and has been strongly implicated in nuclear envelope membrane recruitment and assembly (Reviewed in (Schooley et al. 2012). POM121 also possesses an intrinsic DNA-binding capacity (Ulbert et al. 2006, Shaulov et al. 2011) and is recruited to post-mitotic chromatin slightly later during anaphase (Dultz et al. 2008). Although exact recruitment kinetics would be best analysed using time-lapse imaging of live cells (Dultz et al. 2008, Ellenberg et al. 1997, Lu et al. 2011), both LBR and POM121 could be detected on anaphase chromatin in fixed control and LSD1-deficient cells (Fig. 11), suggesting that LSD1 knockdown did not substantially impair the post-mitotic recruitment of nuclear envelope membranes. Mel28/ELYS, a nucleoporin that mediates the initial seeding of NPC assembly on post-mitoic chromatin, to anaphase chromosomes was also unaffected by the siRNA-mediated depletion of LSD1 and was found at the nuclear rim in interphasic cells ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 4E (Appendix)). Soluble nucleoporins that are subsequently recruited to the assembling NPC including Nup62, of the central channel; Nup153, from the nucleoplasmic NPC face; and Nup88, from the cytoplasmic face of the NPC, were also all found at the nuclear envelope in LSD1-depleted cells.
Figure 11. Recruitment of the Lamin B Receptor (LBR) and the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 to anaphase chromatin is not impaired in LSD1-depleted HeLa cells. HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos were fixed 48h post-transfection and processed for immunofluorescence. POM121 and LBR were immuno-labelled (green in overlays) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Representative maximum intensity projections from 0.25um-spaced optical z-sections traversing the chromatin are shown. Scale bars: 5µm.

The impact of reducing LSD1 protein levels in HeLa cells was relatively modest compared to the complete block in nuclear assembly observed in the cell-free nuclear assembly assay. One reason for this discrepancy could be a reduction in the depletion efficiency of siRNA in vivo compared to immunodepletion in vitro. It is also possible that the most affected cells failed to divide or died, although the fact that substantial differences in cell density or cell death were not observed 72h post-transfection (data not shown) despite the significant reduction in LSD1 levels argues against this prospect. Alternatively, LSD1-dependent demethylation may not be essential for post-mitotic nuclear assembly in all cell types. LSD1 has been nicknamed a guardian of pluripotency for its role in regulating the expression of Oct4 and Sox2 and promoting cell division in pluripotent cells (Adamo et al. 2011, Nair et al. 2012, Wang et al. 2011, Yin et al. 2014) as well as ensuring proper transcriptional reprogramming in differentiating cells (Whyte et al. 2012). Chemical inhibition of LSD1 was found to block the growth of ES cells and cancer cells that exhibit puripotent properties but had a minimal impact on the
growth of normal somatic cells and non-pluripotent cancer cell types, including HeLa (Wang et al. 2011). As *Xenopus* eggs contain all the factors necessary for totipotency (Gurdon et al. 1958), the discrepancy observed in the absolute requirement for LSD1 during NE assembly *in vitro* and in cells might reflect a redundancy that depends on the differentiation state. Finally, *in vitro* nuclear assembly may be more sensitive to the loss particular aspects of nuclear envelope assembly that are more robust in cells. This possibility could be particularly relevant in the context of post-mitotic membrane recruitment and remodeling, which have different starting points in the cell-free and live cell assay systems. For example, LBR was found to be essential for nuclear membrane recruitment *in vitro* (Collas et al. 1996, Pyrpasopoulou et al. 1996, Ye and Worman 1994) in a phosphorylation-dependent way (Ito et al. 2007, Nikolakaki et al. 1997, Takano et al. 2004) but its depletion or misregulation only delayed envelope formation *in vivo* (Anderson et al. 2009, Tseng and Chen 2011).

### 7.4 LSD1 is not required for cell-free chromatin decondensation in the absence of nuclear membranes

The formation of a functional interphase nucleus involves the assembly of a closed NPC-containing nuclear envelope on decondensing chromatin. In the cellular context these events occur almost simultaneously and are difficult to functionally discern. However, mitotic chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope formation can functionally uncoupled *in vitro* in order to facilitate the biochemical dissection these distinct processes. As an apparent increase in chromatin compaction was a general feature of LSD1 inhibition or depletion both in cell-free nuclear assemblies and in HeLa cells, the role of LSD1 in post-mitotic chromatin decondensation was specifically examined.
7.4.1 Primary *in vitro* decondensation of sperm chromatin proceeds in the absence of LSD1

Sperm chromatin decondensation, due to the exchange of sperm protamines for maternal histones, occurs upon fertilization and is recapitulated in *Xenopus* egg extracts prior to nuclear assembly. Although nucleoplasmin is sufficient to support the histone exchange, it is possible that LSD1-mediated demethylation might also play a role in the presence of the additional factors in the extract. In order to determine whether this specialized decondensation event requires LSD1, sperm chromatin was incubated in egg extracts lacking membranes and an energy regenerating system for 10 minutes. Depletion of LSD1 did not impact sperm chromatin decondensation (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 5A (Appendix), indicating that the block in cell free nuclear assembly observed in the absence of LSD1 activity is not due to a defect in the initial decompaction of the sperm chromatin template. Although chromatin is progressively reorganized during *in vitro* nuclear assembly reactions, secondary decondensation or nuclear swelling (Philpott et al. 1991, Wright 1999) depends on the formation of a transport-competent nuclear envelope. The loss of LSD1 activity, either by immuno-depletion or chemical inhibition, impaired NPC and nuclear envelope assembly on the decondensed sperm chromatin template and therefore the initiation of nuclear import. The condensed appearance of chromatin in the LSD1-deficient nuclei can therefore likely due to the absence of nuclear import and consequent secondary chromatin decondensation.

7.4.2 Decondensation of mitotic chromatin clusters is independent of LSD1 activity in the absence of nuclear membranes

Sperm chromatin decondensation is mechanistically very different from the decompaction of mitotic chromosomes that occurs at the end of mitosis in dividing cells. This distinction prompted the development of a cell free assay that reconstitutes the decondensation of mitotic chromosomes in *Xenopus* egg extracts (Magalska et al. 2014). Mitotic chromosome clusters can be isolated from metaphase-arrested HeLa cells by detergent-mediated extraction and purification on a Percoll gradient (Gasser and Laemmli 1987, Magalska et al. 2014, Schellhaus et al. in press) (Appendix). Upon
incubation in interphasic egg extracts (see Fig. 6B in section 7.1) in the presence of an energy regenerating system and the mitotic kinase inhibitor 6-DMAP, the chromatin clusters undergo progressive morphological changes that can be visualized by DAPI staining and fluorescence microscopy or uranyl acetate staining and electron microscopy, and which mimic the decondensation of post-mitotic chromatin in living cells ((Magalska et al. 2014) Fig. 1A, 2C (Appendix)). The requirement for 6-DMAP, an inhibitor of the cell-free nuclear assembly assay (see Fig. 8 in section 7.2), can be explained by the need to reverse the mitotic state of the chromatin clusters. For example, they are highly phosphorylated on histone H3 S10 and this mark is rapidly removed in interphasic extracts (Fig. 12). The topological changes to chromatin can be quantified based on the smoothness of the chromatin boundary, the relationship between the perimeter and surface area, and the homogeneity of internal DAPI staining, the relative internal area occupied by prominent (condensed) structures. The increase these parameters over time correlates with the progressive decondensation of mitotic chromatin clusters in egg extracts, particularly during the initial stages of when chromatin structure appears to undergo the most dramatic structural rearrangements ((Magalska et al. 2014) Fig. 1A (Appendix)).

Figure 12. Histone H3 phosphorylation at Serine 10 is rapidly lost on mitotic chromatin clusters incubated with post-mitotic Xenopus egg extract. Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated with Xenopus egg extracts in the absence of added membranes. At the indicated time-points samples were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence. Phosphorylated Histone H3S10 was immuno-labelled (green in overlays) and DNA was stained with DAPI. Representative wide-field fluorescence images are shown.

Scale bar: 5µm.
In order to determine whether LSD1 has a direct impact on post-mitotic chromatin decondensation, mitotic chromatin clusters were incubated in mock treated or LSD1-depleted extracts for 2h and visualized using DAPI staining and fluorescence microscopy. Based on the decondensation parameters of boundary smoothness and internal homogeneity, LSD1 depletion did not significantly impact chromatin decondensation in vitro (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 5B (Appendix). Similarly, chemical inhibition of LSD1 by pargyline or 2-PCPA did not noticeably affect cell-free chromatin decondensation in the absence of membranes (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. S4D top panel (Appendix). Because the parameters used to measure decondensation plateau at around 40 minutes (Magalska et al. 2014) Fig. 1A (Appendix), it is still possible that LSD1 plays a role in the later stages of in vitro chromatin decondensation. Indeed, LSD1 depletion consistently resulted in smaller chromatin masses at endpoint indicating a higher degree of compaction.

The addition of membranes to cell-free chromatin decondensation reactions results in the formation of closed nuclear envelopes containing NPCs (Magalska et al. 2014) Fig. 2A, B (Appendix). Much like the cell-free nuclear assembly assay, the formation of a functional nuclear envelope allows for nuclear import (Magalska et al. 2014) Fig. 2D (Appendix) and results in secondary chromatin decondensation and nuclear expansion (Schooley et al. 2015) compare mock in Fig. 5B and 5C (Appendix)). In contrast to the relevant control extracts, the presence of membranes in LSD1 depleted or inhibited extracts did not lead to the formation of a closed nuclear envelope or mediate any further chromatin decondensation (Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 5C and S4D (Appendix)). This experiment confirms that the requirement for LSD1 in nuclear envelope formation is not specific to sperm chromatin and, considering the minimal effect of LSD1 depletion or inhibition on membrane-free chromatin decondensation, suggests that the main impact of LSD1 on chromatin decondensation is likely to be downstream of its role in envelope assembly. These in vitro observations also appear correspond to the chromatin phenotype in LSD1-depleted HeLa cells, despite the fact that the impact on NPC and NE assembly was significantly less pronounced compared to cell-free nuclear assembly. Nonetheless, as LSD1 activity is spatially restricted to chromatin, its impact on the assembly of nuclear membranes and NPCs into a functional envelope in vitro implies a causal link between the events occurring on post-mitotic chromatin and nuclear assembly. These data therefore underline an important
conceptual distinction regarding post-mitotic chromatin states, namely the difference between chromatin decondensation and the state of post-mitotic chromatin organization that is competent for NE assembly.

7. 5 LSD1 renders post-mitotic chromatin competent for nuclear envelope assembly in vitro

In Hela cells, the siRNA-mediated depletion of LSD1 extended the length of telophase and resulted in smaller interphase nuclei as well as apparent annulate lamellae formation (See section 7.3). Despite this phenotype, no defect in the recruitment or assembly of any nuclear membrane or NPC components was observed. The possible reasons for this discrepancy have already been discussed and indicated that further insight into the mechanistic details regarding the role of LSD1 in nuclear assembly would require the use of cell-free nuclear reconstitution assays. Thus in order to test the hypothesis that LSD1 regulates the competence of post-mitotic chromatin for nuclear envelope formation, the recruitment and assembly of nuclear membrane and NPC components was assayed in vitro.

7.5.1 LSD1 activity regulates the recruitment of MEL28 and POM121/NDC1-containing membrane vesicles to chromatin.

The LSD1 activity-dependent recruitment of nuclear envelope proteins to chromatin was quantitatively assayed in vitro using magnetic DNA-coated beads (Heald et al. 1996). The beads were generated by coupling a biotinylated linearized plasmid containing a genomic DNA to magnetic streptavidin beads. DNA beads were then chromatinized by incubation with mock or LSD1-depleted interphasic Xenopus egg cytosol under constant but gentle shaking. Incubation of immobilized DNA with interphasic egg extracts was previously found to result in the incorporation of evenly spaced nucleosomes (Kimura and Hirano 2000). As LSD1-depletion did not adversely impact histone exchange on the sperm chromatin template, it was assumed that nucleosomes were assembled in its absence. Following chromatinization, the recruitment of cytosolic and membrane proteins was assayed by the addition of fresh egg cytosol and concentrated floated membranes in the presence or absence of recombinant LSD-wt or LSD1-K643A (Summarized in Fig. 13).
Depletion of LSD1 did not impact the incorporation of histone H3 or recruitment of MEL28/ELYS in depleted extracts alone or supplemented with the demethylase deficient mutant LSD1-K643A, resulting in increased di-methylation of histone H3 at lysine 4 and confirmed that LSD1-dependent demethylation was occurring under the experimental conditions employed. The recruitment of MEL28/ELYS was also dependent on LSD1 activity. In depleted extracts, MEL28/ELYS recruitment was significantly reduced, an effect that was rescued by the addition of LSD1-wt but not the catalytically inactive LSD1-K643A. Accordingly, MEL28/ELYS was absent from the chromatin of nuclei assembled in vitro in the absence of endogenous or wild type recombinant LSD1 ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 6B (Appendix)). MEL28/ELYS is essential for NPC assembly (Franz et al. 2007). It is localized at kinetochores during mitosis (Rasala et al. 2006) and redistributes on the chromatin surface during anaphase, where it acts as the essential seeding point for NPC assembly (Franz et al. 2007, Gillespie et al. 2007). Immunofluorescence of in vitro nuclear assemblies performed on sperm chromatin and HeLa chromatin clusters fixed at various timepoints indicates the rapid recruitment of MEL28/ELYS to chromatin followed by progressive nuclear rim localisation (Fig. 14A,B).
Although the mechanism governing its efficient spreading on post-mitotic chromatin is currently unknown, these data suggest that the initial recruitment or seeding of MEL28/ELYS is downstream of LSD1-dependent changes to the chromatin landscape.
Figure 14. MEL28/ELYS recruitment to chromatin during cell-free nuclear assembly on sperm chromatin or mitotic chromatin clusters isolated from HeLa cells. Nuclei were assembled on either sperm chromatin (A) or mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells (B). At the indicated times samples were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence. MEL28/ELYS was specifically immuno-labelled (green in overlays), NPCs were immuno-labelled with mAB414 (red in overlays) and DNA was stained with DAPI. Representative confocal images are shown. Scale bars: 5µm.
The recruitment of membrane proteins to chromatinized DNA beads was assayed using the floated membrane fractions that are typically employed in cell-free nuclear assembly. These membranes are vesiculated during their isolation giving rise to a mixed population of membrane vesicles with different capacities to support nuclear envelope formation (Antonin et al. 2005, Buendia and Courvalin 1997, Mansfeld et al. 2006, Ulbert et al. 2006, Vigers and Lohka 1991). The existence of these distinct membrane vesicle pools supports the notion that nuclear envelope microdomains are maintained in the ER during mitosis in order to facilitate efficient reassembly upon mitotic exit (Mattaj 2004). Functionally distinct pools of membrane vesicles can be distinguished biochemically based on the presence of specific marker proteins. These membrane pools include: The vesicles first recruited to post-mitotic chromatin that are enriched for the transmembrane nucleoporins POM121 and NDC1 (Antonin et al. 2005, Mansfeld et al. 2006), a second membrane pool recruited relatively late during nuclear assembly and enriched for the transmembrane nucleoporin GP210 (Antonin et al. 2005, Buendia and Courvalin 1997, Chaudhary and Courvalin 1993), and a third pool of bulk ER membrane vesicles that are not strictly required for nuclear envelope assembly and contain the ER proteins Rtn4 and Calnexin. In mock-treated extracts, each of these distinct membrane vesicle populations was recruited to chromatinized DNA ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 6A (Appendix)). Conversely, chromatin assembled in LSD1-depleted extracts no longer supported the recruitment of POM121 and NDC1-containing membrane vesicles. The addition of recombinant LSD1-wt, but not LSD1-K643A, rescued POM121 and NDC1 recruitment to chromatin. Nuclei assembled in LSD1-depleted extracts were similarly deficient for the presence of POM121 and NDC1, a phenotype that was rescued by the addition of catalytically active LSD1-wt but not LSD1-K643A ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 6B (Appendix)). Importantly, LSD1 depletion did not impact the recruitment of GP210-containing NE vesicles or bulk ER vesicles to chromatinized DNA ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 6A (Appendix)) and membranes were consistently found on chromatin when nuclei were assembled in the absence of LSD1 activity ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 1, 2B, 5C, S4D (Appendix)), suggesting that LSD1-dependent demethylation regulates the recruitment of a specific subpopulation of essential nuclear envelope membranes to post-mitotic chromatin.

POM121 and NDC1 are both essential for NPC assembly (Antonin et al. 2005, Mansfeld et al. 2006). As their early recruitment to chromatin at the end of mitosis (Dultz
et al. 2008) depends on the MEL28/ELYS-dependent recruitment of the Nup107-160 complex (Antonin et al. 2005, Rasala et al. 2008), it is likely that the loss of POM121 and NDC1 on chromatin in the absence of LSD1 activity is at least partially due to the reduced presence of MEL28/ELYS. However, depletion of Mel28 from Xenopus egg extracts gives rise to nuclei with closed nuclear envelopes lacking NPCs (Rasala et al. 2008). This phenotype is not mimicked in LSD1-depleted extracts, suggesting that LSD1 activity regulates more than one molecular player during nuclear envelope and NPC assembly. Nuclear envelope precursor vesicles, including POM121-containing vesicles, can bind DNA independently of cytosolic proteins (Ulbert et al. 2006). Furthermore, a soluble fragment of POM121 was found to competitively inhibit cell-free nuclear assembly without disrupting MEL28/ELYS and Nup107-160 complex recruitment (Shaulov et al. 2011). A combination field emission scanning electron microscopy and biochemical experiments revealed the existence of distinct binding sites for POM121 and MEL28/ELYS and suggested that their initial localization on chromatin might be independent. Taken together, it is likely that LSD1 activity regulates the autonomous recruitment of multiple factors to post-mitotic chromatin during the early stages of nuclear envelope and NPC assembly.

7.5.2 Proposed mechanisms of LSD1-dependent nuclear assembly

The in vitro data presented in this thesis implicate LSD1-dependent demethylation in the regulation of NPC and nuclear envelope assembly on post-mitotic chromatin. Although the impact of reduced LSD1 levels on nuclear assembly was significantly less pronounced in living cells, the prolonged maintenance of compact chromatin following cell division and the formation of annulate lamellae suggest that LSD1 plays a physiologically relevant role in nuclear reorganization during telophase. The importance of LSD1 activity for the recruitment of early-associating soluble and transmembrane NPC proteins to chromatin in Xenopus egg extracts indicates that LSD1 function likely contributes to the competence of the chromatin landscape for nuclear assembly at the end of mitosis. However, the open question that remains is the exact nature of this chromatin competence. In other words, what are the LSD1-dependent chromatin features that promote nuclear envelope and NPC assembly?
Histone lysine methyltransferases and demethylases have been found to impact mitosis by modulating the expression of important cell cycle genes (Reviewed in (Black et al. 2012). LSD1 itself has been implicated in cell-cycle regulation upstream of p53-dependent transcription (Scoumanne and Chen 2007) as well as the expression of the spindle assembly checkpoint proteins Mad2 and Bub1 (Lv et al. 2010). However, as frog eggs are not transcriptionally active (Newport and Kirschner 1982) the role of LSD1 in nuclear assembly must also be independent of transcription. Although multiple soluble and transmembrane nucleoporins have the capacity to bind DNA, nuclear envelope and NPC assembly do not occur in the absence of nucleosomes (Inoue and Zhang 2014, Zierhut et al. 2014). This requirement can be attributed to the nucleosome-dependent recruitment of both MEL28/ELYS and the guanine exchange factor RCC1. In the absence of nucleosomes or DNA, a localized concentration of RanGTP, generated by RCC1, was found to be sufficient for the assembly of import competent pseudo nuclear envelopes in Xenopus egg extracts (Zhang and Clarke 2000). Similarly, tethering RCC1 to nucleosome-depleted DNA beads could promote NPC assembly in vitro. However, artificial tethering of MEL28/ELYS to DNA beads or to the nuclear rim of paternal pronuclei from mouse zygotes in the absence of nucleosome assembly was also found to enable NPC and nuclear envelope assembly (Inoue and Zhang 2014, Zierhut et al. 2014), suggesting that more than one factor directs NPC and nuclear envelope assembly to chromatin at the end of mitosis. Indeed, tethering both Mel28/ELYS and RCC1 to DNA synergistically rescued NPC assembly when nucleosomes were depleted from Xenopus egg extracts (Zierhut et al. 2014). These findings implicate the chromatin-dependent recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and RCC1 as critical determinants of post-mitotic nuclear envelope assembly. However, very little is known regarding the changes to chromatin that facilitates their binding at the end of mitosis. LSD1 demethylase activity was required for the recruitment of MEL28/ELYS to chromatinized DNA beads or to nuclear assemblies on sperm chromatin in Xenopus egg extracts ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig 6 (Appendix)). Thus it is likely that LSD1 plays a role in modulating the post-mitotic chromatin landscape in order to promote the nucleosome-dependent recruitment of MEL28/ELYS.

Histone modifications, particularly methylation and acetylation, have been proposed to memorize the transcriptional state of chromatin throughout cell divisions (Reviewed in (Wang et al. 2013, Moazed 2011)). Nonetheless, several of these
modifications are also dynamic during mitosis. LSD1 demethylates mono- and di-
methylated histone H3 at lysine 4 and 9. Levels of H3K4me1, H3K4m2, H3K9me1, and
H3K9me2 have been found to globally increase during mitosis (Black et al. 2012), a time
when LSD1 is absent from chromatin ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. S2 (Appendix)).
However, while target promoters were affected in the absence of LSD1 activity, global
changes in methylation were not reported (Lv et al. 2010, Nair et al. 2012, Shi et al.
2004), suggesting that LSD1 regulates locus specific demethylation.

Current information regarding the dynamics of histone lysine methylation is
primarily derived from chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments and sequencing data
and therefore does not indicate the 3-dimensional positions of these marks on
chromatin. In order to determine the localization pattern of potential LSD1-targeted
histone methylation marks during mitosis, immunofluorescence was performed on fixed
unsynchronized HeLa cells. Confocal z-stacks were acquired using constant acquisition
settings to capture the relative levels and distribution of the histone marks at different
stages of the cell cycle. In agreement with published biochemical data, H3K4me3 levels
were somewhat constant throughout the cell cycle and H3K9me3 was reduced from
prophase to early anaphase (Fig. 15). Unmethylated H3K4 (H3K4me0), H3K4me1, and
H3K4me2, appeared to preferentially occupy more peripheral chromatin regions during
mitosis, when levels were also at least slightly elevated, particularly for H3K4me0 and
H3K4me1. The return to an interphasic chromatin state correlated with a reduction in
H3K4me0 and H3K4me1 and a more even, less peripheral, distribution of H3K4me2. In
contrast to previous reports, H3K9me1 was dramatically reduced starting at prophase
and seemed to return to chromatin during early anaphase.
Figure 15. Dynamic localisation of histone modifications during the cell cycle in fixed HeLa cells. HeLa cells were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence. A variety of post-translational modifications to histone H3 were immuno-labelled as indicated (green) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Representative maximum intensity projections from 0.25µm-spaced optical z-sections traversing the chromatin are shown. Scale bar: 5µm.
As some cell cycle dependent signatures could be found for several of the methylation marks targeted by LSD1, they were examined by immunofluorescence in LSD1 knockdown HeLa cells (Fig. 16) and nuclei assembled on mitotic chromatin clusters in LSD1-depleted egg extracts (Fig.17). Although an increase in H3K4me2 was detected on chromatin beads in LSD1-depleted extracts, no obvious difference in the levels or distribution of H3K4me1, H3K4me2, or H3K9me1 were observed in either experimental context. Thus any differences in the levels or distribution of LSD1-targeted methylation marks are beyond the resolution of the methods employed, either because of the technical limitations associated with regular confocal light microscopy or due to the fact that, as previously suggested, the LSD1-dependent changes are locus specific.
Figure 16. The distribution and global levels of histone methylation marks are not consistently impacted by the RNAi-mediated depletion of LSD1 in HeLa cells. HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos were fixed 48h post-transfection and processed for immunofluorescence. Specific methylation states of histone H3 at K4 and K9 were immuno-labelled as indicated (upper panels, green in overlay) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue in overlays). Representative confocal images are shown. Scale bar: 5µm.
Figure 17. The distribution and global levels of histone methylation marks found on decondensing mitotic chromatin clusters are not consistently impacted by LSD1 inhibition. Nuclei were assembled on mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells in the presence or absence of 5mM Pargyline, 2.5 mM 2PCPA, or 250 uM S2101 for (A) 120 min or (B) 10 min. Following fixation, specific methylation states of histone H3 at K4 and K9 were immuno-labelled as indicated (upper panels, green in overlay) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue in overlays). Representative confocal images are shown. Scale bar: 5µm.
Locus-specific demethylation does not preclude the possibility that histone H3 demethylation is the relevant LSD1 target in the regulation of nuclear envelope assembly. In this case, demethylation at specific loci could provide specific initiation points for nuclear envelope or NPC formation and might even help to establish interphase chromatin organisation with respect to the nuclear periphery. Alternatively, locus-specific LSD1-dependent demethylation might also initiate more global changes to the chromatin landscape. In both scenarios, the accumulation or loss of a specific H3K4 or H3K9 methyl mark by LSD1 might directly mediate the recruitment of NPC and nuclear envelope components. To date, the only example of a specific methylation mark directing the recruitment of nuclear envelope factors is H3K9me3, which acts via HP1 (Bannister et al. 2001, Fischle et al. 2005, Hirota et al. 2005, Lachner et al. 2001). Alternatively nuclear components could also be recruited due to other histone modifications that occur downstream of LSD1. For example, LSD1-mediated demethylase activity has been implicated upstream of HDAC1/2 (Lee et al. 2006a). In this regard, LSD1 demethylation might be a crucial step in a cascade of modifications or part of an epigenetic code that modulates nuclear envelope recruitment and assembly. Histone demethylation is the best characterized function of LSD1 and the idea that this chromatin modification regulates nuclear assembly is an exciting one. However, several non-histone targets of LSD1 have already been identified (reviewed in (Nicholson and Chen 2009)) and the possibility that LSD1 promotes nuclear envelope assembly via one of these or a yet unidentified target cannot be excluded.

The accumulation of a specific histone modification, a combination of histone modifications, or the presence of a specific protein with a demethylation-dependent function could mediate LSD1-dependent nuclear envelope and NPC formation on chromatin at the end of mitosis. Alternatively, it is possible that LSD1-dependent demethylation regulates nuclear assembly by modulating the conformation of post-mitotic chromatin. Although the loss of LSD1 activity did not inhibit cell-free chromosome decondensation per se, both mitotic chromatin clusters incubated with LSD1-depleted extracts and the nuclei of HeLa cells treated with LSD1-targeting siRNAs were visibly smaller and chromatin was more compacted compared to the relevant controls ((Schooley et al. 2015) Fig. 4A and B, S3A (Appendix)). These observations suggest that LSD1 plays a role in chromatin organization at the end of mitosis, although mechanistically it could effect the relevant conformation in any number of ways. For
example, LSD1 has been implicated in heterochromatin formation in Drosophila (Rudolph et al. 2007) and S. pombe (Lan et al. 2007). H3K9me3, a characteristic heterochromatin modification, regulates the recruitment of HP1 and in turn nuclear envelope membranes to chromatin at the end of mitosis (Ye et al. 1997, Haraguchi et al. 2000, Fischle et al. 2005). It is thus conceivable that LSD1-dependent heterochromatin formation could contribute nuclear envelope assembly.

Demethylation by LSD1 represents a novel addition to a very short list of events that link post-mitotic chromatin reorganization with nuclear envelope assembly. The most prominent among these is the recruitment of the protein phosphatase PP1 to anaphase chromatin via RepoMan/CDCA2 (Trinkle-Mulcahy et al. 2006), which coordinates the removal of mitotic histone marks with the deposition of importin beta-bound nucleoporins (Vagnarelli et al. 2011). An interesting layer of complexity was recently added with the identification of Ki-67, a nucleolar protein that localizes to the perichromosomal compartment during mitosis, as an additional regulator of both PP1 recruitment and the reestablishment of interphase chromatin architecture (Booth et al. 2014, Takagi et al. 2014). Although the mechanistic details remain an interesting puzzle for future experimentation, the data presented here identify LSD1 as an important regulator of post-mitotic nuclear reassembly. The recruitment of LSD1 at the end of mitosis initiates demethylation activity-dependent changes to either the composition or the conformation of chromatin that promote the recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and nuclear membranes and thus link the post-mitotic chromatin state to NPC and nuclear envelope formation (Fig. 18).
Upon mitotic exit, LSD1 re-localizes to chromatin and mediates histone H3 tail de-methylation (A). The resultant changes to the chromatin landscape modulate the recruitment of the soluble nucleoporin MEL28/ELYS, which is required to seed post-mitotic NPC assembly, and the nuclear envelope-specific membranes, which are enriched for the transmembrane nucleoporins POM121 and NDC1 (B). The relevant histone mark(s) and potential downstream events that precede the recruitment of nucleoporins are unknown. The formation of a continuous functional nuclear envelope and the reestablishment of interphase chromatin architecture (C) thus require the activity of LSD1 at the end of mitosis.

Figure 18. Schematic: Proposed model for the role of LSD1 in post-mitotic nuclear reassembly.
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Dimerization and direct membrane interaction of Nup53 contribute to nuclear pore complex assembly
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Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) fuse the two membranes of the nuclear envelope (NE) to a pore, connecting cytoplasm and nucleoplasm and allowing exchange of macromolecules between these compartments. Most NPC proteins do not contain integral membrane domains and thus it is largely unclear how NPCs are embedded and anchored in the NE. Here, we show that the evolutionary conserved nuclear pore protein Nup53 binds independently of other proteins to membranes, a property that is crucial for NPC assembly and conserved between yeast and vertebrates. The vertebrate protein comprises two membrane binding sites, of which the C-terminal domain has membrane deforming capabilities, and is specifically required for de novo NPC assembly and insertion into the intact NE during interphase. Dimerization of Nup53 contributes to its membrane interaction and is crucial for its function in NPC assembly.

Introduction

The defining feature of the eukaryotic cell is the compartmentalization of genetic material inside the nucleus. The spatial and temporal separation of transcription and translation has enabled eukaryotes to achieve a level of regulatory complexity that is unprecedented in prokaryotes. This is accomplished by the nuclear envelope (NE), which serves as the physical barrier between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm. Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are the exclusive gateways in the NE allowing diffusion of small substances and regulated trafficking of macromolecules up to a size of 15 nm for ribosomal subunits or even 50 nm for Balbiani ring particles (for review, see Wente and Rout, 2010; Hoelz et al, 2011; Bilokapic and Schwartz, 2012). NPCs form large pores in the NE, having a diameter of ~130 nm. Unlike other transport channels, NPCs span two lipid bilayers, at sites where the outer and inner membranes of the NE are fused. Therefore, NPCs are assumed to play an important role in deforming these membranes to form a pore as well as in stabilizing this highly curved pore membrane (Antonin et al, 2008).

Given the structural complexity and extraordinary transport capabilities of NPCs, it is quite surprising that these huge macromolecular assemblies of 40–60 MDa are only composed of ~30 different proteins. These nucleoporins (Nups) can be roughly categorized into those forming the structure of the pore and those mediating transport through the NPC. The latter class is characterized by a high number of FG repeats. Two evolutionary conserved subcomplexes form the major part of the structural scaffold. The Nup107–160 complex in metazoan, or the corresponding Nup84 complex in yeast, is the best characterized of these owing to an extensive set of genetic, biochemical and structural data. Computational and structural analyses suggest that this complex is related to vesicle coats (Devos et al, 2004; Mans et al, 2004; Brohawn et al, 2008). It is possible that these proteins form a coat-like assembly stabilizing the curved pore membrane of the NPC, which is analogous to clathrin or COPI and II during vesicle formation (Field et al, 2011; Onischenko and Weis, 2011). Notably, neither clathrin nor COP coats interact directly with the lipid bilayers. They are rather linked to the deformed membrane via adaptor and integral proteins (McMahon and Mills, 2004). Although three integral membrane proteins are known in the vertebrate NPC, it is unclear how a possible link between the Nup107–160 complex and the membrane is established.

The second major structural and evolutionarily conserved subcomplex of the NPC is the metazoan Nup93 complex, Nic96 in yeast, which might serve as a link to the pore membrane. In vertebrates, it is composed of five nucleoporins: Nup205, Nup188, Nup155, Nup93 and Nup53. Nup53, also referred to as Nup35 (Cronshaw et al, 2002), interacts with Nup93 and Nup155 (Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2005), corresponding to Nup170 and Nic96 in yeast (Marelli et al, 1998; Fahrenkrog et al, 2000). Nup155, Nup93 and Nup53 are each indispensable for NPC formation in vertebrates (Franz et al, 2005; Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2008; Mitchell et al, 2010; Sachdev et al, 2012). Interestingly, Nup53 and its corresponding yeast homologues Nup53p and Nup59p interact with the transmembrane nucleoporin NDC1, thereby potentially linking the NPC to the pore membrane (Mansfeld et al, 2006; Onischenko et al, 2009). Although NDC1 is essential in both vertebrates and yeast (Winey et al, 1993; West et al, 1998; Mansfeld et al, 2006; Stavru et al, 2006) it is not found in all eukaryotes (Mans et al, 2004; DeGrasse et al, 2009; Neumann et al, 2010), suggesting that in...
some organisms NPCs can form in the absence of a Nup53–NDC1 interaction. Indeed, Aspergillus nidulans is viable in the absence of all three known transmembrane nucleoporins (Liu et al., 2009). This suggests that there are alternative modes of interaction between the nucleoporins and the pore membrane.

Here, we show that Nup53 binds membranes directly and independently of other proteins. It possesses two membrane interaction regions, which are important for NPC assembly. Although either site is sufficient for NPC assembly at the end of mitosis, the C-terminal membrane binding site of Nup53 is specifically required for NPC assembly during interphase, probably because of its membrane deforming capabilities.

Results

Nup53 is a membrane binding protein

Overexpression of Nup53 in yeast causes expansion of the NE (Marelli et al., 2001). Similar membrane proliferation phenotypes have been observed upon overexpression of nuclear membrane binding proteins, such as lamin B (Prufert et al., 2004). Yeast Nup53 contains a C-terminal region predicted to form an amphipathic helix (Marelli et al., 2001; Patel and Rexach, 2008), which could serve as a membrane binding module. However, Nup53 interacts with the integral pore membrane protein NDC1 in both yeast and metazoa (Mansfeld et al., 2006; Onischenko et al., 2009) and thus might be linked to the membrane via this interaction. We therefore tested whether Nup53 is able to interact with membranes independently of other proteins.

To assay for membrane binding, we generated liposomes with an average radius of ~150 nm. These liposomes were incubated with different, recombinantly expressed nucleoporins and floated through sucrose cushions. Liposome binding proteins were recovered after centrifugation from the top fraction (Figure 1A). A Nup133 membrane binding fragment (Drin et al., 2007) was used as a positive control and found in the liposome containing top fraction (Figure 1A). Similarly, Xenopus Nup53 was found in the top fraction, indicating membrane interaction. In contrast, a fragment of the FG repeat-containing nucleoporin Nup98 did not bind liposomes. Thus, Xenopus Nup53 binds directly to

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1 Nup53 directly binds membranes. (A) 3 μM recombinant Xenopus Nup53 (Nup53xl), the two yeast orthologues Nup59sc and Nup53sc as well as fragments of Nup133 and Nup98 as positive and negative controls, respectively, were incubated with 6 mg/ml fluorescently labelled liposomes prepared from E. coli polar lipids and floated through a sucrose gradient as indicated on the left. Top fractions of the gradient, as well as 3% of the starting material, were analysed by SDS–PAGE and silver staining. Please note that Nup53 is sensitive to C-terminal degradation (*) and that the full-length protein significantly enriched in the liposome bound fraction. (B) Full-length (1–320) and different fragments of Xenopus Nup53 as well as fragments of Nup133 and Nup98 were analysed for liposome binding as in (A). Only fragments comprising the RRM domain (indicated in blue in the schematic representation) bound liposomes.
membranes independently of other interacting proteins. To determine whether this feature is conserved during evolution, we tested the two yeast homologues Nup53p and Nup59p, which both bound liposomes (Figure 1A).

We next sought to define the regions of Xenopus Nup53 important for its membrane interaction. Nup53 can be roughly divided into three parts: the N-terminus (amino acid (aa) 1–166), a middle region (aa 166–267) comprising a conserved RNA recognition motif (RRM) domain and the C-terminus (aa 267–320) (Figure 1B). We generated different N- and C-terminal truncations of Nup53 and tested them for lipidosome binding (Figure 1B). While full-length Nup53 (aa 1–320) bound to liposomes, the N-terminal region of the protein (aa 1–166) showed no binding. Extending this fragment by 100 aa to include the RRM domain rendered the protein capable of membrane binding (aa 1–267). The C-terminal half of Nup53 (aa 162–320), which included the RRM domain, also interacted with liposomes. However, a fragment consisting of only the C-terminal region of Nup53 but lacking the RRM domain (aa 254–320) could not bind liposomes. Surprisingly, a fragment comprising only the RRM domain (aa 162–267) did not bind liposomes showing that the RRM domain is necessary but not sufficient for Nup53 membrane binding.

**Nup53 dimerization is necessary for membrane binding and NPC formation**

As the RRM domain is crucial for Nup53 membrane interaction we investigated the function of this domain. The crystal structure of the mouse domain suggests that it acts as a dimerization rather than an RNA binding module (Handa et al., 2006). We designed a mutant of this domain by exchanging two amino acids (F172E/W203E) in the dimerization surface. Size exclusion chromatography in combination with multi-angle laser light scattering revealed that the resulting fragment was monomeric (Figure 2A).

To confirm that the dimerization occurs also in vivo, we performed co-transfection experiments in HeLa cells using HA- and myc-tagged Xenopus Nup53. Either α-HA or α-myc antibodies immunoprecipitated both HA- and myc-tagged wild-type Nup53 indicating that the proteins formed a complex (Figure 2B, lanes 5 and 10). If cells were transfected with either construct separately before they were mixed for protein extraction, then no co-immunoprecipitation was observed (Figure 2B, lanes 9 and 14) demonstrating that complex formation cannot occur under the conditions of the immunoprecipitation. Co-transfections of RRM mutants as well as RRM mutants and wild-type protein did not result in complex formation (Figure 2B, lanes 6–8 and 11–13) indicating that the F172E/W203E exchange inhibited dimerization/oligomerization.

Next, we tested the effect of these mutations on membrane binding. In the context of the full-length protein, these mutations decreased liposome binding by 70% (Figure 2C) suggesting that the dimerization of Nup53 is important for its membrane interaction.

As Nup53 is essential for postmitotic NPC formation (Hawryluk-Gara et al., 2008) we examined the relevance of Nup53 membrane binding for this. We employed *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts to study nuclear reformation in vitro (Lohka, 1998). With antibodies against Nup53 we depleted the endogenous protein without co-depletion of other nucleoporins including the other members of the Nup93 complex: Nup93, Nup155, Nup205 and Nup188 (Figure 2D). These depleted extracts were incubated with sperm heads serving as chromatin template. In the absence of Nup53, NPC formation was blocked (Figure 2E) as reported (Hawryluk-Gara et al., 2008). This was indicated by the absence of immunofluorescent signal on the chromatin surface for mab414, an antibody recognizing several nucleoporins that represent a major subfraction of the NPC. Addition of recombinantly expressed wild-type Nup53 to the depleted extracts at levels similar to the endogenous protein (Figure 2D) restored NPC formation. The recombinant protein was integrated into NPCs as indicated by immunostaining with a Nup53 antibody. In contrast, the dimerization and membrane binding defective Nup53 mutant (1–320 F172E/W203E) was unable to substitute for the endogenous protein in NPC formation (Figure 2E).

Individual depletion of several nucleoporins essential for NPC assembly from Xenopus egg extracts also blocks formation of a closed NE. These nucleoporins include POM121, NDC1, Nup155, Nup93 (Antonin et al., 2005; Franz et al., 2005; Mansfeld et al., 2006; Sachdev et al., 2012) and Nup53 (Hawryluk-Gara et al., 2008). Upon Nup53 depletion, membrane vesicles bound to the chromatin surface but did not fuse to form a closed NE (Figure 2F; Hawryluk-Gara et al., 2008). This phenotype was rescued by the wild-type Nup53 protein, but not by the dimerization defective mutant. Together with the liposome-binding assay, this suggests that Nup53 membrane binding could be important for NPC assembly and formation of a closed NE. However, we cannot exclude that the RRM mutant also affects interaction of Nup53 with other nucleoporins. Indeed, in GST pull-down assays we observed a slight reduction of Nup93, Nup205 and Nup155 binding to Nup53 in the context of the RRM mutant as compared to the wild-type protein (Supplementary Figure S1A). In contrast, NDC1 binding to Nup53 was unaffected by the dimerization mutant (Supplementary Figure S1B).

**Nup53 possesses two membrane binding regions**

These results reveal a crucial role for Nup53 dimerization via its RRM domain in NE reformation. However, the RRM domain alone did not bind to membranes. We tested different Nup53 truncations for liposome binding to map the membrane interaction sites (Figure 3A; Supplementary Figure S2 shows the purity of all recombinant proteins used in the different liposome experiments). An N-terminal fragment of Nup53 including the RRM domain (aa 1–267) bound to liposomes with only a slightly decreased binding efficiency, 83% of the levels of the full-length protein. Further truncations from the N-terminus revealed a minimal membrane binding region between aa 93 and 107 as indicated by a four-fold decrease in liposome binding upon removal of these 15 amino acids. This region comprises a patch of basic residues, which as in other membrane binding proteins might be important for the interaction with negatively charged lipids. Indeed, changing two residues to negatively charged residues (R105E/K106E) abolished membrane binding (Figure 3A, 83% reduction as compared to the 93–267 fragment).

Interestingly, the N-terminal membrane binding region of Nup53 contains one of two regions that were differentially phosphorylated depending on the cell-cycle stage (Supplementary Figure S3; Supplementary Table S1). Two
amino acids identified, Serine 94 and Threonine 100, are phosphorylated during mitosis, most likely by cdk 1 as they possess a consensus site for this kinase (Blethrow et al., 2008). To investigate the impact of this modification on membrane binding, we generated mutants mimicking the phosphorylated (S94E/T100E) and the unphosphorylated (S94A/T100A) states.

Figure 2 Dimerization of the RRM domain is essential for Nup53 membrane binding and nuclear pore complex formation. (A) Size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex75 10/300 GL column followed by multi-angle static laser light scattering of the Xenopus Nup53 RRM domain and the F172E/W203E mutant, which rendered the domain monomeric. The green dots relate to the secondary axis and show the molecular weight of the eluting particles. (B) HeLa cells were co-transfected with myc- and HA-tagged Xenopus Nup53 wild-type protein and/or dimerization mutant as indicated (>). Proteins were immunoprecipitated from cell lysates with α-myc or α-HA antibodies, and analysed by western blotting. Ten per cent of the start materials are loaded as input. To exclude complex formation after cell lysis, extracts from single transfected myc–Nup53 and HA–Nup53 cell batches were mixed and processed for immunoprecipitation (>). Under these conditions, no co-precipitation was observed. (C) Full-length Xenopus Nup53 and the respective F172E/W203E mutant (RRM mutant) were analysed for liposome binding as in Figure 1. The right panel shows the quantitation of liposome binding analysed by western blotting and normalized to the levels of the wild-type protein (one out of two independent experiments). (D) Western blot analysis of mock, Nup53-depleted (ΔNup53) and Nup53-depleted extracts supplemented with recombinant wild-type protein (Nup53) or the dimerization mutant (Nup53 RRM mutant), respectively. Recombinant proteins were added to approximate endogenous Nup53 levels (judged by the full-length protein, please note for both endogenous and recombinant Nup53 proteins C-terminal degradation products (*)). The recombinant Nup53 migrated slightly faster than the endogenous protein due to absence of eukaryotic post-translational modifications. The Nup93 antibody recognizes a slightly slower migrating cross-reactivity by western blotting (*). (E) Nuclei were assembled in mock, Nup53-depleted extracts or Nup53-depleted extracts supplemented with wild-type protein (Nup53) or the dimerization mutant for 120 min, fixed with 4% PFA and analysed with Nup53 antibodies (red) and mAb414 (green). Chromatin was stained with DAPI. Bar: 10 μm. (F) Nuclei were assembled as in (E), fixed with 2% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde and analysed for chromatin (blue: DAPI) and membrane staining (red: DiIC18; bar: 10 μm). Right panel shows the quantitation of chromatin substrates with a closed nuclear envelope (averages of three independent experiments with >300 randomly chosen chromatin substrates per sample, error bars represent the range).
(S94A/T100A) state of the protein. The phosphomimetic mutant was impaired in liposome binding (Figure 3B, reduced by 50% compared to the 93–267 fragment) while the S94A/T100A control bound to liposomes with efficiency comparable to the wild type. Furthermore, in vitro phosphorylation by CyclinB/CDK1 reduced liposome binding of the wild-type protein by 50%, levels similar to the phosphomimetic mutant (93–267 S94E/T100E), but did not affect the S94A/T100A mutant, suggesting that mitotic phosphorylation regulates the membrane binding of Nup53.

The C-terminal part of Nup53 also interacts with membranes, an activity that requires the presence of the RRM domain (Figure 1B). Fragments comprising both regions showed efficient binding to liposomes (aa 130–320 and 162–320) (Figure 3A). The second membrane binding region was mapped to the absolute C-terminus of Nup53 as deletion of the last amino acid reduced liposome binding by 42% (aa 130–319) and removal of the last eight amino acids abolished liposome binding (aa 130–312).

These data suggest that Nup53 possesses two independent membrane binding sites. Consistently, in the context of the full-length protein mutations in the N-terminal site (R105E/K106E as well as S94E/T100E) reduced liposome binding by 50 and 40% (Figure 3C). Deletion of the
C-terminal amino acid had a less prominent effect, but removal of the last eight amino acids reduced liposome binding by 60%. The combination of mutations and truncations affecting both binding sites showed an additive effect supporting the view that each site is individually capable of membrane binding. Our data also suggest that the N-terminal membrane interaction is mediated via a pair of basic amino acids. The N-terminal binding site is additionally dependent on membrane curvature, the fragment binding less efficiently to more highly curved membranes (Supplementary Figure S4). Conversely, the C-terminal membrane binding site is less sensitive to membrane curvature and seems to largely depend on the last amino acid, a hydrophobic tryptophan. This could indicate that the two membrane interaction sites operate via different binding mechanisms. In both cases, the dimerization of Nup53 via the RRM domain is important: mutations in the individual membrane binding fragments (93–267 F172E/W203E and 130–320 F172E/W203E) rendering the RRM domain monomeric reduced their membrane interaction (Supplementary Figure S5).

**Nup53 membrane binding is necessary for NPC formation**

The Nup53 mutant defective in RRM dimerization, which showed reduced membrane binding, was unable to substitute for the endogenous protein in nuclear assembly (Figure 2). We therefore analysed the contribution of each of the membrane interaction sites to NPC assembly by substituting endogenous Nup53 with constructs defective in the N-terminal membrane interaction site, lacking the C-terminal membrane interaction site, or comprising a combination of both deficient sites (Figure 4A). Surprisingly, mutants of the N-terminal membrane binding site (1–320 R105E/K106E and 1–320 S94E/T100E) supported NPC formation as indicated by mAB414 staining (Figure 4A). They also supported formation of a closed NE (Figure 4A and B). Correspondingly, mutations in the N-terminal binding region did not alter the NE localization of any other nucleoporins (Figure 4D). These nucleoporins include members of the Nup93 complex (Nup93, Nup188, Nup205 and Nup155) as well as the transmembrane nucleoporins NDC1 and POM121. Accordingly, interactions of these mutants with Nup93 and Nup205, which bind the N-terminal part of Nup53 (Fahrenkrog et al., 2000; Hawryluk-Gara et al., 2008), were unaffected as shown by GST pull downs (Supplementary Figure S1A).

The fragment lacking the C-terminal tryptophan (1–319) also supported NPC assembly and formation of a closed NE. Deletion of this tryptophan did not interfere with Nup53 binding to NDC1 or Nup155 (Supplementary Figure S1B), two binding partners interacting with the C-terminal region. The truncation lacking the last eight C-terminal amino acids (1–312) also allowed for NPC assembly and formation of a closed NE. All tested nucleoporins were located at the NE in these nuclei (Figure 4D). Notably, this truncation did not bind to NDC1 (Supplementary Figure S1B), supporting the view that the Nup53–NDC1 interaction is not required for postmitotic NPC formation (Hawryluk-Gara et al., 2008). These observations suggest that a single Nup53 membrane binding region is sufficient for NPC assembly at the end of mitosis.

In contrast to the Nup53 mutants and truncations that abrogate one membrane binding region, mutants affecting both membrane binding sites (1–319 R105E/K106E, 1–319 S94E/T100E, 1–312 R105E/K106E and 1–312 S94E/T100E) did not support NPC assembly and NE formation (Figure 4A). Under these conditions, MEL28 (also referred to as ELYS) as well as Nup107, which both bind early to chromatin during the NPC assembly process (Galy et al., 2006; Rasala et al., 2006; Franz et al., 2007), as well as the transmembrane nucleoporins, NDC1 and POM121, were detected on the chromatin (Figure 4D). In contrast, Nup205, Nup188, Nup155 and Nup93 were not recruited. However, this lack of recruitment as well as the block in NPC assembly is unlikely to be caused by disrupting Nup53 binding to these interaction partners as the mutations introduced did not affect binding to Nup93, Nup205 and Nup155 in GST pull downs (Supplementary Figure S1A). It is also unlikely that the loss of the Nup53–NDC1 interaction caused this phenotype as the Nup53 fragment 1–312 still allowed for postmitotic NPC assembly but was not able to bind NDC1 (Supplementary Figure S1B). Nup58 representing an FG-containing nucleoporin of the central channel as well as the peripheral nucleoporin Nup88 was also absent on chromatin in the presence of a Nup53 construct that lacked both membrane binding regions (1–312 R105E/K106E) (Figure 4D). These data support the conclusion that the direct Nup53 membrane interaction is important for postmitotic NPC formation.

**Interphasic NPC assembly requires the C-terminal membrane binding site of Nup53**

Metazoan NPC assembly occurs in two different stages of the cell cycle: at the end of mitosis when NPCs assemble concomitantly with the reforming NE and during interphase when new NPCs are assembled and integrated into the intact NE (Antonin et al., 2008; Doucet and Hetzer, 2010). Recent data suggest that there are different requirements for these two possible modes of NPC assembly (Doucet et al., 2010). The in vitro nuclear assemblies described up to now reflect the situation at the end of mitosis. We therefore assayed whether the mutants that support postmitotic NPC assembly also support NPC formation during interphase. In an experimental set-up developed by the Hetzer laboratory (Dawson et al., 2009), nuclei with newly integrated NPCs can be visualized by an influx of dextrans when nucleoporins forming the permeability barrier of newly formed NPCs are depleted. Under these conditions, mutants defective in the N-terminal membrane binding site of Nup53 (1–320 R105E/K106E and 1–320 S94E/T100E) supported interphasic NPC formation (Figure 5A). Conversely, Nup53 truncations affecting the C-terminal membrane binding site did not substitute for the wild-type protein in this mode of NPC assembly. This indicates that, in contrast to postmitotic NPC assembly where both membrane binding regions individually support NPC formation, only the C-terminal membrane binding site of Nup53 is required for interphasic NPC formation.

Interestingly, the Nup53 truncation lacking the C-terminal tryptophan (1–319) did not support interphasic NPC assembly in the dextran influx assay despite the fact that membrane interaction is only slightly reduced (Figure 3C). We confirmed these findings in an independent assay directly counting NPCs identified by mAB414 immunostaining (D’Angelo et al., 2006; Theerthagiri et al., 2010). NPC numbers were determined on nuclei where NPCs assembled in the postmitotic and interphasic mode and nuclei where interphasic
NPC formation was specifically blocked by addition of 2 μM importin β (D’Angelo et al, 2006; Theerthagiri et al, 2010). The NPC numbers of nuclei assembled for 120 min in the presence of recombinant wild-type Nup53 as well as the Nup53 mutant defective in the N-terminal membrane binding site (1–320 R105E/K106E) were reduced by importin β addition after 50 min, i.e., when a closed NE with intact NPC was formed (Figure 5B). In contrast, the Nup53 truncation lacking the C-terminal tryptophan showed after 120 min a lower number of NPCs, which was not sensitive to importin β addition, indicating that in this condition interphasic NPC assembly did not occur.

**Figure 4** Either of the two membrane binding regions of Nup53 is sufficient for postmitotic NPC assembly. (A) Nuclei were assembled in mock, Nup53-depleted extracts or Nup53-depleted extracts supplemented with wild-type Nup53 (1–320), constructs featuring mutations in the N-terminal membrane binding site (1–320 R105E/K106E, 1–320 S94E/T100E), constructs lacking the C-terminal membrane binding site (1–319, 1–312) or both (1–319 R105E/K106E, 1–319 S94E/T100E, 1–312 R105E/K106E, 1–312 S94E/T100E), respectively. Samples were fixed after 120 min with 4% PFA and analysed with Nup53 antibodies (red) and mAb414 (green, upper panel) or with 2% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde and analysed for chromatin (blue: DAPI) and membrane staining (red: DiIC18, lower panel). Bars: 10 μm. (B) Quantitation of chromatin substrates with a closed NE was done as in Figure 2F. (C) Western blot analysis of extracts used in (A) showing the re-addition of the recombinant proteins to approximately endogenous Nup53 levels. (D) Nuclei were assembled as in (A), fixed with 4% PFA and analysed with respective antibodies. Bar: 10 μm.
Nup53 can deform membranes.

Many membrane binding proteins induce membrane deformation. Such a function is of special interest in the context of NPC formation as NPCs are integrated in the NE at sites where both nuclear membranes are deformed and fused to a pore. We therefore analysed the morphology of Nup53-bound liposomes using electron microscopy. As reported (Daumke et al., 2007), tubulation of liposomes is induced by the EH domain-containing protein EHD2 (Figure 6A). Interestingly, a Nup53 fragment containing both membrane binding sites (93–320) strongly induced liposome tubulation indicating a membrane deformation capability. A shorter fragment containing only the N-terminal membrane binding site and including the RRM domain (93–267) did not induce membrane tubulation, despite the fact that it was able to bind liposomes (Figure 3A). In contrast, a fragment comprising the RRM domain and the full C-terminus of Nup53 (93–320) strongly induced membrane tubulation indicating that the second, C-terminal membrane binding domain deforms membranes. Accordingly, fragments lacking the last eight residues (130–312), and therefore the second membrane binding site or only the last C-terminal tryptophan (130–319) did not cause membrane tubulation. Consistently, fragments mutated in the first, or N-terminal, membrane binding region of Nup53 (93–320 R105E/K106E and 93–320 S94E/T100E) induced membrane deformation. Efficient membrane binding of Nup53 depends not only on the individual membrane binding domains but also on dimerization (Figure 2C; Supplementary Figure S5). To determine the importance of the dimerization of Nup53 for membrane tubulation the RRM mutants of fragments that contained either both (93–320 RRM mutant) or only the C-terminal binding site (130–320 RRM mutant) were tested. Neither of the two fragments induced membrane tubulation emphasizing that membrane interaction is indeed required for this phenotype. The membrane binding fragment of Nup133 did not induce detectable tubulation, emphasizing that membrane binding alone does not account for membrane deformation.

Similar to Xenopus Nup53 both yeast isoforms—Nup53p and Nup59p—induced membrane tubulation (Figure 6B). This indicates that, in addition to membrane binding (Figure 1A), the membrane bending activity of Nup53 is conserved during evolution which suggests an important role for Nup53-induced membrane deformation in NPC formation and/or function.
blocks postmitotic nuclear reformation and results in embryonic lethality (Galy et al., 2003; Rodenas et al., 2009), suggesting that Nup53 function is conserved in metazoa. Notably, Nup53 is found in all eukaryotic supergroups indicating that it is part of the NPC in the last common ancestor of eukaryotes (Neumann et al., 2010). However, its absence in some eukaryotic organisms shows that its loss can be compensated (DeGrasse et al., 2009; Neumann et al., 2010). Double deletion of both S. cerevisiae orthologues, Nup53p and Nup59p, is viable (Marelli et al., 1998; Onischenko et al., 2009). However, these strains exhibit growth defects and Nup53 becomes essential when interacting nucleoporins, including integral membrane proteins, are deleted (Marelli et al., 1998; Miao et al., 2006; Onischenko et al., 2009).

NPC assembly is a highly ordered process. In metazoa the NE and NPCs break down and reform during each round of mitosis. Postmitotic reassembly occurs on the decondensing chromatin. The earliest step involves the recruitment of the Nup107–160 subcomplex to the chromatin surface by MEL28/ELYS (Galy et al., 2006; Rasala et al., 2006; Franz et al., 2007), a DNA-binding protein that acts as a seeding point for NPC assembly. Membranes are subsequently recruited to chromatin causing an enrichment of NE/NPC-specific membrane proteins, including the transmembrane nucleoporins POM121 and NDC1 (Antonin et al., 2005; Mansfeld et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2009). The order of these initial steps has been defined using both in vitro experiments and live-cell imaging (Dultz et al., 2008); however, less is known about the order of nucleoporin assembly following these events. MEL28 and Nup107 as well as POM121 and NDC1 containing membranes are detectable on the chromatin in Nup53-depleted nuclear assemblies (Figure 4D). The same pattern was seen in Nup93-depleted extracts (Sachdev et al., 2012). Our results suggest that Nup53, which is part of the Nup93 complex, is a key determinant for the recruitment of the other members of this complex. In the absence of Nup53, the chromatin recruitment of Nup155, Nup205, Nup188 and Nup93 was impaired (Figure 4D). Similarly, C. elegans Nup53 is necessary for the efficient accumulation of Nup155 and Nup58 but not Nup107 at the NE (Rodenas et al., 2009). This is also supported by live-cell imaging experiments in HeLa cells, which capture the recruitment of Nup58 slightly after Nup93 (Dultz et al., 2008). Accordingly, we have found that upon depletion of the two Nup93 containing subcomplexes, Nup93–Nup188 and Nup93–205, the two other members of the complex, Nup155 and Nup53, are still detectable, albeit at reduced levels on the assembling NPCs (Sachdev et al., 2012). Recruitment of the Nup62 complex to the chromatin template is prevented in the absence of both Nup53 (see lack of a Nup58 immunostaining, which is a constituent of the Nup62 complex, in Figure 4D) and Nup93 (Sachdev et al., 2012) consistent with the notion that Nup93 is a key determinant in recruiting the Nup62 complex during vertebrate NPC assembly at the end of mitosis (Sachdev et al., 2012). Taken together, these data suggest that after the binding of the Nup107–160 complex and nuclear membranes to the chromatin surface, Nup53 recruitment is the next decisive step in NPC assembly. Nup93 (Nup93–Nup188/Nup93–Nup205) binding and the subsequent recruitment of the Nup62 complex follow.

Nup53 interacts with a number of other nucleoporins, including NDC1, Nup155 and Nup93 (Lusk et al., 2002;
Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2005, 2008; Mansfeld et al, 2006; Sachdev et al, 2012) a feature that is conserved in yeast (Fahrenkrog et al, 2000; Onischenko et al, 2009; Amlacher et al, 2011). As previously reported (Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2008), the interaction of Nup53 with NDC1 is not necessary for postmitotic NPC assembly in Xenopus egg extracts (Figure 4A). A possible explanation might be that Nup53 can interact directly with membranes and that one of its two membrane binding regions is sufficient for postmitotic NPC formation. In addition, Nup53 interaction with other nucleoporins such as Nup155, which in turn binds POM121 (Mitchell et al, 2010; Yavuz et al, 2010) could be a possible mechanism linking Nup53 to the pore membrane which might compensate for the loss of the direct Nup53–NDC1 interaction.

The interaction of Nup53 with Nup155 is thought to be important for NPC assembly. A previous study found that after depleting Nup53 from Xenopus egg extracts, only fragments capable of binding to Nup155 allow for NPC formation (Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2008). However, in this case all fragments that rescued the NE/NPC assembly defect included the RRM domain and all fragments defective in NPC assembly and the Nup155 interaction lacked the intact RRM domain. Similarly, a deletion in C. elegans Nup53 blocked NE assembly also impaired the RRM domain (Rodenas et al, 2009). We demonstrate here that the RRM domain is important for Nup53 dimerization and in turn for membrane binding. Therefore, we currently cannot rule out that the primary cause for the previously described defects was a loss of the Nup53 membrane interaction.

Nup93 binds directly Nup53 (Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2005; Sachdev et al, 2012) and the interaction domain resides in the N-terminal half of Nup53 (Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2008). This interaction was previously considered to be dispensable for NPC assembly as a fragment lacking the N-terminal region as well as the C-terminal 26 amino acids replaced endogenous Nup53 in nuclear assemblies in Xenopus egg extracts (Hawryluk-Gara et al, 2008). This is quite surprising in the light of the results presented here, as this fragment also lacked both membrane binding regions identified in this study and does not allow for Nup93 recruitment which is an essential factor for postmitotic NPC assembly (Sachdev et al, 2012). Using a number of different Nup53 fragments that lacked the Nup93 binding region we were not able to replace endogenous Nup53 in NPC assembly (Supplementary Figure S6). Currently, we cannot rule out that this discrepancy is due to different Nup53 depletion efficiencies. In fact, we found that a small percentage of floated membrane preparations used in the nuclear assembly reactions contained minor amounts of Nup53, and we were careful to exclude these from our experiments.

Nup53 is also known as mitotic phosphoprotein of 44 kDa (Stukenberg et al, 1997). Indeed, Nup53 from mitotic extracts migrates significantly slower in SDS–PAGE compared to Nup53 from interphasic extracts (Supplementary Figure S3A). We identified a number of mitosis-specific phosphorylation sites on Nup53, of which a subset were consensus sites for CDK1. These findings are consistent with the fact that Nup53 has been identified as a CDK1 target in both yeast and humans (Lusk et al, 2007; Blethrow et al, 2008). The N-terminal membrane binding region of Nup53 is phosphorylated during mitosis. Phosphomimetic mutations and in vitro phosphorylation experiments suggest that CDK1-mediated phosphorylation renders this region incompetent for membrane interaction (Figure 3B). It is therefore possible that this mitotic phosphorylation weakens the interaction of Nup53 with the pore membrane to facilitate NPC disassembly during prophase.

Proteins without integral membrane regions can associate with cellular membranes by a variety of mechanisms (Cho and Stahelin, 2005). First, they can be covalently attached to a lipid moiety. However, we have no indication that Nup53 is modified in such a way. Second, peripheral membrane proteins are recruited to the lipid bilayer by specific protein–lipid interactions that involve binding to particular lipid head groups. In this regard, lipid arrays performed to date have not demonstrated an affinity of Nup53 for any specific lipid (unpublished observation). Furthermore, recombinant Nup53 binds to liposomes prepared from different lipid sources like pure DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), a lipid mixture mimicking the ER/NE lipid composition (Franke et al, 1970; Supplementary Figure S7) or folch fraction I (unpublished observation). Third, some proteins are recruited to membranes via electrostatic interactions. As a fraction of the lipid head groups are negatively charged this involves positively charged clusters on the protein surface. Indeed, we found that the first membrane binding region of Nup53 contains such a cluster. Replacing these positive with negative residues as well as introducing negative charge by phosphorylation rendered this site incapable of membrane interaction (Figure 3A and B). Finally, peripheral membrane proteins can associate with lipid bilayers via hydrophobic regions. It has been suggested that the C-terminal region of Nup53 contains an amphipathic helix, which could serve as a hydrophobic module (Marelli et al, 2001; Patel and Rexach, 2008). In fact, the C-terminus of Nup53 contains a membrane binding region and deleting the last eight amino acids abolished its membrane interaction. Deletion of the C-terminal tryptophan only slightly reduced membrane binding of Nup53 in the full-length protein (Figure 3C), but inhibited interphasic NPC assembly (Figure 5) suggesting that this residue fulfills an important additional function. Indeed, the insertion of hydrophobic parts of a protein into a membrane is one of several mechanisms by which proteins can deform membranes (Marelli et al, 2001). Our data suggest that the C-terminal membrane binding region and especially the last tryptophan of Nup53 fulfills this task (Figure 6A). Interestingly, in vivo intranuclear tubular membranes are induced upon overexpression of yeast Nup53p which is dependent on its C-terminus (Marelli et al, 2001). Thus, Nup53 might not only have an important function in binding to the pore membrane in turn promoting the recruitment of other nucleoporins, especially members of the Nup93 complex, but may additionally function to deform the NE membrane into a pore. In the latter instance, the insertion of the Nup53 C-terminus into the hydrophobic phase of the membrane would result in displacement of lipid head groups and reorientation of the hydrophobic lipid side chains, bending the lipid bilayer into a convex shape and inducing membrane curvature necessary to form and stabilize the pore (Antonin et al, 2008). The doughnut-like shape of the pore requires likewise stabilization of a concave curvature in the plane of the pore in addition to the convex curved membrane.
connection between outer and inner nuclear membrane (see Figure 7). This curvature might be induced and stabilized by a number of at least partially redundant mechanisms, such as formation of a coat-like structure by the Nup107–160 complex (Devos et al., 2004; Mans et al., 2004; Brohawn et al., 2008) or oligomerization of pore membrane proteins, although it is not clear how the different proteins contribute to the different modes of membrane bending. Similarly, in the context of the protein interaction network of an assembled NPC the N-terminal membrane binding region of Nup53, in addition to membrane interaction, might induce and/or stabilize curved membranes. Indeed, Nup53 is only functional when it dimerizes probably because this increases the avidity of the Nup53 membrane interaction. In addition, all the factors might also impose geometrical constrains to the membranes supporting a pore structure.

Although either one of the two membrane binding regions of Nup53 is sufficient for postmitotic NPC assembly and stability, the C-terminal site is specifically required for NPC assembly during interphase. It is a matter of debate whether Nup53 membrane binding during these different cell-cycle phases occurs by distinct mechanisms (Doucet et al., 2010; Dultz and Ellenberg, 2010; Lu et al., 2011). At the end of mitosis, NPC assembly occurs concomitantly with formation of a closed NE. It is possible that this mode of NPC formation does not require fusion between the outer and inner nuclear membrane to form a nuclear pore, in contrast to interphasic NPC assembly. Postmitotic pore assembly could rather arise by the enclosement of the assembling NPCs on the chromatin surface by an outgrowing ER network. In this scenario, Nup53 would stabilize the membrane curvature provided by the ER tubules rather than induce membrane deformation (see Figure 7, left pathway). The different requirements for Nup53 membrane binding regions in postmitotic and interphasic NPC assembly support the view of two different mechanistic pathways. A loss of the membrane deforming capability of Nup53 in postmitotic NPC assembly and NPC stability might be compensated by other factors such as the Nup107–160 complex or integral membrane proteins. However, during metazoan interphasic NPC assembly Nup53-mediated membrane deformation might be crucial for the initial approximation and/or fusion of both membrane layers (see Figure 7, right pathway). Interestingly, ER bending proteins of the reticulon family that induce convex membrane curvature (Hu et al., 2008) were shown to be important for NPC assembly into the intact NE both in yeast and in vertebrates (Dawson et al., 2009). Currently, it is unknown whether these proteins do also contribute to postmitotic NPC assembly. As their effect on ER membrane reorganization at the end of mitosis is a prerequisite for NE reformation (Anderson and Hetzer, 2008) it is difficult to separate these two functions. Finally, how the fusion of outer and inner nuclear membranes is achieved is largely unclear but our results suggest that Nup53, importantly its C-terminal membrane binding region, is critical for this process.

**Materials and methods**

Antibodies against POM121 and GP210 (Antonin et al., 2005), NDC1 (Mansfeld et al., 2006), Nup135 (Franz et al., 2005), MEL28/ELYS (Franz et al., 2007), Nup107 (Walther et al., 2003), Nup53 and Nup58 (Sachdev et al., 2012) as well as Nup188, Nup205, Nup98 and Nup53 (Theerthagiri et al., 2010) have been described. mAB414 and Nup88 antibodies were from Babco or BD Bioscience, respectively. For quantitation of Nup53 liposomes binding the antibody was affinity purified with a fragment comprising the RRM domain as this domain is included in all tested fragments (please see Supplementary Table S2 for list of all DNA constructs used in this study).

**Nuclear assemblies**

Nuclear assemblies and immunofluorescence (Theerthagiri et al., 2010), generation of affinity resins, sperm heads and floated membranes (Franz et al., 2005) as well as prelabelled membranes (Antonin et al., 2005) were done as described. Interphasic NPC assembly using dextran influx was monitored as described (Dawson et al., 2009) except that mock or Nup53-depleted extracts were incubated with 1.5 vol WGA-Agarose (Sigma) for 40 min. Counting of NPCs was performed on mAB414-labelled nuclei as described (Theerthagiri et al., 2010).

**Protein expression and purification**

Constructs for full-length Xenopus Nup53 and fragments, S. cerevisiae Nup53 and Nup59 were generated from a synthetic DNA optimized for codon usage in *E. coli* (Geneart, see Supplementary data) and cloned into a modified PET28a vector with a yeast SUMO solubility tag followed by a TEV site upstream of the Nup53 fragments. Proteins were expressed in *E. coli*, purified using Ni-agarose, His- and SUMO tags were cleaved by TEV protease, concentrated using VIVASPIN columns (Sartorius) and purified by gel filtration (Superdex200 10/300 GL or Superdex200 PC 3.2/30, GE Healthcare) either in PBS for liposome binding experiments or in sucrose buffer (Theerthagiri et al., 2010) for nuclear assemblies, respectively. Nup53 fragments aa 162–320 and aa 254–320 were purified by size exclusion chromatography without removal of the tags to retain stability. Fragments of Xenopus Nup98 (aa 676–863) as well as human Nup133 (aa 67–514) (Berke et al., 2004) were expressed from modified PET28a vectors with a His6-NusA or

**Figure 7** The role of Nup53 in NPC assembly. Schematic drawing of the postmitotic and interphasic modes of nuclear pore assembly focused on the membrane interacting function of Nup53. For the sake of clarity other membrane associated and integral proteins, including nucleoporins, participating in this process are omitted. Left pathway: after mitosis, outgrowing ER tubules (yellow) surround assembling NPCs providing negative/concave (red) and positive/convex (green) curvature which is stabilized by membrane binding Nup53 dimers (blue) for pore formation. Right pathway: in interphase, the intact nuclear envelope membranes (yellow) are deformed by the C-terminal membrane binding site of Nup53 introducing a convex membrane curvature for the approximation and following fusion of the two membranes leading to pore formation.
His$_6$, tag, which was cleared of by thrombin or precision protease, respectively.

**Liposome generation and flotation**

E. coli polar lipid extract with 0.2 mol%/ 18:1–12:0 NBD-PE (1-oleoyl-2-\{12-\[7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl\]amino\]dodecanoyl\]-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) (Avanti polar lipids) were dissolved in ethanol at 45 °C. To form liposomes, the mixture was diluted 10-fold into PBS resulting in a final lipid concentration of 0.7 mg/ml while gently agitating. Liposomes were passed 21 x through Nuclepore Track- Etched Membranes (Whatman) with defined pore sizes (50, 100, 200, 400, 800 nm) at 45 °C using the Avanti Mini-Extruder. To remove ethanol, liposomes were dialysed against PBS using Spectra/Per 2 dialysis tubing (MWCO 12-14 kDa). Liposome sizes were determined by light scattering using the AvidNano W130i. For quantification of liposome binding, fluorescence intensity of the protein/liposome mixture and the top fraction was determined using a Molecular Imager VersaDoc MP 4000 Imaging System and ImageJ.

Folch fraction 1 lipids (Sigma) dissolved in chloroform were dried on a rotary evaporator and overnight under vacuum. PBS buffer was gently added to result in a final lipid concentration of 10 mg/ml. After 2 h of incubation at 37 °C to allow spontaneous liposome formation the flask was agitated to dissolve residual lipids. After 10 cycles of freeze/thawing, liposomes were diluted 10-fold in PBS and extruded as described before.

**Immunoprecipitation**

Xenopus Nup53 as well as the RRM dimerization mutant (F172E/ W203E) was cloned with N-terminal myc or HA tag, respectively, and extruded as described before.
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Supplementary Figure S1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>start</th>
<th>control</th>
<th>Nup53 1-267</th>
<th>Nup53 1-267 F172E/W203E</th>
<th>Nup53 1-267 R105E/K106E</th>
<th>Nup53 1-267 S94E/T100E</th>
<th>Nup53 1-267 S94A/T100A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nup205</td>
<td>Nup205</td>
<td>Nup205</td>
<td>Nup205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nup93</td>
<td>Nup93</td>
<td>Nup93</td>
<td>Nup93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nup98</td>
<td>Nup98</td>
<td>Nup98</td>
<td>Nup98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>start</th>
<th>control</th>
<th>Nup53 162-320</th>
<th>Nup53 162-320 F172E/W203E</th>
<th>Nup53 162-320 R105E/K106E</th>
<th>Nup53 162-320 S94E/T100E</th>
<th>Nup53 162-320 S94A/T100A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NDC1</td>
<td>NDC1</td>
<td>NDC1</td>
<td>NDC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nup155</td>
<td>Nup155</td>
<td>Nup155</td>
<td>Nup155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GP210</td>
<td>GP210</td>
<td>GP210</td>
<td>GP210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nup205</td>
<td>Nup205</td>
<td>Nup205</td>
<td>Nup205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S1

Nup53 has different binding sites for membrane and protein interaction.

(A) GST fusions of an N-terminal fragment of Xenopus Nup53 as well as Xenopus Nup98 (aa 487-634) (control) were incubated with cytosol from Xenopus egg extracts. Eluates were analyzed by western blotting with antibodies against the nucleoporins Nup205 and Nup93, known to bind this region, as well as Nup98 as a negative control. Please note that introducing amino acid changes causing the monomerization of Nup53 (F172E/W203E) also negatively influenced the interaction with Nup205 and Nup93. In contrast, mutations that inactivate the N-terminal membrane binding region (R105E/K106E and S94E/T100E) as well as the S94A/T100A control mutation did not interfere with Nup205 and Nup93 binding.

(B) GST fusions Xenopus Nup98 (aa 487-634) (control), the C-terminal fragment of Xenopus Nup53 (162-320), the RRM mutant (F172E/W203E) and C-terminal truncations were incubated with cytosol (for detection of Nup155 and Nup205) or Triton X-100 solubilized membranes (for NDC1 and GP210 detection) from Xenopus egg extracts. Eluates were analyzed by western blotting with antibodies against the nucleoporins Nup155 and NDC1, known to bind this region as well as Nup205 and GP210 as negative controls. Please note that mutation of the RRM domain (F172E/W203E) did not influence the interaction with NDC1 but results in a decreased binding to Nup155. The C-terminal truncations weakening the C-terminal membrane binding region (162-319 and 162-312) did not interfere with Nup155 binding and the 162-319 fragment was still able to interact with NDC1.
Figure S2

Proteins were separated on Tricine-SDS-PAGE Schägger gels (Schagger & von Jagow, 1987) followed by silver staining.
Supplementary Figure S3
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### Parent Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>1913.66875</th>
<th>m/z</th>
<th>688.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### E-liton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>1820.12189</th>
<th>rn</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### I-liton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>1801.12178</th>
<th>rn</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Information

**Annotation:** 12 of 17 → 71%

**Intensity Coverage:** 49%

**Protein Localization:** 288...304

---

### Parent Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>1990.84109</th>
<th>m/z</th>
<th>996.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### E-liton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>1820.12189</th>
<th>rn</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### I-liton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>1801.12178</th>
<th>rn</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Information

**Annotation:** 14 of 17 → 82%

**Intensity Coverage:** 46%

**Protein Localization:** 288...304
Figure S3

(A) Nup53 is phosphorylated in interphase and mitosis

4 µl of mitotic (CSF arrested) or interphasic Xenopus egg extracts were diluted in 100 µl of phosphatase buffer (NEB) and incubated where indicated with 400 U λ-phosphatase for 30 min at 30°C. Samples were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE and Western blotting using the Xenopus Nup53 antibody. Please note the different shifting of mitotic and interphasic Nup53 after phosphatase treatment indicating that Nup53 is a phosphoprotein throughout the cell cycle but hyperphosphorylated during mitosis.

(B) Fragmentation mass spectra of Xenopus Nup53 peptides carrying mitotic specific phosphorylations
**Figure S4**

The two Nup53 membrane binding regions show different sensitivity to membrane curvature. Fragments comprising the N-terminal (93-267), C-terminal (130-320) or both (93-320) membrane binding sites, respectively, including the RRM domains were incubated with differently sized liposomes as indicated by the determined mean radii. Liposome binding was quantified as in Figure 2C. Whereas fragments which include the N-terminal membrane binding site (93-267 and 93-320) showed a significantly reduced binding to smaller liposome diameters and thus to higher membrane curvature this effect was not seen for the C-terminal membrane binding site (130-320). The averages of three independent experiments, normalized to the binding of the respective fragments to 150 nm liposomes, are shown. Error bars represent the range. Liposome radii were determined by light scattering after extrusion through membranes of different pore size as indicated for the different measurements. The lower panel shows one exemplary measurement done to determine the average radius of the respective preparation. Please note the rather similar average radii of liposomes prepared using 100 nm and 200 nm membranes.
Supplementary Figure S5

Figure S5

Both Nup53 membrane binding regions require dimerization by the RRM domain.

Nup53 fragments containing the first (93-267) or second (130-320) membrane binding region including the RRM domain were quantitatively assayed for liposome binding as in Figure 2C. Whereas fragments containing the wild type RRM domain bound to liposomes, introduction of two amino acid changes (F172E/W203E), which render the RRM domain incapable of dimerization, reduced liposome binding for both fragments. The averages of three independent experiments, normalized to liposome binding of the wild type protein, are shown. Error bars represent the range.
Supplementary Figure S6

**Figure S6**

The interaction of Nup53 to Nup93 is necessary for nuclear envelope formation.

Nuclei were assembled in mock, Nup53 depleted extracts or Nup53 depleted extracts supplemented with wild type protein (1-320) or various fragments of Nup53 for 120 min, fixed with 2% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde and analyzed for chromatin and membrane staining. Shown is the quantitation of chromatin substrates with a closed nuclear envelope as done in Figure 2F. Please note that all fragments lacking the N-terminal region of Nup53 necessary for Nup93 interaction (Figure S1A) and especially fragment 162-312 which has the ability to interact with Nup155 (Figure S1B) did not support nuclear envelope formation.
**Figure S7**

Recombinant Nup53 binds to liposomes mimicking the ER/nuclear envelope lipid composition

3 μM recombinant Xenopus Nup53 (Nup53) a fragment of Nup133 (aa 67-514) as positive control and Nup98 (aa 676-863) and His6-tagged SUMO as negative controls, were incubated with 6 mg/ml fluorescently labeled liposomes prepared from a lipid mixture mimicking the ER/nuclear envelope lipid composition (see materials and methods). Flotation was done as described in Figure 1A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phosphopeptide</th>
<th>amino acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSAGAQFLPGFLLGDIPTPVTQP</td>
<td>T46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLHSGSPQPVLP</td>
<td>S60, S64, S67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLHSGGSPQPVLP</td>
<td>S67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIYDDVASPGLGSTPR</td>
<td>S94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIYDDVASPGLGSTPR</td>
<td>S94, T100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASFSVLHTPLSGAIPISSPAVFSPATIGQSR</td>
<td>S124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASFSVLHTPLSGAIPISSPAVFSPATIGQSR</td>
<td>S131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTPSVSSVFPPVK</td>
<td>S249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTPSVSSVFPPVK</td>
<td>T250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTPSVSSVFPPVK</td>
<td>S252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTPSVSSVFPPVK</td>
<td>S252, T258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTPSVSSVFPPVK</td>
<td>T258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIRTPTQSVGTPR</td>
<td>S263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIRPTQSVGTPR</td>
<td>T266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIRTPTQSVGTPR</td>
<td>S270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPTQSVGTPR</td>
<td>T273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPTSAVQVSSDVKPAPR</td>
<td>T288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPTSAVQVSSDVKPAPR</td>
<td>T288, S291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phosphorylation sites mapped in Xenopus Nup53 (genebank accession JQ747515) after immunoprecipitation from mitotic or interphase Xenopus egg extracts. Phosphorylation sites are indicated in red. Position T100, T288 and S291 were phosphorylated on Nup53 isolated from mitotic, but not interphasic extracts.
Table S2: DNA constructs used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-166</td>
<td>pSI HA Nup53xl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-267</td>
<td>pSI HA Nup53xl F172E/W203E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-312</td>
<td>pSI myc Nup53xl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-312 S94E/T100E</td>
<td>pSI myc Nup53xl F172E/W203E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-312 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-319 S94E/T100E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-320 S94E/T100E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-320 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 1-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-267 S94E/T100A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-267 S94E/T100E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-267 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-267 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-320 S94E/T100E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-320 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 93-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 130-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 130-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-267 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-312 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a SUMO Nup53xl 162-312 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 S94A/T100A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 S94E/T100E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup98xl 487-634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup98xl 1-267</td>
<td>pSI HA Nup53xl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 S94A/T100A</td>
<td>pSI HA Nup53xl F172E/W203E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 S94E/T100E</td>
<td>pSI myc Nup53xl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 R105E/K106E</td>
<td>pSI myc Nup53xl F172E/W203E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 1-267 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312 R105E/K106E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-312 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup53xl 162-320 F172E/W203E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pET28a GST Nup98xl 487-634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Methods

Pulldown experiments

Fragments used for the GST pulldown experiments were cloned into a modified pET28a vector with GST tag followed by a recognition site for TEV protease and purified via the N-terminal His₆ tag. 60 µl GSH–Sepharose (GE Healthcare) were incubated with 300 µg of the respective bait proteins, washed and blocked with 5% BSA in PBS. Beads were incubated with cytosol from Xenopus egg extracts (diluted 1:1 with PBS, and cleared by centrifugation for 30 min at 100,000 rpm in a TLA110 rotor (Beckman Coulter) for 2 h and washed six times with PBS. Bound proteins were eluted by cleavage with TEV protease (0.5 mg/ml) for 1 h at RT and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting. For detection of NDC1 and GP210, 5 mg of membranes from Xenopus egg extracts (Antonin et al, 2005) were solubilized in 5 ml 50 mM Phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100 and protease inhibitors (Roche), instead of cytosol and the first four washes with PBS were in the presence of 0.1% Triton X-100.

Mass Spectrometry

2 ml interphasic (Hartl et al, 1994) or (CSF arrested) mitotic (Murray, 1991) Xenopus egg extracts were diluted with 1.2 ml wash buffer (10 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂ pH 7.4), cleared by centrifugation for 10 min at 100,000 rpm in a TLA110 rotor and incubated with 50 µl Protein A Sepharose (GE Healthcare), to which affinity purified Nup53 antibodies were bound and crosslinked with 10 mM dimethylpimelimidate (Pierce). After 1h incubation the sepharose was washed 10 times with wash buffer. Proteins were eluted with SDS sample buffer (without DTT) and separated by SDS-PAGE. Gel sections from 30-45 kDa were excised and proteins were in-gel digested by trypsin. The resulting peptide mixtures were measured on an LTQ-Orbitrap XL and processed by MaxQuant software as described (Borchert et al, 2010). Multistage activation was enabled in all MS measurements.

Generation of liposomes

A mixture of lipids resembling the ER/nuclear envelope composition (Franke et al, 1970) (60 mol % phosphatidylcholine, 19.8 mol % phosphatidylethanolamine, 10 mol % phosphatidylinositol, 5 mol % cholesterol, 2.5 mol % sphingomyelin, 2.5 mol % phosphatidylserine 0.2 mol % 18:1-12:0 NBD-PE all Avanti polar lipids) dissolved in chloroform were dried on a rotary evaporator and overnight under vacuum. PBS buffer was gently added to result in a final lipid concentration of 6 mg/ml. After 2 h of incubation at
37°C to allow spontaneous liposome formation the flask was agitated to dissolve residual lipids. After ten cycles of freeze/thawing liposomes were extruded as described before.

DNA sequence of Xenopus laevis Nup53 optimized for expression in E. coli

ATGATGGCCAGCAGCATTTGCACTGGAAACCAGATGGGCGAAGACCGATGGCActG
GGTAGCCCGACCAGCCCGAAACCGAGGTGCCGATGGCTGAGACAGTCTGCTGGTCTT
TGCTGGGTGATATTCCGACACCGGTTACACCGCAGCCTCGTCCGAGCCTGGGTAT
ATGGAAGTTGCTAGTCCGCTGATAGCGGTGAGTGATCTCTCCGAGCAGCTGGGTTT
CCGATCCCATATAAAAGACGGTGACACTCCCGGGTACAGCATTTATGATGATG
TTGCAAGTCCGGGTCTGGGTAGCACCACCCGCTAATACCCTCGAAAATGGCAAGC
TTAGCATTCTCATTACACCTCTGCACGCGTGAATTCGACAGCCGGAAGCATATTTG
CTGGCAGTTTATACACCGAAAAATGAGCAATATTATTTAATAGCTTTGAGCAAA
TTGGATGATCATTTGATGACACTGACCAGTGTAGTCAGTCGTTGAAAGCTGACT
AGATGGCAGTCTTATTTTTGGTAGAAGCATTATGATTGGTGATGAAAGCGTTAT
AAAAGCGTTATGGAAAGCAACCAGAAAAGGTTAGGACCCCGAGCGTTAGCAGCTG
TTTACACTCCGTTAAGGACTCTCGTACCACCCGACCCAGACTTCGGGATACCCGC
GTGCAGGCAAGCAGTCCGAGCTGGCAACGTAGCGACTATCCGACGAGGAGCCAG
ATTATCGGTGGTTAGCGATAAACCCCGACCCCGTGAAAGATGAAAGCTTATATG
CAAAGGCGGATATGTTGGGGTGTAGTATAG
DNA sequence of Saccharomyces cerevisiae NUP53 optimized for expression in E. coli

ATGGCAGATCTGCAGAAACAAGGAAAAATTCAAAGCCGTITTTACCAATGGTACGTTA
TTGCAACCGGAAGCCAGGTCAGCATGAACAGCAGAAACAGCAAGAACAACAA
GAACAGCAAAACAGCCAGACAGGCTCTGCTGAAGGTCTGAATGGTTTTCGAGC
GCACCCGAGCCGCTGTATTTAGAAGATCCTCCGAGCACCGTTAGCGGTGAACTGA
ATGATAATCCGGCATGTTTTAATAATCACCAGTTAATTCGGAATAGCAT
TATTTAACGTAATGGTCAGAGCAGGCTTGAGGCGTTCGTAAGGATAGCGAGAT
GTTCGGCGATACTGGAATAGCAATGGGTTTAAATTGAGACCTTTGACATG
AAGATCCGCGTATTCTGAAAAATGTGAGCCGGAATGATAATAAATAGCGCAATA
ATAATGCCCATAGCAGCGATCTGGGCCAGCTTGTTTGGTATGACATGAAGACACC
TCCGAAAAACCAGCCTGGAAGATGCGAGAAGAAGATGTTATTTTAGCAGGAA
AAACCCGATAATTTGAAGATCCGAATCTGAGCAGCAATATTACCTTTGATGGTAAA
CCGACCCGCAACCCCGCGGTTCTCGCTCCGACTGAAAAACCAGCGTATTCTGA
ATTTTTTGATAAAAAACCAACCCCGAATACCGCAAGCAGCGAAGCAA
GCGCAGGGTAGAAGAAGGTCAGCAAGCACCACATTTGGAATGACATGCGCATTATA
TTTTTGGGTATCCGAAAAACATTGCAATAGGATTATTTTCTATTTTGCCAAATTTG
GCGAAATTCTGGAAGATTTTCGCAGTAATTAAAGATTATTTAAAAAGCTGAACAGCAA
AAATAAAAAGCAAAAAAGCCGCGACCTGACCGACACAGAAATACCCGATTATAACCCG
TGATGTTGGGTAAACTGACCTTAATAAGCCGAACTGAGACGCAAAAAACCGTGACT
GCAAGAAATGGCATTATTATGAATGGCACCCTGATTGGTCGAGCTATAGGT
CCGACGACGACTGAAACAGCCTGCAAGCCTGAAAAAGCGAAGAAATTATATTAAAT
AATAAACCAGCACGCCAACAGCCTGAGCAGAAAGATCTGAACGAAATACCGTG
AAAACCGGAAGCATTTTTGAAAAAGCCAAAGCAAGGCTGAGCAGACAAAGGTT
CGTAATGCCGAATTTAAGTGAGCAAAAATAGCACCAGGTTAAAAATCACCAGTC
GCCTGGAAGATTGAGTGCTGATGCCTGTGTTTGCTGGAATCTGAGTTAAAAATTCA
TAGCGGTGTCTGAGCAGCATTGGAAGGCTGACCTGAAAAACGTAACGAGGAAG
CAAAAAGCAAAAAAGCTGGCTGAAATCGCCTGAAATATTGGCGTTGGTGAAT
GATCTGTAAGTGA
DNA sequence of Saccharomyces cerevisiae NUP59 optimized for expression in E. coli
ATGTTTGGTATTCCAGCGCGCAATAATATGGTGGTTTACCAAATCTGAGCAGCC
AGGCAACCAGCAACACCAGGATTTTCAGAGCCAGACAGCAGCTGAGGACCAGC
CGCAGCCTCAACCAGCAGGAGCAGCACCACAGTCTGACTTTAATGGTATGAGTG
ATGCAAGCAGCAGTTGTAATAGCCACCTGAGCAATACCGTAGAATGCCAATAA
TTTAGGCACATTGCCCAATACAGCATTGCACAAATACATGCAATACCAAAATGG
CAGTCAATTTTAGCAAACAGAATCAGGAGGTAGCATTAGCAATACCAAAATAGC
GCGCAGCATAATGATATTAATAGCCTGAGCAGCACTTGGTAATATGATATTTGCC
GAGCGTTACCTGCAAGGCTGGAGCAGTGAAGGATAGTAATTGTTGATGCATTACCG
CTGACCACCAGTTTGTATCCGATATAAATACCCGCAATAATACCAAAATAGCAC
CTATGATAGCATAAAATACCCGAGATGTGGTTAATAGACATGATGGCCCATG
TGCCAAATTTGACAGAAATCATCTGGATAATAATATAAATACCCGCGAATAAT
AATAAAAGTGCATAATCCAGCAAAAGCAGCAGCAGCTGAGGCGCAATATATTGT
TTTGTTATCCCGAAGACCATTAGCAATGAAACTGATTGAACATTTTAGCATTGTG
CCATATTATGGAAGATTTCTGGTCTCGTCTGGGTCTGTTACTATACACGAG
CCTTTCGCAATTCTCTGATAATCATGATACCCGCTGTGATGAAAATGATAGCAC
GATAAAAGTGCATAGCAATCCGGCAATAATGAAAGTAGAATAAACAATGCTGC
CCGATTTTTACAGGCAGAAAGCTGGGTAAACTGACCTATAATAGCAGGCAAGCG
CAGCAGCGTCACTGCAAGAAATGTTCAATTTCGATGTAGCCTGATTGGGTTG
ATTTCGATAATGCAAAAATGCCGATAGCAGCTGGCAGGTTGCAAAATTGATAAT
GTGGATGATATTTGGCAGATAATTTGGCAGGTACATTAGCATAGCAGTACCAGC
ACGCCAGAATACCCGAGTTCCCTCAGGATGTGTTATAGCTCTCTGAGATATAG
GCGGGAAGTGAATACCCGGGACAGTCGAGCAGCAATACCCGAGAATATAG
CAGGCGATTGGCAATAGCCGAAATAACGCTGAGATGTTAGTGTGGTAAAC
CTGCGTTATTGCAGATGTCAGCTCCGGAATAGCAATACCCGAAATCTGCTGCT
ATCTGGAAAGCAAAATGCATCAGCAAGAAGCAAAATATCGTAATAATGACG
CGGCTTTACCATAAATCTGAGCAATTTGGCTTGGTATGATCTGAGTCGA
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Abstract The metazoan nucleus is disassembled and re-built at every mitotic cell division. The nuclear envelope, including nuclear pore complexes, breaks down at the beginning of mitosis to accommodate the capture of massively condensed chromosomes by the spindle apparatus. At the end of mitosis, a nuclear envelope is newly formed around each set of segregating and de-condensing chromatin. We review the current understanding of the membrane restructuring events involved in the formation of the nuclear membrane sheets of the envelope, the mechanisms governing nuclear pore complex assembly and integration in the nascent nuclear membranes, and the regulated coordination of these events with chromatin de-condensation.
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Introduction

A functional nucleus relies on the precise structural organization of its genome and the existence of an intact boundary that separates nuclear and cytoplasmic activities, the nuclear envelope (NE). These features are repeatedly established in the mitotically dividing cells of animals. While many lower eukaryotes employ closed or semi-closed mitosis, during which the NE remains at least partially intact (De Souza and Osmani 2009), the onset of mitosis in metazoan cells is marked by dramatic changes to nuclear architecture. Open mitosis requires the complete disassembly of the NE in order to form the mitotic spindle on condensed chromosomes. The consequence of this disassembly is the need to re-build the NE each time the cell divides.

The NE is composed of two concentric bilayers surrounding the chromatin: the outer nuclear membrane (ONM), which is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and the inner nuclear membrane (INM), separated from the ONM by a lumenal space (Fig. 1). These membranes are fused at sites of nuclear pore complex (NPC) integration. NPCs are large protein complexes that contribute to the diffusion barrier of the NE and act as a regulatory gateway for the bidirectional exchange of proteins, RNA, and ribonucleoprotein complexes between the nucleus and the cytoplasm (for review, see Wente and Rout 2010). While the outer membrane is biochemically and functionally similar to the ER, the inner membrane is distinctly characterized by a specific set of integral membrane proteins that establish connections to chromatin and, in metazoan cells, to the overlying nuclear lamina. The lamina is a meshwork of nucleus-specific intermediate filaments called lamins, which maintain the shape and mechanical stability of the nucleus (for review, see Gruenbaum et al. 2005; Shime et al. 2010). The lamina is also indirectly connected to the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton via linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complexes that span the NE lumen (for review, see Burke 2012; Starr and Fridolfsson 2010).

Building a nucleus at the end of mitosis involves the complete reconstruction of nuclear membrane sheets and macromolecular NPCs on two sets of de-condensing chromosomes. Here, we review our current understanding of vertebrate NE reassembly as a coordinated process of membrane restructuring, NPC assembly, and chromatin de-condensation.

Re-organizing the mitotic ER

The NE is a distinct domain of the ER, owing to direct and indirect interactions between NE-specific proteins and chromatin. During mitosis, these proteins are released from the...
disassembled lamina and the underlying chromatin, resulting in their redistribution throughout the ER and thus the absorption of the NE membranes in the ER network (Daigle et al. 2001; Ellenberg et al. 1997; Yang et al. 1997). At the end of mitosis, the dramatic reorganization of the mitotic ER gives rise to a new NE forming around each mass of segregating chromatin. The architectural starting point for this ER re-structuring is, however, a matter of debate. In addition to the NE, the entire ER network undergoes significant morphological changes during mitosis. According to two contradictory models, the interphase system of ER sheets and tubules is transformed into either a tubular ER or sheet-like network during mitosis.

The mitotic ER has been observed as an exclusively tubular network (Puhka et al. 2007) and in vitro experiments suggest that an intact tubular ER is required for post-mitotic NE formation (Anderson and Hetzer 2007). This network is recruited via tubule ends that make first contact to the chromatin substrate and become immobilized (Fig. 2a). Subsequent flattening and lateral expansion of membranes on the chromatin surface is proposed to give rise to inner and ONM sheets. In further support of this model, ER tubules have been found to surround post-mitotic chromatin in vivo (Anderson and Hetzer 2008a). Overexpression of reticulons, proteins that shape the ER into tubules, delays NE formation while the depletion of reticulons by siRNA accelerates the formation of a closed NE. These experiments suggest that ER reshaping events, specifically those promoting membrane sheet formation from tubules, are crucial for NE assembly.

Recent live cell imaging and electron microscope tomography studies have provided evidence that NE re-assembly rather initiates from a cisternal, or sheet-like, mitotic ER (Lu et al. 2011) (Fig. 2b). During mitosis, the ER was found to consist almost entirely of extended cisternae, with the exception of a few tubules contacting the mitotic spindle (Lu et al. 2009). Cisternal mitotic ER has also been observed in 3D reconstructions of light microscopy sections from Caenorhabditis elegans embryos (Poteryaev et al. 2005). The conservation of this ER structure in different cell types and organisms suggests that a sheet-like network could be a general feature of mitotic cells. NE assembly from extended cisternae is initiated by contact between ER sheets and chromatin (Lu et al. 2011). As membrane sheets enclose the chromatin they are organized into a NE-specific domain.

The organization of the interphase ER network varies between cell types and differentiation states (Voeltz et al. 2002). Similarly, the relative abundance of ER sheets and tubules is not the same in all mitotic cells (Puhka et al. 2012). Observations of entirely tubular or cisternal networks might therefore reflect extreme examples on a spectrum of possible mitotic ER arrangements. Assuming that the predominance of mitotic ER sheets and tubules varies between cell types, the question becomes: What is the morphology of the ER that contacts chromatin and gives rise to the sheets of the NE? The transformation of ER tubules into membrane sheets on the chromatin has not been directly visualized (Anderson and Hetzer 2008a). Reticulon-positive membrane tubules have been recorded around the post-mitotic chromatin mass...
in live cells but in this case the tubules dynamically contact chromatin and do not directly contribute to the NE (Lu and Kirchhausen 2012). It therefore seems likely that the conversion of tubules to cisternal sheets is a prerequisite for the stable association of future NE membranes with chromatin.

Regardless of whether it is initiated by the outgrowth of ER tubules or from cisternal ER sheets, the complete enclosure of chromatin by the NE requires membrane fusion (Fig. 3a). As a subdomain of the ER, it is plausible that the NE employs the ER membrane fusion machinery to achieve this task. Many of the cellular membrane fusion events are mediated by the assembly of SNARE complexes (Jahn and Scheller 2006). Indeed, NE assembly requires NSF and α-SNAP (Baur et al. 2007), fusion factors that activate SNARE proteins (Jahn and Scheller 2006). Integral membrane GTPases of the ER, called atlastins, were recently found to mediate fusion between ER tubules (Hu et al. 2009; Orso et al. 2009). It will be interesting to see if and when atlastins are involved in fusion events necessary for NE reformation. It is currently unknown whether atlastins and the SNAREs involved in ER fusion, such as syntaxin 18 (Hatsuzawa et al. 2000), act cooperatively to form and maintain the membrane network of the ER or whether they mediate distinct fusion events on different types of membranes. Both machineries mediate the approximation and fusion of ER membranes across a cytoplasmic space (Fig. 3a) and are therefore localized to the cytoplasmic side of the respective membranes or in the cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic membrane fusion events required to re-form the NE should be distinguished from the fusion required for NPC assembly into an intact NE, which occurs during interphase and possibly during post-mitotic nuclear formation (Fig. 3b). The nature and localization of the machinery required for fusion between the inner and ONMs during pore insertion have not been identified but might be non-cytoplasmic.

Establishing a NE membrane domain

The NE is rapidly established by the concentration of specific proteins from the mitotic ER network on the decondensing chromatin. In vitro, the recruitment of NE-forming membranes depends on transmembrane proteins (Collas et al. 1996; Newport and Dunphy 1992; Wilson and Newport 1988). Integral proteins of the INM including LBR (Collas et al. 1996; Pyrpasopoulou et al. 1996; Ye and Worman 1994), and the LEM-domain containing proteins Lap2β (Foissner and Gerace 1993; Furukawa et al. 1997), MAN1/LEMD3 (Liu et al. 2003) and emerin (Hirano et al. 2005) bind chromatin. The nucleoplasmic domain of LBR
interacts with heterochromatin-binding protein (HP1) (Ye et al. 1997), while the LEM domain-containing proteins interact with the chromatin-associated protein barrier to auto-integration factor (BAF) (see Brachner and Foisner 2011). Several proteins of the INM, as well as the transmembrane nucleoporins NDC1 and POM121, also possess intrinsic DNA-binding capacities based on the presence of basic domains (Ulbert et al. 2006b). The use of multiple chromatin interaction strategies by the INM proteins could at least partially account for the rapid accumulation of membranes on chromatin at the onset of anaphase.

With the exception of LBR, for which contradicting results have been reported (Anderson et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2010), none of the INM proteins are essential for nuclear re-assembly in vivo. The depletion of individual INM proteins delays but does not inhibit NE formation in cultured cells and co-depletion of multiple INM proteins or depletion of the chromatin factor BAF, exacerbates the delay (Anderson et al. 2009), suggesting that the chromatin-binding NE proteins could play a redundant role in NE membrane recruitment. Furthermore, removing one INM protein, Lap2β, does not affect the distribution of another, LBR, despite delaying NE formation, implying that the recruitment of various nuclear membrane proteins is not only redundant but also cooperative towards NE assembly.

In addition to chromatin binding by INM proteins, the formation of membrane micro-domains has been proposed to support the segregation of NE membranes from the bulk ER (Mattaj 2004). A number of in vitro experiments in different experimental systems have revealed specific pools of membrane vesicles with the capacity to bind chromatin and give rise to a NE (Antonin et al. 2005; Buendia and Courvalin 1997; Chaudhary and Courvalin 1993; Collas et al. 1996; Ulbert et al. 2006b; Vigers and Lohka 1991; Vollmar et al. 2009). Although these NE membrane populations are likely to originate during the process of their isolation and fractionation when the mitotic ER vesiculates, membrane micro-domains have been found to segregate into distinct vesicles (Simons and Toomre 2000). It is therefore possible that the identification of NE-specific vesicles reflects the existence of micro-domain organization within the seemingly homogeneous mitotic ER.

The existence of NE-specific lipid rafts within the ER is unlikely given the low relative abundance of cholesterol at these membranes. However, the possibility that distinct lipid compositions contribute to functional partitioning at the NE, in analogy to the mitochondria-associated ER membrane (Fujimoto and Hayashi 2011), cannot be excluded. In support of this notion, NE vesicles isolated from sea urchin egg extracts are specifically enriched in phosphoinositides (Larijani et al. 2000), which confer a unique level of fluidity at the membrane (Zhendre et al. 2011). It should be noted that sea urchin pronucleus formation differs significantly from nuclear assembly in vertebrates (Collas 2000) and distinct lipid compositions have not been detected in vertebrate NE membranes to date.

In addition to lipid-mediated domain organization, membrane coating proteins have been proposed to function in micro-domain formation at different endosome compartments (Zerial and McBride 2001). If an analogous strategy
is employed by the NE, lamins could represent attractive candidates for the coating protein component. Several INM proteins interact with lamin B (see Wilson and Foisner 2010 for a comprehensive review), which can be found on mitotic ER-derived membrane vesicles (Chaudhary and Courvalin 1993; Gerace and Blobel 1980). However, despite recent advances in the study of membrane micro-domains (Simons and Gerl 2010), there is no direct evidence for NE subdomain formation in the ER, nor is it clear that such domain organization would impact NE reformation.

Regulating the recruitment of NE membranes to chromatin

Nuclear membranes first re-associate with chromatin during the late stages of anaphase (Daigle et al. 2001; Ellenberg et al. 1997; Robbins and Gonatas 1964). This recruitment can be artificially accelerated in vivo by overexpressing chromatin-binding membrane proteins, or by depleting reticulons to alter ER organization (Anderson et al. 2009). In both cases, premature NE formation interferes with chromosome segregation underlining the importance of robust temporal coordination between chromatin and nuclear membrane dynamics during the cell cycle.

Phosphorylation of nuclear lamins (Heald and McKeon 1990; Peter et al. 1990) and INM proteins (Foisner and Gerace 1993; Pyrpasopoulou et al. 1996) initiates disassembly of the NE at the onset of mitosis. The major driving force of mitotic phosphorylation, cdk1-cyclin B, has been found to inhibit the association of membranes with post-mitotic chromatin in vitro (Newport and Dunphy 1992; Pfaller et al. 1991), likely via one or several downstream kinases (Newport and Dunphy 1992; Vigers and Lohka 1992). If mitotic phosphorylation prevents the association of membranes with chromatin, the process must be reversed at the end of mitosis (Fig. 2, inset). Indeed, membranes isolated from mitotic *Xenopus* egg extracts, containing active cdk1-cyclin B, can be induced to bind chromatin when they are first incubated with interphase cytosol (Ito et al. 2007). This shift in membrane affinity for chromatin is due to the activity of phosphatases, such as PP1 (Ito et al. 2007; Pfaller et al. 1991).

The target of mitotic phosphorylation events that regulate membrane recruitment is on the membranes and not the chromatin (Pfaller et al. 1991). In vitro experiments using protein-free liposomes imply that lipid recruitment to chromatin could be specifically regulated during the cell cycle (Ramos et al. 2006). However, biological membranes are covered with proteins, largely due to mosaics of transmembrane proteins and their interaction partners, with relatively little area of exposed lipids (Dupuy and Engelmann 2008; Takamori et al. 2006). Thus although regulation at the lipid surface may be a contributing factor, it is more likely that the cell cycle-dependent recruitment of membranes to chromatin is mediated by the integral nuclear membrane proteins.

Two INM proteins that are recruited quickly following the onset of anaphase, Lapβ and LBR, are phosphorylated during mitosis, preventing their association with chromatin (Foisner and Gerace 1993; Ito et al. 2007; Courvalin et al. 1992). The precise regulation of LBR by mitotic phosphorylation is particularly well studied. In post-mitotic extracts, an arginine-serine repeat-containing region of LBR mediates its recruitment to chromatin (Takano et al. 2002). Phosphorylation of a specific serine residue within this domain prevents LBR binding to chromatin in vitro (Ito et al. 2007; Nikolakaki et al. 1997; Takano et al. 2004) and its de-phosphorylation controls the timing of ER membrane recruitment to anaphase chromosomes in human cells (Tseng and Chen 2011). Given the redundancy of INM protein recruitment, it is likely that other integral NE proteins are regulated similarly. In fact, the pore membrane proteins NDC1, POM121, and GP210 as well as the INM proteins emerin and MAN1 are also phosphorylated during mitosis (Dephoure et al. 2008; Mansfeld et al. 2006; Ellis et al. 1998; Favreau et al. 1996), but the significance of these events with regard to nuclear membrane recruitment is unclear.

Although exit from mitosis is characterized by an overall decrease in phosphorylation, the in vitro association of LBR with chromatin also requires specific phosphorylation events, which are mediated by serine/arginine-rich proteins-specific kinase 1 (Nikolakaki et al. 1997; Takano et al. 2002; Dreger et al. 1999). Similarly, Lap2β is phosphorylated within its chromatin-binding region during interphase (Dreger et al. 1999). These observations suggest that a simple model of mitotic phosphorylation and post-mitotic de-phosphorylation cannot account for the precise timing of membrane recruitment to chromatin but rather that multiple site-specific phosphorylation events tune this process.

In addition to cell cycle-dependent phosphorylation events, transport receptors and the GTPase ran may regulate the association of INM proteins with chromatin. Chromatin is demarcated throughout the cell cycle by a high concentration of the GTP-bound ran (Kalab et al. 2002). Ran is best known for its function in nucleo-cytoplasmic transport across the NPC, where it stimulates the release of importin-bound cargo in the nucleus, but it is also required for nuclear assembly in vitro (Hetzer et al. 2000; Zhang and Clarke 2000), where it provides the positional information necessary to specify that nuclear assembly occurs on the de-condensing chromatin (for review, see Hetzer et al. 2002). Integral membrane proteins can be targeted to the interphase NE via importins (Doucet et al. 2010; Turgay et al. 2010), and it is possible that the ran-importin system could similarly regulate the recruitment of INM proteins to post-mitotic chromatin (Turgay et al. 2010; Antonin et al. 2011) (Fig. 2, inset). In agreement with this notion, LBR was found to interact with importin β during mitosis (Ma et al. 2003)....
2007; Lu et al. 2010) and this inhibitory complex could be dissociated in the presence of ranGTP (Ma et al. 2007). The importin β and chromatin-binding sites of LBR overlap, thus it is conceivable that members of the importin family act as molecular chaperones to prevent undesired interactions between the DNA-binding domains of INM proteins and chromatin during mitosis.

It has also been suggested that importins mediate the recruitment of NE membranes to chromatin by bridging the membrane precursors and either ran (Ma et al. 2007) or NLS-containing chromatin proteins (Lu et al. 2012). This model requires a stable interaction between ran and importins, which is difficult to rectify with the ran-dependent dissociation of importin-cargo complex during nuclear import. Furthermore, it is not clear how a non-canonical importin interaction with two binding partners is established. Nonetheless, the contribution of NLS-containing chromatin proteins could represent an important link between post-mitotic chromatin structure and membrane recruitment and warrants further investigation.

In summary, the timing of nuclear membrane recruitment to chromatin is regulated by the reversal of mitosis-specific phosphorylation events on nuclear membrane proteins. With few exceptions, the relevant target proteins, precise sites of modification, and the phosphatases involved have yet to be identified. Spatial organization by the ran system might contribute to nuclear membrane recruitment by exposing DNA-binding domains of membrane proteins in the vicinity of chromatin but the relevance of such a mechanism has not been determined.

Building NPCs in the NE: post-mitotic assembly modes

As the ER membranes are reorganized to accommodate the distinct composition of the NE and enclose the chromatin, the coordinated assembly of NPCs begins. NPCs form large pores in the NE, having a diameter of approximately 100 nm. Unlike membrane transporters, which give rise to channels within a single lipid bilayer, NPCs span two lipid bilayers at sites where the outer and inner membranes of the NE are fused. As a result, only a small sub-fraction of the roughly thirty NPC proteins (nucleoporins) are integral membrane proteins residing in the pore membrane. Most nucleoporins do not possess membrane-spanning domains and are thus recruited from the cytosol to assemble NPCs at the conclusion of open mitosis in animals.

Post-mitotic NPC assembly has been proposed to proceed via two fundamentally different modes: insertion or enclosure. In an insertion model (Fig. 4a), NPCs assemble and integrate into the two juxtaposed membrane sheets of the intact NE (Fichtman et al. 2010; Lu et al. 2011; Macaulay and Forbes 1996). Formation of the pore requires the fusion of the outer and INMs across the lumen of the NE (see Fig. 3b). In dividing metazoan cells the number of NPCs roughly doubles during interphase (Dultz and Ellenberg 2010; Maul et al. 1972; Doucet and Hetzer 2010), when NPCs must be formed by insertion into the intact NE. Furthermore, organisms that employ closed mitosis for cell division, such as yeast, can only assemble new NPCs by insertion into the intact nuclear membranes (Rexach 2009; Winey et al. 1997). Thus, an insertion model represents a unifying mechanism for NPC assembly across species and in all stages of the cell cycle.

In contrast to interphase NPC assembly, which occurs as a collection of singular and sporadic events, the post-mitotic assembly of thousands of NPCs in metazoan cells proceeds simultaneously and rapidly, on average one order of magnitude faster, in order to quickly re-establish nuclear compartmentalization (Dultz and Ellenberg 2010; D’Angelo et al.
The distinct kinetics of post-mitotic NPC formation could be explained by the use of a mechanistically unique assembly mode. Enclosure models suggest (Antonin et al. 2008; Burke and Ellenberg 2002; Walther et al. 2003a) that post-mitotic NPC assembly following open mitosis does not occur by insertion into intact membrane sheets but is rather completed by the envelopment of the assembling NPCs on the chromatin surface by the outgrowing ER-derived membranes (Fig. 4b). In this case, NPC assembly is initiated by the recruitment of the Nup107-160 complex to chromatin, which has been observed in vitro (Walther et al. 2003a) and in vivo (Dultz et al. 2008; Belgareh et al. 2001). Membranes are subsequently recruited, resulting in the enrichment of NE-specific membrane proteins, including the integral membrane nucleoporins POM121 and NDC1 (Antonin et al. 2005; Mansfeld et al. 2006; Rasala et al. 2008). Kinetic analyses of individual NPC proteins suggest that the ordered recruitment of NE components at the end of mitosis is distinct from interphase pore assembly, where POM121 gradually accumulates prior to the recruitment of the Nup107-160 complex (Doucet et al. 2010; Dultz and Ellenberg 2010). This reversal of recruitment events implies that post-mitotic NPC assembly is initiated on the chromatin, as the enclosure model proposes, while interphase insertion of NPCs begins on the nuclear membranes.

The DNA-binding protein Mel-28/ELYS recruits the Nup107-160 complex and acts as a seeding point for post-mitotic NPC formation (Franz et al. 2007; Gillespie et al. 2007; Rasala et al. 2008). In agreement with the notion of chromatin-directed NPC assembly at the end of mitosis, Mel-28/ELYS is essential for post-mitotic NPC formation but is dispensable to this end during interphase (Doucet et al. 2010). Conversely, the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 is proposed to be specifically required for interphase NPC assembly, where it initiates pore formation on the membranes. However, it should be noted that the dispensability of POM121 for the formation of NPCs at the end of mitosis (Doucet et al. 2010) is not a consistent observation in the field (Antonin et al. 2005; Shaulov et al. 2011) and could be attributed to an incomplete depletion, resulting in a small pool of residual POM121 that was sufficient for post-mitotic assembly but completely consumed when nuclei reached interphase.

The existence of membrane intermediates specific to post-mitotic and interphase pore formation can be inferred from differences in the requirement of membrane bending and curvature-sensing proteins. Our recent work demonstrates distinct functions of the membrane-associated nucleoporin Nup53, which are essential for pore formation post-mitotically or during interphase (Vollmer et al. 2012). While either of the two Nup53 membrane-binding sites is sufficient for post-mitotic NPC assembly, interphase assembly specifically requires the second binding site at the C terminus. As the C-terminal-binding site was also found to induce membrane curvature, this could indicate that a unique membrane deformation activity is required for interphase pore assembly. Similarly, ER-bending proteins of the reticulon family that induce convex membrane curvature (Hu et al. 2008) were found to be important for NPC assembly into the intact NE both in yeast and vertebrates (Dawson et al. 2009). It is difficult to ascertain whether reticulons also contribute to post-mitotic NPC assembly because their role in ER membrane reorganization at the end of mitosis is a prerequisite for NE reformation (Anderson and Hetzer 2008a). Interestingly, a membrane curvature-sensing domain of the Nup107-160 complex member Nup133 was found to be required for interphase but not post-mitotic assembly (Doucet and Hetzer 2010). It is possible that specific membrane curvature events are required during the insertion of interphase NPCs when the two nuclear membranes approximate and fuse (Fig. 3b). Other modes of pore membrane stabilization might be sufficient at the end of mitosis, when NPCs on the chromatin are enclosed by the outgrowing ER.

The existence of cell cycle-dependent differences in the molecular requirements of NPC formation does not unambiguously prove the use of distinct assembly mechanisms. The specific requirement for Mel-28/ELYS during post-mitotic assembly, for example, could rather reflect a need for the efficient recruitment of NPC components during open mitosis when they cannot be enriched in the nucleus by active NPC-dependent import. Assembly of NPCs into an intact envelope requires the Nup107-160 complex on the nucleoplasmic site of the NE (D’Angelo et al. 2006; Walther et al. 2003a). Thus, regardless of the assembly mode employed, NPC components will need to be enriched on the chromatin at the end of mitosis. Similarly, the unique requirement for proteins inducing membrane curvature during interphase NPC formation does not prove the use of dissimilar assembly mechanisms at different points in the cell cycle although it strongly implies distinct modes.

Nuclear formation can be decelerated in Xenopus extracts, which are commonly used to recapitulate post-mitotic NPC assembly, by reducing the temperature of the reaction (Fichtman et al. 2010). Under these conditions, a NE intermediate that possesses a closed NE but no pores or NPCs can be observed, suggesting that post-mitotic NPC assembly proceeds by insertion and requires the fusion of outer and INMs. However, the lower temperature might specifically inhibit or delay the post-mitotic mode of assembly, resulting in an artificial bias towards interphase NPC assembly. Recent live cell imaging experiments suggest that the local generation of NE membranes on chromatin from ER cisternae precedes NPC assembly, which would also implicate an insertion mode for post-mitotic NPC assembly (Lu et al. 2011). However, the precise order of recruitment,
particularly with regard to the small number of nucleoporins that might be sufficient to seed NPC assembly is difficult to ascertain. In order to ultimately resolve this issue, it will be crucial to determine whether the hitherto unknown factors mediating fusion of the outer and INM are equally required for interphase and post-mitotic NPC assembly.

Importantly, while the tubular or cisternal organization of the post-mitotic ER recruited to chromatin would appear to favor enclosure or insertion of NPCs, respectively, these structures are in principle compatible with both assembly modes. Although it is easy to imagine how intermediates of NPC assembly are seeded in the gaps of a tubular ER network and enclosed by the flattening and expansion of those membrane areas (Anderson and Hetzer 2008b; Antonin et al. 2008), an ER network on the chromatin surface might first close the gaps to form a closed NE into which NPCs are assembled according to the insertion model. Similarly, outgrowth of flat ER cisternae could first form a closed NE, at least locally, into which NPCs are inserted (Lu et al. 2011) (Fig. 4a). However, it is also possible that the growing sheets of the cisternae enclose assembling NPC intermediates similar to waves flowing around wooden posts on a beach (Fig. 4b).

Assembling NPCs at the end of mitosis: ordered recruitment of nucleoporins

A single vertebrate NPC has a mass of roughly 60MDa, an approximate diameter of 100 nm and consists of multiple copies of 30 unique nucleoporins, which are arranged to give rise to a cylindrical pore with eightfold rotational symmetry (Brohawn et al. 2009). Nucleoporins can be categorized based on their contribution to either the structural scaffold or the transport properties of the NPC. The latter group consists of nucleoporins with phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeat sequences that mostly occupy the central channel of the pore and contribute to the diffusion barrier and regulated transport capacity of the NPC (Weis 2007). The construction of this macromolecular structure is accomplished by the sequential recruitment of nucleoporins (Bodoor et al. 1999; Dultz et al. 2008; Haraguchi et al. 2000). Immunofluorescence and live cell imaging in cultured mammalian cells, as well as depletion experiments in Xenopus egg extracts, have elucidated the order and interdependence of the important recruitment steps (Fig. 5).

Post-mitotic NPC assembly starts on chromatin, where the DNA-binding nucleoporin Mel-28/ELYS recruits the Nup107-160 complex (Franz et al. 2007; Walther et al. 2003a; Rotem et al. 2009; Rasala et al. 2008; Harel et al. 2003). In vitro, these events can occur in the absence of membranes. The subsequent association of the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 at the newly forming pores (Antonin et al. 2005) is thought to be mediated by direct binding of POM121 to the Nup107-160 complex (Mitchell et al. 2010; Yavuz et al. 2010) and constitutes the first connection between the assembling NPC and nuclear membranes. The transmembrane nucleoporin NDC1 is also
found at the NE around this time. The steps following membrane recruitment can be ordered in space starting from the membrane and building laterally towards the center of the pore, as was suggested by the protein-protein interaction network of yeast (Rexach 2009). First, the Nup93 complex joins the assembling pore (Dultz et al. 2008). Recent experiments in Xenopus egg extracts suggest that the recruitment of the Nup93 complex proceeds by assembly of the individual components rather than by recruitment of the pre-assembled complex (Sachdev et al. 2012; Theerthagiri et al. 2010; Vollmer et al. 2012). Of these components, Nup53 is the first to associate with the nascent pore, probably followed by Nup155. Both proteins interact with the transmembrane nucleoporins NDC1 and POM121 (Mansfeld et al. 2006; Mitchell et al. 2010; Yavuz et al. 2010) and thus provide a second link between the NPC and membranes at the pore. The capacity for Nup53 to interact directly with membranes may further contribute to the formation or stability of the growing NPC (Vollmer et al. 2012). Nup93 interacts with Nup53 and is consequently incorporated, along with its binding partners Nup188 and Nup205 to complete the structural backbone of the pore. Nup93 subsequently recruits the FG repeat-containing nucleoporins of the Nup62 complex. The FG-containing nucleoporin Nup98 is recruited concomitantly with Nup93 (Dultz et al. 2008) and has recently been found to be key to the establishment of the transport and exclusion properties of the pore (Hulsmann et al. 2012; Laurell et al. 2011). Together, these FG nucleoporins form a substantial part of the hydrophobic meshwork in the center of the pore (Ribbeck and Gorlich 2001).

Open questions remain regarding the construction of a fully assembled NPC. Many nucleoporins, including the Nup107-160 complex, are symmetrically distributed on both the nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic side of the NPC (Brohawn et al. 2009; Rout et al. 2000; Belgareh et al. 2001) but the timing and mechanistic details regarding assembly of the cytoplasmic portion of the NPC are largely unknown. Similarly, the formation of peripheral NPC structures, such as the nuclear basket and the cytoplasmic filaments, follows the establishment of the structural pore and central channel but the precise order of events is not well defined. Finally, although the complete pore possesses octagonal symmetry, it is not clear whether the numerous copies of each sub-complex are recruited simultaneously. This question is beyond the resolution of current experimental techniques.

Regulating NPC assembly on chromatin at the end of mitosis

Nucleoporins play diverse roles during mitosis (for review, see Chatel and Fahrenkrog 2011) but they do not assemble NPCs until mitotic exit. Multiple nucleoporins, including members of the Nup107-160 complex, Nup98, and Nup53, are phosphorylated by mitotic kinases (Favreau et al. 1996; Glavy et al. 2007; Laurell et al. 2011; Macaulay et al. 1995; Mansfeld et al. 2006; Onischenko et al. 2005), and it is tempting to speculate that mitotic phosphorylation acts as a general mechanism to keep nucleoporins in a dissociated state. Indeed, hyperphosphorylation of Nup98 interferes with its associations at the pore and initiates the disassembly of the NPC at the start of mitosis (Laurell et al. 2011). Conversely, dephosphorylation at the end of mitosis should promote interactions between nucleoporins and thus NPC assembly. In most instances direct evidence for such a mechanism is lacking because the kinases and phosphatases responsible perform a plethora of functions that are essential to mitotic entry, progression, and exit. Furthermore, the identification of decisive phosphorylation events is complicated by a high degree of redundancy. For example, Nup98 is phosphorylated at 13 different sites by cdk1 and members of the NIMA-related kinase family during mitosis (Laurell et al. 2011).

Spatial regulation of NPC assembly on chromatin is provided by the localized concentration of ranGTP (Kalab et al. 2002). The importance of this spatial information is underlined by the aberrant formation of NPCs in ER membrane stacks apart from NE when the ranGTP gradient is disturbed (Walther et al. 2003b). Transport receptors of the importin family bind a large proportion of nucleoporins and have been proposed to regulate the post-mitotic formation of NPCs by blocking the relevant interactions between NPC components (Harel et al. 2003; Walther et al. 2003b). This inhibition is reversed by the ranGTP-dependent release of importin-bound nucleoporins in the vicinity of chromatin, which is required for NPC formation at the NE. MEL-28/ElyS and the Nup107-160 complex represent attractive candidates for such a mode of regulation because they bind transport receptors and associate with chromatin in the early stages of NPC assembly (Walther et al. 2003b; Rasala et al. 2008; Rotem et al. 2009; Franz et al. 2007). However, the functional outcome of transport receptor binding is generally difficult to dissect due to the existence of multiple distinct interaction-dependent activities. Interactions between FG nucleoporins and transportins or importins are required to facilitate transport of cargoes through the NPC, a function that may also extend to other NPC components, such as Nup50 (Lindsay et al. 2002). Several nucleoporins also bind transport receptors in order to be imported to the nucleoplasmic side of the pore, where they contribute to interphase NPC assembly. The integral membrane nucleoporin POM121 is transported in this way (Doucet et al. 2010; Funakoshi et al. 2011) and it is likely that the Nup107-160 complex employs a similar mechanism. Thus, as for the temporal regulation of NPC assembly, challenges still lie ahead in deciphering the molecular mechanisms that control NPC assembly on post-mitotic chromatin.
Unpacking chromatin during mitotic exit

In metazoans, the establishment of an interphase nucleus that is competent for regulated transcription and replication depends on the coordination of chromatin de-condensation and NE formation during mitotic exit. Whereas the molecular mechanisms involved in NE and NPC assembly are beginning to emerge, much less is known about the contemporaneous changes that occur on chromatin at the end of mitosis.

We are only starting to understand the molecular and structural dynamics that determine chromatin organization. This reflects the inherent complications in investigating the complexity of protein-DNA interactions involved in packaging DNA molecules into chromatin (Maeshima et al. 2010). As a result, the structural rearrangements and relevant effector molecules that enable the 50-fold compaction of mammalian mitotic chromosomes are far from understood (for review, see Belmont 2006; Ohta et al. 2011).

Chromosomes achieve maximal compaction during anaphase, a feat that requires the chromokinesin KID (Ohsugi et al. 2008) and the mitotic kinase Aurora B at the chromatin (Mora-Bermudez et al. 2007). The de-condensation of mitotic chromosomes during late anaphase of mitosis requires the extraction of polyubiquitinylated Aurora B by the AAA ATPase p97 (Ramadan et al. 2007). The precise consequences of Aurora B inhibition, including the relevant targets of this kinase, and of other p97-dependent activities are not currently understood. In addition to p97, the protein phosphatase PP1 and its nuclear targeting unit PNUTS have been implicated in post-mitotic chromatin de-condensation (Landsverk et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2010). Mitotic exit is generally promoted by the activities of PP1 and PP2A (Wurzenberger and Gerlich 2011) but the molecular targets regulated by these phosphatases, particularly with regard to post-mitotic changes to chromatin structure, are largely unknown.

Coordinating the establishment of the NE and interphase chromatin architecture

Interphase chromatin architecture is not random. Individual chromosomes occupy distinct territories within the 3D organization of the nucleus, which are maintained throughout a lifetime of cell divisions (reviewed in Cremer et al. 2006; Misteli 2007). Furthermore, highly condensed chromatin regions, known as heterochromatin, are predominantly found at the nuclear periphery and have been observed in close proximity to the NE (reviewed in Akhtar and Gasser 2007; Francastel et al. 2000). Proteins of the nuclear lamina, INM, and NPC interact with chromatin during interphase and have been implicated in chromatin organization at the envelope. Our current understanding of how these interactions impact chromatin structure and transcriptional activity are beyond the scope of this review and are discussed thoroughly by others (Capelson et al. 2010; Zuleger et al. 2011; Kubben et al. 2010).

Although many of the interactions between chromatin and proteins at the nuclear periphery are either transient or established following the formation of a closed NE, the broad organization of chromatin in the nucleus must be established as the chromosomes de-condense and could be coupled to NE formation. In support of this hypothesis, common focal points for chromatin condensation and de-condensation have been observed at the nuclear periphery (Hiraoka et al. 1989). Multiple transmembrane proteins of the NE have been found to impact chromatin de-condensation (Korfali et al. 2010; Chi et al. 2007). However, the molecular mechanisms that account for the involvement of NE proteins in chromatin de-condensation have yet to be elucidated.

We are therefore still confronted with the question of how chromatin organization is established at the end of mitosis. A recent study suggests that the peripheral identity of chromatin is maintained throughout the cell cycle (Olins et al. 2011). Peripheral chromatin of both interphase nuclei and mitotic chromosomes, termed epichromatin, can be characterized by presence of a specific nucleosome-based and conformation-dependent epitope. Although the functional significance of epichromatin is currently unclear, it is tempting to speculate that the continuity of peripheral chromatin architecture contributes to the establishment of nuclear organization at the end of mitosis. In this context, epichromatin could provide a scaffold for components of the NE. Phosphatidylyserine is associated with histones specifically localized to epichromatin and it might provide a seeding point for nuclear membranes at these defined chromatin regions (Prudovsky et al. 2012). During mitosis, a layer of largely nucleoplasmic proteins and ribonucleoproteins, collectively referred to as perichromatin, associates with non-repetitive DNA sequences at the chromatin periphery (for review, see Hernandez-Verdun and Gautier 1994; Van Hooser et al. 2005), and it is possible that epichromatin also mediates this localization. Importantly, perichromosomal components have been proposed to contribute to the early events of post-mitotic nuclear assembly (Hernandez-Verdun and Gautier 1994).

Structural features of chromatin are often correlated with post-translational modifications to histones. As specific histone phosphorylation and methylation events are reportedly coordinated with the cell cycle (Oki et al. 2007; Markaki et al. 2009), they might contribute to the changes in chromatin structure observed during the cell cycle. However, there is no evidence that histone modifications actually mediate the dramatically altered compaction of chromatin during mitosis. For example, histone H3 phosphorylation at serine 10 is perhaps the most prominent mitotic histone modification but...
it is not essential for chromatin condensation in yeast or vertebrates (Hsu et al. 2000; MacCallum et al. 2002). Nonetheless, cell cycle-specific histone modifications could regulate the association of non-histone factors with chromatin.

Two chromatin-binding proteins, HP1 and BAF, provide a link between the de-condensing chromosomes and NE assembly by binding to LBR and LEM domain containing INM proteins, respectively. Interestingly, HP1 binding to chromatin is inhibited by H3 phosphorylation at serine 10 and promoted by methylation at lysine 9 (Fischle et al. 2005; Bannister et al. 2001; Lachner et al. 2001; Hirota et al. 2005). Although LBR can interact directly with histones (Gorjanacz et al. 2007; Margalit et al. 2005; Segura-Totten et al. 2011), the post-mitotic association of the INM protein with chromatin is required for post-mitotic NE assembly (Oca et al. 2005). Instead, BAF has been found to promote the accumulation of interphase histone H3 marks at the end of mitosis (Montes de Oca et al. 2005). Instead, BAF has been found to promote the accumulation of interphase histone H3 marks at the end of mitosis (Montes de Oca et al. 2011).

The recruitment of BAF to chromatin occurs in early anaphase and is required for post-mitotic NE assembly (Gorjanacz et al. 2007; Margalit et al. 2005; Segura-Totten et al. 2002; Furukawa et al. 2003). BAF directs the post-mitotic incorporation and interphase distribution of LEM-domain containing proteins, which reciprocally modulate the distribution of BAF during interphase (Haraguchi et al. 2008; Margalit et al. 2007; Ulbert et al. 2006a; Brachner and Foisner 2011). The INM protein LEM4 was recently found to act at the convergence of NE assembly and chromatin structure (Asencio et al. 2012). During mitosis, the association of BAF with chromatin is negatively regulated by vrk1-dependent phosphorylation (Gorjanacz et al. 2007; Nichols et al. 2006), which is reversed by PP2A upon mitotic exit (Asencio et al. 2012). These counteracting events require LEM4 and its interaction with both the kinase and the phosphatase to control BAF-dependent NE assembly on the chromatin. It is currently unclear how the interaction of LEM4 with vrk1 and PP2A is controlled to ensure this regulation. As LEM2 was found to interact with PP1, it will be interesting to determine whether a similar regulatory mechanism is employed and to identify the downstream targets. PP1 has been implicated as a link between chromatin re-organization during mitotic exit and NE reassembly with its regulatory subunit RepoMan (Vagnarelli et al. 2011).

Fluorescence imaging data from human cells indicates that DNA-binding and INM proteins are not recruited uniformly to chromatin at the end of mitosis. From late anaphase until the establishment of an import competent nucleus, the chromatin mass can be divided into two distinct territories. When telophase chromatin is viewed in the axis of the mitotic spindle, the “core” refers to the central region at surfaces both proximal and distal to the spindle. Along the same axis, the more peripheral chromatin domain corresponds to “noncore” chromatin. The core region is enriched in A-type lamins and is established by the local accumulation of BAF (Haraguchi et al. 2008). Accordingly, Lap2β and emerin are found at core chromatin in late anaphase before being distributed rather homogeneously at the rim of the completed nucleus (Dabauvalle et al. 1999; Haraguchi et al. 2000, 2008). The DNA-binding nucleoporin MEL-28/ELYS was recently found to control the establishment of these subdomains (Clever et al. 2012), an event that requires the Nup107-160 complex. Thus, the initial stages of NPC formation on chromatin are linked to the establishment of distinct chromatin regions. The importance of these transient chromatin domains in the establishment of a functional nucleus has yet to be determined.

Conclusions

Re-establishing the vertebrate nuclear compartment after mitosis invokes remarkable changes to chromatin structure and ER membrane organization. As chromatin de-condenses, NPCs are assembled and incorporated in the re-forming nuclear membranes to ensure that regulated exchange can occur across the otherwise impermeable nuclear boundary. The construction of a functional nucleus thus requires seamless coordination and multifaceted interactions between membrane, NPC, and chromatin components. Nuclear membranes are segregated from the mitotic ER in anaphase due to interactions between transmembrane proteins destined for the NE with chromatin-associated factors. Assembly of copious NPCs is also initiated on chromatin, but whether NPCs assemble and are inserted into intact NE sheets or are rather enclosed by the re-forming NE remains controversial. Mitotic kinases and phosphatases, along with the activity of the ran system, provide the temporal and spatial cues that control nuclear membrane and NPC protein recruitment and assembly on de-condensing chromatin. The molecular mechanisms underlying the transition of nuclear membranes and NPC components to a post-mitotic state with the capacity to form a NE are beginning to emerge. Comparatively, little is known about the series of structural changes that occur on chromatin during de-condensation and render it competent for the initial recruitment of nuclear membranes and NPC components. The faithful completion of post-mitotic nuclear assembly relies on the coordination
of major NE and chromatin restructuring events as well as the construction of functional NPCs, and it is likely that several mitotic signaling nodes link these processes.
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SUMMARY

Chromatin undergoes extensive structural changes during the cell cycle. Upon mitotic entry, metazoan chromatin undergoes tremendous condensation, creating mitotic chromosomes with 50-fold greater compaction relative to interphase chromosomes. At the end of mitosis, chromosomes reestablish functional interphase chromatin competent for replication and transcription through a decondensation process that is cytologically well described. However, the underlying molecular events and factors remain unidentified. We describe a cell-free system that recapitulates chromatin decondensation based on purified mitotic chromatin and *Xenopus* egg extracts. Using biochemical fractionation, we identify RuvB-like ATPases as chromatin decondensation factors and demonstrate that their ATPase activity is essential for decondensation. Our results show that decompaction of metaphase chromosomes is not merely an inactivation of known chromatin condensation factors but rather an active process requiring specific molecular machinery. Our cell-free system provides an important tool for further molecular characterization of chromatin decondensation and its coordination with concomitant processes.

INTRODUCTION

Cells have evolved highly elaborate mechanisms to transmit genetic information accurately to their offspring. These mechanisms often involve major cellular reorganization. In metazoan, the nucleus entirely disintegrates during each round of cell division (for a review, see Kutay and Hetzer, 2008). At the beginning of mitosis, the nuclear envelope breaks down and the chromatin condenses to rod-shaped chromosomes, which are captured by the mitotic spindle and segregated to the emerging daughter cells. The two resulting cells and their nuclei must therefore re-establish the functional interphase state. This reestablishment during mitotic exit requires the complete reversal of events that occurred at the onset of mitosis. The chromosomes decondense, and the nuclear envelope and other nuclear structures reform.

Whereas mitotic entry and the processes leading to successful spindle formation and chromatin segregation are comparatively well studied (Walczak et al., 2010; Walczak and Heald, 2008) much less is known about the important processes at the end of mitosis. In animal cells, mitotic exit is driven by the inactivation of mitotic kinases (Peters, 2006), the extraction of ubiquitylated Aurora B from chromosomes by the AAA+ (ATPases associated with diverse cellular activities) ATPase p97 (Ramadan et al., 2007), and the activation of several protein phosphatases, most prominently, PP1 (Landsverk et al., 2005; Steen et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 1997) and PP2A (Schmitz et al., 2010). These events collectively result in the reversal of mitotic phosphorylation on a broad range of substrates (Dephoure et al., 2008; Olsen et al., 2010), yet little is known about the actual machineries that mediate specific mitotic exit events (Wurzenberger and Gerlich, 2011). This is especially evident for chromatin decondensation, a prerequisite for the formation of interphase nuclear structures. Metaphase chromosomes are highly condensed—DNA compaction is up to 50-fold higher than in interphase (Belmont, 2006)—but how this condensation is achieved is still ill defined (for a review, see Hansen, 2012; Ohta et al., 2011). However, the process that reorganizes the genome into a structure competent for transcription and replication is largely unchartered territory. We are ignorant about the proteins that mediate chromatin decondensation, the distinct steps in this most likely multistep procedure, and its regulation.

To date, chromatin decondensation has mainly been examined in the context of sperm chromatin remodeling after fertilization. Highly compacted sperm DNA undergoes reorganization due to the presence of nucleoplasm (NPM2) stored in oocyte cytoplasm (Philpott et al., 1991). This process has been intensively studied using *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts. *Xenopus* sperm chromatin consists of a complex mixture of sperm-specific basic proteins and histones H3 and H4. NPM2 replaces these basic proteins from the male pronucleus with histones H2A and H2B stored in the egg, relaxing the tightly wound sperm chromatin structure (Philpott and Leno, 1992). However, as mitotic chromatin is already structured around H2A and H2B and does not contain these sperm-specific proteins, chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis is likely to proceed by another yet-unknown mechanism.

Here, we describe a cell-free assay that faithfully recapitulates decondensation of mitotic chromatin. Using this assay, we show that chromatin decondensation requires ATP and GTP hydrolysis and is, thus, an active process. We identify RuvB-like
ATPases as crucial chromatin decondensation factors and show that their ATPase activity is essential for decondensation. Intriguingly, both metazoan RuvB-like proteins, RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 can function alone in chromatin decondensation in contrast to many other RuvBL1/RuvBL2-mediated processes, which require both components.

RESULTS

A Cell-free Assay to Monitor Mitotic Chromatin Decondensation

Chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis is underinvestigated due to a lack of appropriate assays to monitor the process. To overcome this limitation, we have developed a cell-free assay that recapitulates chromatin decondensation in vitro. We incubated highly condensed chromosome clusters isolated from mitotic HeLa cells with cytosol and purified membranes derived from Xenopus egg extracts mimicking the postmitotic state. Using DAPI staining and confocal microscopy, we observed sequential morphological changes of chromatin structure (Figure 1A) that resembled chromosome decondensation in cells exiting mitosis (see Figure S1A available online). Highly compacted distinguishable metazoan chromosomes decondensed in a time-dependent manner. After 10–20 min, the individual chromosomes merged to an apparently single corpus, which became progressively spherical and finally adopted an interphasic nuclear appearance. Chromatin decondensation was not induced by the incubation of chromatin substrates with buffer alone, indicating the presence of an essential decondensation activity in egg extracts. Mitotic (cytostatic factor [CSF]-arrested) egg extracts did not support the decondensation of the chromatin substrate (Figure 1B). However, addition of 1 mM Ca$^{2+}$ ions to

![Figure 1. Reconstitution of Chromatin Decondensation in Xenopus Egg Extracts](Image)
mitotic extracts, which causes mitotic exit (Murray, 1991), did induce chromatin decondensation, indicating that postmitotic conditions are required for the process. An equal progressive decondensation was observed when, instead of HeLa cell chromatin, mitotic chromatin generated from Xenopus sperm DNA was used (Figure S1B) demonstrating the universality of the process.

We quantified mitotic HeLa chromatin decondensation based on the homogeneity of DAPI staining and the smoothness of the chromatin boundary (Figure 1A; see Experimental Procedures for details). These features were chosen with the following rationale: when chromatin is completely decondensed, the nuclear shape is spherical and bulk chromatin appears to be distributed rather homogenously; when chromatin is condensed, the surface appears rough and bulk chromatin is clustered in distinct chromosomes. Both parameters increased over the time course of HeLa chromosome decondensation and reliably built up the process, indicating a highly reproducible progression of chromatin decondensation in our assay system.

In addition to chromatin decondensation, our in vitro system recapitulates several other mitotic exit events. Histone H3 phosphorylation at serine 10, a marker of the mitotic state of chromatin (Hendzel et al., 1997), was rapidly diminished on incubation with postmitotic Xenopus egg extract (Figure 2A, upper panel). Dephosphorylation of this site also occurred when mitotic chromatin was incubated with buffer alone, indicating that the relevant phosphatase activity is present on mitotic chromatin. However, mitotic chromatin incubated with buffer remained condensed (Figures 1A and 2A), consistent with previous findings that this modification is not essential for the establishment or maintenance of condensed mitotic chromatin in yeast or vertebrates (Hsu et al., 2000; MacCallum et al., 2002).

The decondensing chromatin in our assay system was enclosed by membranes, which eventually formed a smooth nuclear envelope (Figures 2B and 2C). The nuclear envelope contained nuclear pore complexes, gatekeepers of the nucleus that mediate nuclear import and export. Nuclear pore complex formation was analyzed by immunofluorescence with mAb414 (Davis and Blobel, 1986), an antibody that recognizes four different nuclear pore complex proteins (Figure 2A, middle panel). Nuclear pore complex proteins labeled by this antibody were first detected approximately 20 min after initiation of decondensation. After a 60–120 min incubation in postmitotic Xenopus extracts, the nuclei were capable of nuclear import and export (Figure 2D). Taken together, these results show that our cell-free system recapitulates chromatin decondensation as well as nuclear envelope and pore formation and is, thus, an invaluable tool for studying mitotic exit events. Notably, in the absence of added membranes, chromatin decondensation similarly occurred, although nuclear envelopes and pore complexes, as expected, did not reform (data not shown). This indicates that chromatin decondensation does not require a re-forming nuclear envelope and functional pore complexes, but it is possible that this is a peculiarity of the cell-free assay.

**Chromatin Decondensation Requires ATP and GTP Hydrolysis**

Having established the versatility of the assay, we first investigated the basic requirements of chromatin decondensation. The removal of endogenous nucleoside triphosphates from the extracts by hexokinase treatment blocked chromatin decondensation (Figure S2A), indicating that some energy-consuming step is required. Nonhydrolyzable ATP or GTP analogs inhibited chromatin decondensation, suggesting that both ATP- and GTP-dependent activities are involved in chromatin decondensation (Figure 3). ATP dependence might be explained by a requirement for the ATPase p97, which removes Aurora kinase B from chromatin during decondensation (Ramadan et al., 2007). However, inhibition of Aurora kinase B by hesperadin, which bypasses the need for p97 in this process (Ramadan et al., 2007), did not restore chromatin decondensation in the presence of nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs, suggesting that at least one other ATPase is involved (data not shown).

Although DNA transcription is thought to be absent in Xenopus egg extracts (Newport and Kirschner, 1982), we wanted to exclude that transcriptional activity is required for chromatin decondensation in our assay system. As expected, addition of the transcription inhibitors actinomycin D or 5,6-dichloro-1-β-D-ribofuranosylbenzimidazole did not affect chromatin decondensation (Figure S2B).

**RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 Can Function Individually as ATPases in Chromatin Decondensation**

To identify essential chromatin decondensation factors, we fractionated the cytosol derived from postmitotic Xenopus egg extracts and assayed for chromatin decondensation activity. Differential ammonium sulfate precipitation yielded two fractions that individually had severely reduced decondensation activity but were highly active when combined (Figure 4A; Figure S3A). We further purified the first of these ammonium sulfate fractions by ion exchange and size exclusion chromatography (see Experimental Procedures for detailed information) and assayed the activities of the obtained fractions in combination with the second ammonium sulfate fraction. By mass spectrometry analysis of the gel filtration fractions with highest decondensation activity (G13–G15), we identified several candidate chromatin decondensation factors, including the ATPase RuvBL2. RuvBL2 is known to form a double hexameric ring complex with a second ATPase, RuvBL1 (Jha and Dutta, 2009; Puri et al., 2007). Indeed, western blot analysis confirmed the presence of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 in the active fractions throughout the purification procedure and enrichment in the most active gel filtration fractions (Figure 4A), which makes these proteins possible candidates for the decondensation activity. RuvBL1/RuvBL2 (also known as RPB1/RVB2, pontin/reptin, and TIP49/TIP48) are two highly conserved members of the AAA+ superfamily. They associate with diverse chromatin remodeling complexes, which are implicated in a variety of nuclear processes, including transcriptional regulation, DNA damage response, and small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) assembly (for a review, see Jha and Dutta, 2009; Nano and Houry, 2013; Tosi et al., 2013).

To assess the relevance of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 for chromatin decondensation, we performed antibody inhibition experiments in the decondensation assay. The addition of purified anti-RuvBL1 or anti-RuvBL2 immunoglobulin G (IgG) to the reactions significantly impaired chromatin decondensation compared to the addition of control IgG (Figures 4B and S3B).
Immunodepletion using antibodies against either RuvBL1 or RuvBL2, respectively, removed both proteins efficiently from the extracts (Figure 4C), indicating that, in Xenopus egg extracts, RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 occur mostly together in heteromeric complexes. Both immunodepletion procedures rendered egg extracts incompetent for chromatin decondensation in contrast to control depletions (Figure 4D). The addition of purified recombinant RuvBL1-RuvBL2 complexes to a final concentration of 0.04 μg/μl, which matches the endogenous concentration (Figure S3C), was sufficient to rescue the depletion phenotype (Figure 4D), indicating on-target specificity of the immunodepletion. These experiments demonstrate that RuvBL1/2 indeed function in chromatin decondensation and are crucial for this process.

**RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 Can Function Individually as ATPases in Chromatin Decondensation**

In many cellular processes, RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 operate together by forming heteromeric complexes (Jha and Dutta, 2009; Nano and Houry, 2013; Nguyen et al., 2013; Tosi et al., 2013; Venteicher et al., 2008); however, in some instances, these proteins act antagonistically (Bauer et al., 2000; Rottbauer et al., 2002). Surprisingly, the addition of either purified homohexameric RuvBL1 or RuvBL2 complexes to depleted extracts restored decondensation activity as efficiently as the addition of the heteromeric RuvBL1-RuvBL2 complex (Figure 5A). This indicates that both proteins can function redundantly and independently of each other in this process.

The addition of recombinant ATPase-deficient RuvBL1/2 mutants, either individually or in a heteromeric complex (RuvBL1 D302N/RuvBL2 D298N) (Matias et al., 2006; Mézard et al., 1997) (Figure S4C), did not rescue the depletion phenotype, indicating that the ATPase function of either proteins is required for its role in chromatin decondensation (Figure 5B). The addition of excess RuvBL1 D302N, RuvBL2 D298N, or the RuvBL1 D302N/RuvBL2 D298N complex to untreated extracts inhibited chromatin decondensation, while the wild-type proteins and complexes had no effect (Figures 5C and S4A). RuvB-like ATPases perform their different cellular functions in conjunction with a variety of cofactors (for a review, see Jha and Dutta, 2009; Nano and Houry, 2013), and this is most likely also the case for chromatin decondensation (see Discussion). Thus, the dominant-negative effect of ATPase-deficient RuvBL1/2 mutants is likely to be caused by a sequestration of these cofactors. Together, these experiments using ATPase-deficient RuvBL1/2 versions demonstrate that chromatin decondensation depends on ATPase-proficient RuvB-like proteins.

Although RuvB-like proteins are required for chromatin decondensation, they are not sufficient. When purified recombinant RuvBL1, RuvBL2, or the heteromeric RuvBL1/2 complex were added to HeLa mitotic chromatin in buffer in the presence of ATP, no chromatin decondensation was detected (Figure S4B), indicating that other factors are also crucially required (see Discussion).

**RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 Localize on the Decondensing Chromatin**

We next analyzed the localization of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 during mitotic exit. Consistent with their role in chromatin decondensation, RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 localize and enrich on postmitotic decondensing chromatin, both in the in vitro assay (Figure 6A) and in HeLa cells (Figure S5A). Both RuvB-like proteins are excluded from chromatin during earlier stages of mitosis, including...
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metaphase in agreement with previous reports (Gartner et al., 2003; Sigala et al., 2005).

When depleting the endogenous RuvBL1/2 complex, both recombinant RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 could be detected on the chromatin template (Figure 6A), indicating that both proteins can independently localize to chromatin. This observation is consistent with the finding that either homomeric complex can substitute the heteromeric complex to support chromatin decondensation (Figure 5A). The ATPase-deficient mutants similarly localized to chromatin, indicating that the ATPase function is not required for chromatin localization.

Having identified RuvBL1/2 as chromatin decondensation factors, we analyzed the fate of known chromatin condensation factors on the chromatin on depletion of RuvB-like proteins. Topoisomerase II, KIF4A, and the condensin II complex were detected on the chromatin at all stages of the decondensation reaction (Figures 6B and S5B), as expected (Gerlich et al., 2006; Mazumdar et al., 2004; Tavormina et al., 2002). A similar pattern was observed for Repo-Man, also known as CDC2A2, which recruits the protein phosphatase PP1 to chromatin during mitotic exit and was shown to coordinate chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope reformation (Vagnarelli et al., 2011); and for Mel28 (also referred to as ELYS), a chromatin-binding protein that acts as a seeding point for nuclear pore complex formation (Franz et al., 2007). The condensin I complex is lost from the chromatin in the course of decondensation (Gerlich et al., 2006). In all instances, depletion of RuvBL1/2 did not affect the spatiotemporal localization of these proteins on decondensing chromatin, indicating that RuvB-like ATPases act independently of these factors during decondensation.

**RuvB-like ATPases Are Not Required for Nuclear Envelope and Pore Complex Formation**

Our data show that the RuvB-like ATPases function as key decondensation factors of mitotic chromatin. In organisms undergoing open mitosis, the nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complexes break down at the beginning of mitosis and reform on the decondensing chromatin in telophase (for a review, see Kutay and Hetzer, 2008; Schooley et al., 2012). On depletion of RuvBL1/2 in the decondensation assay, we did not observe formation of a closed nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complex reassembly (data not shown). This could indicate that RuvB-like ATPases are also involved in these processes. Alternatively, chromatin decondensation might be a prerequisite for nuclear envelope and pore complex assembly. To distinguish these two possibilities, we sought to bypass the need of RuvBL1/2 for chromatin decondensation by using an already decompacted chromatin template. For this, Xenopus sperm heads were incubated in postmitotic egg extracts. In this assay, which recapitulates the processes naturally occurring after entry of sperm DNA into an egg, pronuclei with intact nuclear envelopes and pore complexes are formed, and this system has been widely used to study these assembly processes (Gant and Wilson, 1997). Notably, sperm DNA is, in this experimental setup, decompacted by the NPM2-mediated exchange of protamines to histones H2A and H2B (Philpott and Lenô, 1992). When sperm heads were incubated with control or RuvBL1/2-depleted postmitotic extracts, pronuclei with closed nuclear envelopes and intact nuclear pore complexes were formed (Figure 7). These experiments demonstrate that, as expected, RuvB-like proteins are not required for sperm DNA decompaction. Notably, they are also not crucial for nuclear envelope and pore complex formation. In this experimental system, the pronuclei undergo nuclear expansion after initial NPM2-dependent sperm DNA decompaction. This process, which is also referred to as nuclear swelling/expansion or secondary decondensation, requires nuclear import and, thus, a functional nuclear envelope including pore complexes (Philpott et al., 1991; Wright, 1999). The DAPI staining of the pronuclei assembled in the absence of RuvBL1/2 indicates that this nuclear swelling does not require RuvB-like ATPases. These data also show that distinct mitotic exit events such as chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope/pore complex reformation can be uncoupled in vitro.

Mitotic chromatin decondensation does not require NPM2, which, in turn, is needed for sperm DNA decompaction (Figure 6E). This supports the view that sperm DNA and mitotic chromatin decondensation are mechanistically fundamentally different.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we show that chromatin decondensation can be faithfully reconstituted in a cell-free assay. Using this system, we demonstrate that the process requires ATP and GTP hydrolysis. It is not merely an inactivation of known chromatin condensation factors but an active process involving specific molecular machinery. We identify a defined requirement for the RuvB-like ATPases in chromatin decondensation, but not for nuclear envelope and pore complex formation. Our assay system is, therefore, a valuable tool for the dissection of the cellular processes...
Figure 5. RuvBL1 or RuvBL2 Alone Is Sufficient to Support Chromatin Decondensation and Require ATPase Activity

(A) RuvBL1/2-depleted extracts (generated by two passages over anti-RuvBL1 or anti-RuvBL2 IgG-bound beads, respectively) were supplemented with purified recombinant RuvBL1 or RuvBL2 (0.02 µg/µl to match the endogenous concentration) and tested for chromatin decondensation on HeLa mitotic chromatin. rel, relative.
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that lead to the assembly of functional interphase chromatin after mitosis.

Cell-free extracts derived from frog eggs, especially from *Xenopus laevis*, have been widely used to study cell cycle regulation as well as many mitotic and nuclear processes since their development and first use 30 years ago (Lohka and Masui, 1983). These extracts recapitulate complex cellular reactions such as chromatin condensation, spindle assembly, and nuclear envelope breakdown (Galy et al., 2008; Maresca and Heald, 2006). Nuclear envelope and pore complex formation has been intensively studied in pronucleus formation using sperm DNA as a chromatin template (for a review, see Gant and Wilson, 1997). Here, we use mitotic chromatin to study chromatin decondensation and nuclear reformation during mitotic exit. We show that the nuclei formed on the decondensing chromatin contain a closed nuclear envelope with two membranes and nuclear pore complexes (Figure 2). These nuclei are competent for nuclear import and export and DNA replication (Figure 2D; A.M. and W.A., unpublished data), showing that they represent a functional interphase status.

So far, chromatin decondensation has been mainly investigated in the context of male pronucleus formation around sperm DNA. However, it is unlikely that this involves the same machinery as chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis. Indeed, our data show that sperm DNA decompacts in the absence of the RuvB-like ATPases (Figure 7), which are required for mitotic chromatin decondensation. In contrast, sperm DNA decondensation depends on the histone chaperone NPM2 (Philpott and Leno, 1992; Philpott et al., 1991), which conversely is not necessary for mitotic chromatin decondensation (Figure S6), consistent with the fact that NPM2 is absent in somatic cells (Burns et al., 2003).

In contrast to sperm DNA decompaction, which is an energy-independent process (Philpott et al., 1991), mitotic chromatin decondensation requires cellular energy (Figure S2). The inhibition of mitotic chromatin decondensation observed in the presence of nonhydrolyzable ATP (Figure 3) suggests that ATPases are involved in the process. Indeed, we show that RuvB-like ATPases and, specifically, their ATPase functions are compulsory in addition to p97, the only protein previously implicated in the postmitotic decondensation of chromatin (Ramadan et al., 2007).

We envision chromatin decondensation as a multistep procedure involving several activities. Indeed, each fraction of our ammonium sulfate fractionation is largely inactive on its own, and only when they are recombined is decondensation activity restored (Figures 4A and S3A). Consistent with the notion of multiple necessary decondensation factors, RuvB-like ATPases are not sufficient to promote chromatin decondensation if added alone to the mitotic chromatin template (Figure S4B). Most likely, yet-unidentified RuvBL1/2 interacting factors are crucially required for the RuvBL1/2-mediated step in chromatin decondensation as in other processes mediated by these ATPases (for a review, see Jha and Dutta, 2009; Nano and Houry, 2013). In addition, chromatin decondensation most likely involves other RuvBL1/2-independent steps. The inhibition by nonhydrolyzable GTP (Figure 3) suggests that at least one GTPase is involved. The nature of the GTPases is currently unknown but an interesting avenue for future research.

RuvB-like proteins are highly conserved and essential eukaryotic AAA+ ATPases involved in a wide range of cellular reactions as components of large protein complexes (for a review, see Jha and Dutta, 2009; Nano and Houry, 2013). These include many chromatin-related, but also other, processes such as chromatin remodeling, transcriptional regulation, and DNA damage response, as well as snoRNP, telomere, and spindle assembly (Ducat et al., 2008; Ikura et al., 2000; Jönsson et al., 2001; Krogan et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2000; Newman et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2000; Venteicher et al., 2008; Wood et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2005). RuvB-like ATPases show similarity to prokaryotic RuvB proteins but, because of an insertion into the ATPase domain, lack the helicase activity found in the bacterial proteins (Ikura et al., 2000; Matias et al., 2006). Currently, the precise function of RuvB-like ATPases in the different chromatin remodeling and other complexes is unclear (Jha and Dutta, 2009; Rosenbaum et al., 2013). Here, we add chromatin decondensation, a yet-ill-defined but nevertheless essential process during mitosis, to the list of RuvBL1/2-dependent processes. We show that the ATPase activity of RuvBL1/2 is mandatory for chromatin decondensation (Figure 5), in contrast to other RuvBL1/2-dependent processes such as transcriptional regulation (Jönsson et al., 2001). Because RuvB-like ATPases are part of several chromatin remodeling complexes (for a review, see Jha and Dutta, 2009; Rosenbaum et al., 2013), it is tempting to speculate that chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis functionally requires histone rearrangements, a hypothesis that needs to be addressed in the future.

Many RuvBL1/2-dependent processes rely on a heterododecameric complex formed by both proteins (Nguyen et al., 2013; Tosi et al., 2013; Venteicher et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2005), and our results confirm that, also in *Xenopus* eggs, these proteins are found to a large extent in heteromeric complexes. In other processes, such as Polycomb or NF-κB-mediated gene repression and β-catenin signaling, RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 act antagonistically (Baek et al., 2002; Bauer et al., 2000; Diop et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2005; Rottbauer et al., 2002). Our readdition experiments suggest that RuvBL1 or RuvBL2 alone can fulfill the RuvB-like dependent functions in chromatin decondensation and thus, in this context, are redundant (Figure 5). Whether this feature is also seen in other RuvB-like-dependent processes

(B) Chromatin decondensation was analyzed in RuvBL1/2-depleted extracts (generated by consecutive passage over anti-RuvBL1 and anti-RuvBL2 IgG-bound beads) supplemented with ATPase-deficient mutant versions of the RuvBL1, RuvBL2, or the RuvBL1-RuvBL2 complex (RuvBL1 D302N and RuvBL2 D298N) matching the endogenous concentration. WT, wild-type.

(C) Chromatin decondensation in the presence of 40-fold excess compared to endogenous concentrations of recombinant wild-type RuvBL1, RuvBL2, or the RuvBL1-RuvBL2 complex or ATPase-deficient mutants of the respective proteins. Samples were analyzed after 120 min. The means (±SEM) of three independent experiments are shown, each including at least 20 chromatin substrates. **p < 0.001 by two-way ANOVA, Sidák post hoc test for (A) and (B) and by one-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s C post hoc test for (C). WT, wild-type. Scale bars, 5 μm. See also Figure S4.
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remains to be investigated. It is also possible that chromatin decondensation constitutes a unique and probably archetypal process where RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 can substitute for each other. Interestingly, RuvB-like ATPases have been implicated in various human cancers and have been speculated to be a promising therapeutic target (for a review, see Huber et al., 2008; Nano and Houry, 2013). Often, the precise function of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 in pathogenesis is not defined. Whether their role in chromatin decondensation is relevant for this will be an exciting and promising avenue for future research.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell-free Decondensation of Mitotic Chromatin**

Cytosol was prepared by crushing activated Xenopus laevis eggs by a low-speed centrifugation (20 min at 21,000 x g) to obtain egg extracts, followed by high-speed centrifugations (twice, 12 min at 360,000 x g). Activation of the eggs—which are naturally arrested in the second meiotic metaphase—by treatment with a Ca²⁺ ionophore induces meiotic exit. Thus, extracts prepared from these eggs represent a postmitotic/interphasic state and are competent to induce late mitotic/interphasic events such as nuclear reformation or DNA replication. The protocol including the preparation of flotation purified membranes is described in detail in Eisenhardt et al. (2014). Mitotic chromatin was isolated as in Gasser and Laemmli (1987). In vitro chromatin decondensation was induced by incubating approximately 1,000 mitotic chromatin clusters in 18 µl of cytosol from Xenopus egg extracts and 2 µl of flotation purified membranes supplemented with 3 µM 6-dimethylaminopurine, 10 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate, 0.2 mg/ml creatine kinase, and 0.4 mg/ml glycogen at 20°C. As a negative control, sucrose buffer (250 mM sucrose, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, and 10 mM HEPES [pH 7.5]) was used instead of cytosol. At the end of the incubation time, samples were fixed in 4% PFA, 1 mM paraformaldehyde (PFA) and 0.5% glutaraldehyde in 80 mM PIPES [pH 6.8], 1 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM sucrose, and 10 µg/ml DAPI for 30 min on ice. Chromatin was reisolated by centrifugation through a 30% sucrose cushion in PBS (15 min at 2,500 x g) on poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips and mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). Samples were analyzed using a confocal microscope (FV1000; Olympus) equipped with a photomultiplier [model R7862; Hamamatsu] with 405, 488, and 595 nm laser lines and a 60× numerical aperture 1.35 oil immersion objective lens using the FluoView software (Olympus) at room temperature. Immunofluorescence and transmission electron microscopy were performed as in Theerthagiri et al. (2010).

For western blot analysis of reisolated chromatin (modified from Hayashihara et al. (2008)), the decondensation reaction was increased by a factor of ten. At the end of the reaction, samples were immediately layered on top of 1 ml wash buffer—10 mM HEPES [pH 7.5], 50 mM KCl, 14% (v/v) Optiprep (Sigma), 1 mM dithiothreitol, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.2 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine, 1 mM ATP, 10 µg/ml 4-(2-aminoethyl)-benzenesulfonyl fluoride, 0.2 µg/ml leupeptin, 0.1 µg/ml pepstatin, 0.2 µg/ml aprotinin—and the chromatin was pelleted (30 min at 10,000 x g in a swing-out rotor) and analyzed.

In depletions experiments, cytosol was incubated twice with antibody-coated beads at a 1:2.1 beads-to-cytosol ratio for 20 min. CSF-arrested extracts were prepared as in Murray (1991) and released into interphase by the addition of 1 mM CaCl₂.

**Quantification of In Vitro Chromatin Decondensation**

Chromatin boundaries were defined by an intensity threshold, and the total chromatin area was calculated. For the smoothness analysis, the perimeter squared over area. To analyze chromatin homogeneity, chromosomes were defined using an edge-finding algorithm (the largest eigenvalue of the structure tensor; ImageJ plugin FeatureJ, http://www.imagescience.org/meijering/), and the sum of the chromosomes’ areas was computed and normalized to the total area within the boundary. To minimize the statistical effects of very irregularly shaped (highly condensed) chromatin, a maximum of 20% (in roughness/relative area) above the fully decondensed state was adopted for both analyses. Surface smoothness and internal homogeneity were defined as the differences from the maximal roughness and maximal relative area, respectively. The fully condensed state was set to zero, and the maximal decondensed state to one and all other values were normalized accordingly.
Fractionation of Xenopus Egg Extracts

Xenopus egg cytosol was subjected to sequential fractionation to allow the identification of factors involved in chromatin decondensation. The fractions obtained were then tested in an in vitro assay described earlier for decondensation activity. First, cytosolic egg extract was fractionated by ammonium sulfate precipitation. Proteins that precipitated in 20% ammonium sulfate (fraction A) and those that did not precipitate (fraction B) were separated. Fraction B was then precipitated by increasing the ammonium sulfate concentration to 50%. Both fractions were resuspended in sucrose buffer. Fraction A was then applied to a Hi-Trap-Q-HP-Sepharose column (GE Healthcare) and eluted using a step gradient of 500 mM KCl. The decondensation-active fraction (P1) was further separated on a Superose 6 PC3.2/30 column (GE Healthcare) in sucrose buffer. Fractions were eluted at a 1.5–2.0 ml retention volume. For the decondensation assay, fractions A and B obtained from ammonium sulfate precipitation—as well as the flowthrough, P1, and P2 from the ion exchange—were dialyzed against sucrose buffer. The decondensation assay was always performed in the presence of fraction B in a 1:4 volume ratio. Active fractions eluted from the size exclusion column (G13–G15) were analyzed by mass spectrometry (described in the Supplemental Information).

Pronuclear Assembly Assay

For pronuclear assembly, cytosol from Xenopus egg was incubated with 1,000 sperm heads prepared from Xenopus testis (Gurdon, 1976) for 10 min at 20°C to allow for sperm chromatin decondensation. To start the reaction, floated DiIC18 (1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate)-labeled membranes (Antonin et al., 2005), 10 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate, 0.2 mg/ml creatine kinase, and 0.4 mg/ml glycogen were added. For depletions, cytosol was incubated twice with antibody-coated beads at a 1:2 bead-to-cytosol ratio for 20 min.

Miscellaneous

Statistical analysis was performed with the IBM-SPSS Statistics 21 software. Live cell imaging, nuclear import and ATPase assays, production of recombinant proteins, and a description of the antibodies used can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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Figure S1, related to Figure 1

A) Time course of chromatin decondensation in HeLa cells recorded with time-lapse confocal microscopy. Chromatin is visualized as mCherry-tagged histone H2B. Time is normalized to telophase onset.

B) *Xenopus* sperm heads were incubated in CSF-arrested *Xenopus* egg extracts for 60 min to generate mitotic chromatin. Please note that during this treatment the highly condensed crescent shaped sperm DNA (a) is de-compacted in CSF extracts in a nucleoplasmin (NPM2) dependent exchange of protamines to histones (b), which is not occurring during post-mitotic chromatin decondensation, and then condensed to mitotic chromatin (c). For a more extensive documentation of these steps see e.g. (de
la Barre et al., 1999). The transition to interphase was induced by addition of 1 mM CaCl$_2$, which initiates post-mitotic chromatin decondensation. Samples were fixed at indicated time points after Ca$^{2+}$ addition with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI, and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Scale bars are 5 µm.
Figure S2, related to Figure 3

A) The decondensation reaction using HeLa mitotic clusters was incubated with 100 U of hexokinase (HK) to eliminate endogenous ATP. Samples were fixed at indicated time points with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI, analyzed by confocal microscopy.

B) The decondensation reaction using HeLa mitotic clusters was supplemented with 12 µM actinomycin D (Act D), a concentration sufficient to inhibit class I, II and III gene transcription (Bensaude, 2011), or 1 mM 5,6-dichloro-1-beta-D-ribofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB, both dissolved in DMSO), which inhibits class II gene transcription, or the same volume of DMSO. Samples were fixed after 120 min with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI, analyzed by confocal microscopy.

Decondensation was quantified as in Figure 1A. The mean of three independent experiments each including at least ten chromatin substrates are shown. Error bars represent the SEM, *** represents $P <0.001$ by Mann Whitney test for A. For B no statistical significant difference ($P >0.05$) was detected by one-way ANOVA test. Scale bars are 5 µm.
Figure S3, related to Figure 4

A) Representative confocal images of DAPI stained HeLa mitotic chromatin incubated with the different fractions according to the fractionation procedure as presented in Figure 4A. Please note that as in Figure 4A the fractions of the ion exchange and size exclusion chromatography are only shown in combination with fraction B.

B) *Xenopus* sperm heads were incubated in CSF-arrested *Xenopus* egg extracts for 60 min to generated mitotic chromatin and pre-incubated for 5 min with 4 mg/ml affinity purified IgG against RuvBL1, RuvBL2 or control IgGs. Transition to interphase was induced by addition of 1 mM CaCl$_2$. Samples were fixed 120 min after Ca$^{2+}$ addition with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI and the fraction of decondensed chromatin templates was quantified. The weighted average percentage of three independent experiments, each including at least 100
randomly chosen chromatin substrates is shown, diamonds indicate individual data points.

C) Dilution series of *Xenopus* egg extracts and purified recombinant RuvBL1 or RuvBL2 were analyzed by western blot and quantified. Based on the quantitation the endogenous RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 concentrations are estimated both to 0.02 µg/µl which corresponds to a 0.4 µM concentration of the monomers. The equal concentration of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 is in agreement with the notion that these proteins are mostly found in a heteromeric complex in *Xenopus* egg extracts (see Figure 4D).

Scale bars are 5 µm.
**Figure S4, related to Figure 5**

A) *Xenopus* sperm heads were incubated in CSF-arrested *Xenopus* egg extracts for 60 min to generate mitotic chromatin and pre-incubated for 5 min with recombinant wild type or ATPase deficient RuvBL1-RuvBL2 complex. The transition to interphase was
induced by addition of 1 mM CaCl$_2$. Samples were fixed 120 min after Ca$^{2+}$ addition with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI and the fraction of decondensed chromatin templates quantified. The weighted average percentage of three independent experiments, each including at least 100 randomly chosen chromatin substrates is shown, diamonds indicate individual data points.

**B**) Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated at 20°C with post-mitotic *Xenopus* egg extracts or 0.4µM recombinant purified RuvBL1, RuvBL1 or the heteromeric RuvBL1/2 complex in sucrose buffer supplemented with 3 µM 6-Dimethylaminopurine, 10 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate, 0.2 mg/ml creatine kinase, and 0.4 mg/ml glycogen. Samples were fixed after 120 min with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI, analyzed by confocal microscopy and decondensation was quantified as in Figure 1A. The mean of three independent experiments each including at least ten chromatin substrates are shown. Error bars represent the SEM, *** represents $P < 0.001$ by one-way ANOVA, Sidlak post-hoc test. No statistical significant difference was detected within the RuvB-like ATPase and buffer samples ($P = 1$). Scale bars are 5 µm.

**C**) The ATPase activity of the RuvBL1, RuvBL2 and the heteromeric RuvBL1/2 complexes as well as the ATPase deficient versions (RuvBL1 D302N, RuvBL2 D298N or the RuvBL1 D302N/RuvBL2 D298N) was analyzed at a protein concentration of 2 µg/ml for RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 complexes and 4 µg/ml for RuvBL1/2 complexes. The rather low ATPase activity with a generation rate of 18 mol Pi/(min x mol RuvBL1/2), 2 mol Pi/(min x mol RuvBL1) and 3.5 mol Pi/(min x mol RuvBL2) is in agreement with reported values (e.g. (Puri et al., 2007)). Similarly, an elevated ATPase activity for the heteromeric complex has been reported before (e.g. (Puri et al., 2007), see also [http://www.gref-bordeaux.fr/en/node/303](http://www.gref-bordeaux.fr/en/node/303) for a comprehensive summary of ATPase activity measurements of RuvB-like ATPases). Please note that no ATPase activity can be detected for the ATPase deficient versions. Scale bars are 5 µm.
Figure S5, related to Figure 6

A) Time course of mitotic exit in HeLa cells stably expressing mCherry-tagged histone H2B and EGFP-RuvBL1 (upper panel) or EGFP-RuvBL2 (lower panel) recorded by time-lapse confocal microscopy. Time is normalized to the last metaphase frame before anaphase onset.

B) Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated with post-mitotic Xenopus egg extracts for the indicated time to induce chromatin decondensation. RuvBL1/2 depleted extracts (generated by consecutive passage over anti-RuvBL1 and anti-RuvBL2 IgG bound beads) were supplemented with buffer or recombinant RuvBL1-RuvBL2 complex for 120 min. Samples were fixed with 4% PFA and stained using antibodies against the nuclear pore complex protein Mel28/ELYS, the condensin I and II complex (using CAP-G or CAP-D3 antibodies, respectively), topoisomerase IIα and the chromokinesin KIF4A.

Scale bars are 5 µm.
Figure S6, related to Figure 7

A) Western blot of untreated, mock or nucleoplasmin (NPM2) depleted *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts. The quantities of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 in extracts are not affected by this treatment.

B) *Xenopus laevis* sperm heads were incubated with mock or nucleoplasmin (NPM2) depleted extracts for 10 min, fixed with 4% PFA and 0.5% glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI and analyzed on an Axiovert 200 M fluorescence wide field microscope (Zeiss). Please note the block in sperm chromatin de-compaction in the absence of nucleoplasmin as previously reported (Philpott et al., 1991).

C) Mock or nucleoplasmin (NPM2) depleted extracts were tested for chromatin decondensation on HeLa mitotic chromatin (120 min time point). The mean (+/- SEM) of three independent experiments each including at least 20 chromatin substrates are shown. Mann-Whitney test showed no statistical significant difference between the samples (P >0.05)

Scale bars are 5 µm.
**Supplemental Experimental Procedures**

**Antibodies and recombinant proteins**

Antibodies against Ser10 phosphorylated Histone H3 were from Cell Signaling, mAb414 from Babco, topoisomerase IIα (Ki-S1) from Millipore, RepoMan (R11611) from Sigma and Kif4A (H00024137-B01) from Abnova. Antibodies against Mel28/ELYS were described in (Franz et al., 2007). Antibodies against *Xenopus* CAP-D3 and CAP-G were generated as described (Kimura and Hirano, 2000; Ono et al., 2003). Full-length *Xenopus* nucleoplasmin (NPM2) was expressed from a pET28a construct and used for antibody production in rabbits. *Xenopus* RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 were expressed from pET30a constructs (Ducat et al., 2008), purified in the presence of 1 mM ATP and 0.1 mM MgCl₂ by Ni-affinity chromatography and used for antibody production in rabbits. For biochemical experiments RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 were further purified by size exclusion chromatography on a Superose 6 10/300GL column (GE-Healthcare). Purified hexameric RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 complexes were incubated overnight in an equimolar ratio and isolated as hetero-dodecameric complexes by size exclusion chromatography on a Superose 6 10/300GL column. ATPase-dead RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 mutants were generated by *in vitro* mutagenesis and purified as above.

**Cell culture and live-cell imaging**

HeLa cells stably expressing either EGFP-mouse RuvBL1 or EGFP-mouse RuvBL2 generated from EGFP-tagged BACs (Poser et al., 2008) were transfected with pIRES-puro-mCherryH2B (Steigemann et al., 2009) using FUGENE 6 (Promega) and selected in complete DMEM medium supplemented with 2.5 µg/ml puromycin and 500 µg/ml G418. Positive clones with adequate expression levels of both fluorophores were amplified in complete DMEM medium with 0.5 µg/ml puromycin and 500 µg/ml G418. The cells were seeded 24 hours before live-cell imaging in µ-slide 8 well chamber (Ibidi) with complete DMEM medium. Live-cell confocal microscopy was conducted using an LSM 5 live microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a heating and CO₂ incubation system (Ibidi). Images were acquired under the control of the ZEN software (Zeiss) as time and Z-series. A LD-Apocromant 40x/1.1 W objective was used for image acquisition. EGFP was excited with a 488-nm diode laser and mCherry was excited with a 561-nm diode laser. Images were projected in Z using the maximum intensity projection tool of ZEN software.
Proteins were subjected to tryptic in-gel digestion (Borchert et al., 2010), and the peptide mixtures were desalted with C18 Stage Tips (Rappsilber et al., 2007). LC-MS analyses were performed on a nanoLC (Easy-nLC, Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to a 4000QTrap (Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex) mass spectrometer equipped with a nanoelectrospray ion source. Chromatographic separation of the peptides was performed on a 15-cm fused silica emitter of 75-mm inner diameter (New Objective), packed in-house with reversed-phase ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ 3-mm resin (Dr. Maisch GmbH). The peptide mixtures were injected onto the column in HPLC solvent A (0.5% acetic acid) at a flow rate of 500 nl/min and subsequently eluted with a 43-min segmented gradient of 5%–80% HPLC solvent B (80% ACN in 0.5% acetic acid) at a flow rate of 200 nl/min. MS data acquisition was conducted in the positive ion mode. The mass spectrometer was operated in data-dependent mode to automatically switch between MS and MS/MS acquisition. One MS was followed by three MS/MS events. MS data were searched using the Mascot search engine (Matrix Science, London, UK) against a target-decoy database (Elias and Gygi, 2007) consisting of the X. laevis database (Xenbase 20100129) plus 262 commonly observed contaminants. All MS data were combined into a single peak list and processed in a combined database search using the MS Quant software package. In the database search, carbamidomethylation (Cys) was set as fixed modification, whereas oxidation (Met) and acetylation (protein N termini) were set as variable modifications. The mass tolerances for precursor and fragment ions were set to 1.5 Daltons and 0.5 Daltons, respectively. The identified peptides were classified based on their mascot ion scores; protein identification was defined as valid if at least two peptides with mascot scores better than P < 0.1 were identified and at least one of them had a score of P < 0.05. RuvBL2 was identified with two peptides covering 4.6% of the protein sequence, GLGLDDALEPR (peptide score 55, mass deviation 0.07945Da) and VYSLFLDESR (peptide score 75, mass deviation 0.03565Da). The peptide scores of both peptides correspond to mascot scores better than P < 0.01.

In vitro nuclear transport assay
Nuclear import and export were tested using modified Nplc-M9-M10 or Nplc-M9-NES reporters, respectively, from (Englmeier et al., 1999). Reporters were fused to an N-terminal EGFP, cloned into pET28a and purified via an N-terminal Hexa-Histidine tag and size exclusion chromatography on a Superose 6 10/300 GL column (GE-Healthcare). A 0.1 mg/ml aliquot of the purified protein was added to nuclei assembled in the decondensation reaction
and supplemented with an energy regenerating system (10 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate, 0.2 mg/ml creatine kinase, and 0.4 mg/ml glycogen; final concentrations). Samples were incubated for another 30 min, fixed and processed for microscopy. Leptomycin B (300 nM) was added to block nuclear export.

**ATPase assay**

ATPase activity was measured in sucrose buffer supplemented with 2 mM phosphoenolpyruvate, 1mM ATP, 0.2 mM NADH, 0.1 mg/ml BSA 2 µg/ml lactate dehydrogenase (Roche), 2 µg/ml pyruvate kinase (Sigma) at 25°C on a Cary 50 spectrophotometer (Varian) following the rational described in (Huang and Hackney, 1994). In short, the ADP generated by the RuvB-like ATPases is reconverted by the pyruvate kinase to ATP. The resulting pyruvate is processed to lactate by the lactate dehydrogenase under consumption of NADH, the loss of which is monitored at 340 nm.
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Abstract

Xenopus egg extracts have been widely used to study cell cycle regulation and to analyze mitotic or nuclear processes on a biochemical level. Most instrumental, proteins of interest can be immunodepleted by specific antibodies. However, this approach has
been restricted to non-membrane proteins, which limits its versatility especially when studying membrane-dependent processes such as nuclear envelope reformation at the end of mitosis or nuclear pore complex assembly. We describe here the methods developed and used in our laboratory to specifically remove transmembrane proteins from endogenous membranes and to insert recombinant integral membrane proteins into endogenous membranes. The latter procedure is important not only for readdition of a depleted protein in rescue experiments but also for introducing artificial membrane proteins such as reporters to investigate the passage of inner nuclear membrane proteins through nuclear pore complexes.

INTRODUCTION

Cell-free extracts derived from frog eggs (Lohka & Masui, 1983) have widely been used to study cell cycle regulation as well as many mitotic and nuclear processes since their development and first use 30 years ago. Although eggs from other sources such as Rana pipiens (Lohka & Masui, 1983) or Xenopus tropicalis (Brown et al., 2007) can be employed, the use of Xenopus laevis eggs is most popular because these frogs are relatively easily maintained in a laboratory environment and they provide plentiful eggs with little seasonal variation in yield and quality.

In the absence of intact cells, X. laevis egg extracts recapitulate complicated cellular reactions in a test tube such as chromatin condensation (de la Barre, Robert-Nicoud, & Dimitrov, 1999), spindle assembly (Maresca & Heald, 2006), nuclear breakdown and reformation (Galy et al., 2008; Lohka, 1998), nucleocytoplasmic transport (Chan & Forbes, 2006), or DNA replication (Gillespie, Gambus, & Blow, 2012). Since these egg extracts can be prepared at different stages of the cell cycle, which are easily interconvertible, cell cycle-dependent processes can also be studied (Murray, 1991). Most importantly, a single defined step in a complex series of processes such as the metazoan cell cycle can be isolated and investigated in molecular detail with this system. To identify key factors involved in various distinct processes of interest, convenient biochemical manipulations of the extracts are possible. In this regard, the opportunity to easily remove proteins of interest from these extracts by specific antibodies is most instrumental. For example, the importance of individual nuclear pore complex (NPC) proteins, nucleoporins, for NPC assembly and function has been defined in this way (see Chapter 8 by Bernis and Forbes in this volume). This “biochemical knockout” strategy is highly efficient to deplete proteins of interest below a detection limit. In contrast to RNAi, gene deletion or morpholino experiments, this method is naturally not limited by the viability of cells and organisms. As assays can be tailored to monitor a single process of interest, this also avoids complications due to secondary effects upon protein depletion, which might occur in other stages of the cell cycle or during development. However, this approach has been majorly restricted to non-membrane proteins, which limits its versatility especially when studying membrane-dependent processes such as nuclear envelope or NPC formation.

In this chapter, we describe the methods developed and employed in our lab to immunodeplete-specific integral membrane proteins of the NPC from Xenopus
membranes. Removing integral membrane proteins from *Xenopus* membranes is technically challenging as this procedure includes membrane solubilization and a final reconstitution of the depleted membranes besides the specific immunodepletion (Fig. 9.2A). However, the method is in our eyes superior to antibody (IgG or Fab) inhibition experiments classically used to study the function of integral membrane proteins, which are often ill-defined especially with regard to the precise molecular inhibiting effect of the antibody. Preferably, immunodepletion of a given protein should be followed by an “add-back experiment,” in which a recombinant version of the depleted factor is readded to revert the observed depletion phenotype, thereby demonstrating the point specificity of the depletion. Such add-back experiments are also feasible for transmembrane proteins (Fig. 9.2B and C). Here, we outline the procedures of the expression of eukaryotic transmembrane proteins in *Escherichia coli*, their purification and their reconstitution in *Xenopus* membranes. Moreover, recombinant-modified transmembrane proteins can be added to endogenous *Xenopus* membranes to analyze the passage of integral membrane proteins through the NPC *in vitro* (Fig. 9.3). As nuclear transport has mainly been studied for soluble proteins in the past, the mechanisms of NPC passage of transmembrane proteins are only emerging (for review, see Antonin, Ungricht, & Kutay, 2011; Lusk, Blobel, & King, 2007). The assay we describe here provides a powerful tool to study NPC passage of integral membrane proteins in *Xenopus* egg extracts in a quantitative and time-resolved manner. By combining it with immunodepletion approaches, integral membrane protein transport through NPCs can be studied not only under wild-type conditions but also in the absence of specific factors including distinct NPC proteins.

9.1 PREPARATION OF *XENOPUS* EGG EXTRACT CYTOSOL AND MEMBRANES

9.1.1 Preparation of interphasic egg extracts

*Xenopus* eggs are arrested in the second metaphase of meiosis. Addition of calcium ionophore, which mimics the calcium influx generated during fertilization, activates these unfertilized eggs to enter the first interphase. Cell cycle progression into the first mitosis requires the translation of a single protein, cyclin B (Murray & Kirschner, 1989). To arrest the extracts in interphase, cyclin B synthesis is prevented by the translation inhibitor cycloheximide. We use a protocol for interphasic egg extract preparation adapted from Newmeyer and Wilson (1991).

9.1.1.1 Materials and equipment

- 240-IU/ml pregnant mare serum gonadotropin (PMSG, available as Intergonan, Intervet)
- 1000-IU/ml human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG, available as Ovogest, Intervet)
- Beckman L-60 Ultracentrifuge, SW55 Ti swinging bucket rotor and ultraclear tubes (or equivalents)
9.1 Preparation of *Xenopus* Egg Extract Cytosol and Membranes

- Beckman Optima TLX Ultracentrifuge, TLA120.2 rotor and tubes (or equivalent system)
- Häreus-Multifuge 1-LR-Centrifuge (or equivalent)
- 5 ml syringes, 27G 3/4 in. and 16G 1½ in. needles
- large orifice tip (MBP® 1000G Pipet Tips, Molecular BioProducts)

9.1.1.2 Buffers and solutions

- MMR buffer: 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 5 mM Hepes, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 1 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM CaCl₂. Prepare a 20× stock solution in deionized water and autoclave, adjust pH to 8.0 with 5 M KOH. 1× MMR is freshly prepared before use by dilution in deionized water and readjustment of the pH to 8.0 with 5 M KOH.
- Dejellying buffer: 2% cysteine in 0.25× MMR buffer, pH 7.8. This buffer should be prepared freshly and kept at 4–8 °C. To save time, precool the water.
- Calcium ionophore A23187: 2 mg/ml in ethanol.
- Protease inhibitor (PI) mix: 10 mg/ml 4-(2-aminoethyl)-benzenesulfonylfluoride, 0.2 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.1 mg/ml pepstatin, 0.2 mg/ml aprotinin in deionized water. Store in aliquots at −20 °C.
- Dithiothreitol (DTT): 1 M in deionized water.
- Cycloheximide: 20 mg/ml in ethanol.
- Cytochalasin B: 10 mg/ml in DMSO.
- Sucrose buffer: 250 mM sucrose, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT (freshly added), 1:100 PI. Keep at 4 °C.
- Dilution buffer: 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT (freshly added), 1:100 PI. Keep at 4 °C.

9.1.1.3 Method

*Note:* For frog maintenance, see Sive, Grainger, and Harland (2000).

1. Prime frogs to ovulate by injecting 60 U PMSG into their dorsal lymph sac 3–10 days before the experiment (5 ml syringes, 27G 3/4 in. needles).
2. On the day before the experiment, inject frogs with 250 U HCG in their dorsal lymph sac (5 ml syringes, 27G 3/4 in. needles) and place them in individual laying tanks containing 2 l of 1× MMR buffer for 16–18 h at 18 °C.
3. Collect high-quality eggs by pooling the good batches and wash them several times with 1× MMR buffer. Good eggs will be individually laid, uniform in size, and pigmented with clearly defined animal and vegetal hemispheres. Eggs laid in clumps or strings or white eggs should be excluded. It is important to carefully sort the eggs at this early step and throughout the procedure as the presence of a few “bad eggs” can quickly spoil the rest. *Note:* For detailed description of “good” versus “bad” eggs, see Gillespie et al. (2012).
4. Dejelly eggs in cold dejellifying buffer for 10 min. Change buffer once and swirl continuously. Eggs become closely packed during this step.
5. Rinse eggs four times with 1 × MMR buffer. This washing must be done gently, as the eggs are now fragile, and taking care not to expose the eggs to air.

6. Activate eggs in 100 ml 1 × MMR buffer by adding 8 µl of the calcium ionophore A23187 for 10 min or until activation becomes visible (animal cap contraction), whichever comes first.

7. Rinse eggs carefully four times with 1 × MMR buffer and once again carefully to keep them from being exposed to air.

8. Incubate eggs for 20 min at room temperature.

9. Replace the MMR buffer with cold sucrose buffer by washing twice. All subsequent steps must be carried out on ice.

10. Carefully place the eggs in SW55 tubes containing 50 µl sucrose buffer, 50 µl PI, 5 µl 1 M DTT, 12.5 µl cycloheximide, and 2.5 µl cytochalasin B using a wide-mouthed (cut) transfer pipette. Remove excess buffer and refill the tubes until they are completely full.

11. Pack eggs by centrifugation at 400 rpm (approx. 3 × g_{av}) for 60 s in Häreus-Multifuge 1-LR-centrifuge. Remove excess liquid along with white eggs that have now floated to the top.

12. Crush the eggs by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm (21,000 × g_{av}) for 20 min in a SW55 Ti rotor at 4 °C (Fig. 9.1).

---

**FIGURE 9.1 Schematic Overview of Cytosol and Membrane Preparation from *Xenopus* Eggs**

Activated *Xenopus laevis* eggs are crushed by centrifugation to obtain the cellular content as low-speed extracts. These low-speed extracts are further separated into a cytosol and a membrane fraction. After separating both fractions, residual membrane components are removed from the cytosol by two additional high-speed centrifugation steps. The membranes can either be purified in a crude preparation by dilution and centrifugation or further fractionated by floatation through a sucrose step gradient. Floated membrane fractions, for example, fractions 1–3 are pooled and purified by a final dilution and centrifugation step.
13. Remove the (pale yellow) low-speed extracts between the bright yellow yolk on top and dark broken eggs at the bottom using a syringe (16G 1½ in. needle). From one full SW55 tube, expect approximately 2.5 ml of low-speed extract.

14. Add 10 μl PI, 1 μl 1 M DTT, 2.5 μl cycloheximide, and 0.5 μl cytochalasin B per milliliter of low-speed extract. Mix well and load into fresh SW55 tubes. Spin for 40 min at 45,000 rpm (190,000 × g<sub>av</sub>) in a SW55 Ti rotor at 4 °C.

15. Remove the (pale yellow) cytosolic phase between the white lipids on the top and the dark pellet-containing pigments using a syringe (16G 1½ in. needle). From one full SW55 tube, expect approximately 3–4 ml of extract.

16. Dilute the extract with 0.3 ml of dilution buffer per 1 ml of cytosolic extract, mix well, and load into fresh SW55 tubes for a final round of centrifugation. Spin for 40 min at 45,000 rpm (190,000 × g<sub>av</sub>) in a SW55 Ti rotor at 4 °C.

17. Carefully remove the cytosol between the white lipids on the top and membranes, mitochondria, and pigments at the bottom using a pipette. It is important to avoid contamination from the white lipids as they can hinder the in vitro nuclear assembly reaction. The membranes obtained at this step can be further purified using the protocols described in Section 9.1.2.

18. Cytosol is cleared from residual membranes by two rounds of centrifugation for 12 min each at 100,000 rpm (360,000 × g<sub>av</sub>) in a TLA120.2 rotor at 4 °C and used directly in the nuclear assembly reactions (Section 9.4).

9.1.2 Preparation of Xenopus membranes

Nuclear envelope assembly in high-speed fractionated egg extracts requires the presence of both the cytosolic and membrane fractions (Sheehan, Mills, Sleeman, Laskey, & Blow, 1988; Vigers & Lohka, 1991; Wilson & Newport, 1988). Although it is possible to employ the crude membrane fraction to this end, this fraction contains cytosolic contaminations. At least after depletion of proteins from egg extract cytosol, a purified membrane fraction should be used. Crude membranes are mostly used in biochemical applications, such as membrane protein depletion and reconstitution, due to their high concentration. We describe here the preparation of both the crude membranes, adapted from Pfaller, Smythe, and Newport (1991) and floatation-purified membranes, adapted from Wilson and Newport (1988).

9.1.2.1 Materials and equipment

- Tissue grinders: One 30 ml douncer with loose pestel and one 7 ml douncer with tight pestel (Wheaton, Millville, USA)
- Beckman L-60 Ultracentrifuge, SW40 Ti swinging bucket rotor, and ultraclear tubes (or equivalent system)
- Beckman Optima TLX Ultracentrifuge, TLA100.4 rotor, and tubes (or equivalent system)

9.1.2.2 Buffers and solutions

- PI mix, DTT, and sucrose buffer are described in Section 9.1.1.
• 2.1 M sucrose buffer: 2.1 M sucrose, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT (freshly added), 1:100 PI. Keep at 4 °C.
• Sucrose cushions: 1400, 1300, 1100, 900, and 700 mM sucrose. Prepare sucrose cushions by mixing sucrose buffer from Section 9.1.1 and 2.1 M sucrose buffer in appropriate ratios to obtain the according sucrose concentration.

9.1.2.3 Method
Our protocols for the preparation of crude and floated membranes start with the generation of high-speed interphasic egg extract outlined in Section 9.1.1 (Fig. 9.1).

PREPARATION OF CRUDE MEMBRANES:
1. Membranes are isolated immediately following the final centrifugation step of high-speed extract preparation (step 17 in Section 9.1.1). At this point, they are easily distinguishable as a slightly viscous pale yellow layer located above the darkly colored mitochondria and pigments. Following removal of the egg cytosol, membranes are extracted with a syringe. From a full SW55 tube, expect approximately 1–1.5 ml of membrane suspension. Dilute the pooled membranes in 10 volumes of sucrose buffer and homogenize with two strokes of the loose pestel in a 30-ml glass douncer.
2. Transfer the homogenized membranes to SW40 tubes and spin for 20 min at 15,000 rpm (28,000 × gav) in a SW40 Ti rotor at 4 °C.
3. After removing the supernatant, resuspend the membrane pellet in sucrose buffer. Homogenize the membrane suspension with five strokes of the tight pestel in a 7-ml glass douncer.
4. Adjust the final volume of the membrane suspension to 50% of the cytosol volume with sucrose buffer. Aliquot, snap freeze, and store in liquid nitrogen.

PREPARATION OF FLOATATION-PURIFIED MEMBRANES:
1. As for the crude membrane preparation, the yellow membrane layer is extracted immediately following the final centrifugation step of the high-speed extract preparation using a syringe.
2. Mix membranes with four volumes of cold 2.1 M sucrose. Homogenize membranes with two strokes of the loose pestel in a 30-ml douncer.
3. Place 5 ml of homogenized membranes in SW40 tubes and overlay sequentially with 1.4 ml of each of the five sucrose cushions starting from 1400 to 700 mM sucrose. Finish the step gradient with 0.2 ml of sucrose buffer.
4. Membranes are separated by centrifugation for 4 h at 38,000 rpm (180,000 × gav) in an SW40 Ti rotor at 4 °C.
5. Following centrifugation, carefully isolate the upper three-membrane phases. Dilute the pooled membrane fractions with three volumes of sucrose buffer and spin for 30 min at 100,000 rpm (420,000 × gav) in a TLA100.4 rotor at 4 °C.
6. After removing the supernatant, resuspend the membrane pellet in sucrose buffer. Homogenize the membrane suspension with five strokes of the tight pestel in a 7-ml glass douncer. Take care that the membranes are completely resuspended.
7. Adjust the final volume of the floated membranes to 50% of the volume of the cytosol. Aliquot, snap freeze, and store in liquid nitrogen.

9.2 PROTEIN EXPRESSION

9.2.1 Expression and purification of integral membrane proteins in *E. coli*

For add-back reactions, after depletion of soluble as well as transmembrane proteins natively purified proteins from *Xenopus* membranes (Antonin, Franz, Haselmann, Antony, & Mattaj, 2005) but also recombinant proteins might be employed (Eisenhardt, Redolfi, & Antonin, 2013; Mansfeld et al., 2006). Wherever possible, recombinant proteins are preferable as this obviates the copurification and coaddition of other *Xenopus* proteins.

Expression of eukaryotic transmembrane proteins can be achieved in several systems such as yeast, insect cells, or mammalian cell lines. We have good experience with *E. coli* as expression system when fusing the protein of interest to the Mistic sequence from *Bacillus subtilis* in a pET28a vector for expression in *E. coli* (Eisenhardt et al., 2013; Theerthagiri et al., 2010). The Mistic sequence directs the integral membrane protein to the inner *E. coli* membrane (Roosild et al., 2005) and can be fused either N- or C-terminal of the protein sequence. For most proteins, expression in a BL21de3 strain works well but it might be worth testing other expression strains as expression efficiency in different strains varies for different proteins.

9.2.1.1 Materials and equipment

- 2-l glass flasks (Duran, Roth, Germany)
- Bacterial shaker
- French press (e.g., EmulsiFlex-C3 from Avestin, Germany, or equivalent system)
- Sorvall centrifuge and rotors (or equivalent system)
- Rotating wheel
- Cheese cloth (Ypsifix® 8 cm/4 m, Holthaus Medical, Germany)
- Ni-NTA Agarose (Qiagen, Germany)
- 20-ml plastic chromatography columns (Econo-Pac® disposable chromatography columns, Bio-Rad, Germany)

9.2.1.2 Buffers and solutions

- LB medium: 1% peptone (w/v), 0.5% yeast extract (w/v), and 0.5% NaCl (w/v), adjust pH to 7.0 with 10 N NaOH, autoclave.
- Kanamycin: 25 mg/ml in water.
- 1 M MgSO₄: 24.65 g MgSO₄·7H₂O in water, autoclave.
- 20× NPS (NPS = 100 mM PO₄, 25 mM SO₄, 50 mM NH₄, 100 mM Na, 50 mM K): 0.5 M (NH₄)₂SO₄, 1 M KH₂PO₄, and 1 M Na₂HPO₄, pH of 20× NPS in water should be ~6.75, autoclave.
50 × 5052: 25% glycerol (v/v), 0.25% glucose (w/v), and 2% alpha-lactose (w/v) in water, autoclave.
Ni-wash buffer: 20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, and 30 mM imidazole, autoclave.
MgCl₂: 1 M stock in water, autoclave.
Phenylmethanesulfonylfluoride (PMSF): 0.2 M in ethanol (Applichem, Germany).
Deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I): 10 U/μl in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (bovine pancreas, ≥ 60,000 Dornase units/mg dry weight, Merck KGaA, Germany).
Ni-elution buffer: 20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 400 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol (v/v).
EDTA: 500 mM stock, dissolved in deionized water, pH 8.0, autoclave.
Sucrose buffer as in Section 9.1.1.
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Calbiochem, Germany).

9.2.1.3 Method

1. Grow primary culture overnight in LB medium with kanamycin 1:1000 at 37 °C in a bacterial shaker.
2. Inoculate large scale expression cultures from overnight culture 1:100. Supplement the LB medium with 1 mM MgSO₄, 1 × 5052, 1 × NPS and kanamycin 1:1000 (in this order). Fill at maximum 500 ml culture in 2 l flasks.
3. Grow cultures at 37 °C and 300 rpm until OD₆₀₀ = 1.5 in a bacterial shaker.
4. Shift to expression temperature and shake at 300 rpm for 12–20 h (OD₆₀₀ should be at least five before harvesting).

Notes: Induction in LB medium with IPTG is an alternative. However, as bacteria can be grown in much higher density in autoinduction medium the yield per expression volume is much higher. In our hands, autoinduction works fine for most of the tested proteins.

Best expression temperature needs to be determined experimentally.
5. Harvest cultures for 15 min at 4500 × g and 4 °C in Sorvall centrifuge (or equivalent system).
6. Resuspend bacterial pellet obtained from 1 l culture in 150–200 ml cold Ni-wash buffer and add 1 ml of 0.2 M PMSF. All following steps should be done on ice or in the cold and using cold buffers.
8. Add 2 mM MgCl₂, 450 ml of 10 U/μl DNAse I in PBS, and 2 ml of 0.2 M PMSF per 1 l of expression culture to the lysate and incubate 10 min on ice.
9. Freeze lysate at −20 °C or proceed immediately. Spin lysate for 20 min at 28,000 × g and 4 °C in Sorvall centrifuge.
10. Resuspend pellets at room temperature in 10 ml Ni-wash buffer + 1% CTAB and add 2 ml of 0.2 M PMSF per 1 l expression culture. Add Ni-wash buffer + 1% CTAB to a total volume of 320 ml per 1 l expression culture and rotate for 45 min at room temperature on a rotating wheel to solubilize the
bacterial membranes. All following steps, in which CTAB is present, should be done at room temperature as CTAB precipitates in the cold.

11. Spin for 15 min at 20 °C and 15,000 × g to remove unsolubilized membranes in Sorvall centrifuge and filter the supernatant through a cheese cloth.

12. Add 500 µl Ni-NTA Agarose beads to the supernatant derived from 1 l expression culture for 2 h at room temperature. Rotate samples on a rotating wheel.

   **Note:** The amount of Ni-NTA Agarose beads depends on the expression yield and has to be determined for each construct.

13. Collect Ni-NTA Agarose beads in a 20 ml plastic chromatography column. Wash beads two to three times with one-column volume of Ni-wash buffer + 0.1% CTAB.

14. Close column and elute the protein of interest from the beads with 500 µl Ni-elution buffer + 1% CTAB for 5 min at room temperature. Collect eluate and elute beads again with 250 µl Ni-elution buffer + 1% CTAB for 5 min. Pool both eluates.

   **Note:** The volume of Ni-elution buffer depends on the protein concentration and the Agarose beads volume. Elution works best with 50% slurry of Agarose beads or more diluted. A third elution might be done if a lot of protein remains on the Agarose beads. Analyze beads for elution efficiency if you purify the protein the first time.

15. Dialyze eluates to sucrose buffer + 1 mM EDTA for 1 h at 4 °C and again over night with fresh buffer.

   **Note:** Dependent on the later use of the protein, the dialysis buffer can be altered. For addback in nuclear assembly assays (Section 9.4.1) sucrose buffer is recommended.


   **Note:** Traces of CTAB are still present in the protein sample and might interfere with most methods of protein concentration determination. It is best to judge the protein concentration by comparing the band on a protein gel to a known concentration of BSA.

### 9.2.2 Expression and purification of NusA–tobacco etch virus protease

Tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease for nuclear assembly reactions to measure the transport of inner nuclear membrane proteins through NPCs (Section 9.4.4) is fused to NusA to increase its size above the size exclusion limit of NPCs, cloned into a pET28a expression vector, and transformed into BL21de3 bacteria for expression.

#### 9.2.2.1 Materials and equipment

- Chromatography columns (Econo-Column® Chromatography Column, 5.0 × 20 cm, Bio-Rad, Germany).
- Other material as in Section 9.2.1.
9.2.2.2 Buffers and solutions

- As in Section 9.2.1.

9.2.2.3 Method

1. Inoculate 4 ml of an overnight culture of transformed bacteria (grown in LB medium with 25 μg/ml kanamycin) in 400 ml autoinduction medium (LB supplemented as in Section 9.2.1). Fill in 2 l glass flasks and grow at 37 °C at 300 rpm in bacterial shaker.

2. Shift culture to expression temperature of 25 °C when OD₆₀₀ = 1.5.

3. After 14–20 h at 25 °C, OD₆₀₀ should be at least 5. Harvest bacteria by centrifugation for 15 min at 4500 × g in a cold rotor at 4 °C in a Sorvall centrifuge.

4. Resuspend pellet in 10 ml cold Ni-wash buffer, fill up to at least 100 ml and add 1 ml of 0.2 M PMSF. All following steps should be done keeping the proteins on ice or in the cold and using cold buffers.

5. Break bacteria in Emulsiflex, French press, or equivalent system.

6. Add 1 mM MgCl₂, 200 μl of 10 U/μl DNAse I in PBS, and 1 ml of 0.2 M PMSF and incubate 10 min on ice.

7. Spin 15 min at 22,000 × g in a rotor at 4 °C. Spin again if supernatant is not cleared sufficiently. Filter supernatant through cheese cloth.

8. Apply 1.6 ml of 50% slurry of Ni-NTA Agarose to the supernatant and incubate for 2 h at 4 °C on a rotating wheel.

9. Apply Agarose beads to chromatography column. If all Agarose is collected in the column wash with 100 ml cold Ni-wash buffer.

10. Elute the His₆–NusA–TEV protein with 4 ml Ni-elution buffer.

11. Dialyze eluate to sucrose buffer, determine protein concentration, and store aliquots at −80 °C. We usually obtain 20 mg of protein from 400 ml autoinduction culture.

9.3 BIOCHEMICAL PROCEDURES

9.3.1 Generation of antibody beads

Depletion of soluble or membrane integral proteins from Xenopus egg extracts is achieved by passage of the cytosol or solubilized membrane fraction, respectively, over a bead material with crosslinked antibodies. Because of the high abundance of many nucleoporins these antibody beads should provide a high capacity and we therefore prefer Protein A–Sepharose over magnetic Protein A beads.

9.3.1.1 Materials and equipment

- Protein A–Sepharose (GE Healthcare, Sweden)
- Rabbit IgG (Calbiochem, Germany)
- Häreus-Multifuge 1-LR-Centrifuge (or equivalent)
9.3 Biochemical Procedures

- Dimethylpimelimidate (DMP, store solid and dry at 4 °C; Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bonn, Germany)
- Rotating wheel (or equivalent)
- BSA (Fraction V, Calbiochem, Germany)
- Sodium azide (NaN₃)

9.3.1.2 Buffers and solutions
- PBS: 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na₂HPO₄·2H₂O, 2 mM KH₂PO₄. Prepare a 10× stock solution, adjust to pH 7.4 with 10 N NaOH, and autoclave. Dilute to 1× PBS freshly before use.
- Coupling buffer: 200 mM NaHCO₃, 100 mM NaCl, pH 9.3.
- Blocking buffer: 0.1 M ethanolamine, pH 8.2.
- Buffer A: 100 mM sodium acetate, 500 mM NaCl, pH 4.2.
- Buffer B: 100 mM NaHCO₃, 500 mM NaCl, pH 8.3.
- PI mix as in Section 9.1.1.

9.3.1.3 Method
1. Incubate 4 mg of affinity-purified antibody with 1 ml Protein A–Sepharose (50% slurry) in PBS for 4–16 h at 4 °C on a rotating wheel. For control beads, use rabbit IgGs at approximately the same concentration.
2. Wash beads twice with coupling buffer by spinning beads down for 2 min at 3000 rpm and 4 °C in a Häreus-Multifuge 1-LR-Centrifuge. Remove supernatant and add fresh buffer.
3. Crosslink antibodies and Protein A–Sepharose beads in 10 mM DMP in coupling buffer for 20 min at room temperature on a rotating wheel.
4. Wash beads once with coupling buffer (spin as in step 2) and crosslink again in 10 mM DMP in coupling buffer for 20 min at room temperature on a rotating wheel.
5. Wash beads once with blocking buffer (spin as in step 2) and rotate for 1 h in blocking buffer at room temperature.
6. Wash beads alternating twice with buffers A and B (spin as in step 2).
7. Block beads in 3% BSA in PBS supplemented with PI (1:1000) for 1 h at 4 °C on a rotating wheel.
8. Store beads as a 50% slurry in 3% BSA in PBS supplemented with PI (1:1000) and 0.05% NaN₃ at 4 °C.

9.3.2 Preparation of G50-chromatography columns
For reconstitution of membranes after depletion (Section 9.3.3) or generation of proteoliposomes (Section 9.3.4), detergent is removed by gel filtration with Sephadex G50-columns. To avoid major protein and lipid loss during column passage, the gel filtration column is preblocked with BSA and a lipid mixture.
9.3.2.1 Materials and equipment
- G50 gel filtration medium (Sephadex G-50 Fine, GE Healthcare, Sweden)
- Glass chromatography column (Econo-Column®, 0.5 x 20 cm, Bio-Rad, Germany)
- Polyethylene tubing (or equivalent)
- BSA
- n-Octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (Calbiochem, Germany) or equivalent detergent

9.3.2.2 Buffers and solutions
- Lipid mix: 3 mg/ml cholesterol (ovine wool, >98), 3 mg/ml L-α-phosphatidylerine (sodium salt, brain, porcine), 3 mg/ml L-α-phosphatidylinositol (sodium salt, liver, bovine), 6 mg/ml L-α-phosphatidylethanolamine (egg, chicken), 15 mg/ml L-α-phosphatidylcholine (egg, chicken; all from Avanti Polar Lipids, USA) in 10% n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside
- DiIC<sub>18</sub>: 1 mg/ml 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate in DMSO (“DiI,” DiIC<sub>18</sub>(3), crystalline; Life Technologies GmbH, Germany)
- Sucrose buffer as in Section 9.1.1 and PBS as in Section 9.3.1

9.3.2.3 Method
1. Swell G50 beads in sucrose buffer for 10 min at room temperature.
2. Remove bottom and top lids from the chromatography column and fill column with swollen G50 beads. Let beads settle by gravity. Add more beads carefully until the glass cylinder of the column is nearly filled (leave about 0.5 cm space at the top). The upper edge of the bead layer should remain visible.
   *Note:* Avoid air bubbles in the column. Be careful that columns do not run dry.
3. Fill column with sucrose buffer, put top lid on, and connect the lid to a buffer reservoir via tubing.
4. Wash column with sucrose buffer from the reservoir by letting the buffer pass by gravity flow.
5. To block the column, take top lid off, carefully remove excess buffer and add 100 μl of 1 mg/ml BSA in sucrose buffer directly onto the bead layer. Let the solution enter the beads, then fill the column immediately but carefully with buffer, put top lid back on, and wash the column as in step 4.
6. Block column again with 20 μl lipid mix diluted 1:5 with PBS in 100 μl total volume as in step 5.
   *Note:* Lipid mix can be altered as well as the detergent used to dissolve the lipids. A relatively high-CMC (critical micelle concentration) value of the detergent and small aggregation number is important to ensure its removal by gel filtration.
7. Wash column with sucrose buffer for 30 min as in step 4.
8. Close bottom lid of the column. To store your columns for longer term, add 0.1% NaN<sub>3</sub> to the sucrose buffer.
   *Note:* For long-term storage of the columns, let some buffer pass from time to time.
9.3.3 Depletion of transmembrane proteins from *Xenopus* membranes

To specifically deplete transmembrane proteins, *Xenopus* membranes are solubilized by detergent and the protein of interest is immunodepleted by passage of the solubilized membrane fraction over an antibody column (Fig. 9.2A). Detergent removal from the solubilized and depleted membrane fraction reconstitutes the membranes. An efficient way for detergent removal is passage of a gel filtration column (Allen, Romans, Kercret, & Segrest, 1980) under the precondition that the detergent has a relative high-CMC value, which defines the concentration of the free detergent in solution in contrast to its micellar form, and a not small aggregation number.

For add-back experiments, the purified integral membrane protein (see Section 9.2.1) is added to the solubilized and depleted membrane fraction and coreconstituted by passage of the gel filtration column.

9.3.3.1 Materials and equipment

- *n*-Octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside or equivalent detergent as in Section 9.3.2
- Beckman Optima TLX Ultracentrifuge, TLA100 rotor and tubes (or equivalent system)
- Mobicol columns (Mobicol “classic” with 1 closed screw cap and plug and 35 μm pore size filters, MoBiTec GmbH, Germany)
- Cooled tabletop microcentrifuge
- Crude membranes, antibody beads, and G50-chromatography columns described in Sections 9.1.2, 9.3.1, and 9.3.2

9.3.3.2 Buffers and solutions

- Sucrose buffer, lipid mix, and DiIC<sub>18</sub> as in Sections 9.1.1 and 9.3.2.

9.3.3.3 Method

1. Solubilize 20 μl of crude membranes (for preparation, see Section 9.1.2) in sucrose buffer with 1% *n*-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside for 10 min at 4 °C.

   *Notes*: Frozen membrane aliquots can be used.

   Ensure proper membrane solubilization with marker proteins by western blotting. If necessary other detergents (with relative high-CMC values and small aggregation numbers to allow for their removal afterwards) might be used such as CHAPS.

   Use high-quality detergent, some batches of *n*-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside need to be purified before use by passage over a mixed bead resin (e.g., AG501-X8 from Bio-Rad, Germany).

2. Clear by centrifugation for 10 min at 200,000 × g and 4 °C in a TLA100 rotor and take supernatant.

3. Equilibrate 40 μl of antibody beads (50% slurry, prepared as described in Section 9.3.1) in a Mobicol column with sucrose buffer immediately before use, spin dry by centrifugation for 30 s at 5000 × g and 4 °C in a cooled tabletop
FIGURE 9.2 Depletion and Functional Add-Back of Membrane Proteins.

(A) Schematic illustration of immunodepletion of transmembrane proteins from Xenopus membranes. Membranes are solubilized with a detergent and the target membrane protein is depleted from the solubilized membrane fraction by specific antibody beads. Finally, the depleted membranes are reconstituted by detergent removal. (B) Western blot analysis of Xenopus membranes, which were mock-depleted, immunodepleted of endogenous NDC1 or NDC1-depleted and substituted with recombinant EGFP–NDC1 expressed in E. coli (addback). Endogenous and recombinant NDC1 are detected by NDC1-antibodies, the recombinant protein also by EGFP-antibodies. The NDC1 depletion does not affect levels of other integral membrane proteins including the transmembrane nucleoporins GP210 and POM121. (C) Immunofluorescence of nuclear assembly reactions with Xenopus cytosol and membranes from (B). Recombinant EGFP–NDC1 is faithfully integrated into the nuclear membranes as detected by NDC1- and EGFP-antibodies. NDC1 depletion blocks NPC formation (ΔNDC1). This phenotype is rescued by the addition of recombinant EGFP–NDC1 (addback) as indicated by the presence of Nup58, a nucleoporin located in the inner part of the NPC. DNA is stained with DAPI. Bar: 10 μm.
microcentrifuge. Apply supernatant of step 2 to dried beads and incubate for 30 min at 4°C on a rotating wheel.

*Note:* Optimal bead to solubilized membranes ratio needs to be determined. However, the given conditions work for most of the proteins we tested.

4. Elute unbound supernatant (spin as in step 3) and incubate a second time as in step 3 with fresh antibody beads.

5. Elute unbound supernatant and add 20 µl lipid mix and 0.2 µl of 1 mg/ml DiIC\textsubscript{18} in DMSO. For add-back experiments, add your protein of interest in approximately endogenous concentration together with the lipid mix to the eluate.

*Notes:* The optimal amount of readded protein needs to be determined. In our hands, for most add-back attempts achieving endogenous protein levels works fine (Fig. 9.2B).

If necessary one can avoid the use of a fluorescent dye and reconstituted membranes are collected blindly. For this, a test run in which one can follow the reconstituted fraction with a marker (e.g., a fluorescent dye) is performed and the number of drops counted until the reconstituted membrane fraction runs out of the column.

6. Reconstitute membranes by detergent removal by passing the sample over a G50-chromatography column (prepared as described in Section 9.3.2) equilibrated to sucrose buffer. Remove excess of buffer and load the samples directly on the bead layer. Fill the column with buffer as soon as the sample has entered the beads. Collect the membrane-containing fraction (∼400 µl or 8–9 drops), which appears pink due to addition of DiIC\textsubscript{18}.

7. Pellet reconstituted membranes by centrifugation for 30 min at 200,000 × g in a TLA100 rotor.

8. Resuspend membrane pellet in 20 µl sucrose buffer. Reconstituted membranes are now ready to use in the nuclear assembly reaction (Section 9.4.1).

### 9.3.4 Reconstitution of recombinant integral membrane proteins in proteoliposomes

For purification, integral membrane proteins are detergent solubilized from membranes. At the end of the purification process, the detergent is removed to maintain the proper functionality of the integral membrane protein by reconstitution in proteoliposomes, which can be used as a tool for functional studies as in Section 9.4.

#### 9.3.4.1 Materials and equipment

- Beckman Optima TLX Ultracentrifuge, TLA120.2 rotor and tubes (or equivalent system)
- G50-chromatography columns described in Section 9.3.2

#### 9.3.4.2 Buffers and solutions

- PBS, lipid mix, DiIC\textsubscript{18} and sucrose buffer as in Sections 9.1.1, 9.3.1, and 9.3.2
9.3.4.3 Method
1. Prepare preblocked G50-columns as described in Section 9.3.2 but use PBS instead of sucrose buffer.
2. Apply a mix consisting of 20 μl lipid mix, 5 μl purified protein (conc. <1 mg/ml), 50 μl PBS, and 0.5 μl DiIC18 (1 mg/ml in DMSO) directly onto the bead layer.
3. Fill column with buffer as soon as the lipid mixture has entered the column. Collect DiIC18-labeled fraction (~8–9 drops or 400 μl)-containing reconstituted proteoliposomes.
   Note: Alternatively, another fluorescent membrane dye or fluorescently labeled lipids can be used.
4. Pellet proteoliposomes in PBS in a TLA120.2 rotor for 30 min at 100,000 rpm (360,000 × gav) and 4 °C. Resuspend pellet in 20 μl sucrose buffer.
5. Wash column after use with buffer and store it as described in Section 9.3.2.
   Note: If you do not want to use a fluorescent dye, proteoliposomes can be collected blindly (compare Notes for Section 9.3.3). Column can be reused but upper bead layers (~1 cm) have to be exchanged from time to time. After renewal of the upper bead layer, block column with BSA and lipids before next use as described in Section 9.3.2.

9.4 NUCLEAR ASSEMBLY REACTIONS

9.4.1 Nuclear assembly reactions using depleted and reconstituted membranes

In vitro-assembled nuclei can be reconstituted using cytosol and membranes from egg extracts combined with chromatin of demembranated sperm. Preparation of demembranated sperm is described in Murray (1991), see also Bernis and Forbes, Chapter 8 in this volume. For depletion experiments of transmembrane nucleoporins, endogenous membranes are replaced by a depleted membrane fraction prepared as described in Section 9.3.3.

9.4.1.1 Materials and equipment
- Vectashield 1000 (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, USA)
- Round glass coverslips (12 mm diameter, Menzel, Braunschweig, Germany)
- 6-ml flat bottom tubes (Greiner, Germany)
- Large orifice tip (MBP® 200G/1000G Pipet Tips, Molecular BioProducts)
- Häreus-Multifuge 1-LR-Centrifuge
- Nail polish/cover slip sealant
- 24-well plates (Greiner, Germany)

9.4.1.2 Buffers and solutions
- Energy mix: 50 mM ATP, 50 mM GTP, 500 mM creatine phosphate, and 10 mg/ml creatine kinase in sucrose buffer. The energy mixture can be prepared and stored as single use aliquots at −80 °C.
- Glycogen: 0.2 g/ml in sucrose buffer (oyster glycogen, USB, Amersham).
• 0.1% Poly-l-lysine solution in water (Sigma-Aldrich, USA).
• Sucrose cushion: 30% sucrose in PBS.
• 4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI): 10 mg/ml in water, store in small aliquots in the dark at −20 °C.
• Membrane fixative: 2% paraformaldehyde, 0.5% glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in 80 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM sucrose. Add 1 μg/ml DAPI prior to use.
• IF fixative: 2% paraformaldehyde in 80 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM sucrose.
• PBS, sucrose buffer, and DiIC₁₈, see Sections 9.1.1, 9.3.1, and 9.3.2.

9.4.1.3 Method
1. Add 0.6 μl of demembranated sperm chromatin (from stock of 3000 sperm heads/μl to reach a final concentration of ~100 sperm heads/μl) to 20 μl of freshly prepared membrane-free cytosol (described in Section 9.1.1) and mix carefully with a large orifice tip. Incubate for 10 min at 20 °C to allow for sperm chromatin decondensation.

   Note: In contrast to most nuclear assembly reactions, for which frozen aliquots of egg extract cytosol are used, this assay is very sensitive to the quality of the cytosol and we only use freshly prepared extracts.

2. Add 0.5 μl energy mix, 0.5 μl glycogen, and 4.4 μl of reconstituted membranes (described in Section 9.3.3) and mix carefully with a large orifice tip. Incubate for 110 min at 20 °C.

   Note: Include control samples, in which membranes are replaced by sucrose buffer, to confirm that cytosol is membrane free.

3. For visualization of membranes: Add 0.2 μl of 0.1 mg/ml DiIC₁₈ (dissolved in DMSO) 5 min before the end of incubation and mix carefully.

4. Fix samples for 20 min on ice either in 0.5 ml membrane fixative (for DiIC₁₈ membrane staining) or in 0.5 ml IF fixative (for immunofluorescence).

5. Load fixed nuclei onto a 0.8-ml sucrose cushion in the flat-bottomed tubes containing poly-l-lysine coated coverslips. Transfer nuclei onto the coverslips by spinning at 3500 rpm (250 × gₘᵢₖ) for 15 min at 4 °C in a Häreus-Multifuge 1-LR-Centrifuge.

   Note: Coverslips are coated by covering them with a 0.1% poly-l-lysine solution for 5 min, washed once with water and dried.

6. For visualization of membranes: Wash coverslips once with deionized water and mount them on a 2 μl drop of Vectashield 1000. Seal coverslips with nail polish. Be careful that the coverslips do not dry out.

   For immunofluorescence staining: Place coverslips in 24-well plates, wash once and store in PBS. Continue with Section 9.4.2.

9.4.2 Immunofluorescence of nuclear assembly reactions
The membrane staining of nuclei prepared in nuclear assembly reactions (Section 9.4.1) visualizes the formation of a closed nuclear envelope around the reconstituted nuclei. The incorporation of NPCs into the nuclear envelope can be
examined by immunofluorescence (Fig. 9.2C). By using specific antibodies against individual nucleoporins, NPC composition can be investigated. This is especially useful after immunodepletion of nucleoporins to assay the impact of these individual NPC components on NPC formation.

9.4.2.1 Materials and equipment
- Fluorescently labeled secondary antibody (e.g., from Life Technologies GmbH, Germany)
- Vectashield 1000, nail polish or coverslip sealant and 24-well plates as in Section 9.4.1.

9.4.2.2 Buffers and solutions
- PBS and DAPI stock solution as in Sections 9.3.1 and 9.4.1.
- 50 mM NH₄Cl in PBS.
- Blocking buffer: 3% BSA in PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 (Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany).

9.4.2.3 Method
1. Carefully remove PBS and quench samples for 5 min with 50 mM NH₄Cl in PBS. Although the samples are fixed, the nuclei and particularly the nuclear envelope are very fragile to small breaks. All washes and buffer exchanges should be done carefully. It is also important that the coverslips do not dry out.
2. Incubate coverslips in blocking buffer for 30 min.
3. Incubate coverslips upside down on top of a drop of approximately 70 μl of primary antibody dilution in blocking buffer in a humidity chamber for 2 h. The user should determine optimal antibody dilutions.
   Note: Rabbit sera produced in our lab are generally diluted 1:100, while not only purified antibodies but also the widely used monoclonal antibody mAB414 can often be diluted to 1:1000 or 1:2000.
4. Wash coverslips three times for 2 min with PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 in the 24-well plate.
5. Incubate coverslips with 250 μl of fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies (usually diluted 1:2000 in blocking buffer) for 1 h in 24-well plates in the dark.
6. Wash coverslips three times for 2 min with PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100. Avoid longer light exposure.
8. Wash coverslips once with water and mount them on a 1 μl drop of Vectashield 1000. Seal coverslips with nail polish. Keep coverslips in the dark and store at 4 °C.

9.4.3 Transmission electron microscopy of nuclear assembly reactions
For ultrastructural analysis of the assembled nuclei, samples are prepared for transmission electron microscopy. Nuclear membranes and NPCs are easily detectable due to the use of osmium tetroxide for contrast enhancement of membranes.
The protocol is adapted from Macaulay and Forbes (1996) including a reisolation of fixed *in vitro*-assembled nuclei on the surface of a coverslip before embedding. In this way, most nuclei are concentrated in a relative small volume and easily identified in a limited number of ultrathin sections.

*Note:* for field emission scanning electron microscopy of nuclei assembled *in vitro* using *Xenopus* extracts and anchored chromatin, see Chapter 2 by Fichtman et al., in this volume.

### 9.4.3.1 Materials and equipment
- 24-well plate as in Section 9.4.1.
- Epon/Araldite kit (EMS, Hatfield, USA)
- Dissecting microscope
- Needle
- Jigsaw

### 9.4.3.2 Buffers and solutions
- Fix buffer: 25 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 25 mM Pipes, 1 mM EGTA, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgAc, 5% sucrose.
- Cacodylate buffer: 100 mM cacodylate dissolved in deionized water, pH 7.2.
- 1% Osmium tetroxide (OsO₄): dissolved in cacodylate buffer (w/v).
- 1.5% Potassium hexacyanidoferrate (II) (K₄[Fe(CN)₆]·3H₂O): dissolved in cacodylate buffer.
- 1% Uranyl acetate: dissolved in deionized water, keep in the dark at 4 °C.
- Epon/araldite mixture: for 26.5 ml of resin use 7.75 g Epon 812 Procure, 5.55 g Araldite 502, and 15.25 g DDSA. After thorough mixing, add 490 μl DMP-30.

### 9.4.3.3 Method
1. After centrifugation of the assembly reactions on poly-L-lysine coated coverslips (see Section 9.4.1), place coverslips in a 24-well plate.
2. Wash coverslips once with fix buffer.
3. Fix coverslips for 1 h on ice in fix buffer with 1% glutaraldehyde (v/v).
4. Postfix samples for 2 h on ice in fix buffer with 2.5% glutaraldehyde (v/v).
5. Wash once with ice-cold cacodylate buffer.
6. Incubate samples for 40 min on ice in 1% OsO₄ and 1.5% K₄[Fe₆] (Orso et al., 2009).
7. Wash coverslips with deionized water.
8. Incubate for 1 h with 1% uranyl acetate at 4 °C in the dark.
9. Wash coverslips with water.
10. Dehydrate samples in a graded ethanol series of 30%, 50%, 90%, and 2 × 100% ethanol each for 10 min.
11. Resin infiltration: 50% Epon/Araldite in Ethanol, 2 × 100% Epon/Araldite each 30 min.
After resin infiltration, remove the coverslips from the 24-well plate and place them on a resin filled lid of a 1.5-ml Eppendorf cup, sample side facing down.  
*Note:* Avoid capturing any air bubbles.

Resin curing at 60 °C for 48 h.

Remove the glass coverslips from the cured resin-embedded samples by submerging them in liquid nitrogen.  
*Note:* This step has to be repeated several times until every bit of glass is removed from the sample surface. More often than not, remaining glass shards have to be carefully pried from the resin surface with a fine tungsten needle under the dissecting microscope. Wear personal protective equipment while working with liquid nitrogen and glass.

Find and mark out areas with nuclear assemblies under the dissecting microscope with a fine needle.

Cut out the areas of interest with a fine jigsaw.

Prepare ultrathin sections parallel to the sample surface.

### 9.4.4 Nuclear assembly reactions measuring transport of inner nuclear membrane proteins through NPCs

Nuclei assembled *in vitro* in *Xenopus* egg extracts can be used both, to study nuclear import of soluble cargos (for a detailed method description, see Chan & Forbes, 2006) and to analyze transport of inner nuclear membrane proteins through NPCs. For the latter use, integral membrane protein reporters are expressed and purified from *E. coli* (see Section 9.2.1) and reconstituted in proteoliposomes (see Section 9.3.4). These proteoliposomes are added to a nuclear assembly reaction at time points when the nuclear envelope is already closed around the chromatin. Proteoliposomes readily fuse with the endoplasmic reticulum and the reporter is immediately distributed throughout the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum including the outer nuclear membrane.

NPC passage of the reporter to the inner nuclear membrane is monitored by its protection from a protease added to the cytoplasm (Fig. 9.3). We have best experience with a TEV protease fused to the large bacterial protein NusA, which increases the size of the protease-fusion protein to at least 90 kDa, thereby preventing its diffusion through the NPC (Fig. 9.3B). Consequently, reporter proteins contain a TEV protease recognition site followed by a domain, which is cleaved off upon TEV protease activity (Fig. 9.3A). The latter domain is usually an EGFP-tag in our assay, as this allows to follow cleavage by both light microscopy (Fig. 9.3C) and western blotting (Fig. 9.3D). We have good experience with reporter constructs containing EGFP-tag and TEV cleavage site N-terminally fused to BC08, a INM protein with a single C-terminal transmembrane region (Ulbert, Platani, Boue, & Mattaj, 2006) or the first transmembrane region of LBR (lamin B receptor), which is sufficient for INM targeting (Soullam & Worman, 1995). But also multispansning INM proteins such as full-length LBR or nurim work as reporters.
FIGURE 9.3 Analysis of Inner Nuclear Membrane Protein Passage Through Nuclear Pore Complexes

(A) Schematic illustration of an inner nuclear membrane (INM) protein reporter. The reporter protein is fused to an N-terminal EGFP-tag followed by a TEV protease recognition site. (B) The reporter construct reconstituted in proteoliposomes is added to nuclear assembly reactions when the nuclear envelope is already closed. The reporter is immediately distributed throughout the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), including the outer nuclear membrane (ONM). To monitor its transport through nuclear pore complexes, a NusA-fused TEV protease is added, which is excluded from NPC passage due to its size. The reporter protein is accessible for cleavage of the EGFP-tag by the TEV protease if present in the membranes of the ER or ONM, whereas in the inner nuclear membrane (INM) the reporter constructs are protease protected. (C) Immunofluorescence of the assay described in (B). The reporter construct is visualized by EGFP-antibodies and can be detected in the ER and ONM at 0 min. Thirty minutes after addition, the reporter construct is enriched in the INM, where it is protease protected from NusA–TEV due to size exclusion of nuclear pore complexes. If the TEV protease construct is actively imported into the nucleus due to a nuclear localization site (NLS), the EGFP-tag of the reported is cleaved off, also when residing in the INM after 30 min. DNA is stained with DAPI. Bar: 10 μm. (D) Western blot analysis of isolated nuclei from the experiment in (C) at different time points using the EGFP-antibody. Cleavage of the reporter by TEV protease results in the appearance of a band of free EGFP (around 25 kDa) which is absent if the reporter is protease protected due to transport to the INM, which occurs approximately 15 min after addition of the reporter construct.

Modified after Theerthagiri, Eisenhardt, Schwarz, and Antonin (2010).
9.4.4.1 Materials and equipment
- EGFP-antibody (cat. no. 11814460001, Roche, Germany)

9.4.4.2 Buffers and solutions
- SDS-sample buffer: 0.19 M Tris, pH 6.8, 30% sucrose (w/v), 0.9% SDS (w/v), 0.1% Bromphenol blue (w/v), 0.1 M DTT.
- Energy mix, glycogen, and IF fixative as in Section 9.4.1.

9.4.4.3 Method
1. Incubate 45 µl of freshly prepared membrane-free cytosol (preparation described in Section 9.1.1) with 2.5 µl sperm heads (3000 sperm heads/µl) for 10 min at 20 °C to allow for sperm decondensation.
2. Add 1 µl energy mix, 1 µl glycogen, and 2.5 µl of floatation-purified membranes (preparation described in Section 9.1.2) and incubate for 50 min at 20 °C.
3. Add 5 µl of resuspended proteoliposomes (prepared as described in Section 9.3.4) and mix carefully, incubate at 20 °C.
4. Take out 10 µl from the sample each after 0, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min after proteoliposome addition and add 1 µl of 5 µg/µl TEV protease for 5 min at 20 °C to each. Stop cleavage reaction by adding 5 µl SDS-sample buffer and immediate heating for 5 min at 95 °C.
5. Analyze time course of cleavage reaction by western blotting with an EGFP-antibody. Alternatively, the loss of EGFP signal can be monitored by immunofluorescence. For this, stop TEV cleavage reaction by fixation in IF fixative and proceed with immunofluorescence as described in Section 9.4.2.

CONCLUSION

Xenopus egg extracts provide a powerful cell-free tool to study nuclear assembly and functions. Since their first use more than 30 years ago (Lohka & Masui, 1983), they have been employed in a variety of assays focusing on different aspects of nuclear organization, dynamics, and functions. Accordingly, slight variations in the protocols for preparing such extracts exist (e.g., see Chapter 8 for a modified egg extract preparation protocol).

Immunodepletion of soluble proteins is a key advantage of the Xenopus egg extract system. It facilitates analysis of the function of specific proteins in definite aspects of nuclear dynamics, such as NPC assembly. By employing the methods described here, the technical repertoire is expanded to include integral membrane proteins. These methods have already been applied to analyze the function of transmembrane nucleoporins or the passage of membrane proteins through the pore but they are certainly not limited to these questions. In the future, they could be used to study the functional interaction of transmembrane proteins with chromatin or membrane fusion reactions mediated by transmembrane proteins to name just two examples.
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Nup153 Recruits the Nup107-160 Complex to the Inner Nuclear Membrane for Interphasic Nuclear Pore Complex Assembly

Benjamin Vollmer, Michael Lorenz, Daniel Moreno-Andrés, Mona Bodenhöfer, Paola De Magistris, Susanne Adina Astrinidis, Alina Schooley, Matthias Flöttemeyer, Sebastian Leptihn, and Wolfram Antonin

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are gatekeepers of the nucleus. They restrict the diffusion of proteins and nucleic acids between the cytosol and nuclear interior and enable tightly controlled transport between these compartments (Wente and Rout, 2010). Nuclear import of soluble proteins is mediated by transport receptors that bind cargo proteins in the cytosol. This interaction massively enhances the passage of otherwise inert cargos through NPCs. In the nucleoplasm, transport receptors are detached from cargos by binding to the small GTPase Ran in its GTP-bound form. The RanGTP-transport receptor complex then traverse the NPC in the opposite direction. RanGTP hydrolysis at the cytoplasmic side of the NPC frees transport receptors, which are able to act in another round of the cycle.

Despite their enormous size and flexibility with regard to transport substrates, NPCs are composed of only about 30 different proteins, nucleoporins, present in multiple copies (Bui et al., 2013). They can be roughly categorized into structural nucleoporins, which form the scaffold of the pore, and those responsible for the transport and exclusion functions of the NPC. Nucleoporins of the latter class are characterized by a high number of phenylalanine glycine (FG) repeats that form a meshwork within the pore. A stack of three rings forms the NPC scaffold. The middle ring is laterally linked to the pore membrane and connected to the central transport channel formed mostly by the FG nucleoporins. The cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic rings are connected to cytoplasmic filaments and the nuclear basket structure, respectively.

SUMMARY

In metazoans, nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are assembled from constituent nucleoporins by two distinct mechanisms: in the re-forming nuclear envelope at the end of mitosis and into the intact nuclear envelope during interphase. Here, we show that the nucleoporin Nup153 is required for NPC assembly during interphase but not during mitotic exit. It functions in interphasic NPC formation by binding directly to the inner nuclear membrane via an N-terminal amphipathic helix. This binding facilitates the recruitment of the Nup107-160 complex, a crucial structural component of the NPC, to assembly sites. Our work further suggests that the nuclear transport receptor transportin and the small GTPase Ran regulate the interaction of Nup153 with the membrane and, in this way, direct pore complex assembly to the nuclear envelope during interphase.
the chromatin, are particularly well characterized due to their NPC assembly is concomitant with the formation of a closed nuclear envelope at the end of mitosis and during interphase. During mitotic exit, NPC assembly is concomitant with the formation of a closed nuclear envelope (NE). The early steps of postmitotic NPC formation, such as the recruitment of a subset of nucleoporins to the chromatin, are particularly well characterized due to their density, lipid vesicles float up through a sucrose gradient. Due to their density, lipid vesicles float up through a sucrose gradient.

While significant progress has been made in understanding how NPCs function in nuclear transport, elucidating the NPC formation pathway remains a formidable task. In metazoans, NPC assembly occurs at two different stages of the cell cycle: at the end of mitosis and during interphase. During mitotic exit, NPC assembly is concomitant with the formation of a closed nuclear envelope (NE). The early steps of postmitotic NPC formation, such as the recruitment of a subset of nucleoporins to the chromatin, are particularly well characterized due to their density, lipid vesicles float up through a sucrose gradient. Due to their density, lipid vesicles float up through a sucrose gradient.

RESULTS

Nup153 Interacts via Its N Terminus Directly with Membranes

Nup153 contains a region within its N terminus that directs it to the inner nuclear membrane (Enarson et al., 1998). It is possible that Nup153 is localized to the NE due to interactions with integral inner nuclear membrane proteins or lamins, proteins that underlay and stabilize the NE, but it could also bind directly to the lipid bilayer. To test for a direct membrane interaction we incubated the purified recombinant N-terminal region comprising the first 149 aa of Xenopus laevis Nup153 with small unilamellar liposomes with a NE lipid composition (Lorenz et al., 2015). Due to their density, lipid vesicles float up through a sucrose gradient. Membrane binding proteins can be identified in the top fraction together with the liposomes. This is indeed the case for Nup153 (Figure 1A) as well as for a Nup133 fragment previously identified as membrane interacting (Drin et al., 2007). The N-terminal region of Nup153 showed preference for small vesicles with high curvature independent of lipid composition (Figure 1B).

Sequence analysis of the N terminus of Nup153 identified a conserved region among vertebrates that might form an amphipathic helix, as depicted in the helical wheel representation (Figures 1C and 1D). We generated a point mutation (a valine to glutamate exchange in position 50, V50E) that predictably disrupts the hydrophobic surface of the helix. Indeed, the V50E mutation impaired liposome binding in flotation assays (Figures 1A and 1B). To directly visualize the interaction of Nup153 with membranes, we generated giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) with sizes up to 50 μm using the NE lipid composition. When the EGFP-tagged N terminus of Nup153 was added to the exterior of these GUVs, it was efficiently recruited to the vesicle membrane indicating a direct membrane interaction (Figure 1E).

As a negative control, we employed purified recombinant EGFP, which did not bind the GUV membrane. Importantly, the V50E mutant did not bind to GUVs, confirming that the amphipathic helix is responsible for the membrane binding capacity of Nup153.

The N-terminal fragment of Xenopus Nup153 fused to EGFP, when ectopically expressed in HeLa cells, localized to the NE, presumably the inner nuclear membrane (Figures 1F and S1C). Overexpression of this fragment induced NE proliferation (Movie S1), as is typical for nuclear membrane-interacting proteins (Ralle et al., 2004). Membrane proliferation has previously been observed for the overexpression of full-length Nup153 (Bastos et al., 1996). In our experiments, the V50E mutation abolished NE localization and membrane proliferation. Instead, the protein localized to the nucleoplasm, indicating that the mutation is sufficient to prevent the interaction of the N terminus of Nup153 with membranes in cells.

To confirm the direct membrane binding of full-length Nup153, we turned to the human ortholog, due to the low expression yield of the Xenopus Nup153. Human Nup153 possesses 42% amino acid identity and 55% similarity with the Xenopus protein. The fluorescently labeled human Nup153 efficiently bound GUVs (Figure 1G). The corresponding membrane-binding-deficient mutation (V47E in the human protein) abrogated the membrane interaction.

Nup153 Membrane Binding Is Not Required for NPC Targeting in Mammalian Cells

To understand the functional implication of the direct membrane interaction, we tested whether nuclear membrane targeting of Nup153 is required for its incorporation into NPCs. HeLa cells were transfected with EGFP-tagged full-length human Nup153 as well as the membrane-binding-deficient mutant (V47E). Both proteins localized to the nuclear rim and showed a typical punctate pattern (Daigle et al., 2001) on the NE surface (Figures 2A and S2). The pattern overlaps with mCherry-labeled Nup62 but not lamin B, indicating proper NPC localization. Despite its nuclear rim localization, the V47E mutant exhibited increased nucleoplasmic staining consistent with an abolished direct membrane interaction.
Immunoprecipitation from transfected HEK cells demonstrated that the V47E mutation did not impair known interactions, namely, to the Y-complex (Nup160 and Nup107) or other nucleoporins (Nup50 and TPR), to A/C and B-type lamins, or to components of the nuclear import machinery, Ran, importin α and β, and transportin (Figure 2B). Together these results indicate that membrane binding is not required for the assembly of Nup153 into NPCs. Furthermore, the V47E mutation does not disturb the interaction network of Nup153 but rather specifically affects its direct membrane binding.

**Nup153 Membrane Interaction Is Not Required for NPC Assembly at the End of Mitosis**

We used Xenopus egg extracts to assess whether the membrane binding capacity of Nup153 is important for the assembly and function of NPCs. Nup153 can be specifically immuno-depleted from these extracts without affecting the levels of other nucleoporins, including TPR and Nup50 as well as two components of the Y-complex, Nup133, and Nup107, which interact with Nup153 within intact NPCs (Figure 2C). Similarly, the levels of lamin LIII, a Xenopus B-type lamin, and components of the nuclear transport machinery (Ran, importin α and β, transportin) were unchanged. When de-membranated sperm heads are incubated with egg extracts, a NE forms around the decondensing chromatin in a process resembling the reassembly of the nucleus at the end of mitosis (Gant and Wilson, 1997). The NE contains NPCs visualized with the antibody mAB414, which recognizes several FG nucleoporins, as seen in the control (mock) depletion (Figure 2D). When Nup153 was depleted, the protein was absent from the nuclear rim confirming the depletion efficiency. The assembled nuclei contained a closed NE with NPCs that were unevenly distributed. This NPC clustering phenotype upon Nup153 depletion has been previously observed (Walther et al., 2001) and is best visualized by surface rendering of confocal stacks (Figure 2D). Addition of recombinant Nup153 to endogenous levels (see Figure 2C) rescued the NPC clustering phenotype (Figures 2D–2F) demonstrating its specificity. NPC clustering was also rescued by the Nup153 membrane-binding mutant, which indicates that the Nup153 membrane interaction is not required for proper NPC spacing.

Depletion of Nup153 did not affect the localization and regular distribution of lamin B or integral inner nuclear membrane proteins, such as LBR or BC08. Several nucleoporin antibodies including those recognizing the integral pore membrane protein POM121, the Y-complex members Nup133 and Nup107 as well as...
as the Nup93 complex members Nup155 and Nup53 showed a patchy staining (Figures 2G and S2B). These observations demonstrate that the structural backbones of NPCs can assemble in the absence of Nup153. Furthermore, Nup58 as a central transport channel nucleoporin (Figure S2B) is also present at NPCs lacking Nup153. Consistent with previous reports, TPR was not detectable at Nup153-depleted nuclei, as it depends on this interaction for NPC localization (Hase and Cordes, 2003; Walther et al., 2001). Re-addition of recombinant wild-type or membrane-binding-deficient Nup153 rescued not only the NPC clustering phenotype but also TPR recruitment. This is consistent with the notion that the V47E mutation does not interfere with TPR binding (Figure 2B).

Taken together, these results suggest that the membrane binding capability of Nup153 is not crucial for NPC assembly at the end of mitosis. The interaction of Nup153 with membranes is not mandatory for proper NPC spacing, as the V47E mutant also rescues the NPC clustering phenotype. However, we observed that the nuclei assembled in the presence of the V47E mutant were smaller in comparison to the wild-type addback (Figures 2D, 2G, and S2B). Similarly, nuclei lacking Nup153 were smaller than control nuclei.

**Nup153 Membrane Interaction Is Not Required for Efficient Nuclear Import**

The addition of membranes to sperm DNA decondensed in egg extracts results in a fully closed NE-containing NPCs within...
20 min. After this assembly, which reproduces nuclear reformation at the end of mitosis, the nuclei grow in size—the extent to which depends on the extract quality and an ATP re-generating system—for another 180 min. This nuclear growth requires import of nuclear proteins through NPCs. During this time, new NPCs integrate into the growing NE (D’Angelo et al., 2006) in a process reproducing interphasic NPC assembly, which, in turn, allows for more import and accelerated growth.

Nup153 contributes to the efficiency of nuclear transport cycles (Ogawa et al., 2012; Walther et al., 2001). We therefore tested whether the Nup153 membrane interaction is necessary for its role in nuclear import. We added different nuclear import substrates to nuclei assembled for 30 min in vitro (i.e., 20 min after addition of membranes), which is the time point when a closed NE had formed. Nuclear import rates for soluble cargos can be determined by the time-dependent protection of different import substrates from a cytoplasmic protease as they accumulate in the nucleus (described in Theerthagiri et al., 2010). The translocation of integral membrane proteins from the ER to the inner nuclear membranes can be assessed in a similar way when the reporter is reconstituted into liposomes, which are then added to the assembly reactions and integrated into the ER. Compared to mock reactions, nuclei depleted of Nup153 exhibited reduced import of a soluble import cargo with a classical bipartite nuclear localization signal (cNLS cargo), which is imported in an importin α/β-dependent manner (Figure 3A). In contrast, import of a transportin-dependent cargo (containing an M9 sequence) was not affected by Nup153 depletion. The dependency of the importin α/β import pathway on Nup153 has been previously reported (Walther et al., 2001). Import of the cNLS-containing cargo was rescued by the re-addition of either wild-type or membrane-binding-deficient Nup153. Transport of a transmembrane cargo through NPCs was not affected by Nup153 depletion or the addition of either wild-type or membrane-binding-deficient Nup153. These results demonstrate that the membrane interaction of Nup153 is not important for efficient nuclear import.

Nup153 Is Necessary for Interphasic NPC Assembly

We next tested whether interphasic NPC assembly was affected by Nup153 depletion. Nuclei were assembled for 120 min, and individual NPCs were counted using mAB414 staining (D’Angelo et al., 2006; Vollmer et al., 2012). Addition of 2 μM importin β, which blocks interphasic NPC assembly (D’Angelo et al., 2006), prevented the formation of NPCs, as determined by the time-dependent protection of different import substrates from a cytoplasmic protease as they accumulate in the nucleus (described in Theerthagiri et al., 2010). The translocation of integral membrane proteins from the ER to the inner nuclear membranes can be assessed in a similar way when the reporter is reconstituted into liposomes, which are then added to the assembly reactions and integrated into the ER. Compared to mock reactions, nuclei depleted of Nup153 exhibited reduced import of a soluble import cargo with a classical bipartite nuclear localization signal (cNLS cargo), which is imported in an importin α/β-dependent manner (Figure 3A). In contrast, import of a transportin-dependent cargo (containing an M9 sequence) was not affected by Nup153 depletion. The dependency of the importin α/β import pathway on Nup153 has been previously reported (Walther et al., 2001). Import of the cNLS-containing cargo was rescued by the re-addition of either wild-type or membrane-binding-deficient Nup153. Transport of a transmembrane cargo through NPCs was not affected by Nup153 depletion or the addition of either wild-type or membrane-binding-deficient Nup153. These results demonstrate that the membrane interaction of Nup153 is not important for efficient nuclear import.
to nuclei formed under control conditions resulted in a reduction in the number of NPCs per nucleus by approximately 60% when added 50 min after starting the reaction (Figure 3B). Depletion of Nup153 caused a severe reduction in NPC number, which was not further affected by the addition importin β. Re-addition of wild-type Nup153 but not the membrane-binding-deficient V47E mutant rescued the reduced number of NPCs formed to nearly wild-type levels. These data suggest that NPC formation during interphase requires Nup153, specifically in its capacity to bind the NE.

The antibody mAB414 recognizes several FG nucleoporins including Nup153 (Sukegawa and Blobel, 1993). Although we did not employ overall staining intensity as readout for NPC numbers but counted individual NPC-containing spots on the NE, this procedure might be considered as biased due to the loss of a major antigen. Furthermore, counting might also be affected by the NPC clustering observed in Nup153-deficient nuclei. We therefore employed an assay for interphasic NPC assembly that is independent of mAB414 staining. In this setup, interphasic NPC assembly proceeds in the presence of extract depleted of the nucleoporins forming the permeability barrier of the pore. Nuclei with newly integrated NPCs lack this barrier and can be visualized by an influx of fluorescently labeled dextrans (Dawson et al., 2009; Vollmer et al., 2012). It should be noted that each nucleus is counted as either competent or deficient for interphasic NPC assembly. The addition of importin β, for example, completely inhibited interphasic NPC assembly monitored by dextran influx. Dextran influx was blocked in nuclei formed in the absence of Nup153, consistent with a block in interphasic NPC assembly (Figure 3C). Wild-type Nup153 but not the V47E mutant rescued interphasic NPC assembly based on dextran influx (Figure 3C).

As an alternative means to assess the increase in NPCs, we isolated the chromatin substrate in the assembly reactions at different time points and quantified the relative abundance of Nup107, Nup62, and Nup53 as members of the Y-complex, Nup62 complex, and Nup93 complex, respectively (Figure 3D). In mock-depleted extracts the levels of these nucleoporins reisolated with the chromatin increases over time. However, this accumulation is not observed in Nup153-depleted extracts. The addition of wild-type Nup153 but not the V47E mutant rescues the depletion phenotype. Also in this assay, addition of importin β 30 min after initiation of nuclear assembly blocks the time-dependent increase in NPCs on the chromatin indicating that this experimental setup is a valuable readout for NPC assembly in the NE. It thus suggests that the increase in Nup107, Nup62, and Nup53 levels from 50 to 120 min represents interphasic NPC assembly.

Having identified an essential role for Nup153 and specifically its membrane interaction in interphasic NPC assembly, we wondered how Nup153 could function in this process. Two known Nup153 interactors are necessary for interphasic NPC assembly, Ran, and the Y-complex (D’Angelo et al., 2006; Doucet et al., 2010). Ran is most likely required to release import receptors from targets that are crucial for NPC assembly. Meanwhile the Y-complex is a structural component of NPCs. We speculated that Nup153 might localize these crucial components to the inner nuclear membrane.

### Nup153 recruits the Y-complex to the inner nuclear membrane for interphasic NPC assembly

To assess whether Nup153-dependent recruitment of Ran or the Y-complex to the NE is important for interphasic NPC assembly, we generated fusion proteins containing the Nup153 membrane binding domain (MBD, aa 1–149) and either the Y-complex (ycBD, aa 210–338) or the Ran binding domain (RanBD, aa 658–890) of human Nup153 (Figures 4A and S3). When added to Nup153-depleted extracts, the MBD-ycBD fusion resulted in larger nuclei. Conversely, the Nup153 phenotype was not rescued by the addition of either the MBD-RanBD fusion or any construct containing a defective membrane-binding domain (MBD V50E) (Figure 4B). Furthermore, only the MBD-ycBD construct restored interphasic NPC assembly when Nup153 was depleted (Figures 4C–4E). These data suggest that the requirement for Nup153 in interphasic NPC assembly is due to its capacity for directing the Y-complex to the nuclear membranes. To specifically assay interphasic NPC formation and to visualize the Y-complex in this process, we added Y-complex, purified from Xenopus egg extracts (see Figure S3) and fluorescently labeled, to pre-assembled nuclei (Figure 4F). The Y-complex foci formed in this way partly overlap with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) staining, which labels NPCs formed both postmitotically and after the formation of a closed NE. They can be either newly formed NPCs (overlapping with WGA staining, which recognizes mostly nucleoporins of the central channel) or NPCs that are just emerging (probably lacking a major subfraction of nucleoporins recognized by WGA). The appearance of Y-complex-containing NPCs was blocked by Nup153 depletion, confirming that interphasic Y-complex recruitment depends on Nup153. The addition of importin β also blocked the formation of Y-complex foci, validating the approach as a measure of interphasic NPC assembly. Importantly, addition of Nup153 but not the membrane-binding mutant rescued interphasic NPC assembly in Nup153-depleted nuclei. In agreement with the nuclear assembly data, the MBD-ycBD fusion protein but not the MBD-RanBD construct rescued the formation of Y-complex foci and thus the assembly interphasic NPCs.

Next, we asked whether we could directly recruit the Y-complex to the inner nuclear membrane thereby bypassing the function of Nup153. Nup153 Y-complex binding region or the Ran binding region were each fused N-terminally to EGFP and at the C terminus with the transmembrane protein BC08, yielding EGFP-ycBD-BC08 and EGFP-RanBD-BC08 (Figure 5A). BC08 contains a C-terminal transmembrane region and efficiently targets to the inner nuclear membrane (Theerthagiri et al., 2010). Both constructs were expressed in E. coli, purified, and reconstituted into small liposomes. To test the functionality of the fusion proteins, these liposomes were incubated with purified Y-complex or recombinant Ran and floated through a sucrose gradient. Liposomes containing the EGFP-ycBD-BC08 protein efficiently bound the Y-complex but not Ran, and EGFP-RanBD-BC08 liposomes bound Ran but not the Y-complex (Figure 5B). Similarly, when incorporated into GUVs, EGFP-ycBD-BC08 recruited fluorescently labeled Y-complex to the GUV membrane and EGFP-RanBD-BC08 recruited Ran (Figure 5C).

When EGFP-ycBD-BC08 or EGFP-RanBD-BC08-containing liposomes were added to nuclear assembly reactions, they efficiently targeted to the inner nuclear membrane (Figures 5D and...
Interestingly, Nup153 depletion resulted in larger nuclei when EGFP-ycBD-BC08 was incorporated compared to EGFP-RanBD-BC08 nuclei. Most importantly, EGFP-ycBD-BC08 incorporation into the nuclear membrane restored interphasic NPC assembly when Nup153 was depleted (Figures 5 E–5G and S4B). We conclude that recruitment of the Y-complex to the inner nuclear membrane is sufficient to bypass the requirement for full-length Nup153 in interphasic NPC assembly in vitro. Thus, the crucial function of Nup153 in interphasic NPC assembly is to direct the Y-complex to the newly forming NPCs at the NE. This is consistent with the fact that a Nup153 construct lacking the Y-complex binding site cannot substitute Nup153 in interphasic NPC assembly (Figures S4E–S4G).

**Annulate Lamellae Formation Depends on Nup153 Membrane Interaction**

NPCs can assemble outside the nucleus in the membranes of the ER forming annulate lamellae (AL). AL form in egg extracts in the absence of chromatin, and this process is highly induced upon addition of the constitutively active Ran mutant Q69L, which is blocked in the GTP-bound state (Walther et al., 2003b). We wondered whether this NPC assembly mode also depends on Nup153 and specifically on its membrane targeting capability. Membranes were incubated with control or Nup153-depleted cytosol, re-isolated, and analyzed by western blotting (Figures 6 A and 6B). As expected, addition of importin β strongly induced AL formation in control extracts, evidenced by an increased presence of Nup107, Nup62, and Nup53.
in the re-isolated membrane fraction. The transmembrane pore proteins POM121, GP210, and NDC1 were found in equal quantities, independent of the presence of RanQ69L. Reticulon 4, an ER marker, was used to control for equal membrane re-isolation efficiency. Nup153 depletion severely reduced the quantity of soluble nucleoporins re-isolated with membranes. Furthermore, the addition of RanQ69L did not result in increased re-isolation of the soluble nucleoporins as was seen in mock-depleted extracts, indicating a block in AL formation. Addition of wild-type Nup153, but not the Nup153 mutant defective for direct membrane binding, to depleted extracts rescued AL formation. Analysis of the re-isolated membrane fraction by electron microscopy showed AL in mock and Nup153-depleted extracts supplemented with the wild-type protein but not in depleted extracts supplemented with the V47E mutant (Figure 6C). Thus, these data indicate that Nup153 membrane binding is also required for NPC assembly in the ER.

**Transportin Regulates Nup153 Membrane Interaction**

Having identified a Nup153 membrane interaction that is crucial for both interphasic NPC assembly and AL formation, we wondered why the protein does not localize to cytoplasmic membranes under normal growth conditions but is rather specifically found at the NE (Figures 1F, S1C, and 2A). The N-terminal region of Nup153 interacts with transportin and mediates its import to the nucleus, a prerequisite for its incorporation in NPCs (Bastos et al., 1996; Enarson et al., 1998; Nakielny et al., 1999; Shah and Forbes, 1998; Figure S5). Rapid transportin-dependent import of Nup153 might prevent its membrane association outside of the nucleus. We wondered whether transportin interaction could also directly affect Nup153 membrane binding similar to
Kap123, which regulates membrane interaction of the spindle body component Nbp1p and the C-terminal domain of the transmembrane nucleoporin Pom33p in yeast (Floch et al., 2015; Kupke et al., 2011). To test this, the N terminus of Nup153 was employed in liposome flotation assays after pre-incubation with transportin. The presence of transportin strongly reduced the ability of Nup153 to interact with membranes (Figure 7A). Importin β, a related import receptor that does not bind to this region, had no effect on the membrane binding of Nup153. Addition of RanQ69L, which releases import receptors including transportin from their cargos, reversed the inhibitory effect of transportin. Together, these data indicate that transportin inhibits Nup153 membrane binding and that this block is released by RanGTP. As high RanGTP concentrations are found in the nucleus, it is conceivable that Nup153 can only function as a membrane-interacting protein once it has reached the nucleus.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we show that Nup153 can directly interact with membranes via an N-terminal amphipathic helix. This membrane interaction is important for interphasic NPC assembly as well as AL formation. During interphasic NPC assembly, Nup153 recruits the Y-complex, a crucial structural component of newly forming pores, to the inner nuclear membrane. Transportin binding to Nup153 inhibits its membrane interaction presumably by masking the membrane interaction surface of Nup153. Taken together, our results imply a model in which transportin binding to Nup153, following its synthesis in the cytoplasm, would prevent Nup153 from interacting with membranes outside of the nucleus (Figure 7B). After translocation through NPCs, Nup153 is released from transportin due to high nucleoplasmic concentrations of RanGTP. The liberated Nup153 interacts with the inner nuclear membrane and recruits the Y-complex to this locality where it functions in interphasic NPC assembly.

NPC assembly, both at the end of mitosis and in interphase, is regulated by Ran and transport receptors (D’Angelo et al., 2006; Walther et al., 2003b). At the end of mitosis, the chromatin binding nucleoporin MEL28 is a critical Ran-regulated target (Franz et al., 2007; Rotem et al., 2009). Our data suggest that Nup153 acts during interphasic NPC assembly as an important Ran target. In the different assembly modes, MEL28 or Nup153, once liberated from the inhibitory effect of importin β or transportin, could recruit the Y-complex to NPC assembly sites.

The Y-complex as a basic structural component of the NPC is crucial for NPC formation both at the end of mitosis and during interphase (D’Angelo et al., 2006; Doucet et al., 2010; Harel et al., 2003; Walther et al., 2003a). Nup153 is dispensable for NPC assembly at the end of mitosis (Figure 2) as previously observed (Walther et al., 2001). Although NPCs cluster upon Nup153 depletion, the number of NPC assembled by the postmitotic mode are most likely not reduced. Nuclei reisolated after 30 min, at which point most NPCs would have been assembled in the postmitotic mode, do not contain strikingly different quantities of Nup107, Nup62, or Nup53 when Nup153 is depleted (Figure 3D). Furthermore, the fact that nuclear import of both M9 and transmembrane cargoes is not affected at this time point, argues for comparable NPC numbers. At the end of mitosis, NPC assembly is initiated on the decondensing chromatin by MEL28, which recruits the Y-complex (Franz et al., 2007; Gillespie et al., 2007; Rasala et al., 2006; Figure 7B). However, MEL28 has been reported to be dispensable for interphasic NPC assembly (Doucet et al., 2010), most likely because it is initiated at the NE. During interphase, it is Nup153 that acts as the crucial Y-complex recruitment factor at the inner nuclear membrane in a, presumably, chromatin-independent manner. Accordingly, AL formation is Nup153 dependent but does not require MEL28, as it is initiated at the membrane in the absence of chromatin. Loss of MEL28 actually induces AL formation.
presumably because it prevents postmitotic NPC assembly from being initiated on the chromatin (Franz et al., 2007).

Although Nup133, a component of the Y-complex, possesses an evolutionary conserved amphipathic helix (Orin et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2014), it does not seem to be sufficient to target the Y-complex to the inner nuclear membrane during interphasic NPC assembly. One possible explanation is that the Nup153 and Nup133 membrane interaction motifs need to act together to possess sufficient affinity for the inner nuclear membrane. In addition, other interactions, such as those occurring between the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 and the Y-complex (Mitchell et al., 2010; Yavuz et al., 2010) might contribute. While a fragment containing this Nup133 motif does bind liposomes (Figure 1A), the assembled Y-complex does not detectably bind liposomes or GUVs (Figures 5B and 5C), which might, however, be explained by the larger vesicle sizes (Figure S4A).

Whether the Nup153 mediated membrane recruitment of the Y-complex is the initial step of interphasic NPC assembly is an open question. Due to the experimental setup of the interphasic NPC formation assay, it is difficult to determine the precise assembly order as it was done for the postmitotic NPC formation pathway (described in Schooley et al., 2012). The amphipathic helix of Nup133 has been proposed to target the Y-complex to the highly curved pore membrane during interphasic NPC assembly (Doucet et al., 2010). The amphipathic helix of Nup153 shows a similar preference for high curvature (Figure 1B) and can induce membrane tubulation in vitro (Figure S1B). However, it is of course difficult to distinguish whether these observations represent a curvature sensing or inducing function. In other words, it is unclear whether Nup153 itself initiates interphasic pore assembly by inducing membrane curvature or whether it binds already curved membranes. If Nup153 only binds highly curved membranes, its recruitment would necessarily be preceded by proteins inducing pore formation, such as Nup53, reticulons, and POM121 (Dawson et al., 2009; Doucet et al., 2010; Dultz and Ellenberg, 2010; Vollmer et al., 2012). Interestingly, the fact that the fusion of Nup153’s Y-complex binding region to an inner nuclear membrane protein can replace Nup153 in interphasic NPC assembly suggest that Nup153 induced membrane curving might not be critical for its function in interphasic NPC formation.

In summary, our work identifies a crucial function for Nup153 in interphasic NPC assembly. We provide insight on an interesting mechanistic difference between NPC assembly at the end of mitosis and during interphase. Whereas postmitotic assembly is initiated by the MEL28-mediated recruitment of the Y-complex to chromatin, interphasic NPC formation crucially requires Nup153 to interact with the inner nuclear membrane to localize the Y-complex to nascent assembly sites. It is currently unclear whether Nup153 recognizes a distinct feature at the site of the newly forming NPC, and this will be an interesting avenue for future research.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

Nuclear assemblies, immunofluorescence, electron microscopy, generation of affinity resins, sperm heads, and floated unlabeled or DiIC18-labeled...
membranes were carried out as described (Eisenhardt et al., 2014). Interphasic NPC assembly using dextran influx was performed as in Vollmer et al. (2012). Nuclear import assays using EGFP-NPM2 (importin α/β-dependent cargo), EGFP-NotIC-M9-M10 (transportin-dependent cargo), and EGFP-LBR (aa 146–258), re-isolation of nuclei for western blotting, as well as NPC counting are described in Theerthagiri et al. (2010). Liposome generation and fluctuations were done as in Eisenhardt et al. (2014) and Vollmer et al. (2012). Pure lipid and EGFP-ycB-D870-BC808-EGFP-RanBD-BC808-containing GUVs were generated as described (Lorenz et al., 2013); see also Supplemental Experimental Procedures in the Supplemental Information.

To visualize the Y-complex on newly assembling NPCs, the purified complex was labeled with Alexa 488. 45 min after initiation of the nuclear assembly reaction, 10 μl of the sample was supplemented with 0.25 μl Alexa-488-labeled Y-complex (approximately 0.05 μg/μl). Where indicated, interphasic NPC assembly was inhibited by addition of 2 μM importin β at this time point. After an additional 10 min, 0.15 μl 0.25 μg/μl Alexa-594-labeled WGA (Life Technologies) was added. Samples were fixed after additional 10 min in 2% paraformaldehyde in 80 mM Pipes (pH 6.8), 1 mM MgCl₂, and 150 mM sucrose and spun through a sucrose cushion on poly-L-lysine coated coverslips. Samples were imaged with a confocal microscope LSM780 (Zeiss) equipped with an Apochromat 63×/1.40 Oil DIC M27 objective with the following acquisition settings: 24–μm pinhole for track 488 nm and 16–μm pinhole for track 561 nm; scaling X = 0.082 μm, Y = 0.082 μm, Z = 0.236 μm; zoom = 5.0–7.5x and 19 to 45 slices per nucleus. 5 μm square of the best in focus slice at the bottom surface of the nucleus was selected, and the two channels were merged.

For quantifying nucleoporin levels on assembling nuclei, chromatin was isolated following a slightly modified version of the protocol described in (Baur et al., 2007). 20 μl of a nuclear assembly reaction was diluted in 1 ml sperm isolation buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.4], 70 mM KCl, 10 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, and 2% polyvinylpyrrolidone), and chromatin was recovered by centrifugation through 0.5 ml of a 1.3 M sucrose cushion at 5000 × g for 10 min in an Eppendorf cooling centrifuge. After carefully removing the supernatant, the nuclei were resuspended in 20 μl SDS sample buffer and analyzed by western blotting using α-Nup107, α-Nup53, and αAB414 antibodies (to detect Nup62). To block interphasic NPC assembly, we added 2 μM importin β 30 min after initiation of the assembly reaction (i.e., 20 min after addition of membranes) as postmitotic NPC assembly is usually completed at this time point (i.e., chromatin is then enclosed by an nuclear envelope).

AL were assembled in 15 μl Xenopus egg extract cytosol supplemented with 1.5 μl floated membranes, glycogen, and an energy regenerating system (Eisenhardt et al., 2014). After 4 hr at 20°C, samples were processed for electron microscopy or diluted in 1 ml sucrose buffer. Membranes were pelleted by centrifugation (10 min at 15,000 × g), washed, and analyzed by western blotting.

Antibodies, protein expression, and purification as well as the transfection experiments are described in detail in the Supplemental Information.
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Nup153 Recruits the Nup107-160 Complex to the Inner Nuclear Membrane for Interphasic Nuclear Pore Complex Assembly
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Figure S1, related to Figure 1

(A) Exemplary measurement of the size distribution of DOPC and NE liposomes used in Figure 1A and B as determined by light scattering. The mean diameters of the different sized liposome preparations are indicated below.

(B) The N-terminus of Nup153 can deform membranes: 3 μM *Xenopus* Nup153 N-terminus (aa 1-149) or the corresponding V50E mutant was incubated with 1 mg/ml Folch Fraction I liposomes (average diameter approx. 70 nm). The samples were analyzed on copper grids by transmission electron microscopy on a FEI Technai spirit 120 kV microscope as in (Vollmer et al., 2012). Please note the liposome tubulation in the presence of Nup153 N-terminus, which is not induced by the membrane binding defective V50E mutant or the buffer control. Bar: 100 nm.

(C) EGFP-tagged Nup153 N-terminus localizes to the NE: Images show HeLa cells with lower expression levels of EGFP-tagged Nup153 N-terminus as compared to Figure 1F. DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Bar: 10 μm.
Figure S2, related to Figure 2

(A) Complete images of the nuclear surface of HeLa cells co-transfected with triple-EGFP-tagged human Nup153 or the corresponding V47E mutant and mCherry-Nup62 or mCherry-lamin B which are shown as insets in Figure 2A. Bars: 5 µm.

(B) Nuclei were assembled for 120 min in mock, Nup153 depleted (ΔNup153) or Nup153 depleted extracts supplemented with recombinant wild type protein (Nup153) or the membrane-binding mutant (Nup153 V47E). Samples were analyzed by immunofluorescence for the presence of Nup107 and Nup133 (nucleoporins of the Y-complex), Nup155 and Nup53 (nucleoporins of the Nup93-complex) and Nup58 (a central channel nucleoporin). DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Bar 10 µm.
Figure S3, related to Figure 4

(A) GST-fusions of the RRM domain of *Xenopus* Nup53 (aa 162-267) (Vollmer et al., 2012) as a control and GST-fusions of the MBD-ycBD and MBD-RanBD constructs as well as the corresponding membrane binding mutants (V50E), were incubated with cytosol from *Xenopus* egg extracts. Eluates were analyzed by western blotting with antibodies against Nup160, Nup107 and Ran.

(B) 3 μM of the MBD-ycBD and MBD-RanBD fusion proteins as well as the corresponding membrane binding mutants (V50E) were incubated with fluorescently labeled 70 nm NE liposomes and floated through a sucrose gradient. Top gradient fractions and input materials were analyzed by western blot with the α-Nup153 antibody which is directed against the MBD.

(C) Silverstaining of the purified Y-complex. The Y-complex was purified from *Xenopus* egg extracts using TAP-tagged Nup98 (Walther et al., 2003). After TEV protease elution the complex was separated on a 5%-12% SDS-PAGE.
**A**

Hydrodynamic diameter distribution for ycBD-BC08 and RanBD-BC08 liposomes. 

- Mean liposome diameter for ycBD-BC08: 105.30 ± 1.72 nm
- Mean liposome diameter for RanBD-BC08: 98.13 ± 2.21 nm

**B**

Images showing Alexa 594 labeled WGA and Alexa 488 labeled Y-complex in ΔNup153 cells with ycBD-BC08+ and RanBD-BC08+.

**C**

Western blot analysis showing EGFP-RanBD-BC08, EGFP-ycBD-BC08, and EGFP bands at 65 kDa, 45 kDa, 35 kDa, and 25 kDa.

**D**

Bar graph showing the percentage of nuclei with NPC clustering for different conditions.

**E**

Immunofluorescence images showing α-Nup153, mAb414, and overlay with DAPI for mock, +wt, and +ΔycBD conditions.

**F**

Bar graph showing the relative number of NPCs per nucleus for different conditions.

**G**

Bar graph showing the percentage of nuclei with dextran influx for different conditions.
Figure S4, related to Figure 5

(A) Size distribution of EGFP-ycBD-BC08 and EGFP-RanBD-BC08 proteo-liposomes used in Figure 5B and D as determined by light scattering. The mean liposome diameter of the two preparations is indicated.

(B) The ycBD-BC08 fusion recruits the Y-complex to NPC assembly sites. Nuclei were assembled in Nup153 depleted extracts supplemented with ycBD-BC08 or RanBD-BC08 containing liposomes (the EGFP tag was cleaved before liposome reconstitution to avoid interference with the Alexa-488 labeled Y-complex signal). NPCs are visualized with Alexa-594 labeled WGA (red in overlay) and, the purified labeled Y-complex is shown in green. Bar: 1 µm.

(C) The EGFP-RanBD-BC08 and EGFP-ycBD-BC08 fusions translocate to the inner nuclear membrane as determined by a protease protection assay described in (Theerthagiri et al., 2010). Nuclei were assembled in 60 µl Xenopus egg extracts. After 50 min, i.e. when a closed NE has formed, proteo-liposomes containing the EGFP-RanBD-BC08 or EGFP-ycBD-BC08 fusions were added. At indicated time points after liposome addition, a 10 µl sample was taken, NusA fused TEV protease was added, and protease cleavage was stopped by addition of SDS sample buffer and boiling. Protease protection of the reporter was analyzed by Western blotting. The position of the un-cleaved (EGFP-RanBD-BC08 and EGFP-ycBD-BC08) and the cleaved EGFP reporter are indicated. Quantification of the EGFP signal reveals a half time of inner nuclear membrane transport of 6.7 min and 7.3 min for EGFP-RanBD-BC08 or EGFP-ycBD-BC08, respectively.

(D) Quantification of nuclei assembled as in Figure 5D with NPC clustering identified by mAB414 staining (three independent experiments with 100 chromatin substrates each). Please note the rescue of the NPC clustering phenotype by the EGFP-ycBD-BC08 construct probably because in this situation newly formed NPCs are inserted in all areas of the nuclear envelope.

(E) Nuclei were assembled for 120 min in mock, Nup153 depleted (ΔNup153) or Nup153 depleted extracts supplemented with recombinant wild type protein (wt) or a Nup153 deletion mutant lacking the Y-complex interaction site (ΔycBD, human Nup153 lacking aa 211-337, see extended experimental procedure section). Samples were analyzed by immunofluorescence with α-Nup153 and mAB414 antibodies. DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Bar 10 µm

(F) NPC numbers in nuclei assembled as in (B) were determined using mAB414 staining (average from 10 nuclei, normalized to the mock control, error bars are SEM).

(G) Nuclei were assembled as in (B) and interphasic NPC assembly on more than 100 nuclei was analyzed by dextran influx.
Figure S5, related to Figure 7

GST-fusions of the RRM domain of *Xenopus* Nup53 (aa 162-267) (Vollmer et al., 2012) as a control, of *Xenopus* Nup153 (aa-149), the corresponding membrane binding mutant (V50E), or of a *Xenopus* Nup153 fragment (aa 395-608) that is known to bind Nup50 (Makise et al., 2012), were incubated with cytosol from *Xenopus* egg extracts. Where indicated, 10 µM RanQ69L was added to the incubation. Eluates were analyzed by western blotting with antibodies against transportin and importin β. Please note that transportin binding to the Nup153 N-terminal fragment is not affected by the V50E mutation. The Nup153 aa 395-608 fragment binds transportin, consistent with a previous report that mapped a transportin binding site to a partially overlapping Nup153 fragment (aa 440-720) (Shah and Forbes, 1998)

Supplemental Movie 1

3D reconstruction (generated with IMARIS) of confocal stacked images of a representative HeLa cell transfected with EGFP-Nup153xl 1-149, as shown in Figure 1F.
Supplemental Experimental Procedures

DiIC18 (1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3',3'-Tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate), DiDC18 (1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3',3'-Tetramethylindodicarbocyanine Perchlorate), fluorescently labeled dextrans, Alexa dyes and secondary antibodies were obtained from Life Technologies, detergents from EMD, and lipids from Avanti Polar Lipids.

Antibodies

Antibodies against Nup107 (Walther et al., 2003), GP210 (Antonin et al., 2005), NDC1 (Mansfeld et al., 2006), Nup160 (Franz et al, 2007), Nup53 and LBR (Theerthagiri et al., 2010) and Nup58 (Sachdev et al., 2012) have been described. mAB414 (Babco), transportin and Ran (558660 and 610341, BD Bioscience), EGFP (11814460001, Roche), as well as TPR, human lamin A and B2 antibodies (ab58344, ab26300, ab151735 abcam) were purchased. Antibodies for POM121, RTN4, Nup153 and Nup133, were generated against recombinant fragments of the respective proteins (Xenopus POM121 aa 1-314, RTN4 aa 763-1043 and Nup153 aa 1-149, human Nup133 aa 67-514). Antibodies for Nup155, Nup50, importin β, lamin B (expressed as GFP-laminB3, kind gift from Rebecca Heald) are against the Xenopus full-length proteins, Xenopus importin α and BC08 antibodies are a kind gift from Iain Mattaj.

Protein expression and purification

Constructs for the Xenopus Nup153 N-terminus (aa 1-149) were generated from synthetic DNA optimized for codon usage in E. coli (Geneart), human full-length constructs from EGFP3-hNup153 (Rabut et al., 2004) and the corresponding V50E or V47E mutants by mutagenesis using QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent). The Nup153 N-terminus (wildtype and V50E mutant) was cloned into a modified pET28a vector with a yeast SUMO solubility tag followed by a TEV site or into a modified pET28a vector with EGFP upstream of Nup153. MBD-ycBD and MBD-RanBD fusions as well as the corresponding membrane binding mutants were generated by insertion of human Nup153 fragments (aa 210-338 or aa 658-890) into the above mentioned constructs of the Xenopus Nup153 N-terminus (wildtype and V50E mutant) in the SUMO containing pET28a vector. The Nup153 mutant lacking the Y-complex binding domain (Nup153 ΔycBD, Figure S3) was generated by cloning sequentially the N-terminal 210 aa of human Nup153 and the C-terminal Nup153 portion starting from aa 338 into the SUMO containing pET28a vector. Both fragments are joined by a GGSKLGGS linker. Proteins were expressed in E. coli and purified using Ni-agarose. His6- and SUMO-tags were cleaved using TEV protease and proteins were concentrated using VIVASPIN columns (Sartorius) and separated by gelfiltration (Superdex200 10/300 GL or Superdex200 PC 3.2/30, GE Healthcare) in HEPES buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1mM DTT). SUMO and EGFP were expressed and purified from the corresponding empty vectors. Human Nup133 (aa 67-514) was generated as described (Vollmer et al., 2012). Y-complex was purified from Xenopus egg extracts using TAP-tagged Nup98 (Walther et al., 2003) and labelled using Alexa Fluor 546 carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester in 200 mM NaHCO₃ pH 8.4. Human RanQ69L was expressed from a modified pET28a vector with a His6-GST tag, which was cleaved of using TEV protease. The protein was separated from the tag after dialysis using Ni-agarose and further purified by gelfiltration (Superdex200 10/300 GL). Purified ranQ69L was labelled using Alexa Fluor 546 C5 maleimide in HEPES buffer. Excess dye was removed by gelfiltration (Superdex200 PC 3.2/30).
EGFP-yC BD-BC08 or EGFP-RanBD-BC08 where generated by insertion of human Nup153 fragments (aa 210-338 or aa 658-890) into an BC08 reporter construct (Theerthagiri et al., 2010) between EGFP and BC08. The corresponding constructs were expressed, purified and reconstituted into small unilamellar liposomes (see below).

**Transfection experiments**

Plasmids encoding the *Xenopus* Nup153 N-terminus and the corresponding V50E mutant (cloned into a modified pEGFP-C3 vector) were transfected into HeLa cells using Fugene 6 (Roche) following the manufacturer’s instructions. After 24 h cells were fixed and analyzed by confocal microscopy. For immunoprecipitations, EGFP3-hNup153 constructs were transfected into HEK293 cells. 24 h post-transfection cells were harvested and lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-100 supplemented with protease inhibitors (2 µg/ml leupeptin, 1 µg/ml pepstatin, 2 µg/ml aprotinin, 0.1 mg/ml AEBSF final concentration) for 30 min at 4°C. After centrifugation for 15 min at 15,000 x g the supernatant was immunoprecipitated with GFP-Trap beads (Chromotek) for 2 h, washed 5x with lysis buffer, 2x with lysis buffer supplemented with 500 mM NaCl, 2x with lysis buffer, and 1x with lysis buffer without Triton X-100 and finally eluted with SDS-sample buffer. Eluates and lysed cells (corresponding to 5% of the eluates) were analyzed. For colocalization experiments (Figure 2A), pEGFP3-Nup153hs or pEGFP3-Nup153hsV47E were co-transfected with mCherry-hLMNB2 (kind gift of Martin Hetzer) or mCherry-Nup62xl using jetPRIME (Polyplus transfection). 24 h after transfection live cells were imaged at 37°C with a confocal microscope LSM780 (Zeiss) equipped with incubation chamber and using an Apochromat 63x/1.40 Oil DIC M27 objective.

**GST Pulldown experiments**

Fragments used for the GST pulldown experiments were cloned into a modified pET28a vector with GST tag followed by a recognition site for TEV protease and purified via the N-terminal His₆ tag. 60 µl GSH–Sepharose (GE Healthcare) was incubated with 300 µg of the indicated proteins, washed and blocked with 5% BSA in PBS. Beads were incubated with cytosol from *Xenopus* egg extracts (diluted 1:1 with PBS, and cleared by centrifugation for 30 min at 100,000 rpm in a TLA110 rotor (Beckman Coulter) for 2 h and washed six times with PBS. Bound proteins were eluted by cleavage with TEV protease (0.5 mg/ml) for 1 h at RT and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting.

**Liposome generation and flotation**

NE lipid mixture - 60 mol% L-α-phosphatidylcholine, 19.8 mol% L-α-phosphatidylethanolamine, 10 mol% L-α-phosphatidylinositol, 5 mol% Cholesterol, 2.5 mol% Sphingomyelin, 2.5 mol% L-α-phosphatidylserine, 0.2 mol% 18:1-12:0 NBD-PE (1-oleoyl-2-{12-[(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoazadiazol-4-yl)amino]dodecanoyl}-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) or DOPC mixture - 99.8 mol% 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-ethylphosphocholine (DOPC), 0.2 mol% 18:1-12:0 NBD-PE - were dissolved in chloroform to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml. Chloroform was evaporated in a glass vial under a low stream of Argon until an even lipid film formed followed by incubation under vacuum for 1-2 h. Liposomes were formed by gentle addition of HEPES buffer to a final concentration of 5 mg/ml. After 1 h of incubation at 45°C, flask was shaken to dissolve residual lipids. After ten cycles of freeze/thawing liposomes were either snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C or directly...
used. Different sized liposomes were formed by passing liposomes sequentially through Nuclepore Track-Etched Membranes (Whatman) with defined pore sizes (400, 100, 30 nm) at 45°C using the Avanti Mini-Extruder until desired size was reached. For 30 nm, liposomes were incubated in a sonication bath for 5 min before final extrusion. To ensure equal concentrations of different sized liposomes, fluorescence intensity was determined after extrusion using a Molecular Imager VersaDoc MP 4000 Imaging System and ImageJ. Concentrations were adjusted by dilution. Liposome sizes were determined by light scattering using the AvidNano W130i with 10 measurements per sample each for 10 sec and analyzed using the iSize software.

For liposome floatations proteins (6 µM) were mixed 1:1 with liposomes (5 mg/ml) and incubated for 30 min at 25°C. 75 µl of the protein/liposome mixture was brought to 37% sucrose concentration in a total volume of 150 µl. 1.7 ml 12% sucrose cushion in HEPES buffer was overlaid, followed by 300 µl HEPES buffer on top. Samples were spun for 2 h at 55 000 rpm in a TLS-55 rotor (Beckman) at 25°C. Liposomes containing top layers were collected (450 µl). Fluorescence intensities of the start protein/liposome mixture and the top fraction were determined. Usual liposome recovery rates are 60%. Collected fractions were precipitated by the method described by Wessel & Flügge (Wessel and Flugge, 1984). To compare different samples, pellets were resuspended in normalized volumes of sample buffer according to the determined fluorescence signal. Binding efficiency was determined by Western Blot analysis using the Fusion Capt advance software, comparing band intensities of start materials with collected fractions.

Generation of GUVs and analysis
Detergent solubilized EGFP-ycBD-BC08 and EGFP-RanBD-BC08 were reconstituted in proteo-liposomes via gelfiltration (Eisenhardt et al., 2014). For this, 20 µl of the NE lipid mix without NBD-PE (30 mg/ml in 10% octylglucopyranoside) was mixed with 20 µl of 2 µM protein and 100 µl PBS. The sample was applied to a Sephadex G50 fine filled Econo chromatography column (0.5 x 20 cm, Biorad) to remove the detergent. The formed proteo-liposomes were collected and pelleted for 30 min at 100.000 rpm in a TLA120.2 (Beckman Coulter) rotor at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in 120 µl 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT. 5 µl of resuspended proteo-liposomes were dried onto two 5 mm x 5 mm platinum gauzes (ALS) under vacuum for at least 1 h at room temperature. The gauzes were placed in parallel (5 mm distance) into a cuvette (UVette, Eppendorf) and submerged in 259 mM sucrose solution and for 140 min an AC electric field with 10 Hz, 2.2 V was applied followed by 20 min 2 Hz at 42°C.

Lipid GUVs were generated from chloroform dissolved NE lipid mix (10 mg/ml) and 0.8 nM DiDC18 by electroformation as described (Angelova and Dimitrov, 1986). Equal amounts of the lipid-chloroform solution (25 µg total lipids) were distributed onto two 5 mm x 5 mm platinum gauzes (ALS) under vacuum for at least 1 h at room temperature. The gauzes were placed in parallel (5 mm distance) into a cuvette (UVette, Eppendorf) and submerged in 259 mM sucrose solution and for 140 min an AC electric field with 10 Hz, 2.2 V was applied followed by 20 min 2 Hz at 42°C.

GUVs were visualized in an 8 well glass observation chamber (Chambered #1.0 Borosilicate Coverglass System, Lab-Tek) that was blocked with 5 % (wt/vol) BSA in PBS and washed with PBS. For each reaction 50 µl of freshly prepared GUVs was mixed with 150 µl PBS and placed into a well. Soluble proteins were added to a final concentration of 500 nM. Proteins (25 nM for the purified labelled y-complex) and buffers used for GUV preparation matched the osmotic pressure of the sucrose solution using an osmometer. The mixture was incubated for 5 min and imaged immediately at room temperature on an inverted Olympus Fluoview 1000 confocal
laser scanning system utilizing an UPlanSApo 60x/1.35 oil objective. EGFP and Alexa-546 were excited by an argon ion laser at 488 nm and 515 nm. Emission for EGFP was collected between 500 to 545 nm and between 570 to 625 nm for Alexa-546. DiD was excited by a 635 nm DPSS laser and emission was collected between 655 to 755 nm. The pinhole was set to one airy unit.

**Dextran exclusion assay to monitor interphasic NPC formation**

Nuclei were assembled by incubating 0.3 µl demembranted sperm heads (10,000/µl) (Gurdon, 1976) with 10 µl mock or depleted cytosol and, where indicated, recombinant proteins or proteo-liposomes. After 10 min, which allows for decondensation of sperm DNA, 0.2 µl floatation purified membranes from egg extracts, 0.2 µl 200 µg/µl glycogen, and 0.2 µl energy mix (50 mM ATP, 50 mM GTP, 500 mM creatine phosphate and 10 mg/ml creatine kinase in sucrose buffer [10 mM HEPES, 250 mM sucrose, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂, pH 7.4]) was added. After additional 40 min, 20 µl of mock or Nup153 depleted extracts, which had been incubated for 20 min with 30 µl WGA-Agarose (Sigma) to remove the permeability barrier forming nucleoporins, were added. Where indicated, 2 µM importin β was added to inhibit further interphasic NPC assembly together with the WGA-treated extracts. After additional 50 min, 0.6 µl of a solution containing 5 µg/µl streptavidin and 5 µg/µl biotinylated WGA (both from Life Technologies) was added to reduce the diffusion of 70kDa dextrans through intact pores (Dawson). After 10 min, 2.5 µl of a mixture containing 0.25 µg/µl Alexa-488 labelled WGA (Life Technologies) and 0.25 µg/µl Hoechst in sucrose buffer was added. Samples were directly mounted on microscope slides and analysed by fluorescence microscopy. Nuclei, identified by Hoechst staining, that excluded the fluorescent dextran were counted as negative for interphasic NPC assembly.

**NPC counting using mAB414 labeling**

Nuclei were assembled by incubating 0.3 µl demembranted sperm heads (10,000/µl) with 10 µl mock or depleted cytosol and, where indicated, recombinant proteins or proteo-liposomes. After 10 min, which allows for decondensation of sperm DNA, 0.2 µl floatation purified membranes from egg extracts, 0.2 µl 200 µg/µl glycogen, and 0.2 µl energy mix (50 mM ATP, 50 mM GTP, 500 mM creatine phosphate and 10 mg/ml creatine kinase in sucrose buffer) was added. After assembly for 120 min, samples were fixed with 4 % paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde in 80 mM Pipes pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM sucrose, spun through a sucrose cushion on Poly-L-Lysine coated coverslips and stained with mAB414 and Alexa-488 labelled α-mouse antibodies and DAPI. Where indicated, further interphasic NPC assembly was inhibited by addition of 2 µM importin β 50 min after initiating the assembly reaction. Although postmitotic NPC assembly is in the assembly reaction usually completed after 30 min (i.e. the time when a closed nuclear envelope has formed, 20 min after addition of membranes) we add also in this assay importin β at the 50 min time point to ensure that only interphasic NPC assembly is affected. The NPCs from 30 - 50 nuclei in each independent experiment were imaged by acquiring stacked images of the envelope surface as well as through entire nuclei. Image recording was performed using an inverted Olympus Fluoview 1000 confocal laser scanning system utilizing an UPlanSApo 60x/1.35 oil objective. DAPI was excited by a 405 nm DPSS laser and emission was collected between 425 to 475 nm. Alexa-488 was excited by an argon ion laser at 488 nm and emission was collected between 500 to 545 nm. The pinhole size was set to 80 µm.
NPCs were counted using Imaris 7.7.1 software (Bitplane Scientific solutions). Individual pores were detected using the semi-automatic spot detection function in surpass mode with the spot detection diameter set to 0.25 µm. The threshold was manually adjusted on the intensity max filter setting in each condition to ensure detection of individual spots. In the same samples, surface area was calculated with the surface function of Imaris based on the absolute intensity of the DAPI signal. NPCs per µm² were calculated, extrapolated to the total surface area of the individual nuclei and plotted as the total number of NPCs per nucleus relative to the mock control. We use this normalization as overall NPCs numbers vary between different experiments due to variability of the egg extract quality.
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SHORT ABSTRACT
The molecular mechanisms of the decondensation of highly compacted mitotic chromatin are ill-defined. We present a cell-free assay based on mitotic chromatin clusters isolated from HeLa cells and *Xenopus laevis* egg extract that faithfully reconstitutes the decondensation process *in vitro*.

LONG ABSTRACT
During the vertebrate cell cycle chromatin undergoes extensive structural and functional changes. Upon mitotic entry, it massively condenses into rod shaped chromosomes which are moved individually by the mitotic spindle apparatus. Mitotic chromatin condensation yields chromosomes compacted fifty-fold denser as in interphase. During exit from mitosis, chromosomes have to re-establish their functional interphase state, which is enclosed by a nuclear envelope and is competent for replication and transcription. The decondensation process is morphologically well described, but in molecular terms poorly understood: We lack knowledge about the underlying molecular events and to a large extent the factors involved as well as their regulation. We describe here a cell-free system that faithfully recapitulates chromatin decondensation *in vitro*, based on mitotic chromatin clusters purified from synchronized HeLa cells and *X. laevis* egg extract. Our cell-free system provides an important tool for further molecular characterization of chromatin decondensation and its co-ordination with processes simultaneously occurring during mitotic exit such as nuclear envelope and pore complex re-assembly.

INTRODUCTION
*Xenopus laevis* egg extract is a powerful and widely applied tool to study complicated cellular events in the simplicity of a cell-free assay. Since their first description by Lohka & Masui ¹ they have been extensively used to study mitotic processes such as chromatin condensation ², spindle assembly ³, nuclear envelope breakdown ⁴, but also nucleocytoplasmic transport ⁵ or DNA replication ⁶. The events taking place at the end of mitosis, necessary for reformation of the interphasic nucleus such as nuclear envelope reformation and nuclear pore complex reassembly are much less understood compared to the early mitotic events but can be similarly studied using *Xenopus* egg extract ⁷. We have recently established an assay based on *Xenopus* egg extract to study chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis ⁸, an under-investigated process that awaits its detailed characterization.

In metazoans, chromatin is highly condensed at mitotic entry in order to perform faithfully segregation of the genetic material. To ensure that the chromatin is accessible for gene expression and DNA replication during interphase, it needs to be de-compact at the end of mitosis. In vertebrates, chromatin is up to fifty-fold more compacted during mitosis compared to interphase ⁹, in contrast to yeasts where the mitotic compaction is usually much lower, e.g. only two-fold in *S. cerevisiae* ¹⁰. Vertebrate chromatin decondensation has been mostly studied in the context of sperm DNA reorganization after egg fertilization. A molecular mechanism, in which nucleoplasmin, an abundant oocyte protein, exchanges sperm-specific protamines to
histones H2A and H2B stored in the egg. This process was also elucidated using Xenopus egg extract \(^{11,12}\). However, the expression of nucleoplasmin is limited to oocytes \(^{13}\) and mitotic chromatin does not contain these sperm-specific protamines. Therefore chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis is nucleoplasmin independent \(^8\).

For the in vitro decondensation reaction we employ extract generated from activated X. laevis eggs and chromatin clusters isolated from synchronized HeLa cells. Treatment of eggs with a calcium ionophore mimics the calcium release into the oocyte generated by sperm entry during fertilization. The calcium wave triggers the cell cycle resumption and the egg, arrested in the second metaphase of meiosis, progresses to the first interphase \(^{14}\). Therefore, egg extracts prepared form activated eggs represent the mitotic exit/interphase state and are competent to induce events specific for mitotic exit like chromatin decondensation, nuclear envelope and pore complex reformation. For the isolation of mitotic chromatin clusters we used a slightly modified version of the protocol published by Gasser & Laemmli \(^{15}\), where chromosome clusters are released by lysis from HeLa cells synchronized in mitosis and isolated in polyamine containing buffers by gradient centrifugations.

**PROTOCOL:**

**Mitotic chromatin cluster isolation from HeLa cells**

1. **Preparations**

1.1) **Cell culture solutions:**

1.1.1) Prepare complete Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) by adding 10 % fetal calf serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2 mM glutamine to the DMEM. Prepare Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) containing 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na\(_2\)HPO\(_4\), 2H\(_2\)O and 2 mM KH\(_2\)PO\(_4\) in deionized water, and adjust pH to 7.4 with 10 N NaOH.

Note: PBS can be kept as 10x stock solution over time at room temperature. Dilute it with deionized water to 1x before use. Filter the 1x solution again if it will be used in cell culture.

1.1.2) Prepare a 40 mM stock solution of thymidine (cell culture suitable) in DMEM medium. Dissolve 0.97 g thymidine in 90 ml of DMEM medium. Adjust final volume to 100 ml. Store stock solution at -20 °C. Dissolve **(CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves and mouth protection)** nocodazole to a 5 mg/ml stock solution in DMSO.

1.2) **Mitotic clusters isolation solutions**

**NOTE:** All solutions described in 1.2 need to be kept on ice after preparation/thawing throughout the whole experiment.

1.2.1) Autoclave deionized water for 105 minutes at 121 °C. Dissolve spermine tetrahydrochloride in autoclaved, deionized water to a final concentration of 200 mM (69.6 mg/ml). Store stock solution at -20 °C. Dissolve spermidine trihydrochloride in autoclaved, deionized water to a final concentration of 200 mM (50.8 mg/ml). Store stock solution at -20 °C.

1.2.2) Prepare 5 % (w/v) digitonin **(CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves and**
mouth protection) in hot, deionized water. Filter and store aliquots at -20 °C. Dissolve phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) (CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves and mouth protection) to a final concentration of 200 mM (35 mg/ml) in 100 % ethanol. Store stock solution at -20 °C.

1.2.3) Dissolve dithiothreitol (DTT) with deionized water to a final concentration of 1 M (154 mg/ml) (CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves). Filter and store stock solution at -20 °C.

1.2.4) Prepare a 100-fold protease inhibitor mix (CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves) by dissolving 10 mg/ml AEBSF (4-(2-Aminoethly)-benzensulfonylfluoride), 0.2 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.1 mg/ml pepstatin and 0.2 mg/ml aprotinin in deionized water. Store stock solution at -20 °C.

1.2.5) Prepare a 10x stock solution of buffer A containing 150 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.4), 800 mM KCl, 20 mM EDTA-KOH (pH 7.4), 2 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride and 5 mM spermidine trihydrochloride. Store buffer A at 4 °C without spermine tetrahydrochloride and spermidine trihydrochloride, which should be added freshly just before use.

NOTE:EDTA only dissolves at pHs higher than 8, therefore, to prepare a high concentrated EDTA-KOH stock solution (0.5 M recommended), add 5 N KOH to pH just above 8 to dissolve it. Afterwards titrate down to pH 7.4.

1.2.6) Prepare a 20 x stock solution of buffer As containing 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 400 mM KCl, 400 mM EDTA-KOH (pH 7.4) and 5 mM spermidine trihydrochloride. Buffer As can be stored under same conditions as buffer A.

NOTE:Prepare the working solutions I to IV (see in the following steps), the glycerol gradient and the colloidal silica particles solutions containing silica particles (15 to 30 nm diameter) coated with non-dialyzable polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) freshly just before the isolation procedure (PMSF and digitonin should be added directly before use as PMSF is labile in aqueous solutions and digitonin tends to precipitate upon long term storage on ice).

1.2.7) Prepare 100 ml of solution I by adding 0.5 x buffer A, 1mM DTT, 1:100 of the protease inhibitor mix and 0.1 mM PMSF into autoclaved, deionized water. Prepare 50 ml of solution II (for cell lysis) by adding 1x buffer A, 1 mM DTT, 1:100 of the protease inhibitor mix, 0.1 mM PMSF, 0.1 % digitonin and 10 % glycerol into autoclaved, deionized water.

1.2.8) Prepare 200 ml of solution III containing 0.25x buffer A, 1 mM DTT, 1:100 of the protease inhibitor mix, 0.1 mM PMSF and 0.05 % digitonin in autoclaved, deionized water. Prepare 40 ml of solution IV containing 1x buffer As, 1 mM DTT, 1:100 of the protease inhibitor mix, 0.1 mM PMSF and 0.1 % digitonin in autoclaved, deionized water.

1.2.9) Prepare 120 ml of glycerol gradient solution by adding 25 % glycerol and 0.1 % digitonin
to solution I.

1.2.10) Prepare 150 ml of colloidal silica particles solution containing 60 % v/v (volume per volume) of a suspension containing silica particles (15 to 30 nm diameter) coated with non-dialyzable polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), 15 % glycerol, 2 mM spermidine trihydrochloride and 0.8 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride in solution IV.

1.2.11) Prepare cluster storage buffer containing 250 mM sucrose, 15 mM Hepes (pH 7.4), 0.5 mM spermidine trihydrochloride, 0.2 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride, 1:100 of the protease inhibitor mix, 0.3 % BSA and 30 % glycerol. The cluster storage buffer can be kept at -20 °C.

1.2.12) Prepare squash fix solution containing 10 % formaldehyde (CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves), 50 % glycerol, twofold Mark’s Modified Ringers buffer (MMR see 4.5.) and 0.2 µg/ml DAPI (CAUTION! wear gloves). Store at 4 °C in light protected reaction tubes. It is not crucial for the experiment to use this squash fix recipe, alternative recipes will also work.

2. Synchronization of cells

2.1) On Day 1. Seed HeLa cells in five 75 cm² (250 ml) flasks with media and incubate it at 37 °C in 5% CO₂. Note: This will yield in approximately 18 x 10⁶ cells at the day of chromatin cluster isolation.

2.2) On Day 2. When cells are at least 50 % confluent (roughly half of the surface is covered by cells and there is still room for cells to grow), add thymidine to a final concentration of 2 mM (thymidine block) and culture cells for 24 hours at 37 °C in 5% CO₂. Note: This will arrest the cells at the G1/S phase border.

2.3) On Day 3. Aspirate medium containing thymidine and add sterile PBS. Wash cells by delicate rinsing with sterile PBS. Aspirate PBS and gently add 15-20 ml of fresh, warm complete DMEM medium and culture cells for 3 to 4 hours at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ to release them from the G1/S-phase block.

2.4) On day 3 (continuation). After releasing the cells from the G1/S-phase block, add nocodazole to a final concentration of 100 ng/ml. Dilute nocodazole by adding 2 µl of stock solution (5mg/ml) to 98 µl of fresh DMEM medium, and add 1µl of diluted nocodazole per each ml of cell culture. Culture cells for approximately 12 hrs at 37 °C in 5 % CO₂. This will block the cells in mitosis.

3. Mitotic clusters isolation

3.1) On day 4 isolate mitotic clusters. Using a bright field microscopy, check if the majority of cells are mitotic. If less than 50 % of the cells are mitotic wait until more cells reach mitosis. Collect mitotic cells by tapping vigorously at the side of the flask (or by gently spraying with the pipette), this will detach remaining mitotic cells. Transfer the cell suspension to 50 ml conical centrifuge tubes.
NOTE: Mitotic cells become round and can be easily detached from the flask bottom (just like cells after trypsinization), unlike cells in other cell cycle stages, which are flat and firmly attached to the flask.

3.2) Harvest mitotic cells by spinning the tubes at 1500 x g for 10 min (4 °C or room temperature) and removing the supernatant afterwards. Resuspend the cell pellet in 8 ml PBS, pool into one 50 ml conical centrifuge tube, fill the tube completely with PBS and spin again for 10 min at 1500 x g. Repeat this washing procedure three times in total.

3.3) From now on perform all steps on ice with cold solutions. Vigorously resuspend the pellet in 37 ml of cold solution II. Transfer the suspension to a cold 40 ml glass-glass homogenizer using a 25 ml pipette and lyse cells on ice by douncing with a tight pestle until mitotic clusters are free of cytoplasmic material. The number of strokes is highly dependent on the digitonin stock and can vary from 3 to 20 times.

NOTE: Homogenization can be fairly vigorous, but should be considered complete when nearly all mitotic cells are lysed and the clusters are seen to be free of cytoplasmic material (see 3.4).

3.4) After a couple of strokes mix 5-10 µl of the cell suspension 1:2 with Trypan blue and check by microscopy in a Neubauer chamber. When the cells are lysed chromatin is stained blue and free of cell membranes (NOTE: possible cytoplasmic remnants will be accumulate around the blue stained chromatin and will be easy to distinguish).

NOTE: Mitotic cells will lyse before interphasic cells but nevertheless be careful not to overdo homogenization in order to avoid contamination with interphasic nuclei and mangled chromatin.

3.5) Immediately layer the whole cell lysate over cold step gradients (with 5 ml of 60 % colloidal silica particles solution at the bottom, overlaid with 19.5 ml of glycerol gradient solution each) in five polycarbonate centrifugation tubes (28.8 x 107.0 mm, it is recommended to place the tubes on ice before to cool them down) using a 10 ml pipette. Do not keep cells in solution II for a long time, thus it is recommended to prepare the tubes and the gradient beforehand (e.g. during the washing steps).

3.6) Centrifuge the gradients for 30 min at 1000 x g at 4 °C in a fixed angle rotor.

NOTE: Nuclei, unlysed cells and clusters are recovered together at the interface of the glycerol and the colloidal silica particles layers.

3.7) Remove the liquid above the interphase using a pipette and transfer the rest to the cold homogenizer. Re-homogenize mixture by 3-15 strokes (again depending on the digitonin stock) with the tight pestle to eliminate aggregates and to remove cytoskeletal fibers from the clusters. After every couple of strokes check the efficiency of homogenization. Mix 1 µl of the
sample with 1 µl of squash fix supplemented with DAPI and examine under the fluorescent microscope.

NOTE: The number of strokes is crucial, the presence of cluster aggregates means, that the number of strokes is insufficient, while mangled chromatin and nuclei debris indicate that the homogenization was too strong.

3.8) Distribute the solution among four new polycarbonate centrifugation tubes (28.8 x 107.0 mm) (approx. 10 ml solution per tube) and fill them completely up with 60 % colloidal silica particles solution (approx. 30 ml colloidal silica particles solution per tube).

NOTE: Avoid overloading the colloidal silica particles gradient since clusters can easily be trapped if there is too much cytoplasmic debris in the gradient.

3.9) Spin for 5 min at 3000 x g, followed by 30 min at 45440 x g at 4 °C in a fixed angle rotor. Note: As before, interphasic nuclei will be kept from entering the gradient (if homogenization was not done too heavily which releases nuclei from cytoplasmic debris) but the clusters will accumulate around 1.5 cm from the bottom of the tube, often as a loose ball.

3.10) Remove the liquid above the clusters using a pipette, pool the rest into one tube, resuspend well and redistribute to two polycarbonate centrifugation tubes (28.8 x 107.0 mm). Dilute the cluster suspension 1:4 with solution III in each tube and mix well. Mark the site were the pellet will be and spin 1000 x g for 15 min at 4 °C in a fixed angle rotor.

3.11) Resuspend the pellets in Solution III, pool into one 50 ml conical centrifuge tube and fill up with Solution III. Centrifuge at only 300 x g for approximately 10 min. Do not centrifuge at higher velocity - it might cause irreversible aggregation of clusters.

3.12) Wash again with Solution III in 1.5 or 2 ml reaction tubes (resuspend the pellets and fill the tubes completely up) and centrifuge at 300 x g. Remove the supernatant carefully with a pipette. Resuspend pellet carefully in 250 µl cluster storage buffer (if you have several pellets use 250 µl for all together and pool them). Dilute 5-10 µl of the sample 1:2 with Trypan blue and count in the Neubauer chamber. If applicable dilute more to obtain an approximate concentration of 500 clusters/µl.

3.13) Push the suspension through a 100 µm cell strainer to make sure to remove cluster aggregations resulting from improper resuspension. The clusters can be stored for months in -80 °C. To avoid multiple refreezing make appropriate aliquots and snap freeze in liquid nitrogen.

4. Preparations of buffer for interphasic *Xenopus laevis* egg extract

NOTE: *Xenopus laevis* frogs are maintained and treated in accordance with the guidelines and regulations set forth by the Convention of the council of Europe on the protection of vertebrate animals used for experimental and other purposes (EU ratified in 1998) and the German law.
pertaining to the use of vertebrate animals in research.

4.1) Prepare DTT and a 100-fold protease inhibitor mix according to 1.2.3 and 1.2.4. Dissolve cytochalasin B to a final concentration of 10 mg/ml in DMSO, aliquot (10 or 20 μl recommended) and store at -20 °C.

4.2) Dissolve cycloheximide to a final concentration of 20 mg/ml in ethanol, aliquot (500 μl recommended) and store at -20 °C. Dissolve the calcium ionophore A23187 to a final concentration of 2 mg/ml in ethanol, aliquot and store at -20 °C.

Note: PI, DTT, cytochalasin B, cycloheximide and A23187 can be repeatedly frozen and thawed.

4.3) Prepare 20x Mark's Modified Ringers buffer (MMR) containing 2 M NaCl, 40 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl₂, 40 mM CaCl₂, 2 mM EDTA and 100 mM Hepes, adjust pH to 8.0 with 5 N KOH.

NOTE: The 20 x MMR can be kept over long time at room temperature. Depending on the amounts of eggs, for one preparation of interphasic egg extract 1 liter of 1x MMR per injected frog and an additional 5-10 liters for the washing steps are necessary. Re-adjust the pH of 1x MMR to 8.0 with 5 N KOH. 1x MMR prepared to keep the frogs in overnight should be at room temperature. 1x MMR prepared for the extract preparation should be kept cold until it is used, however it is not crucial for the experiment that the 1x MMR is really cold.

4.4) Prepare 1 liter of sucrose buffer containing 250 mM sucrose, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl₂ and 10 mM Hepes pH 7.5. Sucrose buffer should be prepared the day before using sterile water and should be kept at 4 °C.

4.5) Prepare the dejellying solution freshly on the morning of the experiment by dissolving 2 % L-cystein in 0.25x MMR. Adjust pH to 7.8 with 5 N KOH. Keep at 4 °C until it is used.

5. Protocol for interphasic Xenopus laevis egg extract

5.1) Inject 120 I.E. pregnant mare's serum gonadotropin (PMSG) into the dorsal lymph sac of each frog 3-10 days before the experiment (5 ml syringes, 27G ¾” needles).

NOTE: This injection will induce ovulation. The amount of eggs one frog lays varies a lot. A well laying frog might produce eggs occupying a volume of up to 7 ml after being de-jellynated which corresponds to up to 3.5 ml of crude extract. However, consider that some frogs might not lay or will lay bad eggs.

5.2) Inject 500 I.E. human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) per frog the evening before the experiment (5 ml syringes, 27G ¾” needles). This will induce the release of the eggs. Keep the frogs for 13-17 h at 18 °C in individual tanks containing 1.2 l 1x MMR (pH 8).

5.3) Collect the eggs by pouring them into 600-1000 ml glass beakers.
NOTE: Take only the good batches of eggs that are individually laid, similar in size and clearly pigmented with a dark and a light colored half. Do not take eggs that form strings or that look puffy and white. These should be sorted out throughout the whole procedure using a plastic Pasteur pipette. For a detailed description of good versus bad eggs see Gillespie et al.6.

5.4) Wash eggs intensively, approximately 4 times, with 1x MMR by decanting the supernatant when the eggs have settled down and refilling the beaker with fresh buffer afterwards. NOTE: The eggs are stable before they are dejel lynated and the washing buffer can be directly applied on the eggs.

5.5) Dejellynate the eggs by incubation in the 2 % cystein solution. Change buffer once after 2-4 min by decanting the buffer and carefully filling the beaker with fresh buffer. Consider dejelying complete when the volume of the eggs drastically decreases and the eggs become more densely packed. NOTE: The dejellying needs approximately 5-7 min and should be stopped when visible but latest after 10 min.

5.6) Wash eggs approximately 4 times with 1x MMR by decanting and refilling the buffer supernatant. NOTE: The eggs are more fragile after being dejel lynated and, hence, the washing steps need to be done more carefully. The MMR should be rather rinsed on the wall of the beaker instead of directly onto the eggs.

5.7) Activate eggs in 100 ml 1x MMR by adding 8 µl of the calcium ionophore (2 mg/ml in ethanol). Stop activation when animal cap contraction becomes visible or after 10 min.

NOTE: The animal cap contraction can be identified by the compaction of the black half of the egg.

5.8) Wash carefully 4 times with 1x MMR by decanting and refilling the buffer supernatant.

5.9) Incubate eggs for 20 min in 1x MMR at room temperature.

5.10) Prepare the centrifugation tubes during the incubation time: Place 50 µl sucrose buffer, 50 µl 100-fold protease inhibitor mix, 5 µl 1 M DTT, 12.5 µl cycloheximide (to prevent translation, especially of cyclin B) and 2.5 µl cytochalasin B (to prevent actin polymerization) in 5 ml centrifugation tubes (13 x 51 mm). Alternatively, for more than 30 ml of eggs, 14 ml tubes (14 x 95 mm) can be used, in this case increase volumes by 2.4 times.

5.11) Wash the eggs twice with cold sucrose buffer (decant and refill buffer in the glass beaker) and transfer them into centrifugation tubes using a plastic Pasteur pipette with wide opening (cut off the narrow end).

5.12) Pack eggs by spinning for 1 minute at 130 x g. Put the tubes in 15 ml conical centrifuge tubes for this purpose (put the 14 ml tubes in 50 ml conical centrifuge tubes, respectively). The goal is to remove as much buffer as possible to prevent dilution of the extract. After
centrifugation, remove excess of buffer using a plastic Pasteur pipette and eventually fill more eggs on top.

5.13) Spin in a 6 x 5 ml swing rotor for 20 min at 21,000 x g at 4 °C.

5.14) Remove low speed extract using a 5 ml syringe with a 16 G 1 ½” needle, between yellow yolk on top and dark broken egg debris in the bottom. For this purpose, push the syringe needle through the wall of the centrifuge tube just above the layer of broken egg debris in the bottom. Hold the tube against a resistance when pushing with the needle.

NOTE: A filled 5 ml centrifugation tube gives between 1.8-2.5 ml of extract.

5.15) Per 1 ml of extract add 10 µl 100-fold protease inhibitor mix, 1 µl of 1M DTT, 2.5 µl cycloheximide (20 mg/ml) and 0.5 µl cytochalasin B (10 mg/ml). Keep the extract on ice.

NOTE: The extract can be either used directly for the experiment or aliquoted, snap frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen for several months. Freezing the extract will decrease its activity. For delicate experiments like immunodepletion it is highly recommended to use fresh extract immediately.

6. Preparation of buffers for in vitro reconstitution of chromatin decondensation

6.1) Prepare the energy mix stock solution containing 25 mM ATP, 25 mM GTP, 127.5 mg/ml creatine phosphate and 2.5 mg/ml creatine kinase in buffer containing 250 mM sucrose, 1.2 mM Hapes, 5.9 mM KCl and 0.3 mM MgCl₂. Aliquot and store at -80 °C. Use freshly after thawing, do not refreeze.

6.2) Dissolve 0.2 g/ml glycogen in deionized water. Store at -20 °C. Dissolve 6-dimethyl aminopurine (DMAP) to a final concentration of 0.25 M in DMSO. Aliquot and store at -20 °C. Use freshly after thawing, do not refreeze.

6.3) Prepare 30 % (w/v) sucrose in PBS, filter and store at 4 °C. Prepare 4 % VikiFix solution containing 80 mM PIPES pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl₂, 150 mM sucrose and 4 % paraformaldehyde (PFA) (CAUTION! work under chemical hood, wear gloves and mouth protection).

NOTE: The PFA is difficult to dissolve therefore it is recommended to do it as following: For 1 l Viki-Fix dissolve 24.2 g PIPES and 40 g PFA in separate beakers, both in hot (almost boiling) deionized water. Both will dissolve through addition of 10 N NaOH but be careful to not add too much. Add 51.4 g sucrose and 1 ml 1 M MgCl₂ to the PFA solution. Add the PIPES solution to the other mix. Fill up to 1 l final volume and adjust pH to neutral by adding NaOH.

6.4) Dissolve 10 mg/ml 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) in water (CAUTION! wear gloves). Store in the dark at – 20 °C.

7. Protocol for in vitro reconstitution of chromatin decondensation
7.1) Spin low speed interphasic extract for 12 min at 386,000 x g in a fixed angle 20 x 0.2 ml or at 355 000 x g in a 10 x 2.0 ml rotor.

7.2) Gently remove the lipid layer on top using a vacuum pump or pipette and take the supernatant (thereafter called high speed extract) avoiding membrane contamination from the bottom layer and discard the pellet.

NOTE: To reduce possible membrane contamination it is advisable to spin the extract twice or to dilute the extract with 20 % of the volume with sucrose buffer before the centrifugation. However, dilution and additional centrifugation steps can reduce the extract activity.

7.3) Pipet 18 µl of high speed extract into a 1.5 mL reaction tube, add 0.7 µl mitotic cluster (amount can be slightly varied according to chromatin stock concentration), 0.5 µl glycogen, 0.5 µl energy mix and 0.3 µl DMAP. Use tips with wide opening to mix the reaction as soon as the chromatin is added to prevent shearing of the decondensing chromatin.

NOTE: The reaction can be performed in the presence or absence of membranes (see figure 3). To decondense chromatin in the presence of membranes, add 2 µl of floated membranes prepared according to the protocol described by Eisenhardt et al. 16.

7.4) Incubate the reaction mixture for up to 2 hrs (or less to study earlier time points of the decondensation process) at 20 °C.

7.5) Fix the sample by adding ice cold 0.5 ml Viki-Fix containing 0.5 % glutaraldehyde and 0.1 mg/ml DAPI and incubation for 20-30 min on ice.

Note: If the samples will be further processed for immunofluorescence, the fixation should be done without glutaraldehyde as this often interferes with the antibody staining. However if only the DAPI staining will be analyzed, the addition of glutaraldehyde will preserve a nicer chromatin structure.

7.6) Incubate round coverslips (diameter 12 mm) for 5 min with poly-L-lysine solution to increase the affinity of the coverslips to chromatin. Dry the coverslips on filter paper afterwards.

7.7) Assemble flat-bottom centrifugation tubes (6 ml, 16/55 mm) by putting the coverslips with the coated site to the top on the bottom of the centrifugation tube. Add 800 µl of the 30 % sucrose cushion and layer the fixed sample on top.

7.8) Spin for 15 min at 2500 x g at 4 °C.

NOTE: The flat-bottom centrifugation tubes fit to rotors that adopt 15 ml conical centrifuge tubes.
7.9) Decant the supernatant, then remove the coverslips from the tubes by poking carefully the bottom of the centrifugation tube with a 16 G 1 ½” syringe needle. For this purpose tape the lid of the needle and the needle itself together at their bottoms and cut the front end of the lid so that the needle sticks about 3 mm out. When the coverslip is lifted by the needle on one site, use tweezers to remove the coverslip.

7.10) Wash the coverslip quickly by dipping it in deionized water, dry it gently by touching its side to a filter paper and place it on the microscope slide on a drop of mounting media. Seal it with nail polish, dry and keep in dark.

NOTE: Samples fixed without glutaraldehyde can be stored in PBS in a 24-well plate and used further for immunofluorescence staining. If stored for several days, add 0.05 % sodium azide (CAUTION! wear gloves) to the PBS to avoid contamination with bacteria.

7.11) Analyze the samples by fluorescence microscopy of the DAPI signal (using e.g. a confocal microscope with a 405 nm laser).

8. Preparation of buffer for immunofluorescence staining of in vitro reconstituted chromatin decondensation samples
8.1) Prepare PBS according to 1.1.1. Dissolve NH₄Cl to a final concentration of 50 mM in PBS. Keep this solution at 4 °C. Dissolve 5 µg/ml DAPI in PBS (prepare freshly). Add 0.1 % Triton X-100 to PBS. Keep at 4 °C. Prepare blocking buffer freshly before use by diluting 3 % bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS + 0.1 % Triton X-100.

9. Protocol for immunofluorescence staining of in vitro reconstituted chromatin decondensation samples
NOTE: All following incubations of the coverslips are made in a 24-well plate with at least 250 µl solution per well, if not stated otherwise. In vitro decondensed chromatin samples are more sensitive than fixed cells therefore be careful when adding or removing solutions. It is recommended to use plastic Pasteur pipettes cut angular. For washing steps and secondary antibody incubation place the plate at room temperature on rocking or rotating platform, moving not faster than 100 rpm.

9.1) Quench samples by incubating coverslips with 1ml NH₄Cl in PBS for 5 minutes. Block samples by incubating them with 1ml blocking buffer for at least 30 minutes.

9.2) Assemble a humidity chamber for the incubation with the primary antibody: Put a wet tissue on the bottom of a closable box and the lid of the 24-well plate upside down on top of the wet tissue. Place parafilm into the lid and add 70 µl of the antibody solution per sample on the parafilm. For the antibody solution, dilute antiserum or affinity purified antibodies 1:100 in blocking buffer.

9.3) Place the coverslips upside down on top of the antibody solution and incubate them for one to two hours. Place the coverslips back to the 24-well plate with the sample side facing up
and wash samples three times for 10 min with 1 ml 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS.

9.4) Incubate coverslips for 1 h at room temperature in 250 μl secondary fluorescent-tagged antibody diluted in blocking buffer to a concentration recommended by the manufacturer. Protect from light. Wash three times for 10 min with 1 ml 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS.

9.5) Incubate the samples for 10 minutes with 1 ml of 5 μg/ml DAPI in PBS. Wash three times for 5 min with 1 ml 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS.

9.6) Wash the coverslip quickly by dipping it in deionized water, dry it gently by touching its side to a filter paper and place it on the microscope slide on top of a drop of mounting media. Seal it with nail polish, dry and keep at 4 °C in the dark until used. Analyze the samples by fluorescence microscopy.

**REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS:**

**Time dependence of the decondensation reaction**

Figure 1 shows a typical time course of the decondensation assay. The cluster of chromosomes visible at the beginning of the reaction decondenses and merges into a single, round and smooth nucleus. When the egg extract is replaced by sucrose buffer the chromosome cluster remains condensed, which suggest that decondensation activity is present in the egg extract.

**Chromatin decondensation is an energy dependent process**

The *in vitro* decondensation reaction can be conveniently manipulated e.g. by addition of inhibitors. In the experiment shown on figure 2, the non-hydrolyzable ATP or GTP analogs, ATPγS or GTPγS, were added to the reaction. Both inhibit the decondensation showing, that it is an ATP and GTP dependent, active process (figure 2).

**Chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope reformation can be separated**

The decondensation assay was performed in the presence or absence of membranes (figure 3). Please note that in both conditions chromatin undergoes decondensation, however addition of membranes results in bigger nuclei. Most probably, reformation of the nuclear envelope induces a secondary decondensation step by yet another mechanism dependent on nuclear transport.

**FIGURE LEGENDS**

**Figure 1: Time course of the *in vitro* decondensation reaction**

Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated with interphasic *Xenopus* egg extract. Samples were fixed at indicated time points with 4 % PFA and 0.5 % glutaraldehyde, stained with DAPI and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Re-printed from Magalska et al. 8. Scale bar is 5 μm.

**Figure 2: Chromatin decondensation requires ATP and GTP hydrolysis**

Chromatin decondensation was performed in the presence of 10 mM ATPγS, 10 mM GTPγS or control buffer. Samples were fixed with 4 % PFA and 0.5 % glutaraldehyde at indicated time
points and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Re-printed from Magalska et al. \textsuperscript{8}. Scale bar is 5 µm.

**Figure 3: Chromatin decondensation in the presence and absence of membranes**
Chromatin decondensation was performed in the absence (A) or presence (B) of floatation purified membranes for 120 min. Samples were fixed with 4 % PFA and 0.5 % glutaraldehyde and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Chromatin is stained with DAPI, membranes with DiIC\textsubscript{18} (1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate). Scale bar is 5 µm.

**DISCUSSION**

*Xenopus laevis* egg extracts are a very useful tool to faithfully reproduce cellular processes \textit{in vitro}, and this system was successfully used in the characterization of cell cycle and cell division events \textsuperscript{2,3,5,6,17}. Due to large stores of nuclear components sequestered in the egg during oogenesis, egg extracts are an excellent source of cellular components. Compared to other approaches like RNAi on mammalian tissue cell lines or genetic manipulation, it offers several advantages: The cell-free system allows studying cellular processes in which cellular viability would be otherwise a limitation. Moreover single steps of complex processes can be analyzed in simple assays. The here presented decondensation assay allows studying molecular mechanisms of postmitotic decondensation with no interference from other mitotic events, respectively. *Xenopus* egg extracts are easy to manipulate by depletion of specific proteins and addition of inhibitors or mutated proteins \textsuperscript{8}. For example, figure 2 shows the result of adding the non-hydrolyzable ATP or GTP analogs, ATP\textsubscript{γ}S and GTP\textsubscript{γ}S to the decondensation assay. By dilution and differential centrifugation of *Xenopus* eggs components like membranes and cytosol can be separated \textsuperscript{16}. Figure 3 shows the decondensation assay performed in the presence or absence of membranes. Finally, the cell-free assay can also be used to identify novel factors e.g. by a fractionation approach. Using such a strategy we have identified the AAA\textsuperscript{1}-ATPases RubBL1/RuvBL2 as crucial decondensation factors \textsuperscript{8}.

\textit{In vitro} systems based on *X. laevis* eggs have been employed with different DNA templates: Forbes et al. showed that injection of phage λ DNA into unfertilized *X. laevis* eggs induced the assembly of chromatin on naked phage λ DNA. As injection of viral DNA activated the egg, the assembly of chromatin was followed by formation of a nucleus-like structure \textsuperscript{18} and similarly λ-phage DNA can be used in combination with egg extracts to generate nucleus like structures \textit{in vitro} \textsuperscript{19}. Magnetic beads coated with DNA have been used to study chromatinization of DNA \textsuperscript{20} and recruitment of nuclear membranes \textsuperscript{21} as well as assembly of a nuclear envelope and pore complexes \textsuperscript{22}, although it remains open to which extent this resembled a bona fide nuclear re-assembly process. The protocol presented here allows decondensation of isolated mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells using extract generated from activated *Xenopus* eggs. It thoroughly reconstructs events leading to a reformation of an interphasic nucleus \textsuperscript{8}. Compared to the widely applied nuclear assembly reaction used to study the formation of the nuclear envelope and the nuclear pore complexes at the end of mitosis, in the decondensation assay HeLa mitotic chromatin clusters instead of sperm DNA are used. Sperm DNA can be assembled into mitotic chromatin or even individual chromosomes upon incubation with extract prepared from unfertilized and non-activated eggs \textsuperscript{3}. We decided to use mitotic clusters as chromatin
source to simplify the procedure and avoid interference from chromatin condensation. In addition, the preparation of the egg extract is slightly modified: For the chromatin decondensation low speed extract cleared by two high speed centrifugation steps in fixed angle rotors are used. Low speed extract can be stored for up to 6 month in liquid nitrogen without losing its activity. In contrast, in the nuclear assembly reactions, cytosol and floated membranes are generated from low speed extracts by dilution and differential high-speed centrifugation before possible freezing (see Eisenhardt et al. 16 for a detailed protocol). In our assay system, addition of membranes allows the formation of a closed nuclear envelope including nuclear pore complexes. The resulting nuclei are competent for nuclear import and export 8. Thus, this system supports both chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope reformation. Interestingly, chromatin decondensation is also possible in the absence of membranes (figure 3). However addition of membranes results in slightly bigger nuclei. Most likely, the reformation of the nuclear envelope induces a secondary decondensation step by yet undefined mechanisms, which depends on nuclear import.

For the isolation of mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells, a modified version of the protocol established by Gasser and Laemmli 15 was used. Synchronized mitotic cells are lysed in a buffer containing the non-ionic detergent digitonin and by mechanic forces. The chromatin is isolated as clusters that contain all chromosomes from one nucleus. The crucial difference compared to single chromosome isolation protocols is the fact that the cells are not hypotonically swollen but cooled down to 4°C before lysis. This prevents the disconnection of the individual chromosomes 15,23. Compared to the protocol published by J.R. Paulson 23 who recognized the advantage of the isolation of whole chromatin clusters, Gasser & Laemmli used EDTA-containing polyamine buffers instead of Mg2+ based buffers to reduce the activity of kinases, nucleases, proteases and phosphatases and by this decrease the amount of protein and DNA modifications occurring during the isolation process 15. Additionally, using a colloidal silica particles gradient during differential centrifugation highly reduces cytoplasmic contamination. The protocol can also be used to isolate mitotic chromatin clusters from Chinese hamster ovary and mouse cells 15.

Altogether, our protocol faithfully reconstitutes chromatin decondensation as it happens at the end of mitosis. The ATP dependence of the in vitro chromatin decondensation can be at least in part explained by the involvement of RuvBL1/2 but also another AAA+−ATPase, p97, which removes the mitotic kinase Aurora B from the chromatin during mitotic exit 24. Why the process requires GTP hydrolysis is one of the open questions that we intend to answer using this setup.
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Abstract

The metazoan nucleus breaks down and reassembles during each cell division. Upon mitotic exit, the successful reestablishment of an interphase nucleus requires the coordinated reorganization of chromatin and formation of a functional nuclear envelope. Here we report that the histone demethylase LSD1 plays a crucial role in nuclear assembly at the end of mitosis. Downregulation of LSD1 in cells extends telophase and impairs nuclear pore complex assembly. In vitro, LSD1 demethylase activity is required for the recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and nuclear envelope precursor vesicles to chromatin, crucial steps in nuclear reassembly. Accordingly, the formation of a closed nuclear envelope and nuclear pore complex assembly are impaired upon depletion of LSD1 or inhibition of its activity. Our results identify histone demethylation by LSD1 as a novel regulatory mechanism linking the chromatin state and nuclear envelope formation at the end of mitosis.

Introduction

The nuclear genome is organized and maintained within the two membranes of the nuclear envelope. The envelope itself is a compartment of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the outer nuclear membrane is continuous with the ER network. The inner nuclear membrane contains unique set of integral membrane proteins that connect to chromatin and the nuclear lamina. The exchange of molecules between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm is mediated by nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), macromolecular protein assemblies that are found at points of fusion between the inner and outer membranes of the nuclear envelope. In metazoa, the nuclear envelope breaks down during mitosis in order to facilitate the capture of highly condensed chromosomes and their segregation by the spindle apparatus. The complex architecture of the interphasic nucleus must therefore be reestablished upon mitotic exit when the nuclear envelope and pore complexes reassemble on the decondensing chromatin (for review see (Guttinger et al., 2009; Schooley et al., 2012).

Phosphorylation cascades regulate the structural changes to nuclear organization that occur during mitosis, including massive chromatin condensation and nuclear envelope disassembly. At the onset of mitosis, the phosphorylation of lamins (Heald and McKeon, 1990; Peter et al., 1990) and inner nuclear membrane proteins (Foision and Gerace, 1993; Pyrpasopoulou et al., 1996) initiates the disassembly of the nuclear envelope. The reestablishment of the interphase nucleus at the end of mitosis is coordinated by the reversal of mitotic phosphorylation events.
due to the inactivation of mitotic kinases and the activation of phosphatases (Wurzenberger and Gerlich, 2011). Dephosphorylation of lamins enables the reassembly of the nuclear lamina (Thompson et al., 1997). Meanwhile dephosphorylation of inner nuclear membrane proteins increases their affinity for chromatin and initiates nuclear membrane recruitment (Pfaller et al., 1991; Ito et al., 2007) and nuclear envelope formation.

Upon nuclear disassembly, the nuclear membranes are absorbed in the mitotic ER and it is currently unclear whether they maintain their identity as a distinct subcompartment within the network during mitosis. Experiments in *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts, which have been used extensively to study nuclear envelope and NPC assembly in cell free systems (Gant and Wilson, 1997), suggest that indeed they do. The ER derived from egg extract preparations gives rise to distinct vesicle populations that possess different capacities to support nuclear envelope formation. One such population is enriched for the transmembrane nucleoporins POM121 and NDC1, has a high affinity for chromatin, and is part of the initial wave of nuclear membrane recruitment to chromatin during cell-free nuclear assembly (Antonin et al., 2005; Mansfeld et al., 2006). A second vesicle population has a lower affinity for chromatin, is recruited relatively late during nuclear assembly, and is enriched for a third transmembrane nucleoporin, GP210. These distinct vesicle types can also be biochemically separated from a third vesicle pool enriched for typical ER-membrane proteins, which are not strictly essential for nuclear assembly. The physical and functional separation of nuclear membrane vesicle populations implies the existence of microscale partitioning of different membrane domains in the mitotic ER. At the end of mitosis, nuclear membranes segregate from the bulk ER and enclose the decondensing chromatin to form a new nuclear envelope. Chromatin binding by integral inner nuclear membrane proteins is thought to be a crucial determinant in this process (Ulbert et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2009).

Concomitant with the formation of the nuclear envelope and thus the establishment of a diffusion barrier between the cytoplasm and the nuclear interior, NPCs re-assemble to ensure its transport competence (Bodoor et al., 1999; Daigle et al., 2001). Post-mitotic NPC assembly is initiated by the recruitment of a subset of nucleoporins to chromatin and is particularly well characterized due to the faithful reconstitution of these events in *Xenopus* egg extracts. The chromatin binding nucleoporin MEL28/ELY5 initiates NPC assembly by recruiting the Nup107-160 complex, a major structural component of the NPC (Harel et al., 2003; Walther et al., 2003b; Rasala et al., 2006; Franz et al., 2007; Gillespie et al., 2007; Rasala et al., 2008; Rotem et al., 2009). Membranes are next connected to the assembling
NPC due to interactions between the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121 and the Nup107-160 complex (Antonin et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2010; Yavuz et al., 2010). NDC1 is also likely to be involved at this step (Mansfeld et al., 2006; Stavru et al., 2006) but its function is less defined. Components of the second major structural subunit of the NPC, the Nup93 complex, subsequently assemble stepwise from the membrane building laterally towards the center of the NPC (Dultz et al., 2008; Sachdev et al., 2012; Vollmer et al., 2012), which allows for the recruitment of the central channel components, the FG-nucleoporins. The final steps of NPC assembly are the addition of peripheral nucleoporins, which form extensions to the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic sides of the pore (Bodoor et al., 1999; Hase and Cordes, 2003; Dultz et al., 2008). The small GTPase ran spatially regulates NPC reassembly by promoting the release of transport receptor bound proteins, such as MEL28/ELYS (Franz et al., 2007; Rotem et al., 2009), at post-mitotic chromatin (Walther et al., 2003a). Several nucleoporins are also hyper-phosphorylated during mitosis (Laurell et al., 2011) but the extent to which their dephosphorylation regulates post-mitotic NPC formation is currently not clear.

Although the crucial events of post-mitotic nuclear envelope assembly occur on decondensing chromatin, the regulatory mechanisms that coordinate envelope assembly and the chromatin state at that time are not well understood. Here we identify dynamic demethylation of histone H3 by the Lysine (K) Specific Demethylase, LSD1 (also known as KDM1A), as a novel mechanism coordinating the recruitment and assembly of nuclear envelope and NPC components on post-mitotic chromatin. We report that the loss of LSD1 demethylase activity blocks nuclear envelope and pore complex formation in vitro, via impaired recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and POM121/NDC1-containing membrane vesicles. We find that downregulation of LSD1 in human cells elongates telophase and results in ectopic NPC assembly outside of the nuclear envelope. Our data implicate LSD1-dependent demethylation of histones as a requirement for proper nuclear assembly at the end of mitosis.

Results

LSD1 demethylase activity is required for cell-free nuclear assembly

In an effort to identify regulatory landmarks of nuclear envelope reassembly at the end of mitosis we screened various classes of chemical inhibitors for their ability to block nuclear assembly in vitro. Cell-free nuclear formation can be faithfully recapitulated on a sperm chromatin template using the cytosolic and membrane fractions of *Xenopus laevis* egg
extracts induced to mimic the late mitotic state (for review see (Gant and Wilson, 1997)). After initial DNA decondensation, a nuclear envelope forms around the chromatin, which continues to decondense and reorganize, giving rise to a functionally competent nucleus. A closed nuclear envelope can be visualized by the smooth nuclear rim incorporation of a fluorescent lipophilic membrane dye, DiIC18 (1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-Tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate) (Fig. 1, untreated). NPCs are integrated in the newly formed envelope and can be observed by immuno-labelling with mAB414, an antibody that recognizes a subset of FG-containing nucleoporins (Davis and Blobel, 1986). We identified a group of inhibitors (N-Methyl-N-propargylbenzylamine (pargyline), trans-2-Phenylcyclopropylamine (2-PCPA), and the 2-PCPA derivative trans-2-(2-benzyloxy-3,5-difluorophenyl)cyclopropylamine hydrochloride (S2101)) targeting the histone lysine demethylase LSD1 that severely impairs nuclear envelope and NPC assembly (Fig. 1).

In order to determine whether LSD1 specifically plays a role in nuclear assembly it was immuno-depleted from Xenopus egg extract cytosol using a polyclonal antibody generated against full-length Xenopus LSD1 that recognizes both the Xenopus and human protein (Fig. S1). LSD1 was efficiently removed from the egg cytosol while the levels of other proteins including the nucleoporins Nup107, Nup62 and MEL28/ELYS, the nuclear GTPase ran, which is important for nuclear transport, and CoREST, which functions as an LSD1 cofactor in H3K4 demethylation (Shi et al., 2005), were unaffected (Fig. 2A). LSD1 depletion rendered the extracts incompetent for nuclear envelope and NPC assembly (Fig. 2B,C). Addition of purified recombinant Xenopus LSD1 rescued the formation of a closed nuclear envelope and integrated NPCs, validating the specificity of the depletion phenotype and confirming the requirement for LSD1 in nuclear assembly. We designed a demethylase-deficient version of LSD1 by mutating a lysine residue in the FAD binding pocket, based on structural and functional studies of the human homolog (Stavropoulos et al., 2006). This catalytically inactive LSD1 mutant (a lysine to alanine exchanged in position 643, LSD1 K643A) failed to rescue the nuclear assembly defect (Fig. 2B,C), indicating that the demethylase activity of LSD1 is crucial for nuclear envelope and NPC assembly.
**Loss of LSD1 in human cells extends telophase and promotes the formation of annulate lamellae**

We performed immunofluorescence experiments in HeLa cells and found that LSD1 localized to the nucleus during interphase but was largely excluded from chromatin during mitosis (Fig. S2). It could first be seen re-associating with chromatin early in telophase coincident with NPC formation, which was detected by mAB414 staining (Fig. S2A, B) and prior to abscission, which was visualized by the loss of midbody-associated α-tubulin between the segregated chromatin masses (Fig. S2C) (Guizetti et al., 2011). To assay the importance of LSD1 during mitotic exit in cells we employed RNAi and followed mitotic events by live cell imaging. LSD1 was efficiently depleted by siRNA for up to 72h in HeLa cells stably expressing histone H2B fused to a mCherry reporter (Fig. 3A, S3 A). Cells were imaged over approximately 20h by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy and chromatin features annotated and tracked during mitotic events using the image analysis software CellCognition (Schmitz and Gerlich, 2009; Held et al., 2010). Based on the morphological annotation of chromatin, LSD1-depleted cells displayed a robust extension in the length of telophase (Fig. 3B). In the absence of LSD1, cells maintained condensed telophasic chromatin 10-15 minutes beyond control cells, which spent an average of 18 minutes in telophase. Accordingly, the progressive decrease in chromatin density that occurs upon mitotic exit, based on the average fluorescence intensity of the H2B-mCherry signal, was delayed and incomplete in LSD1-depleted cells compared to controls (Fig. 3C). This extended duration of chromatin compaction following chromosome segregation could be clearly visualized in individual mitotic tracks (Fig. 3D). Although one LSD1-targeting siRNA significantly extended the duration of metaphase, the timing of other cell cycle stages was not affected by LSD1 depletion (Fig. S3B, S3G) and a longer metaphase was not a prerequisite for extended chromatin compaction after anaphase (For example, Fig. 3D). In order to confirm that mitotic exit is delayed in the absence of LSD1, mitotic spindle dynamics were tracked in live cells stably expressing EGFP-tagged α-tubulin and mCherry-H2B. In addition to prolonged telophasic chromatin features (Fig. S3E, F), LSD1-depleted cells maintained midbody-associated tubulin on average 15-30 minutes longer than controls, indicating that abscission, the final step in cytokinesis, was delayed (Fig. S3I). Taken together, these data suggest that the role of LSD1 during mitosis is specific to the events occurring in telophase. Consistent with this, addition of the LSD1-targeting inhibitors 2-PCPA and S2101 to HeLa cells similarly prolonged telophase (Fig. S4A, B).
In addition to extended telophase, the average nuclear volume in unsynchronized populations of LSD1-knockdown cells was significantly reduced compared to control populations (Fig. 4A, S3C). This observation suggests that LSD1 depletion has a lasting effect on chromatin compaction during interphase. In order to further investigate the impact of LSD1 knockdown on nuclear architecture in interphasic cells we employed immunofluorescent labeling of various nuclear envelope and NPC proteins. Labeling with mAB414 revealed that in addition to NPCs in the nuclear envelope, LSD1-depleted cells (Fig. 4B) or cells treated with chemical inhibitors of LSD1 (Fig. S4C) possessed significant cytoplasmic staining for NPCs indicative of annulate lamellae. These arrays of NPCs inserted into membrane stacks of the endoplasmic reticulum (Kessel, 1992) have been found to form when post-mitotic NPC assembly is impaired (Franz et al., 2007). We counted NPCs, based on the mAB414 signal, and found a reduction in their total number at the nuclear envelope when LSD1 was depleted, although NPC density was unaffected (Fig. 4C, D).

Despite the reduction in nuclear volume and the number of NPCs at the nuclear envelope, LSD1 depleted cells were not defective in nuclear lamina assembly, evidenced by the smooth rim staining of lamins A and B (Fig. 4E). Similarly, the inner nuclear envelope proteins lamin B receptor (LBR) and emerin did not seem to be affected by LSD1 knockdown and were found at the nuclear envelope. The nucleoporins Nup62, of the central channel; Nup153, from the nucleoplasmic NPC face; and Nup88, from the cytoplasmic face of the NPC, were all found at the nuclear rim in LSD1 depleted cells. Furthermore, MEL28/ELYS, required for the initial seeding of NPC assembly on post-mitotic chromatin, and POM121, a transmembrane nucleoporin, could also be detected at the nuclear envelopes of LSD1 depleted nuclei.

Taken together, these data suggest that at the end of mitosis LSD1 is required to reestablish interphasic nuclear architecture that is conducive to nuclear expansion and NPC assembly.

**LSD1 is not essential for chromatin decondensation**

Nuclear reformation at the end of mitosis involves the almost simultaneous decondensation of highly compacted mitotic chromatin and assembly of a closed NPC-containing nuclear envelope (Schooley et al., 2012). Although difficult to functionally discern in a cellular context, these two integral mitotic exit processes can be biochemically separated in vitro. Given the apparent compaction of chromatin in both cell-free nuclear assemblies (Fig. 1A,
2B) and in HeLa cells (Fig. 3C, D) when its function was impaired, we wondered whether LSD1 had a direct role in chromatin decondensation.

The initial decondensation of sperm chromatin, the DNA template employed in our cell-free nuclear assembly assays (Fig. 1,2), in *Xenopus* egg extracts occurs due to the exchange of sperm specific protamines by the maternal histones H3 and H4 (Philpott and Leno, 1992). We tested whether this specialized decondensation event requires LSD1 by incubating sperm chromatin in egg extracts lacking membranes and an energy regenerating system for 10 minutes. Under these conditions, histone exchange occurs and results in sperm chromatin decondensation (Fig. 5A, compare buffer to untreated extract) but nuclear assembly cannot proceed. Depletion of LSD1 did not affect sperm chromatin decondensation (Fig. 5A). Thus, the block in cell-free nuclear assembly in the absence of LSD1 activity (Fig. 1,2) is not due to a defect in sperm DNA de-compaction.

Sperm DNA decondensation is mechanistically distinct from the decondensation of highly compacted chromatin at the end of mitosis and we have recently established a cell-free assay to specifically analyze the latter process (Magalska et al., 2014). To this end, we examined changes to the topology of mitotic chromatin clusters isolated from HeLa cells when incubated with *Xenopus* egg extracts. In this modified version of the nuclear assembly assay, the highly condensed mitotic chromatin has been found to progressively decondense in a way that is morphologically analogous to the chromatin of cells exiting mitosis. These structural changes can be quantified based on the smoothness of the chromatin boundary and the homogeneity of DAPI staining, both increasing over time as chromatin decondenses. In the absence of membranes, depletion of LSD1 from the egg extracts had an apparently modest effect on chromatin decondensation, which was not quantifiably different based of the parameters described (Fig. 5B).

In the presence of membranes, mitotic chromatin clusters not only decondense but also support the formation of a closed nuclear envelope containing NPCs, which are competent for nuclear import (Magalska et al., 2014). Accordingly, the addition of membranes to the extracts results in larger nuclei that accommodate further chromatin decondensation (Philpott et al., 1991; Wright, 1999) also known as secondary decondensation or nuclear swelling (Fig. 5C and S4D, mock and untreated). However, when LSD1 activity was blocked by the addition of chemical inhibitors or its specific immuno-depletion, minimal membrane recruitment occurred and chromatin did not undergo any additional decondensation. Consistent with the nuclear assembly assay on sperm chromatin (Fig. 1,2), blocking LSD1 activity impaired
nuclear envelope formation on the HeLa chromatin substrate. These data suggest that LSD1 is not required for chromatin decondensation, at least the steps that occur in vitro in the absence of a closed nuclear envelope, but rather to render post-mitotic chromatin competent for the recruitment and assembly of nuclear envelope components.

**LSD1 demethylase activity mediates the recruitment of nuclear envelope membranes and MEL28/ELYS to chromatin in vitro**

To confirm that LSD1 plays a role in the recruitment of nuclear envelope membranes to chromatin we employed DNA-coated magnetic beads (Heald et al., 1996). DNA was chromatinized by incubation with *Xenopus* egg extract cytosol and incubated with the same floated membrane fractions used in cell-free nuclear assembly reactions. Chromatinization resulted in the appearance of chromatin binding proteins, including Ku70 and LSD1 (Fig. 6A), on the DNA beads. The membranes isolated from egg extracts are a mixture of different nuclear envelope precursor and ER vesicles. These include the early chromatin-binding fraction containing POM121 and NDC1, the late chromatin-binding fraction containing GP210, and a bulk ER vesicle population containing, among many other proteins, reticulon 4 (RTN4) and Calnexin. Each of these membrane proteins was recruited to DNA beads chromatinized in mock-treated cytosol. However, when DNA was chromatinized in LSD1-depleted cytosol, we observed a significant reduction in the recruitment of POM121/NDC1-containing vesicles (to 26% or 41%, respectively, Fig. 6B). The recruitment of both GP210 and ER marker-containing vesicles (RTN4 and Calnexin) was unaffected by LSD1 depletion, suggesting that membrane recruitment was not generally affected. Addition of recombinant wildtype LSD1 but not the demethylase deficient K643A mutant to LSD1-depleted extracts rescued the recruitment of POM121 and NDC1. Importantly, binding of MEL28/ELYS, which is required for initiation of NPC assembly on the decondensing chromatin, was also reduced upon LSD1 depletion (to 50%) and rescued by the recombinant wild type protein. The levels of dimethylated H3K4 were elevated by more than two-fold upon LSD1 depletion or addback of the catalytically dead K643A mutant, validating H3K4me2 as an LSD1 substrate in *Xenopus* egg extracts and on chromatinized DNA beads. Consistent with reduced recruitment to DNA beads, nuclei assembled in vitro on sperm chromatin in the absence of functional LSD1 lack MEL28/ELYS, POM121 and NDC1 (Fig. 6C). These data indicate that the efficient recruitment of both MEL28/ELYS and POM121/NDC1-containing nuclear envelope precursor vesicles to chromatin is dependent on LSD1 activity and suggest that
LSD1 may function in nuclear assembly by regulating the chromatin dependent recruitment of nuclear envelope and pore complex proteins at the end of mitosis.

**Discussion**

The restoration of interphasic nuclear architecture at the end of mitosis requires massive reorganization of the condensed mitotic chromatin and the coordinated reassembly of a functional nuclear envelope. We have found that the catalytic activity of LSD1 plays a crucial role in nuclear formation on post-mitotic chromatin. Interfering with the function of LSD1 either by inhibition or by depletion inhibits cell-free nuclear assembly by blocking chromatin recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and POM121/NDC1-containing membranes. In human cells, reduction of LSD1 by RNAi-mediated depletion severely extends telophase and results in significantly smaller nuclei as well as ectopic NPC formation in the cytoplasm. Our data suggest that in addition to dephosphorylation events and the action of the small GTPase ran (Hetzer et al., 2002), histone demethylation plays a crucial role in post-mitotic nuclear envelope and pore complex formation.

Mitotic histone modifications are critical both for memorizing the interphasic transcriptional state of the chromatin (for review see (Moazed, 2011; Wang and Higgins, 2013) and for chromosome segregation during anaphase (Kawashima et al., 2010; Yamagishi et al., 2010). The most prominent of these modifications is the phosphorylation of Histone H3 at T3, T11, S10, and S28 by the kinases Aurora B and Haspin. These marks are removed during mitotic exit by the phosphatase PP1, which is recruited to anaphase chromatin by its targeting cofactor RepoMan/CDCA2 (Trinkle-Mulcahy et al., 2006) and mKI67 (Booth et al., 2014; Takagi et al., 2014). Although it was recently proposed to be upstream of a histone modification cascade that promotes mitotic chromosome condensation (Wilkins et al., 2014), phosphorylation of histone H3 at S10 is dispensable for chromosome condensation (Hsu et al., 2000; MacCallum et al., 2002) and to date there is no evidence to suggest that the reversal of histone phosphorylation events are specifically required for chromatin decondensation at the end of mitosis (Magalska et al., 2014). Instead, chromatin remodeling downstream of histone dephosphorylation has been linked to nuclear envelope assembly by promoting the recruitment of LBR via heterochromatin protein 1β (HP1β) (Ye et al., 1997; Haraguchi et al., 2000; Fischle et al., 2005) and importin β-bound nucleoporins via RepoMan (Vagnarelli et al.,...
The results presented here indicate that demethylation of histone H3 plays a comparable role in the regulation of nuclear reassembly.

Our data suggest that LSD1-mediated demethylation is required for the recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and nuclear envelope precursor vesicles, enriched for POM121 and NDC1, to chromatin \textit{in vitro}. In the absence of LSD1, MEL28/ELYS and POM121/NDC1-containing vesicles were not efficiently recruited to chromatinized DNA beads nor were they found on sperm chromatin in 2h nuclear assembly reactions. These defects were rescued by the addition of recombinant catalytically active LSD1 (Fig. 6). Both MEL28/ELYS and POM121/NDC1 vesicles are crucial for NPC assembly (Antonin et al., 2005; Mansfeld et al., 2006; Franz et al., 2007). During mitosis, MEL28/ELYS is localized to kinetochores (Rasala et al., 2006). Although it is considered the seeding point for NPC assembly on chromatin (Franz et al., 2007; Gillespie et al., 2007), the precise mechanism governing the redistribution of MEL28/ELYS on post-mitotic chromatin is currently unknown. Our data suggest that the proper localization of MEL28/ELYS at the end of mitosis depends on changes to chromatin that occur downstream of LSD1 activity. As the recruitment of POM121/NDC1-containing vesicles to chromatin during nuclear assembly relies on the presence of MEL28/ELYS (Rasala et al., 2008), it is likely that the block in nuclear envelope precursor vesicle recruitment we observe occurs, at least partially, upstream of MEL28/ELYS. However, nuclear envelope precursor vesicles crucial to \textit{in vitro} nuclear assembly, including POM121-containing vesicles, have been found to bind DNA in the absence of MEL28/ELYS (Ulbert et al., 2006). Furthermore, a soluble fragment of POM121 can competitively block nuclear assembly \textit{in vitro} without disrupting the recruitment of MEL28/ELYS, and in turn the Nup107-160 complex, due to distinct binding sites on chromatin (Shaulov et al., 2011). Finally, nuclei assembled in the absence of MEL28/ELYS form pore-free albeit closed nuclear envelopes (Franz et al., 2007), which we did not observe upon LSD1 depletion. Taken together, the nuclear assembly defect we observe in the absence of LSD1 activity is most likely the result of a block in the recruitment of multiple factors that interact independently with chromatin in the early stages of mitotic exit.

Reduction of LSD1 by RNAi significantly extended telophase in HeLa cells. The interphasic nuclei were significantly smaller and we observed a reduction in the total number of NPCs assembled at the nuclear envelope. Because NPC density was not affected by the loss of LSD1 (Fig. 4D), we cannot be certain whether the smaller LSD1-depleted nuclei are specifically defective for NPC formation or rather for nuclear envelope membrane expansion.
However, substantial annulate lamellae formation, ectopic NPC assembly in the cytoplasm, was also found in LSD1 knockdown cells. Annulate lamellae are typically observed when interfering with NPC re-assembly at the end of mitosis, for example upon MEL28/ELYS depletion (Walther et al., 2003b; Franz et al., 2007), suggesting that LSD1 activity may be upstream of NPC assembly on chromatin. The relatively modest effect on nuclear envelope assembly in cells could be explained by a lower efficiency of LSD1 depletion compared to the in vitro experiments. Although we observed a similar phenotype upon chemical blockade of LSD1 activity (Fig S4A-C), these experiments are difficult to interpret because of predominant cell mortality at the effective concentrations. Alternatively, the role of LSD1-mediated demethylation in post-mitotic nuclear assembly might be partially redundant in HeLa cells. Chemical blockade of LSD1 activity has been found to preferentially inhibit the growth of pluripotent cell types in culture while having very little impact on the growth rate of HeLa cells (Wang et al., 2011).

The in vitro assays employed in our study allowed us to separately query the role of LSD1 in chromatin decondensation and nuclear envelope assembly, events that occur simultaneously in cells. Sperm chromatin-specific decondensation, an event that occurs immediately after fertilization due to the nucleoplasmin dependent exchange of sperm protamines for maternal histones (Philpott et al., 1991), was not hindered in LSD1 depleted extracts (Fig. 5A). In uninhibited extracts, decondensed sperm chromatin is the substrate for the assembly of a closed nuclear envelope containing NPCs. Once a functional envelope has formed, the import of nuclear proteins leads to an increase in nuclear volume, a process that is also referred to as nuclear swelling/expansion or secondary decondensation (Philpott et al., 1991; Wright, 1999). A loss of LSD1 activity, either by immuno-depletion or chemical inhibition, blocked nuclear envelope and pore complex formation on the sperm chromatin. In the absence of nuclear envelope formation and the establishment of nuclear import, secondary decondensation could not occur and thus the nuclei assembled appeared small and condensed (Fig. 1,2). Nevertheless, this should be not misinterpreted as defect in chromatin decondensation. Similarly, blocking LSD1 activity did not significantly impair the decondensation of mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells in the absence of membranes (Fig. 5B, S4D top panel). Upon addition of membranes, extracts in which LSD1 activity was removed or blocked gave rise to strikingly smaller nuclei compared to relevant controls (Fig. 5C, S4D bottom panels). This size discrepancy can be attributed to a loss of secondary decondensation in the absence of a closed and functional nuclear envelope when LSD1 activity is blocked. Our data therefore indicate that chromatin decondensation per se is not dependent on LSD1.
Nonetheless, loss of LSD1 activity resulted in smaller nuclei in both our membrane-free decondensation assay (Fig. 5B, S4D) and in HeLa cells (Fig. 4A, S3C, S4C), suggesting that LSD1 may play a role in reestablishing interphasic chromatin organization at the end of mitosis. Considering its impact on nuclear envelope formation, we postulate that LSD1 is required to generate post-mitotic chromatin that is competent for proper nuclear envelope and NPC assembly.

LSD1 is a nuclear amine oxidase that catalyzes the FAD-dependent demethylation of histone H3 at lysines 4 and 9 (Shi et al., 2004; Forneris et al., 2005; Shi et al., 2005). It acts mainly as a transcriptional repressor (Shi et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2005; Shi et al., 2005) by demethylating H3K4me2, a mark of active transcription (reviewed in (Black et al., 2012)). However, it has also been found to demethylate repressive H3K9me2 marks and activate the ligand dependent transcription of androgen receptor-responsive genes (Metzger et al., 2005; Wissmann et al., 2007). Importantly, demethylation of histone H3 by LSD1 is locus specific, although the mechanistic details governing this specificity are currently unknown. Consistent with its repressive role, LSD1 has been implicated in heterochromatin formation and maintenance in *drosophila* and *S. pombe* (Lan et al., 2007; Rudolph et al., 2007).

In the context of mitotic exit, it is not clear how LSD1 dependent demethylation primes chromatin for nuclear envelope assembly and this will be an interesting avenue for future research. Because the catalytic activity of LSD1 and not simply its presence on the chromatin was required for cell-free nuclear assembly (Fig. 2), it is unlikely that LSD1 itself acts as a scaffold for the recruitment of nuclear envelope proteins at the end of mitosis. Instead, LSD1-mediated demethylation might result in an accumulation of specific histone marks that facilitate the recruitment and assembly of envelope components. Indeed, we observed a two-fold increase in dimethylated H3K4 upon LSD1 depletion or re-addition of the catalytically inactive mutant on chromatin beads (Fig. 6A, B). However, the contribution of other histone modifications such as methylated H3K9, another LSD1 target, should not be excluded. It is equally possible that in modulating chromatin organization downstream of histone H3 demethylation, either globally or at the chromatin surface, LSD1 promotes a state of chromatin that is competent for nuclear envelope assembly. Finally, LSD1 has been found to demethylate other chromatin-associated proteins including p53 and DNMT1 (Huang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009) and it is certainly possible that its role in nuclear envelope assembly is due to demethylation of non-histone substrates.
LSD1 was previously found to localize to the mitotic spindle and to function in chromosome segregation in dividing HeLa cells (Lv et al., 2010). In our live cell imaging experiments, we observed a tendency towards extended metaphase in LSD1-depleted cells (Fig. S3B, S3G), which could be indicative of spindle-related defects in chromosome alignment. However we did not observe a significant increase in the number of lagging chromosomes or chromosome bridges in the siRNA treated cells (data not shown). We found that LSD1 was excluded from chromatin starting at prometaphase and re-associated with chromatin during telophase, concomitant with mAB414 staining and, presumably, nuclear envelope formation but prior to abscission (Fig. S2). A similar dissociation of LSD1 from mitotic chromatin has also been observed in mouse embryonic stem cells (Nair et al., 2012). LSD1 is phosphorylated during mitosis (Lv et al., 2010), and it is possible that this phosphorylation controls its association with chromatin. Alternatively, dynamic histone modifications could be responsible for the cell-cycle dependent localization of LSD1. For example, phosphorylation of histone H3 at serine 10, blocks the binding of LSD1 to a synthetic H3 peptide in vitro (Forneris et al., 2005).

The mitotic dependent dissociation of LSD1 from chromatin modulates rapid gene expression changes in embryonic stem cells (Nair et al., 2012). LSD1 has also been found to maintain both the undifferentiated state and proliferative capacity of pluripotent cells, which express relatively high levels of LSD1 (Sun et al., 2010; Adamo et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Nair et al., 2012). Here we have identified a new transcription-independent role for LSD1 in the reestablishment of nuclear architecture following mitotic cell division. Whether the capacity for LSD1 to support nuclear envelope formation on post-mitotic chromatin plays a role in cancer, particularly in cancer stem cells where its expression is frequently mis-regulated (reviewed in (Amente et al., 2013), remains a question for future research.

Materials and Methods

Antibodies and chemicals

The following commercial antibodies were used for immunofluorescence in HeLa cells: LSD1 (abcam, ab17721), α-tubulin (Sigma, T6199), Nup62 (BD Biosciences, 610498), Nup153 (abcam, SA1, ab96462), Nup88 (BD Biosciences, 611896), Lamin A (abcam, ab26300), Lamin B2 (EPR9701(B), abcam, ab151735), Lamin B receptor (Epitomics, 1398-1), and Emerin (Sigma, HPA000609). The human MEL28/ELYS (Franz et al., 2007) and
POM121 (Mansfeld et al., 2006) antibodies were kind gifts from Iain Mattaj and Ulrike Kutay, respectively. mAB414 (Covance, MMS-120R) was used for immunofluorescence in HeLa cells and on in vitro assembled nuclei. With the exception of the mAB414 (used to detect Nup62), Ku70 (H3H10, abcam, ab3114) and CoREST (Millipore, 07-455) antibodies, which were employed for western blotting, antibodies raised against Xenopus proteins were employed in immunoblotting and immunofluorescence in Xenopus egg extract-based assays. Antibodies against Xenopus laevis GP210 (Antonin et al., 2005), NDC1 (Mansfeld et al., 2006), POM121 and RTN4 (Vollmer et al., 2015) have been described previously. For the MEL28/ELYS antibody, a construct comprising aa2290-2408 was expressed from a pET28a vector and used for antibody production in rabbits. The same was done for Calnexin, using a construct comprising aa 516-606. The Xenopus LSD1 antibody was generated in rabbits using full-length LSD1 expressed from a pET28a vector and used 1:1000 as serum for Western blotting both in Xenopus egg and HeLa cell extracts and 1:100 for immunofluorescence on in vitro assembled nuclei. For affinity purification of the antiserum in order to generate affinity resins for depletion experiments (see below) recombinant LSD1 was coupled to Affigel 10 (Biorad).

The LSD1 inhibitors Pargyline-HCL (Sigma), 2PCPA-H$_2$SO$_4$ (BPS Bioscience), and S2101 (Calbiochem) were diluted in water and stored at -20°C prior to use. DiIC18 and secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 goat α-rabbit IgG and Cy3 goat α-mouse IgG) were obtained from Invitrogen.

**Protein expression and purification**

The construct for Xenopus laevis LSD1 (gene bank accession number KR078281) was generated from synthetic DNA optimized for codon usage in E. coli (Geneart). The K643A mutant was generated by mutagenesis using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent). Sequences were cloned into a modified pET28a vector containing a N-terminal yeast SUMO solubility tag followed by a TEV cleavage site. Proteins were expressed in E. coli and purified by Ni-affinity chromatography. His6- and SUMO-tags were cleaved using tabacco etch virus (TEV) protease and proteins were concentrated using VIVASPIN columns (Sartorius) prior to further purification by size exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200 10/300, GE healthcare) in sucrose buffer (250 mM sucrose, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes-KOH, 2.5 mM MgCl$_2$).
Cell-free nuclear assembly

Nuclear assemblies and immunofluorescence, including the preparation of high speed interphasic extracts from *Xenopus laevis* eggs, generation of sperm heads, and production of floated labeled and unlabeled membranes are described in detail in (Eisenhardt et al., 2014). Affinity resins used in depletion experiments were generated by crosslinking either purified unspecific rabbit IgG or affinity purified LSD1 IgG to protein-A sepharose using 10 mM Dimethyl Pimelimidate (Thermo Scientific). LSD1 was immunodepleted by incubating the resin with egg cytosol in a ratio of 1:1 and rotating at 4°C for 25 minutes. Unbound cytosol was used immediately. Fluorescence images were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV1000; Olympus; equipped with a photomultiplier [model R7862; Hamamatsu]) using 405-, 488-, and 559-nm laser lines and a 60× NA 1.35 oil immersion objective lens.

Cell-free chromatin decondensation

Isolation of mitotic clusters from HeLa, preparation of low speed interphasic egg extracts and chromatin decondensation reactions are described in detail in (Magalska et al., 2014). Immunodepletion of LSD1 for chromatin decondensation was performed as for nuclear assembly reactions (above). Chromatin decondensation was quantified from confocal images of DAPI-stained nuclei based on two key parameters described in (Magalska et al., 2014): Roughness of the chromatin boundary (Perimeter²/Area) and chromatin heterogeneity (the relative internal area occupied by prominent structures, which were recognized using Fiji’s StructureJ plugin http://www.imagescience.org/meijering/). Smoothness and homogeneity were defined as the differences from the maximal roughness and maximal relative area, respectively. A maximum of 20% was adopted for the fully decondensed state in both analyses. The fully condensed state was set to zero.

For sperm DNA decondensation 20 µl of *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts were incubated with 0.3 µl sperm heads (3000 sperm heads per µl) for 10 min. Samples were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde on ice, stained with DAPI and analyzed on a Axiovert 200 M fluorescence wide field microscope (Zeiss). Images for both decondensation assays were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV1000; Olympus; equipped with a photomultiplier [model R7862; Hamamatsu]) using 405- and 559-nm laser lines and a 60× NA 1.35 oil immersion objective lens.
Cell culture experiments

HeLa cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 10% FBS, and 500 units/ml penicillin-streptomycin (all from Gibco). HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry (generated as in (Schmitz et al., 2010) were maintained in DMEM additionally supplemented with 0.5 µg/ml puromycin (Gibco). The H2B-mCherry/tubulin-EGFP cell line (Held et al. 2010) was a kind gift from Daniel Gerlich (IMBA, Vienna) and was maintained in DMEM additionally supplemented with 0.5 µg/ml puromycin (Gibco) and 500 µg/ml G-418/Geneticin (Life Technologies). The following siRNA oligonucleotides were employed in knockdown experiments: siLSD1-1 (AOF2_-2) ACATCTTACCTTAGTCATCAA, siLSD1-2 (AOF2-6) AGGCCTAGACATTAAACTGAA, and AllStars negative control siRNA (all from Qiagen). Additionally the following PP2A oligos were routinely used as a pool mixed 1:1:1 (Schmitz et al., 2010): GACCAGGATGTGGACGTCAAA, CCAGGAUGUGGACGUCAAATT, and UUUGACGUCCACAUCCUGGTC (Qiagen) (Schmitz et al., 2010). Reverse transfections of 20 nM siRNA were carried out in HeLa cell suspensions using lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

HeLa cells were processed for immunofluorescence by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) on ice for 10 minutes prior to permeabilization with 2% Triton X-100 in blocking buffer (3% bovine serum albumine + 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS). Where indicated, cells were permeabilized prior to fixation with 0.1% Triton-X 100 in a 60 mM PIPES, 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, 4mM MgSO₄ buffer (pH 7). Immunofluorescence staining is described in (Eisenhardt et al., 2014). Images were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV1000; Olympus), 405-, 488- and 559-nm laser lines, and a 60× NA 1.35 oil immersion objective lens. For Nup localization, the photomultiplier [model R7862; Hamamatsu] was employed. The 488 laser line and a GaAsP detector were employed to image NPCs for quantification. NPCs labeled with mAB414 were counted for a given surface area from maximum intensity projections comprising five 0.25 µm-spaced optical Z-sections of the nuclear surface using the Fiji’s 3D Object Counter (http://fiji.sc/3D_Objects_Counter). The total nuclear volume was measured from the DAPI signal of 0.5 µm optical Z-sections traversing the entire nucleus using the surpass volume function in IMARIS X64 7.6.3.

For live imaging experiments, H2B-mCherry and H2B-mCherry/α-tubulin-EGFP expressing HeLa cells were transfected with siRNA oligonucleotides and seeded in 8 well µ-slide
chambers (Ibidi). Starting approximately 30 hours post-transfection, cells were imaged using a Plan-Apochromat 10x NA 0.45 objective and a 561 nm diode laser on a LSM 5 live confocal microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a heating and CO\textsubscript{2} incubation system (Ibidi). ZEN software (Zeiss) was used to acquire images from five 7.5 \(\mu\text{m}\)-spaced optical Z-sections at various XY positions every three minutes. Single position *\text{.ome} files were generated from the maximum intensity projections in ZEN and converted to image sequences in Fiji. Segmentation, annotation, classification, and tracking of cells progressing through mitosis were performed using Cecog analyzer (http://www.cellcognition.org/software/cecoganalyzer) based on the CellCognition platform (Held et al., 2010).

**Chromatin recruitment assay**

Coupling of genomic DNA in a linearized plasmid to magnetic M-280 Streptavidin beads (Invitrogen) is described in (Ulbert et al., 2006). Once coupled, DNA beads were blocked with 1% lipid free bovine serum albumine in coupling buffer (2.5% polyvinylalcohol, 1M NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA pH 8.0), rotating overnight at 4°C. DNA was chromatinized by incubation with high-speed interphasic *Xenopus* egg cytosol (DNA beads:cytosol = 1:2.5), shaking at 350 rpm for 3 hours at 20°C. Beads were washed once with sucrose buffer and tested for protein recruitment by further incubation with egg cytosol and 10x floated membranes (i.e. 10 fold more concentrated than described in (Eisenhardt et al., 2014) purified from *Xenopus* eggs (DNA beads:cytosol:membranes = 1:0.5:1), shaking at 350 rpm for 1 hour at 20°C. After 3 washes with sucrose buffer, DNA beads were resuspended in Laemmli sample buffer and boiled. Supernatants were subjected to SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose for immunoblotting. Signal intensities were quantified using the Fusion Capt advance software.
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Fig. 1. LSD1 inhibitors block cell-free nuclear assembly

Nuclei assembled on sperm chromatin in *Xenopus* egg extracts for 120 min were fixed and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Where indicated 5 mM pargyline, 2.5 mM 2PCPA or 0.25 mM S2101 was added to assembly reactions at t = 0. Membranes were pre-labelled with DiIC18 (upper panel, red in overlay), NPCs were immuno-labeled following fixation using mAB414 (lower panel, green), and chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue in overlays). In each experiment, 100 randomly chosen chromatin substrates were scored. The average percentage of nuclei with closed nuclear envelopes from four independent experiments is shown. Data points from individual experiments are indicated. Scale bar: 5 µm.
Fig. 2. Cell-free nuclear assembly requires the demethylase activity of LSD1

(A) Western blot analysis of mock depleted, LSD1 depleted (ΔLSD1), and LSD1 depleted Xenopus egg extracts supplemented with either recombinant wild type LSD1 or the catalytically inactive LSD1 K643A mutant.

(B) Confocal microscopy images of fixed nuclei assembled for 120 min in the indicated extract conditions. Membranes were pre-labelled with DiIC18 (red in overlay) and chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue in overlay). The average percentage of closed nuclear envelopes for 100 randomly chosen chromatin substrates in each of three independent experiments is shown. Data points from individual experiments are indicated.

(C) Nuclei assembled for 120 min in the indicated extract conditions were fixed and analyzed for the presence of immunolabeled LSD1 (green in overlay) and NPCs (mAB414, red in overlay) on the chromatin (DAPI, blue in overlay) by confocal microscopy.

Scale bars: 5 µm.
Fig. 3. LSD1 is required for the timely establishment of interphasic chromatin after mitosis in human cells

(A) Western blot analysis of whole cell lysates from HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry and transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos as indicated. Lysates were harvested 24, 48, and 72h post-transfection.

(B) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry and transfected with 20 nM siRNA as indicated were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h after transfection. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition. The mean of the median time spent in telophase is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d. **P<0.01, Student’s t-test.

(C) The average fluorescence intensity of the H2B-mCherry signal was extracted from the CellCognition data acquired in (B) as an indication of chromatin density. The density was normalized to the first anaphase frame in individual mitotic tracks and the mean relative density for more than 100 mitotic events per condition from three independent experiments is plotted over time. Error bars represent s.d.

(D) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry and transfected with 20 nM siRNA were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h after transfection. Maximum intensity projections of the mCherry signal from five optical z sections are represented as a heat maps. Mitotic tracks are normalized to the first anaphase frame.
Fig. 4. Loss of LSD1 in human cells affects nuclear volume and NPC assembly

(A) Quantification of nuclear volume based on DAPI staining in HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos and fixed 48h post-transfection. The average nuclear volume from more than 80 nuclei per condition in three independent experiments is plotted. Error bars represent s.d. *P<0.05, Student’s t-test.

(B) HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos were fixed 48h post-transfection and processed for immunofluorescence. NPCs were immuno-labelled using mAB414 (green in overlay) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Maximum intensity projections are shown.

(C) Quantification of mAB414-labelled NPCs in HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos and fixed 48h post-transfection. The number of NPCs over a specified surface area was counted and was used to calculate the total number per nucleus.
based the nuclear volume. The average number of NPCs per nucleus for 10 nuclei per condition in 3 independent experiments is plotted. Error bars represent s.d. **P<0.01, Student’s t-test.

(D) Quantification of NPC density in HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos and fixed 48h post-transfection. The average number of mAB414-labelled NPCs over a specified surface area was counted and the mean NPC density for 10 nuclei per condition in 3 independent experiments is plotted. Error bars represent s.d.

(E) HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos were fixed 48h post-transfection and processed for immunofluorescence. Nuclear envelope proteins were immunolabelled as indicated and representative images are shown. Insets provide a higher magnification view.

Scale bars: 5 µm.
Fig. 5. LSD1 is not required for the membrane-independent decondensation of chromatin in vitro

(A) *Xenopus laevis* sperm chromatin heads were incubated in *Xenopus* egg extracts for 10 min, fixed, and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Chromatin was stained with DAPI. The average percentage of decondensed chromatin substrates for 100 randomly chosen templates in each of four independent experiments is shown. Data points from individual experiments are indicated.
(B) Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated with buffer, mock or LSD1 depleted *Xenopus* egg extracts in the absence of added membranes. After 120 min sample were fixed, stained with DAPI and analyzed by confocal microscopy. The smoothness of the chromatin boundary (light grey) and the homogeneity of DAPI staining (dark grey) were analyzed as described (Magalska et al., 2014). The mean percent decondensation is plotted for 10 chromatin substrates per condition in each of three independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d.

(C) Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated in mock or LSD1 depleted egg extracts in the presence of DiIC18-labelled membranes (red in overlay). Samples were fixed after 120 min, stained with DAPI (blue in overlay), and analyzed by confocal microscopy.

Scale bars: 5 µm.
Fig. 6. The recruitment of MEL28/ELYS and POM121/NDC1-membrane vesicles to chromatin in vitro depends on LSD1

(A) Linearized plasmid DNA immobilized on magnetic beads was chromatinized for 3h in mock, LSD1 depleted or LSD1 depleted Xenopus egg extract cytosol supplemented with...
either wildtype LSD1 or the catalytically inactive K643A mutant, as indicated. After re-isolation, beads were washed and incubated a second time with cytosol treated as before and floatation-purified egg extract membranes. Bead bound material was re-isolated after 1h, washed and analyzed by western blotting. For comparison, equal amounts (corresponding to the second incubation) of mock treated extracts and membranes were analyzed. Magnetic beads without DNA (empty beads) were used to estimate the background level of binding of extract components to the beads.

B) Quantification of proteins re-isolated with chromatinized DNA beads performed as in (A). The average intensity from three independent experiments normalized to the start material (cytosol or membranes) is plotted. Individual data points are indicated.

(C) Nuclei assembled for 120 min in the indicated extracts conditions were fixed and analyzed for the presence of MEL28/ELYS, POM121 and NDC1 (green in overlay) by immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy. Chromatin is stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 5 µm.
Supplementary figure legends

Fig. S1. Characterisation of a new Xenopus laevis LSD1 antibody

Antiserum generated in rabbits against the full length Xenopus laevis LSD1 protein was tested for specificity in immunoblots of lysates from Xenopus egg extracts (A) or HeLa cells (B) subjected to SDS-PAGE. Note the strong reduction of the human LSD1 signal upon RNAi mediated LSD1 downregulation.

Fig. S2. LSD1 localisation in HeLa cells

(A) The cell cycle-dependent localization of LSD1 in unsynchronised HeLa cells was analyzed by immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy. LSD1 (green in overlay) and NPCs (mAB414, red) were immunolabeled and chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue).

(B) LSD1 (green) and NPCs (mAB414, red) immunolabeled in cells permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X 100 prior to fixation. Chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue). Maximum intensity projections are shown.

(C) LSD1 (green) and α-tubulin (red) were immunolabeled in cells permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X 100 prior to fixation. Chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue). Maximum intensity projections are shown.

Scale bars: 5 µm

Fig. S3. Further characterization of unsynchronized HeLa cell populations depleted of LSD1 by siRNA

(A) HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos were fixed 48h post-transfection and processed for immunofluorescence. LSD1 (top panel, green in overlay) and NPCs (mAB414, red in overlay) were immuno-labeled and chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue in overlay). Scale bar: 10 µm

(B) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry and transfected with 20 nM siRNA as indicated were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h post-transfection. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition. The mean of the median time spent in each cell
cycle stage indicated is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d. *P<0.05, Student’s t-test.

(C) Quantification of nuclear volume based on DAPI staining in HeLa cells transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1 or LSD1-2 siRNA oligos and fixed 48h post-transfection. Nuclear volume measurements from 383 nuclei in 3 independent experiments were pooled for each condition and assigned to 200 µm³ bins. The nuclear volume frequency for each bin is plotted and the center of each bin is indicated on the x-axis.

(D) Western blot analysis of whole cell lysates from HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry/α-tubulin-EGFP and transfected with 20 nM control, LSD1-1, LSD1-2, or PP2A siRNA oligos as indicated. Lysates were harvested 48h post-transfection.

(E) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry/α-tubulin-EGFP and transfected with 20 nM siRNA were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h after transfection. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition. The mean of the median time spent in telophase based on chromatin features is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, Student’s t-test.

(F) The average fluorescence intensity of the H2B-mCherry signal was extracted from the CellCognition data acquired in (B) as an indication of chromatin density. The density was normalized to the first anaphase frame in individual mitotic tracks and the mean relative density for more than 100 mitotic events from three independent experiments is plotted over time. Error bars represent s.d.

(G) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry/α-tubulin-EGFP and transfected with 20 nM siRNA were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h post-transfection. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition. The mean of the median duration of the anaphase spindle, based on the α-tubulin signal, is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d.

(H) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry/α-tubulin-EGFP and transfected with 20 nM siRNA were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h post-transfection. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition. The mean of the median duration of the anaphase spindle, based on the α-tubulin signal, is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d.
(I) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry/ α-tubulin-EGFP and transfected with 20 nM siRNA were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h post-transfection. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition. The mean of the median duration of detectable midbody-associated α-tubulin is plotted for more than 100 mitotic events per condition in 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent s.d. *P<0.05, Student’s t-test.

(J) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry/ α-tubulin-EGFP and transfected with 20 nM siRNA were subjected to time-lapse microscopy starting 30h after transfection. Maximum intensity projections of the mCherry and EGFP signals from five optical z sections are shown. Mitotic tracks are normalized to the first anaphase frame.

Fig. S4. Chemical inhibition of LSD1 promotes extended telophase and annulate lamellae formation in HeLa cells but does not block membrane-independent chromatin decondensation in vitro

(A) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry were treated with different concentrations of the LSD1 inhibitors 2-PCPA and S2101 as indicated and immediately subjected to time-lapse microscopy. Mitotic events were analyzed with CellCognition (control: 73 events, 300 μM 2-PCPA: 35 events, 1mM 2-PCPA: 10 events, 15 μM S2101: 62 events, and 50 μM S2101: 22 events). The number of mitotic events analysed was drastically reduced in the presence of LSD1 inhibitors due to cell lethality at the effective concentrations. The median time spent in telophase is plotted and individual data are shown.

(B) HeLa cells stably expressing H2B-mCherry were treated with different concentrations of the LSD1 inhibitors 2-PCPA and S2101 as indicated and immediately subjected to time-lapse microscopy. Representative maximum intensity projections of the mCherry signal from five optical z sections are represented as a heat maps. Mitotic tracks are normalized to the first anaphase frame.

(C) HeLa cells treated with 300 μM 2-PCPA or 15 μM S2101 as indicated for 24h, fixed, and processed for immunofluorescence. NPCs were immuno-labelled using mAB414 (green in overlay) and DNA was stained with DAPI (blue). Maximum intensity projections are shown. Scale bar: 5 μm.

(D) Mitotic chromatin clusters from HeLa cells were incubated with Xenopus egg extracts in the presence or absence of added membranes. Where indicated 5 mM pargyline, 2.5 mM
2PCPA or 0.25 mM S2101 was added to decondensation reactions at t = 0. After 120 min, samples were fixed and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Added membranes were pre-labeled with DiIC18 (red in overlay) and chromatin was stained with DAPI (blue in overlay).

Scale bar: 5 μm.